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The views. opinions, and/or findings contained in this report arc those of the stud-
group author(s) and should not be construed as an official Department of the Army
position. polic, or decision. unless so designated by other official documentation.
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Annex F

Professional Development Concepts

!. PURPOSE. To introduce the development consistent with the actual experiences of the offi-
period framework used throughout the study and cer corps today and in the future. But profession-
to serve as a preface to the annexes which de- al development is more than a static description
scribe the seven development periods in an offi- of how the officer corps is organized and pre-
cer's career. This annex also discusses learning pared. It is also the province of the individual
theor, and its relevance to PDOS and the 1978 and how he acquires the skills. knowledge. and
RETO Study. craft to perform with competence and excellence.

2. DISCUSSION. A professional development framework, then.
must recommend as well as describe a system

a. Background. which promotes learning and growth. These two
criteria form the basis for evaluating the PDOS(!) At the outset of its deliberations, rmeok

PDOS determined it would be essential to orient

on the design of an ideal or desired Officer Pro-fessona DeelopentSysem. imutanousb. The PDOS framework for officer profes-fessional Development System. Simultaneous sinld v op et
with an analysis of the strengths and weakneses
of the current system and definition of the funda- (1) Three ke% concepts lie at the heart of
mental principles and strategic goals which give the PDOS model of Officer Professional Devel-
purpose to the future system, the study group opment:
began to explore theoretical aspects of profes- (a) Frame of Reference: The officer's
sional development, breadth of perspective, a measure of his capacity

(2) The search led to an examination of to understand things and to assert control over
professional development models in other profes- them. The frame of reference is the sum total of
sions. However it readily became apparent that an officer's understanding of himself, his role. his
few share the unique aspects of the Army officer organization. his subordinates and cause and ef-
corps-a well defined hierarchy. central manage- feet in the flow of events around him. all of
ment of a large membership. the requisite of a which determine his capacity for proactive con-
unifying corporate ethic. command. and respon- trol of his environment. his ability to deal with
sibility for vast public resources. Only other mili- uncertainty and complexity. and his perspective
tary services share these characteristics, several in terms of time.
of which were reviewed. Each provided valuable (b) Development Period: A phase in aninsights that were incorporated in the study.(bDeeomnPridAphsina
However, no single theoretical hudy. officer's career. bounded usually by promotion.
emerged as being adaptable to US Army officer during which he acquires a given set of cognitive
ereas en dptento Uskills. operates within specified bounds of au-
professional development. thority. bears a certain level of responsibility and

(3) Contacts with various individuals and contends with some degree of complexity and
agencies studying Army leadership proved more uncertainty. The development period represents
fruitful. The model described herein draws most an envelope of assignments during which we can
heavily on the work by the Army Research Insti- identify general and branch or functional area
tute. It derives also from many discussions with specific attributes, skills and performance stan-
other military and civilian researchers in this and dards for officers to attain based on the range of
related fields. positions they are likely to hold.

(4) PDOS has sought to develop a frame- (c) Transition Point: The time between
work for officer professional development that is development periods when an officer, having
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completed one phase of duties, prepares for the ence, which correspond to development periods
next in which his frame of reference must be for an officer's career.
broader if he is to perform successfully. Transi- Pre-commissioning Colonel
tion points imply the need to expand an officer's PreammisignigeColn
frame of reference through intensive education Lieutenant Brigadier and MajorGeneral

or training before he enters the new development Captain Senior Generalperiod. FIGURE F- I portrays these concepts. Officer

(2) The study group devoted a considera- Major and
ble effort ?o eliciting from literature, other stud- Lieutenant Colonel
ies, researchers, and its own aggregate experience
just what the key transition points are within the (a) As an officer advances in rank and
profession. Two -camps- evolved, those who responsibility, effective performance increasingly
identified transitions as opportunity gates (e.g., hinges on the progressive growth of conceptual
command and school selection) and those who and integrative skills as well as on the contextual
identified the transitions as being between levels understanding of the officer's role in the Army at
of duty performance. As the concept definitions each stage of his career. Each officer needs a time
above indicate, the latter view prevailed, largely of training, education and reflective thought to
because it more fully supported the study group's synthesize past experiences and expand his con-
notion of the fundamental purpose of the officer ceptual and contextual perspective to make the
corps: to meet the needs of the Army and Nation. transition in frames of reference from one devel-
The Army's systems for selecting talented officers opment period to the next. Thus, transition
for promotion, command and other key assign- points contain a key Army school experience
ments are related to professional development targeted on the requirements the officer must
but do not define its purpose. meet in the forthcoming period of development.

The school curricula of all development periods
(3) The PDOS framework for officer pro- are coordinated so the officer receives progres-

fessional development conceives of seven se- sive and sequential instruction in required sub-
quential, increasingly complex frames of refer- jects. Once through the transition point and into

r r
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the development period itself, the officer contin- (Often. however, individuals fill positions nor-
ues to develop through a variety of means to mally designated for more senior officers. and the
include self-study. mentoring by senior officers. Professional Development System must take this
actual job experience. and assistance from Army into account.) These transitions are sharp be-
schools via written material and computer pro- cause the hierarchical nature of military organi-
grams. This process of phased. general develop- zations demands of the newly promoted officer
ment is a vital precursor and complement to the exercise of suddenly broader responsibilities
functional training. education and experience. and authority over more complex matters than

he knew from his previous experience. FIGURE F-
(b) Promotion usually initiates the offi- 2 graphically portrays progressive growth

cer's transition into a new development period. through development periods.
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Figure F-2: Progressive Growth Through Development Periods.
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(c) Figure F-3 on previous page provides c. Individual learning.
examples of the distinct layering of responsibili- () During the 28 November 1984 IPR,
ties associated with the varied frames of refer- the Vice Chief of Staff, Army challenged the
ence. study group to revalidate the development period

(4) PDOS identified what an officer must framework. In his view, PDOS, by recom-
BE, KNOW and DO within each development mending that schools place emphasis on prepara-
period. These general performance standards tion of officers for a series of duty positions rath-
(discussed in detail in Annex K) gear the men- er than just the next job, appeared to depart from
tors, trainers and educators as well as the individ- the direction set by the RETO Study. The memo-
ual officer to perform appropriate roles in the randum at Appendix I responds to this concern.
development process at each stage. Finally, the (2) PDOS considered that the develop-
framework includes an analysis of methodologies (2) p Dro core tha he develop-
to be employed by each actor, from the individu- ment period framework for officer professionalal officer in his self-development role through the development would be valid only if its implica-
cal fficermynhi sel-devemset rle t h t tions accorded well with accepted learning theo-central Army school system (see Annex P). ry. Research into this area yielded a number of

(5) Diversity: Although the PDOS model competing theories of how people learn and re-
offers a general framework for analyzing profes- tain what they have learned. Appendix I con-
sional development, it does not advocate a tains, in summary form, a reasonably common
"generalist" track for all officers; nor does it seek interpretation. PDOS developed FIGURE F-4 to
to mold all into one pattern. The Army's need for illustrate the study group's understanding of the
expertise in all branches and functional areas will adult learning cycle. Taken together the develop-
grow in future years. It bears repeating that the ment period framework the learning cycle model
PDOS framework is duty driven. Army require- and the emerging education/knowledge model
ments determine not only the generic qualities (discussed in Annex P) constitute a coherent con-
and capabilites an officer must have in each de- ceptual framework for a professional develop-
velopment period, they also place demands on ment system.
Army and civil educators and trainers to breed
technical and tactical experts in a wide spectrum d. Implications for curricular structuring:
of warfighting and supporting roles. The Army The PDOS framework offers some insight into
draws strength from the diversity of its officers. appropriate designs of service school curricula.
It will continue strong by nurturing that diversi- The needs to prepare officers for a new develop-
ty. ment period involving a broader frame of refer-

4r : I RCLArII ro 4CAt ttm.o
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Figure F-4: Adult Learning Cycle.
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ence and to inculcate officers with a common should assist individuals and units in the field
core of skills, knowledge, and attributes (see AN- with exportable training packages exploiting the
NEX 0) argue for a substantial mandatory base most modern distributive technology. In sum,
curriculum at each service school. This base cur- the most appropriate curricular models will be
ricul~im also supports those who participate on a modular, will be exportable, will stress the com-
non-resident basis. On the other hand, Army mon core and will provide individual assignment
schools must be the repository of technical and preparation.
doctrinal expertise from which officers can best
prepare for specific assignments. As computer
knowledge bases maintained by service schools 4. CSA REMARKS. None.
become available, it will eventually be possible
for individual officers to access this repositing of
technical and doctrinal expertise from remote lo- Appendices
cations. Furthermore, since the individual officer I PDOS Underpinnings
learns best by application of previously learned
concepts, each school should devote a portion of
its curriculum to the detailed preparation of of- 3 Action Plan

ficers for their upcoming assignments, and 4 Phasing Plan
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Appendix 1 to Annex F

PDOS Underpinnings

Memorandum for Director, Professional Devel- tem-a common sense view that an officer ought
opment of Officers Study to learn about his job before he reports to per-

form it. This was deemed all the more true given
Subject: Underpinnings of the PDOS the increasingly specialized technical demands of

Recommendations most officer positions.

1. PURPOSE: This paper addressess the Vice
Chief of Staff's questions during the 28 Nov-
ember PDOS IPR concerning our philosophical (I) The psychological basis for preceding
underpinnings. Specifically, he asked for the ra- performance of tasks as closely as possible with
tionale behind the PDOS main thrust that the training is well established in learning theory.
officer professional development system should The mind learns most things by first understand-
focus "schools on (a) series of jobs rather than ing a concept, then by repeatedly performing at-
just (the officer's) next job," and whether this was tendant tasks which reveal and refine the rules
a departure from the direction set by the RETO governing that concept's salient features.
study. He asked that we examine this issue from
the theoretical perspective of how people learn. teach play key roles in learning and, perhaps

2. DISCUSSION: more important to the issue at hand, in retention.
a. RETO: People differ, for instance, in their abilities to

learn and retain what they have learned through
(1) The RETO Study's recommendations audial as opposed to visual means. Likewise, the

responded to a shift in focus in the Army's educa- choice of the most effective teaching methods
tional philosophy from long-term general devel- depends to some extent on the subject matter to
opment toward short term technical preparation be taught. In general, however, memory im-
to meet identified Army requirements. Key proves:
among RETO objectives was to respond to the
"continuing introduction of new technology" by (a) when multiple senses are employed in
increasing the tactical and technical competence learning,
of the officer corps, particularly at the junior offi- (b) when manual skills are involved in
cer level. (In actual fact, RETO identified the task execution,
need for a balance between professional educa-
tion and job-oriented training, as will be dis- (c) when the learning conditions closely
cussed later. The training initiatives, however, approximate performance conditions,
received more attention in implementation.) (d) when feedback on performance is

(2) RETO oriented much of its analysis on clear, and
duty modules-those skills required of an officer (e) when the new knowledge logically
to perform specific assignments. Many of the "fits" into the broader context of an individual's
RETO recommendations (increased functional understanding.
training, a longer OBC, CAS3) logically followed
from an analysis of what skills were required for (3) Learning, without practice, decays
the preponderance of officer jobs at various
grades. The effort to link officer professional de- (a) This decay is exacerbated if various
velopment to specific Army requirements repre- unrelated learning processes intervene before
sented a rationalization of the education sys- performance. For complex procedures or materi-

F--
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al the decay (forgetting) can be quite rapid. This (a) First, there are important non-techni-
is of particular concern to Army training and ed- cal aspects of an officer's education-executive
ucation because even junior officer duties have skilis and officership-which require a process of
grown increasingly complex. Yet the fact that contiimingeducation to achieve sequential build-

several months or years may intervene between ing and reinforcing. RETO explicitly recognized
learning and on-the-job performance of a con- the requirement for such a "Professional Military
plex series of tasks does not nullify the value of Education." We have expanded upon RETO's
the initial learning process. The recovery of once concern for professionalism. The recommenda-
learned material will be more rapid than learning tions regarding warrior spirit. mentoring. self-de-
from scratch. velopment and professional values derive from

(b) The decay is less rapid for concepts the same emphasis RETO placed on the role pro-
ad thhtext ofay j. eSsi nce p telearninfessionalism plays in providing a common bondand the context of a job. Since the learning of for an officer corps increasingly fragmented by

detailed facts or proccdures is much faster once
one has learned the conceptual and contextual h A nds for specialization.
base. efficiencies can be obtained in future train- (b) The second factor concerns how the
ing and education needs (see discussion on learning process intersects with professional ex-
Figures 1. 2 and 3) while providing a base to perience and is fundamental to our analytical
build upon in the unit should it be necessary to framework. Drawing on the leadership research
assign an officer to different duties than orginally conducted at ARI. the PDOS model of officer
intended. professional development conceives of seven se-

quential, increasingly complex frames of refer-
ence, which define development periods for an

(1) PDOS is in full agreement with officer's career. Within each development period
RETO's authors regarding the need for increased the range of an officer's potential duties require
technical and tactical proficiency and closer him to demonstrate a given set of cognitive skills,
proximity of schooling with assignments that use operate within specified bounds of authority,
it. Our recommendation for an earlier CAS3. for bear a certain level of responsibility and contend
example, stems directly from the recognition that with some degree of complexity and uncertainty.
many captains serve in important brigade and Transition points exist at those times (usually
division staff positions before their eighth year of promotion) when an officer completes one devel-
service. Other recommendations, such as assess- opment period and begins another in which his
ment programs. additional MQS levels and ex- frame of reference (as defined by prospective du-
panded field grade and general officer education ties) must be distinctly broader if he is to perform
opportunities, have as their objective improving successfully. It is important to understand that
officer preparation for impending assignments, these transitions tend to be more in the nature of

(2) In an ideal world each officer would quantum jumps than gradual changes. The expec-
learn all tasks and knov, ledge necessary for a giv- tations we have. for example, of field grade of-n fricers and the requirements of positions normally
en assignment immediately before assuming it. coded for field grade officers, are an order of
Two factors mitigate against such a learning
strategy for the Army: magnitude greater than what we expect of cap-

AMD
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Figure 1: Non-use of information acquired through schooling.
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tains. Yet, the new major only partly has assimi- that was not his next assignment),and an orienta-
lated a field grade perspective through his junior tion on fundamental skills, he can much more
officer experiences and observations of superiors. rapidly become proficient by receiving a quick
The same is true for the other six transitions we refresher of the concept and the detailed facts/
have identified. At each one the officer must de- procedures pertinent to the job. With new and
velop new technical proficiencies; acquire more emerging technology it should be possible to pro-
mature leadership, managerial and communica- vide these without returning to the schoolhouse
tions skills; expand his planning horizon; and be- for the richer interaction useful in learning new
come competent within increasingly complex de- concepts. (Least efficient would be going straight
cision-making environments, into the job with no schooling.)

(c) The implications of learning theory for Figure 4 is from the RETO Study and is included
the PDOS development period model are illus- as a footnote to the preceding discussion. The
trated in the enclosed figures: PDOS model incorporates the notion of a chang-

Figure I depicts a schooling period followed by ing mix of technical skill training and develop-

non-use of learned information and makes the mental education from one development period
point that factual learning decays more rapidly to the next. Lieutenants and Captains in particu-pttha acconctual ain dcasorteadly lar will be intensively grounded in branch and
than basic conceptual and contextual under- combined arms skills as a first priority to ensure
standing (i.e.. frame of reference). an Army ready to fight.

Figure 2 depicts the relative merits of two school- 3. SUMMARY: The PDOS philosophy builds
house strategies in terms of total expertise on rather than departs from the direction estab-
brought to a subsequent assignment. For the lished by RETO. The PDOS goal is to prepare
same resource (time in school) the "Next Job officers in generic skills, attributes and frames of
Strategy" produces an officer initially better pre- reference for a series of likely assignments in
pared for his assignment. Rather quickly, howev- each developmental period and to ensure that
er, the officer schooled under a "Frame of Refer- e ve ope perin and o encthalenceStrteg" wuldsurpss is ontmpoary every officer is expert in branch or functional
ence Strategy- would surpass his contemporary area skills essential to each assignment. We rec-
byommend increased roles for mentoring, self-de-
contextual perspective. The latter knows better velopment and computer communciatioins

% how to employ technical skills and relate them to based instruction to complement the centralized
what others are doing. He has a basis for proac- school system's efforts to accomplish these aims.
tive rather than reactive contributions to the Ar-
my. He will find it easier to close the skill differ- Further, we recommend more realistic simula-ential than his contemporary will to gain his tions in school curricula, expansion of modularesectia . curricular structures and better school support to
perspective. the field in the form of training packages. Fully

Figure 3 illustrates the situation later in a devel- implemented, PDOS will foster an officer corps
opment period when an officer changes assign- more proficient in the art and science of war and
ments. If in the past he acquired the conceptual better able to meet the complex challenges facing
and contextual understanding of a job (e.g., one Army leadership in the coming decades.

Figure 2: Schoolhouse strategies.
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Annex G

Decision Making And Cognitive Complexity

1. PURPOSE. To develop and reinforce criti- of the Army overseas and continued personnel
cal decision-making and cognitive-conceptualiz- turbulence through key leadership positions.
ing skills in officers. (2) This means the average captain will

2. DISCUSSION. serve only one tour in a TOE unit. the average
officer has two to three jobs per assignment, and

h a. Critical Need. The critical need to en- junior officers are -force fed- into higher-level
hance decision skills in officers is evident by ex- positions. The command climate associated with
amining the environment-both current and fu- such a turbulent environment will also tend to
ture-within which the officer must make ocus more on immediate tasks and less on devel-
decisions. Not only is the need for critical deci-
sion-making skills increasing, but so too is the opment. There will be consistent shortfalls in
required tempo. long-range and strategic planning. This in turnr r eincreases the burden on the schoolhouse to meet

b. Future Environment. both functional skills and education needs (e.g.,
(1) The future battlefield will be accompa- how to think) to make up for shortfalls in experi-

nied by both high stress on American forces and ence and the corresponding decrease in opportu-

a demand for appropriate thinking skills and ini- nity for a mentor to assist in the development
tiative at every level, process. As a consequence. the individual officer

frequently finds himself assigned to a key posi-
(2) Additionally, middle and top level de- tion for which he may not be adequately pre-

cision making will be characterized by a lack of pared. To succeed and make the effective, timely
complete information, multiple and conflicting decision, an understanding of the decision pro-
objectives, high levels of uncertainty, turbulent cess is a must.
environments and decision outcomes that tend to d. Decision Making To determine how to
be both costly and long-range in their implica- enhance decision skills in officers. it is necessary
tions. to understand the nature of the decision process

(3) Senior leaders will continue to rely the decision characteristics of the individual and
heavily on thinking skills as they must function critical decision tasks required by organization
as the organizational engineer, i.e., they must in- level (Gibson, Ivancevich, and Donnelly. 1979:
tegrate the elements of the command, create con- Gannon. 1977; Schroder, Driver, and Streufert,
ditions that make them work well together and 1967; Rice and Chemers. 1973; MacCrimmon
develop subordinate leaders who are capable of and Taylor. 1976: Streufert, 1984):
the creative, innovative and risk-taking actions (1) There are seven steps in the typical
demanded by the future battlefield. decision-making process: establish goals and

c. Current Environment. objectives. identify problems, develop alterna-
tives. evaluate alternatives, choose an alterna-(1) Today's active Army is characterized tive, implement the decision, control and evalu-

by: a steady-state (780,000 man) ceiling: heavy tiv
reliance on the Reserve and civilian components:
almost half the Army in the TDA: an expanding (2) There are two basic types of decisions:
force structure (i.e, the addition of two infantry programmed (i.e.. repetitive. routine decisions
divisions (light) to the active force structure by with a definite procedure to handle them) and
1990); evolution of the COHORT and New Man- non-programmed (i.e.. novel and unstructured
ning System initiatives; a significant proportion decisions without an established procedure for
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handling the problem. reouiring intuition and cisive. flexible, hierarchic, integrative) and vai-
creativity). ous elements may be predicted: use of data, deci-

(3) The nature of decisions varies by or- sion speed. use of contingencies, amount of
ganization level (see Appendix 1): creativity and level of organization. use of infor-

mation. information search and screening, etc.

(a) Top Level managers/leaders shouid be (Appendix 2).
most concerned with non-programmed decisions. (7) Leader success is dependant upon a

(b) Middle level managers/leaders should match between the level of the leaders cognitive
be most concerned with programmed decisions, complexity and the complexity characteristics in-
but will participate in non-programmed deci- herent in the unit/organization task environ-
sions. ment.

(c) First level managers/leaders should be
most concerned with programmed decisions. e. Developing Decision Skills to Handle

(4) Constraints on the decision-making Complexity. It is difficult at best to develop skills
process include: required to handle complexity.

(I) The peacetime environment does not
(a) Level of organization (top. middle teach well the decision skills required to survive

lower), in war.

(b) Uncertainty (which tends to increasewith level of organization). (&. The peacetime mindset (obey the
rules, learn/follow procedures, ask for exceptions

(c) Type of organization, to include type to policy when needed) evolves from a simple
power and subordinate involvement in the pro- environment, characterized by iow-time pres-
cess (decisions should be made in accordance surs and unimpeded communication. This
with the nature of the organization), reduces problem-solving skills, reduces innova-

(d) Time (Managers/Leaders at all levels tion. and produces a mechanical, slowinoving or-

work at an unrelenting pace with brief, varied ganization.

and discontinuous activities; the amount of time (3) Complex tasks are not done well be-
spent on any particular decision varies by level: cause they deal with complex issues. integra:ing
the higher the level, the more time is spent on functions, and acting with incomplete informa-
problems that require decisions: at lower levels. tion.
most problems are handled in under two weeks: (4) Critical ingredients for developing de-
at higher levels, problems may require a year or c skills are:
more to resolve).

(a) Learning through expertecn (~.i ~~~~(e) The individual's prsonality (which is ()Lann hog xeinig(~.
(C) Te indvidufs pesonaity (hich s ,sytematic, tough. realistic, and progressve train-

the most important factor influencing reaction to

uncertainty). ing and education).

(b) Mentorship by a deveiopment-orient-
(5) Optimal job complexity produces the ed leader (i.e., set the climate) whereby leaders at

greatest performance and satisfaction. while an
overload of complexity in a situation decreases a el beme eers at eo
the performance of both high and low complexity shared frame of reference.

leaders. with highly complex leaders tending to (c) Long-erm schoolhouse strategy char-
be able to absorb and differentiate more informa- acterized by a mentoring faculty, maximum use
tion for a longer period of time before perform- of simulations and tough, realistic training: small
ance decrement. The facilitating effect of cogni- group modalities; feedback through an assesse-
tive complexity on task performance will ment program; frequent use of smart" computer
increase the more the environment calls for com- technologies.
plex forms of behavior-but only up to a point.
after which all behavior is debilitated totil it is (d) A key factor--especially at senior

competey mae iadeqate(usullyat te pint lvls--is a program for assessment and feedback
completely made inadequate i(usually at the point (i-e.. growth comes slowly, but logically, and is
of complete environmental chaos). based on assessment of current capacity/needs by

(6) Resear1h on decision styles indicates level. programmed leaming/experience, practice
individuals may be type categorized according to and feedback, integration of lessons learned, and
degree of differcniation and integration (e.g., de- re-assessment).
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(e) Other useful development tools in- (1) CGSC-assisted self-assessment for pro-
clude: coaching, wargaming. "what-if-ing," battle fessional and decision-skill development. Pro-
planning, simulations. TEWT's, etc. vide the officer a profile of knowledge, skills, val-

f. Key Points To Be Stressed. ues, temperament, and decision style to assist in
own professional growth.

(1) The future battlefield will increase the

need for leaders at all levels to make timely deci- (2) SSC-An in-depth assessment for pro-
sions in a highly-complex environment. fessional development using assessment instru-

ments and simulations to provide the officer an
(2) Critical decistionevel;the skills re- updated profile, a check on professional growth,quired varies by organization level; the need for and eventually assist in structuring a develop-

non-programmed (i.e. creative, innovative, and

conceptual) decisions increases with organiza- ment program for future assignments.

tional level. (3) Upon selection to general offi-

(3) Time frame of reference as well as cer-Evaluate and compile data to build and

time spent on decisions increases with organiza- provide completed profiles (experiential, duty

tion level, performance, professional strengths) of the indi-
vidual for possible use in assignment and system-

(4) The individual's personality is the atic transition training prior to assignment.
more important single factor influencing individ.
ual cognitive conceptualizing skills. b. That TRADOC reinforce and develop of-

ficer decision skills at all levels of the school-
(5) Development of decision making/cog- house and the unit/organization through frequentnitive conceptualizing skills is difficult, and may use of simulations. experiential exercises "smart"

be accomplished only experientially through the comutcorsearensal group mart-
computer courseware and small group modali-

involvement of a leader-mentor over time in an
organization with a supportive and rational cli- ies.

mate. 4. CSA REMARKS. Approved in concept.

(6) Assessment/feedback is important.

(7) A comprehensive decision-skill model Appendices

of officer development is at Appendix 3. I-The Nature of Decisions Varies by Level

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 2-Cognitively Complex Individuals
3-A Decision Skill Model of Officer Profes-

a. That ODCSPER design a phased plan to sional Development
assist in developing/using professional executive 4-Bibliography
ability and decision skills in the Army. The plan 5--Action Plan
will provide for 6-Phasing Plan
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The Nature of Decisions Varies by Level

1. PURPOSE. To identify levels of reponsibili- (1) Platoons-Concrete shaping (one task at
ty in an organization, provide examples of criti- a time, leadership by demonstration).
cal-decision tasks at each level, and match these (2) Companies-Reflective articulation
decision tasks with required critical-cognitive (program a series of direct operating tasks.
states. choose methods for those tasks. and change pro-

2. DISCUSSION. gram/methods as required by the situation).

a. Organization Level. Dr. Elliott Jacques (3) Battalion-Linear extrapolation (mold
(1984) has hypothesized there are seven distinct operating tasks and methods into a functioning
levels of responsibility in the TOE Army which system of direct work: adjustments made to the
may be characterized by the nature of the time system to cope with changes in the operational
span of the longest program/project at each level, environment).
These levels roughly correspond to: platoon. (4) Brigade-Alternative systems (operate
company, battalion, brigade, division, corps and pie a lternative systems topinlud

paired alternative operating systems to include
Army. alternative modes of deploying/modifying them).

b. Critical-decision tasks vary by level. (5) Divisions-Complex system shaping

(1) Platoons-employ the weapons. (not only operate complex systems but can also
modify them to cope with second and third order

(2) Companies-fight the battle. consequences).

(3) Battalions-integrate weapons systems. (6) Corps-Reflective articulaton of com-

(4) Brigades-apply comba: power to mis- plex systems (develop/ modify/deploy a plurality
sion accomplishment, of complex systems).

(5) Divisions-integrate the components of (7) Armies-Strategic design for develop-
combat power. ment/deployment of complex systems (create

(6) Corps-develop organizations and strategies/context for the development or deploy-
shape the future. ment of complex systems).

c. Critical-cognitive states required vary by
level.

, G-1-I
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Appendix 2 to Annex G

Cognitively Complex Individuals

1. PURPOSE. To identify the characteristics (10) Be open in their assessment of others.
of the highly cognitively complex individual. (11) Display greater content knowledge,

2. DISCUSSION. greater delivery skills and more assertiveness

a. The highly cognitively complex individual when placed into difficult situations.

is more likely to: (12) Score higher on ego identity.

(1) Stress flexibility, adaptability, and the (13) Be creative.
possiblity of rule/system changes. (14) Be reliant on their own integrative

(2) Search for more different kinds of in- efforts and are not as externally information
formation. bound.

(3) Reach higher levels of strategic plan- (15) Perform better under conditions of
ning and action. low structure.

(4) Communicate more effectively. (16) Be flexible across different situations.

(5) Be resistant to persuasive attacks. b. The highly cognitively complex individual

(6) Be susceptible to attitude change. is less likely to:

(1) Stress au.thority and unquestioned
(7) Use information more effectively, obedience to stated rules.

(8) Be information oriented. (2) Be certain when they have made a

(9) Be better at perception. decision.

Extracted from Streufert and Swezey (1982). Streufert
(1984), and Wynne and Hunsaker (1975).
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Annex H

Self Development

I. PURPOSE. To assist all officers in meeting to have confidence in his ability to perform satis-
their responsibilities for professional self-devel- factorily. Further. if the education and training
opment by: are relevant to Army needs, the officer is more

likely to feel confident of contributing directly toa. Providing a professional development successful mission accomplishment.

roadmap that gives direction.

d. Self-development strategies implemented
b. Expanding. validating, and articulating for the Army officer corps will have a major im-

standards to sene as guideposts. pact on the commitment of its members. To the

c. Providing feedback through an individual extent that such strategies improve the quality of
assessment and evaluation program which education and training and address the mission
monitors progress. needs of the Army, self-respect and confidence of

its officers will be enhanced. Further. to the ex-
2. DISCUSSION. tent that such self-development strategies are per-

ceived to signal continuation of an organizational
a. The current role of the schoolhouse, that value pattern with which the individual has

of preparing the officer only for his next assign- found compatibility, conditions potentially
ment. is being expan.ded as a result of the PDOS favorable to his success. as he defines it. will con-
findings. The courses will now be designed to not inue to exist.
only teach the officer about his next assignmenl.
but also include how to think, solve problems e. increased complexity within both the
and develop his decision making skills. With the branches and functional areas of the Army has
development of a -Common Core- of knowledge. made it increasingly difficult for individual Army
skills and proficiencies for the officer corps (AN- officers, other than through a comprehensive
NEX 0) and the limited time spent in a school- self-development program. to relate their respec-
house experience, there is an increased need for a tive skills to a central. unifying skill and to place
program of individual self-development, these skills in a meaningful relationship to the

b. An effective Army officer may be de- many and varied skills practiced by Army of-
scribed as one who is: ficers. The intensive specialization demanded of

officers is. necessarily. so absorbing that it is dif-

(1) trained in the skills needed to accom- ficult in an increasing number of functional ar-
plish the mission competently; eas. other than through a comprehensive self-de-

(2) educated in the knowledge and in- velkpment program. to find either the time or the
context within which to view and understand the

pisghmnts nwctha fr scntessf m onr oa - overall relationship of Army career requirements
plishment within the context of broader organi- in a resident school experience.
zational goals:

f. The need for self-development among Ar-
my officers is real and enduring. Nevertheless.

(4) committed to a program of individual specialization and the trend to reduce the
self-deveiopment. amount of time officers spend in a schoolhouse

c. A program of self-development that en- setting directly reinforces the need to provide

hances education and training is particularly im- guidelines to help officers establish professional

portant in developing and maintaining self-re- self-development programs.

spect and confidence. If adequately developed. g. It is the responsibility of art officer to learn
educated, and trained, the officer is more likely that which is necessary to perform his duties in
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an effective fashion. It is the responsibility of the future will tend to increase in complexity and
Army to state the skills and knowledge which the uncertainty. As tasks become more complex, task
officer should learn and to provide the basic activities become more unstructured, more nov-
wherewithal for him to learn. It is the responsibli- el. and less defined. The officer corps will seek
ty of the officer s commander to provide the offi- direction, guidance, and feedback through a pro-
cer with the opportunity. !he guidance, the exam- fessional development program.
ple and the inspiration to learn and to become a 3. RECOMMENDATIONS. (See Appendices
qualified officer. Military Qualification Stan- I and 2).
dards (MQS) is one part of self-development de-
signed to support the officer, the Army. and the 4. CSA REMARKS. Approved in concept.
officer's commander in fulfilling those responsi-
bilities (Appendix M- 1). Appendices

h. A program of self-development will fur- I Military Qualification Standards (MQS)
ther enable officers to deal more effectively with 2 Assessmen Program
the changing nature of tasks brought about 3 Action Plan
through rapid technological changes. Tasks of the 4 Phasing Plan
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Appendix I to Annex H

Officer Military Qualification Standards (MOS),
Pre-Commissioning Through Lieutenant Colonel

1. PURPOSE. To examine officer education possessed by all officers during their initial peri-
and training and the establishment of branch and od of service. The Professional Militar" Educa-
functional area qualification standards from pre- tion component provides the officer with a foun-
commissioning through lieutenant colonel. dation upon which to develop the judgment.

2. DISCUSSION. knowledge and conceptual skills necessary to per-
form at higher levels of responsibility (Tab A).

a. The Aim of MQS. It is the responsibility
of an officer to learn that which is necessary to (2) MQS If: The purpose of MQS I1 is to
perform his duties effectively. It is the responsi- provide the officer with the skills and knowledge
bility of the Army to state the skills and knowl- for initial branch qualification for the grade of
edge which the officer should learn and to pro- lieutenant and to continue to broaden and deep-
vide the basic wherewithal for him to learn. It is en his professional military education. The Mili-
the responsibility of the officer's commander to tary Skills and Knowledge component consists of
provide the officer with the opportunity, the gui- the following: individual branch skills: collective
dance. the example and the inspiration to learn branch skills up to the platoon or equivalent lev-
and to become a qualified officer. Military Quali- el: administrative and logistical skills necessary
fication Standards (MQS) are designed to sup- at the platoon or equivalent level: and organiza-
port the officer. the Army. and the officer's com- tional effectiveness or human skills. In those
mander in fulfilling those responsibilities, branches with a high percentage of troop-leading

b. MQS Content. There are currently three positions, the content of MQS 1 will be focused

levels of MQS: MQS I. pre-commissioning: on those skills and knowledge required to lead

MQS II. OBC through lieutenant: MQS III. OAC and manage troops. In other branches. the con-

through captain. PDOS has recommended that tents of MQS II will be balanced between troop

MQS be expanded to include two additional field leading and staff branch skills. The Professional

grade levels: MQS IV through major: and MQS Militar" Education component at MQS II con-
V through lieutenant colonel. Each MQS is divid- sists of a direct-reading course (Tab A).

ed into two components: Military Skills and (3) MQS III: The purpose of MQS ill is
Knowledge. those immediate skills and knowl- to qualify the officer in his branch at the interme-
edge which an officer requires to perform suc- diate level for the grade of captain and to contin-
cessful!v in his branch or functional area: andProfssinal iliary duction th broder ue the broadening and deepening of his profes-

Profssinal iliary duction th broder sional militar" education. The Militar- Skills and
knowledges. skills and insights which form she iol m e on. Tiltain Skilsand
basis for an officer's continuing professional de- Knowledge component will contain the sameA notional organization to support types of skills found at MQS I. However. thevalopment. t notiol izat To B. mix of skills, their nature and their focus will be

determined by the qualification reqlirements for

(I) MQS I: The purpose of MQS I is to captains in each branch or functional area. In
provide the officer with the military skills. some branches there will be heavy focus on com-
knowledge and education which are required to mand-type skills. In those branches in which
embark upon a successful career in the US Army. only a few officers will command, the focus will
MQS I is the same for all branches. The Military be on staff skills, with only those officers who do
Skills and Knowledge component consists of command. learning and validating command
common skills and knowledge which should be skills. The Professional Military Education com-
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ponent will consist of a broadly focused. directed (1) MQS 1: Depulty Chief of Staff, ROTC
reading program (Tab A). (DCSROTC). TRADOC maraged the implemen-

IV and : The purpose of MQS tation af MQS 1. However. MQS I was imple-
(4) MQS Imented without DA (CSA) formal approval. DC-

IV and MQS V for the field grade officer is to SROTC implemented the MQS I as a complete
provide the officer a broader understanding of package for ROT units beginning in Sep 82.
human and conceptual skills. It is essential that OCS and USMA have integrated MQS I material
all officers acquire the fundamentals of Army within their training beginning in Sep. 82 and
and Joint Staff procedures and expand their basic
knowledge of the doctrinal basis for combined- used MQS training material as a basis for their

arms employment. The Military Skills and instruction. PDOS fnindtgs revealed that the

Knowledge component will consist of the follow- MQS I manual conained too man- :ritical mill-
in?,: coordination and integration of cembined tar. skills (64 standardized task summaries). The
inms cordiation. andh-le integafio of pn- goal PDOS established was to reduce the number
arms formations, high-level staff skills of person-approximately 50 and
nel management. all source intelligence collection te sgnaten t han2 ofate s0an-
and evaluation, and log:-tics on the modem bat- then designate no more than 5 of these stan-

tlefield. The Professional Military Education dardizd taiks as critical. This will w-mit each
component will consist of a broadly focused read- PMS to follow a standard procedure for certify-

ing program. Officers will also be expected to ingat critical tasks.
become proficient in maximizing analytical tech- (2) MQS II: Four MQS pilot schools (IN.
niques, conceptual ski!.s. and communicative FA. MP. and MMCS) completed a front-end
arts (Tab A). analysis of branch specialty tasks and conducted

c. At each MQS level the officer will receive an MQS 11 ACIRC field evaluation in CONUS
an AtS Bea MQS leQeltheaoi irecetive and Germany in 1983. All other service schools

an MQS Booklet and an MQS Qualification haecmltdafo-ndnlyifrterCard. The booklt contains all of the tasks. ac- have completed a front-end analysis for their
Card.Thebooket whcntaisll profu the askls branches. Several service schools have initiated
complishment of which will produce the skills action to integrate MQS II within th eir OBCs.

required for that MQS. Task standards are crite- tioC i interts of preprin an MQs

rion referenced and the booklets contain lists of TIIADOC is in the procuss of preparing an MQS

applicable references for self-study or review. 11 Decision Brief for the CSA. Full MQS 11 ir-
a iplementation is pending CSA decision. Feb 85.The MQS Qualification Card is currently con- T eg a D Setbih dfrt c Q 1C m

sti ucted to show each task with a space where the The goal PDOS established for the MQS i s Con-
commander/supervisor -signs off- to indicate mon Tasks Manual (which contains i33 tasks) is
that the officer or cadet has succe-sfLllv validated to designate no more than 50 of these common" tasks as critical and no more than 25 branch-
that task: MQS I will still maintain this s f
procecure. However. for MQS Ii through MQS V Specifit Tasks anal.
this procedure will change to reflect each officer Specialty Tasks Manual.

signing off" to validate his own accomplishment (3) MQS Ill: While awaiting final CSA
of the task and have provisions for comments by decision to implement MQS 11. TRADOC has
his ommander/supervisor proceeded with pilot school development of

Milestones-implementation. MQS III. Pilot schools are scheduled to conduct a
d. MQS Milast cmpletenai. field evaluation of the MQS Ill concept in Jan

TRADOe published the last complete MQS 85. Again, service schools are in various stages of
Milestone Schedule in Feb 83. MQS I based pro- MQS Ill development. The goal PDOS establish-
grams of instruction were implemented by ed for the MQS Ill is to designate no more than
TRADOC in school y,'ear (SY) 82-83: howeer. 25 additional tasks from the Common Tasks
MQS I will not be fully implemented until SY 85- manual as critical and no more than 50 branch-
86. Cadets fully MQS I trained will begin gradu- specific tasks as critical from the MQS Ill Branch
ating in SY 87-88. The perceptions of MQS. gen- Tasks Specialty Manual.
crated by feedback from the field. are based on
lieutenants not fully MQS I trained. The MQS (4) MQS IV and MQS V: A complete
based officer training system recommended by front-end task analysis must be conducted to de-
RETO, and supported by PDOS. needs time to fine both the branch and functional area tasks ii,
mature before a completely accurate assessment addition to the common tasks and limit to no
of its effectiveness can be made. The Officer more than 50 critical tasks in each of these cate-
Training Directorate. TRADOC has managed gorics. A method of validation and self-ccrtifica-
the individual changes to that schedule on a tion needs to be developed. A professional read-
school-by-school basis. Current status of MQS ing program must also be included for these MQS
implementation is as follows: levels. A distribution plan must be established
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that will insure the MQS IV and MQS V manuals rater or mentor and not initially tied to the evalu-
are in the hands of the field grade officers upon ation system (OER).
prumotion.

3. BASE POLICIES SUPPORTING MQS e. Continue to test, validate and field MQS 1.
. E CNI. and Il.

ARE:

a. Standardize MQS manuals and Soldiers f. Expand MQS to field grades (MQS IV for
manuals: format, content, and where possible the majors and MQS V for lieutenant colonels).
numbering sytem.numbrin sysem.g. Develop marketing plan.

b. Standardize institutional training of com-
mon skills and tasks in all schools.

c. Designate the critical standardized tasks 4. CSA REMARKS. Approved in concept.
summaries from the Common Tasks Manuals
and limit the number of critical tasks in both the Tabs
Common and the Branch Specialty Tasks Manu- A Military Qualification Standards (MQS)
als; B Notional Organization to Support MQS

d. Standardize the certification process for C Notional Organization to Support Profes-
each MQS level: self-certification, comments by sional Development
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Tab A to Appendix I

Officer Military Qualification Standards (MQS),
Pre-Commissioning Through Lieutenant Colonel

1. PURPOSE. This Tab addresses the skills Successful validation will be entered in the cadet/
and knowledge common to pre-commissioning officer candidate's Qualification Card by either a
through lieutenant colonel in terms of %%hat most designated military faculty member or a tactical
cadets, officer candidates and officers in these officer. Certification of completion of "qualifica-
grades will do and what they need to perform tion" in MQS I is done by the officer candidate's
effectively. battalion commander at OCS or by the PMS of
2. DISCUSSION. the civilian school which the cadet attends. To

expedite the standardization of the MQS I certifi-
a. The extraordinarily heavy demands upon cation process, each OBC will validate certifica-

the United States Army to do more with less is tion and provide feedback to TRADOC and the
expected to continue. The Army Office, Corps institution.
will continue to bear the brunt of these demands
which includes such things as increasing readi- (2) MQS II: Upon entry into OBC, the
ness and competing for scarce resources. The newly commissioned lieutenant receives his
ability of the Army officer to achieve and main- MQS II Booklet and the MQS II Qualification
tain high standards of professionalism may de- Card. The ideal sequence for the Mili:ary Skills
pend on the guidance provided through a "coin- and Knowledge component of MQS II is the ac-
mon core" of military skills, knowledge and quisition of the essential knowledge at the OBC
proficiencies required to perform military tasks and validation of the resulting skills in later on-
(Annex 0). The MQS is an excellent mechanism, the-job performance. In practice, some of the
that is not tied to the evaluation system (OER), MQS II skills, particularly individual and collec-
which allows individuals to become qualified tive subordinate skills, will best be validated in
with a systematic assessment of how well they are the OBC to reduce the validation load when the
doing in relation to how the Army expects them officer reaches his unit. Each branch proponent
to perform. There is a "common core" of skills, will determine which skills are best validated at
knowledge and profiencies required from Pre- the OBC and which skills are best validated in
commissioning through the grade of lieutenant the units. Since all officers will not serve in initial
colonel, duty positions which will allow validation of all

MQS II skills as an integral part of their duties,
b. The DA proponency and notional organi- commanding officers must be given latitude in

zational structure at the proponent schools to selecting the means by which the officer validates
support MQS is at Tab B. the task.

c. The levels of MQS include: (3) MQS III: Like MQS II (almost all of

(1) MQS I: Upon entry into precommis- the Military Skills and Knowledge component is
sioning training, cadets/officer candidates will be learned in the OBC) almost all MQS III skills are
oriented on the MQS program and will receive learned in a resident mode in the OAC. However,
their MQS I Booklets and their MQS I Qualifica- MQS III learning will take place in either the unit
tion Cards. In the case of USMA and most or schoolhouse. The branch proponents will de-
ROTC programs, some learning and validation velop short, functional TDY courses to teach
of skills will take place on the campus during the those critical skills not learned in OAC. The unit-
academic year, with the remainder of the skills based learning, on the other hand, may take
being learned and validated during summer many forms: Correspondence courses, installa-
training. In the case of OCS, all learning of skills tion schools, supervised OJT, TEC lessons, in-
and validation will take place during the course. structional TV tapes, computer wargames and
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simulations, commander/staff-conducted classes qualified. At that time. school commandants will
and seminars and simple home study. to name a begin to appreciate its effects.
few. The important role which the commanderpasisuevsnlerngwlneesttane. The second level of the system. MQS 11
plays in supervising learning will necessitate an (lieutenant's training), has progressed through
extensive commander's MQS manual the pilot stage. Results of the field evaluation

(4) MQS IV and MQS V: Like preceeding conducted by pilot schools form the basis for im-
MQS levels. MQS IV and MQS V address the plementation plans which will be briefed to CSA,
skills and knowledge common to majors and lieu- Feb 85. MQS II will include a Common Tasks
tenant colonels in terms of what most officers in Manual, Branch Specialty Tasks Manuals for
these grades will do and what they need to per- each accession branch, and a commander's guide
form effectively. No attempt is made to prescribe explaining implementation. A major iecommen-
the methods by which those officers will gain the dation of the pilot evaluation is that officers will
required skills and knowledge. Majors and lieu- be certified on MQS tasks. Certification proce-
tenant colonels have a considerable number of dures are described below.
common duties that are best described as staff.
administrative or managerial. These duties are s i Bls w il eermie so
supportedskills which officers in their branch will be re-
broad-conceptual knowledge and specific techni- quired to perform and to certify. Tasks/skills

cal knowledge. Several of the common duties for trained to performance standard during OBC will
be school commandant certified. Lieutenantsmajors and lieutenant colonels involve staff and should be able to perform these tasks/skills upon

management activities of a general nature. The arivl in the ts wihfo the raiingupTh
skills and knowledge common to majors and lieu- arrival in their units with no further training. The
tenant colonels seem to involve more intellectual number of tasks certified by the branch school

will be determined, but it is expected that ap-
processes; such as problem solving, decision proximately 85 percent or more of the total task
making and reactions to varied military, econom- list would fall into this category. Currently the
ic. political and social situations, than specific rining fale tas woreurent
hard skills such as fire-support planning and remaining certifiable tasks would reqre unit

weapons employment. The intellectual nature of cetification, however PDOS recomends self-cer-
tification with comments from the commander/

the skills and knowledge does not mean that hard
technical skills have become unimportant when supervisor.
the officer reaches the field grade level. They (2) Method for tracking and monitoring
must always apply technical leadership to what- self-certification would be through the officer's
ever organization they belong. In this sense, the self-development notebook, with the unit com-
skills are oriented toward Army-relevant admin- mander/supervisor commenting on the officer's
istration, supply, maintenance, training, and em- progress in meeting MQS goals and objectives.
ployment of troops on the battlefield. The knowl- The OER support form may be one way to ac-
edge elements associated with the skills are heavy complish this tracking. A formal testing program,
in concepts and procedures rather than specific similar to SQT, will not be imposed. Corn-
details or individual facts. Obviously some spe- manders would observe the officer's job perform-
cifics must be known (e.g., how the personnel ance, or set up training situations to evaluate per-
system works) to be able to apply the concepts. formance on tasks/skills that the officer must
However, specific facts have a limited life while certify at his duty station.
the concepts associated with decision making, f. RETO and PDOS initiatives that support
problem solving, management, and articulation the MQS system include:
of ideas usually change very slowly. The MQS IV
and MQS V will also have a broadly focused (1) Develop a system of interconnected
reading program to enhance the officers profes- officer training courses that perform the follow-
sional military education. ing functions:

d. In August 1984, the TRADOC Command- (a) Define the training strategy.

er sought the personal view of the school com- (b) Standardize doctrine.
mandants on Army-wide implementation of (c) Eliminate redundancy.
MQS; particularly on whether the system will
provide a framework for organizing professional (d) Develop training based on job/task
development programs in units which frequently analysis.
have no organized structure. He also stated that,
although MQS I may require some additional re-
fining, the system is in place, and by year group (2) The method used to accomplish this
86 all lieutenants entering OBC will be MQS I task includes:
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(a) Develop an officer job/task analysis. rently used in soldiers manuals. The TRADOC
(b) Survey. IG felt this would effectively satisfy MQS pro-

gram requirements while standardizing officer
(c) Commander/supervisor's input, and enlisted individual training products across

(d) Proponent service schools. the Army.

-Critical tasks selection board. (4) On 13 Jul 84, TRADOC agreed with
ATSC and further stated that standardization of

-Site selection board. doctrinal information in training products must
Defie and establish training strategy come from the TRADOC proponent school. The

(e)manba TRADOC proponent schools must create an at-
manuals. mosphere whereby officer and enlisted training

(t) Develop training material, developers interact so that when required, one

(g) Validate concepts with pilot program common task is aevelopcd for both officer and
(, Ienlisted personnel. The MQS Manuals, Soldier(FA, IN. MP. MMCS). Training Publications (STP), Extension Training

(h) CSA decision to implement. Materials, SMART Books, etc.. must reflect the

(i) Implement training in service schools same task standards and performance measures

and units. for tasks common to all. PDOS strongly agrees
with this position.

g. To operationalize the concepts, a training (5) To assure standardization of officer
strategy and certifi: ation matrix has been devel- and enlisted training products, it was reco-i
oped. It identifies ic duty positions and the lo- mended that TRADOC adopt a standard task
cation where the task must be taught and certi- mary that an d a stem. tan-
fled. This matrix provides each officer a summary format and numbering system. By stan-praetrecord of",he tasks completed and the dardizing the format, it would not only assure
permanent standardization of content, but would realize adate of completion. number of other benefits.

h. Standardization of Officer and Enlisted (a) By standardizing the task summary
Training Publications. format, it would assure that the training objective

(1) On 21 Jun 84. the Commander of the (conditions, standards and performance mea-
Army Training Support Center, in a memoran- sures) provided to officer and enlisted personnel
dum for the Deputy Chief of Staff for Training in the MQS manual and STP are the same.
(TRADOC). stated that standardization of train- (b) It would avoid costly duplication of
ing is a top priority within the TRADOC training effort by officer and enlisted task developers.
community. In a 1984 visit to ATSC, the standard task summary could be used for both
TRADOC IG verified a lack of training stand- MQS manual and STP. This would decrease the
ardization between officer and enlisted training resource expenditures by eliminating duplication
publications. One of the reasons for the inconsis- ofsourcetxpendiuresdevelers.
tency is a disconnect between the training format of effort by tasks developers.
and content found in the MQS Manuals and the (c) It would establish closer development
Soldiers Manuals. ties and improved communications between offi-

(2) The difference in format and content cer/enlisted task developers. Officer and enlisted

between MQS Manuals and Soldiers Manuals personnel would be forced to coordinate training

came about when the TRADOC RETO imple- development activities.
mentation team developed the MQS pilot manu- (d) It would enhance the establishment of
al. I hey felt that there was a significant differ- a more effective automated management system
ence in the education level and learning methods for managing the development of tasks by propo-
between officers and enlisted personnel, and that nents. A single format and numbering system
officers would not accept or use an MQS manual would reduce the requirements associated with
that resembled an enlisted soldiers manual. This the management and assurance of standardiza-
has resulted in the development of different tion of training and development of tasks com-
training products being produced for tasks that mon to both officer and enlisted personnel.
should be common to every individual in the (6) However, on 18 July 1984, the
Army. TRADOC DCS, Training, made the following

(3) The TRADOC IG recommended that policy decision: Prior to final publication of
TRADOC standardize the officer and enlisted MQS manuals, the format will be changed to em-
training products by adopting a standard tasks phasize task, conditions and standards in the or-
summary format and numbering system as cur- der displayed in soldiers manuals. The remaining
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elements in the format will remain as they are (2) Designate no more than 25 of the com-
now shown. TRADOC believes the emphasis. mon tasks as critical.
purpose, and target audience of MQS manuals (3) Develop and implement a standard-
are better served by this format. This change can ized certification plan.
be made through deleting "context" and "cues"
in the existing format or merging them with con- c. Proceed with the fielding/implementatiop
ditions as task pages are updated. It will not nec- of MQS 11. (Four MQS pilot schools (IN. FA.
essarily require rewrite of task performance inca- MP. and MMCS) completed a front-end analysis
sures. PDOS concurs with this position. of branch specialty tasks and conducted an MQS

1I active component and reserve component (AC/
(7) TRADOC believes there is no overrid- RC) field evaluation in CONUS and Germany in

ing benefit derived by a change to the numbering 1983. All other service schools have completed a
system in MQS manuals. They feel numbering front-end analysis for their specialties. Several
would cause the schools to change all references service schools have initiated action to integrate
to numbers in the body of task sheets in manuals MQS I1 within their OBCs. TRADOC is in the
as well as rework training support packages. process of preparing an MQS I1 Decision Brief
TRADOC schools were opposed to a numbers for the CSA. Full MQS II implementation is

change when queried on the issue in 1983. To add pendine CSA Full Feb 15.

other changes to the priority, other unresourced pending CSA decision Feb 85.

taskings could not be justified. (1) Obtain CSA formal approval of MQS

(8) PDOS has determined in coordination If

with ODCSOPS. TRADOC, and ATSC that (2) Review. standardize and validate the
standardization of content, format and where critical tasks in MQS II.
possible the numbering system will be revisedwiththe198 scedued rvison f MS I II(3) Designate no more than 50 tasks from
with the 1988 scheduled revision of MQS 1. the Common Tasks Manual as critical.
and III manuals.

i. TRADOC complete review of officer and (4) Designate no more than 25 tasks from

enlisted training publications ( -e.go . MQS and the Branch Specialty Tasks Manual as critical.

Soldiers Manual of Common Tasks) and stand- d. Proceed with the testing/fielding and im-
ardize format, content, and where possible the plementation of MQS Ill. (While awaiting final
numbering.system. CSA decision to implement MQS ii. TRADOC

3. RECOMMENDATIONS. has proceeded with Pilot School development of
IMQS Ill. Pilot schools (IN. FA. MP. and MMCS)

a. Develop a field grade MQS IV for majors are sch Odtird to-conduct a field evaluation of the
and MQS V for lieutenant colonels. MQS III concept in Jan 85. Agaht " crvice

(1) Complete a front-end task analysis. schools are in various stages of MQS Ill develop-

(NOTE: The task analysis may indicate that one ment.)

MQS will suffice for both majors and lieutenant (1) Obtain CSA formal approval of MQS
colonels. If so. PDOS would support that eonclu- Ill concept.
sion.) (2) Review. st-ndardize and validate the

(2) Develop both critical branch and func- critical tasks in MQS ill.
tional area tasks in addition to common tasks (3) Designate no more than 25 tasks from
with no more than 50 tasks in each category. the Common Tasks Manual as critical.

b. Monitor the fielding/implementation of (4) Designate no more than 50 tasks from
MQS I. (DCSROTC. TRADOC managed the im- the Branch Specialty Tasks Manual as critical.
plementation of MQS I. However. MQS I was
implemented without DA (CSA) formal approv- e. TRADOC develop a standardized certifi-
al. DCSROTC implemented the MQS I as a com- cation process for each MQS level.
plete package for ROTC units beginning in Sep (1) Certification process will include pro-
82. OCS and USMA have integrated MQS I ma- visions for individual setficertificaion of all tasks
terial within their training beginning in Sep 82 no for in i i tu tof.'
and used MQS I training material as a basis for
their instruction.) (2) Standardize certification procedures

(1) Review the common tasks with the for all critical common tasks.

objective of reducing the number to approxi-
mately 50. 4. CSA REMARKS. Approved in concept.
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Appendix 2 to Annex H

Individual Assessment Program

1. PURPOSE. life, work. goal clarification and some reorienta-
tion of personal and/or professional objectives.a. To develop, validate and implement an

individual assessment program for all officers At the junior officer level emphasis is on the
and cadets to provide feedback for professional common individual and collective military skillsadvcadpet tand knowledge which all soldiers must possess.
development: such as those identified in MQS (Appendix I to

b. To provide feedback to individual officers Annex M). Currently, there is no logical process
to assist them in their professional self-develop- to provide feedback to the officer as he progress-
ment efforts: es from heavy skill assessments techniques used

at the junior officer level to self-assessment tech-c. To provide the education and training sys- niques used at the senior officer level. nor to
tern with a data base which will facilitate devel- d ie the eix of m ethod or oopment of programs and techniques which assist determine the proper mix of methods or area of
in the professional development ofofficers s emphasis. To preclude a reduction in the effec-

tiveness of the valuable feedback that the assess-

d. To provide the basis to develop a knowl- ment process offers. assessment will not be linked
edge and skills evaluation program. to the present evaluation system (PER). Howev-

er. it may be used to assist the officer in setting
2. DISCUSSION. his objectives and goals (e.g.. an individual offi-

cer could elect to provide his assessment resultsa. The use of an individual assessment pro- t i etrt eue nti rcs)

gram for personal and professional development
in conjunction with education and training is of c. As the life experiences of the individual
substantial value. The objective of an assessment being assessed increase, the assessment becomes
program is to provide assessment learning experi- more meaningful. However, assessment instru-
ence aimed at increasing the cadets' and the of- ments must be administered early in each profes-
ficers' understanding of their strengths and weak- sional development period to enable the individ-
nesses. The assessment program will evaluate the ual to benefit from the feedback and initiate
level of knowledge. skills and proficiencies at change based on the profile of himself as revealed
each professional development level and provide by the assessment process. The form of assess-
feedback to both the individual (to assist in self- ment used must be relatively simple to adminis-
development i.e., tell him where he stands in re- ter because of the large number of officers in-
lation to established standards) and the system. volved. For example, currently. at the SSC, a

b. The individual assessment system is de- series of pencil and paper instruments are usedb. heinivdul ssssen ste isd- from which the assessee receives feedback. which
veloped as a feedback mechanism in response to is deie to provide pe ins indareas
a greater emphasis on each officer's responsibili- is designed to provide personal insights in areas
ty for self-development and the development of a such as interpersonal relationsd problem-solving
"Common Core" of skills, knowledge and profi- ability. likes and dislikes, leadership style and
ciencies for the officer corps (Annex P). This as- a o conceptualize.
sessment program will be developed and de- d. The -assessment centers" recommended
signed to prevent duplication of effort and to by PDOS are administrative and serve primarily
help standardize the selection and screening of as contiol and data collection and analysis agen-
the numerous different assessment instruments cies. The assessment centers currently being ef-
currently being ultilized. For examp!e. at the se- fectively used in the Army's executive/general of-
nior officer level, emphasis is on self-assessment ficer training, conduct a much more intense and
with confidential feedback on one's approach to extensive assessment process than is envisioned
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initially under the PDOS individual assessment will form a data base to be used as the basis to
program (for all officers [01-061 and individuals restructure school POIs and develop remedial
in pre-commi-sioning programs) as they are very training programs. This includes providing per-
expensive from a resource (time, personnel and formance data (not tied to specific individuals) to
dollars) perspect:ve. However. should experi- pre-commissioning sources to enable them to
ence indicate that it is cost effective, this type of track their graduates in comparison to an entire
assessment center can aid the Army in the early year group.
identification of officer potential and in the diag-
nosis of individual officer development needs so g. One long-term goal of the assessment pro-
that an effective training and development pro- cre. is to afford the Army an additional measure-
gram can be initiated. Centers can also act as a mco,, instrument to better assist in determining
powerful stimulant to an officer's development. whe.'- an individual best fits and what his poten-
providing self-insight into possible problem areas tial lerformance may be in positions of increased
and identifying possible corrective actions. As- responsibility. It will provide a uniform evalua-
sessment centers differ greatly in length. costs. tion of the mental. physical and medical qualifi-
contents, and staff and administration depending cations of the officer corps and the Armv's pre-
on the objectives of the center. the dimensions to commissioning programs.
be assessed and the size and composition of the h. The proposed assessment pogram will be
officer population. implemented in four phases:

e. The assessment data control cells or cen-
ters recommended by PDOS will review the mis-
sions. requirements and status of all agencies cur- * ODCSPER designated individual as-
rently engaged in individual assessment and sessment program coordinator: close coordina-
testing programs. The initial programs will be tion with ODCSOPS. TRADOC and ARI.
administered at the schools for ease of control * Develop mission and scope of the idi-
and administration. This will allow for maxi- vidual assessment program.
mum use of resources of organizations and agen-
cies currently engaged in assessment programs by 0 Establish assessment data collection
providing guidance and direction to ensure and control cell(s) or center(s).
standardization and to prevent duplication of ef- * Validate general assessment categories
fort. The assessment cells or centers will deter-
mine the Army's assessment needs. categorize the (Tab A).
requirements. develop and validate the new pro- Phase H
grams through a pilot test. The assessment cell or * Group assessment instruments) and
center will direct the research effort to validate p Gr geent catre )
and revise the general assessment categories and procedures under general categories.
determine which skills and profiencies can be e Group skill. knowledge and proficien-
placed in each assessment categor, (Tab A). After cy requirements and standards under general cat-
extensive research, a recommendation will be egories.
made regarding the possibility of expanding the * Develop and define core- skill re-
assessment program to include an evaluation quirements.
program. The assessment data control cell or
center must be established early so that the data Phase III
from individual learning instruments can be syn- * Validate and implement initial idi-
thesized into a composite that represents the pro- viduai assessment program.

file of the Army officer at various ranks and years

of service. Given this composite profile. the offi- * Begin development of individual eval-
cer being assessed can then compare his specific uation program.
profile with the Army profile for that rank. year 9 Determine which of the core- skill
group and specific learning instrument to see and
how his responses compare to that of other of- initiwlev.
ficers of similar grade and experience.

• Develop and validate remedial train-f. The short-term goal of the assessment pro- ing programs to be used in conjunction with as-

cess is to provide the individual the result of the g p r g a

assessment instruments for use in his personal sessment program.

and professional development. In addition. the • Implement individual assessment pro-
data collected from these assessment instruments gram.
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Phase IlI tablish the feasibility of developing and umpie-

* Validate individual evaluation pro- nmenting an individual knowledge and skills

gram. evauation program in conjunction with the as-
sessment program.

" Implement remedial training program 3. CSA REMARKS. Individual assessment
to be used in conjunction with the assessment policies approved in concept:
and evaluation program.

Tabs
i. At the beginning of Phase IV of the assess-

ment program. a review will be conducted to es- A Individual Assessment Concept

H-2-3
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Author: MAJ Lumpkin
Team Chief' COL Johnson

Tab A to Appendix 2

Individual Assessment Program

1. PURPOSE. To examine the need for an as- (1) Tests will be scored locally to provide
sessment program that supports the proposed of- immediate feedback to students and to begin re-
ficer education and training system. The objec- medial training if deficiencies are revealed.
tive of this assessment program is to provide a (2) TRADOC has developed the following
learning experience aimed at increasing the offi- interim standards that may be adjusted as test
cers understanding of his strengths and weak-
nesses. Such an experience will facilitate the offi- data is analyzed:
cer's personal and professional development (a) Attainment of 12th grade reading level
thereby leading to a greater long-term profession- on Nelson-Denney Reading Test.
al contribution. (b) Attainment of 50th percentile on Mis-

2. DISCUSSION. souri College English Test.

a. As the assessment coordinator. ODC- (c) Standards have not been established
SPER. in coordination with TRADOC and ARI. for the Stanford Math Test.
must develop, validate and implement an indi- d. Officers who do not meet the above stan-
vidual assessment program for officers. cadets. dards will be required to take remedial training.
and officer candidates to provide feedback for Remedial training will not be included in the
professional development. One example of a as- Pi. but will be accomplished after duty hours.

sessment t pe instrument is the test being admin- The program will be set up to make maximum

istered to students in pre-commissioning. OBC use of existing resources-Educational Serice

and OAC to measure basic 3R's skill ability. Centers tingrres our s d ro a me d
- Centers. conespondence courses, programmed

TRADOC implemented this program to insure texts, local colleges. and contract training. Stu-
standardization, establish a data base. and to de- dents will remain in remedial training until they
velop an officer corps profile in regard to the3R's Th folowng estsarebeig ued:have met the standards described above. or until3R's. The following tests are being used: cus opeincourse completion.

-Nelson-Denney Reading Test published e. Tests will be readministered to students
by Riverside Publishing Co. who did not initially attain standards near the

-Missouri College English Test pub- completion of OBC or OAC to determine im-
lishcd by Psychological Corp. provement. When students are not able to attain

standards when retested. they will be counseled
-Stanford Math Test published by the to continue a remedial program during their next

Psychological Corp. assignment. Commanders of receiving units will

b. Tests are administered for two purposes: be notified by letter of the need for the officer to
continue remedial programs. Letters for National

(I) Diagnose deficiencies in basic skills. Guard members will be sent to the NGB Operat-
and direct students to take remedial training if ing Activity Center. who will for%%ard them to the
deficiencies are identified. appropriate unit.

(2) Build an assessment data base which
will be used by Army" Research Institute (ARI)
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences in devel- a. Establish individual assessment control
oping officer profiles. mechanisms.

c. TRADOC has determined that these tests (1) Review missions, requirements and
will be used for diagnostic purposes with the fol- status of all agencies currently engaged in indi-
lowing guidelines: vidual assessment and testipg programs. Making
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maximum use of the resources of organizations standards and group under one or more of these
and agencies cdrrently engaged in the programs. assessment categories.
develop an organizational structure consisting of (c) Evaluate match of assessment instru-
assessment cells and/or center(s). Develop mis- ments and procedures with requirements and
sion. reso.-ce requirements and an implementa- standards to deterriine the requirements for ad-
tion plan for he new individual assessment cells ditional assessment or evaluation instruments.
and center(s). Revise and assign missions to cur-
rent agencies based on the mission and imple- (d) Develop and define the -core- skills.
mentation plan for the new assessment cells and knowledge and proficiencies required of all of-
center(s). Examine. and revise as required. cur- ficers and cadets.
rent data base composition and control proce- c. ODCSPER is designated individual as-
dures. sessment program coordinator.

(2) Develop a tracking system to provide (1) Overwatch for the professional devel-
institutions feedback on the status of their gradu- ( s sOero
ates as they progress through the Army. The pment system.
tracking system will not be tied to a specific indi- (2) Responsible for OPMS implementa-
vidual by name. but only track by branch. fune- tion. the ROTC Studi and the Total Wrarrant
tional area. SSN and year group. Data will only QOfficer.Stud-
be displayed and analyzed by branch. functional (3) Overwatch for the ROTC Study and
area and year group (e.g.. high. low and average the Total Warrant Officer Study.
scores for their graduates by branch and year
group compared to those of the entire Army in (4) Select and assign officers to schools.
the same categories). (5) Accession. retention and separation of

officers.
b. Validate. and revise as required. the fo!- (6) Officer distribution-

lowing as general assessment categories.
(7) Address professional development

( ) The categories are: pfoblems (MILPERCEN).
(a) General Knowledge Familiarity gained (8) Lead agent for the Army Leadership

by actual experience required by all officers (e.g.. goal (to a~gn the personnel system and the train-
current events, strategy. leadership, and commu-
nication). ing system).

(b) Military knowledge Specific mission- d. Develop and define the 'core- skills.
rebate il kn-rofe ssion - kaowledge and proficiencies required of all of-

related know-how (professional reading pro f icers and cadets. Ensure that the critical skills in
grant). MQS (Appendix 1) and the common core (Annex

(c) Abilities Power to perform (e.g.. ph. si- 0) of the service schools are consistent with these
cal. moral or intellectual). "core- requirements and standards. TRADOC.

(d) General skills Ability to use one's in conjunction with the review and development
kdge Gealkillsby thro boad re oefs of MQS common tasks. ensure linkage and com-knowledge effectively through a broad range of ptblt ihtedvlpeto omncr

actions (e.g.. teaching. speaking. writing and patibility with the development of common core
conse aing . -kills. knowledge and proficiencies through each
counseling). professional developent level (e.g.. vertical

(e) Military skills Specific mission-related linkage between MQS II and III common tasks
actions acquired and maintair'ed to be combat- development and compatibility with OAC and
ready and competent (MQS skills). OBC common core development).

(f) Other. e. Select the critical assessment instruments
Include the following requirements to be used to provide feedback !o the individual

(2) l ing erement officer at each professional development level.
when validating and revising general assessment Validate the instruments and implement pilot in-

dividual assessment program.
(a) A review of all assessment instruments

and procedures currently being used. or under (I) Pre-commissioning
review, and group under one or more of the gen- (a) Leadership assessment program
eral assessment categories. (LAP).

(b) A review of all current, or proposed. (b) 3R's achievement testing program (pi-
skill, knowledge or proficiency requirements or lot test).
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(2) OBC f. Implement the individual assessment pro-

(a) Pilot test 3R's achievement testing gram.

program. g. Develop. validate and implement an indi-

(b) Leadership st'%les (limited use). vidual knowledge and skills evaluation program.
Determine which of the -corC skills and knowl-

(3) OBC edge requirements and standards will be evalu-
ated. Assessment cells or center(s) will recom-

(a) Pilot test 3R's achievement testing mend when assessment instruments have been
program. deemed sufficiently accurate to be used to vali-

(b) Leadership styles (limited use). date standards and are suitable for use in either
the evaluation or selection process (competency

(4) CSC -Army Leadership Assessment testing). Verify or develop assessment or evalua-
Program- (ALAP). tion instruments and procedures to be used. Veri-

fy institutions to participate in the individual
(5) SSC Seif-A~czss.- Program. evaluation program test. Develop information

plan to publicize the effort to the officer corps.
Myers Briggs Implement initial individual evaluation program
Health Healthas a test.
Values and Attitudes
Interpersonal Relations h. Implement individual evaluation pro-
Leader effectiveness gram.

(6) General Officers and Senior Executive i. Expand remedial training program to in-
elude individual evaluation program.

Service assessment centers (limited attendance in
the past). Enclosure-Notional Assessment Organization
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Annex I

A Mentorship Based Development Strategy

I. PURPOSE. To propose a mentorship based (3) New Battlefield Challenges: FM 100-5
strategy to develop an officer corps that possesses Operations, cites the new battlefield challenges
the knowledge, skills, abilities and character to be that will face the American officer: blurred dis-
able to both think about the conduct of war in tinctions between front and rear lines: require-
broad terms and adapt to the demands of a fast- ments to rapidly concentrate and disperse forces:
paced tactical environment, nuclear proliferation: need to understand/employ

sophisticated information acquisition devices:
growth of ability and willingness of adversaries to

2. DISCUSSION. use chemical weapons: increasingly disruptive ef-
fects of electronic warfare: wi"e-ranging environ-a. Challenge. The challenges facing the Army mnswti hc mrcnfre r x

Sments within which American forces are ex-
through the remainder of this century and into pected to be able to fight: longer and more
the next mandate that officers be educated and vulnerable supply lines: and a generally enlarged
trained in sufficient numbers, capable of thinking battlefield perspective at all levels.
about the conduct of war in broad terms and
adapting to the demands of a fast-paced. highly b. Characteristics Needed to Meet the Chal-
stressful tactical environment. lenges. In the face of the severe challenges identi-

fied above, the orchestration and synchroniza-(1) ew halenge. Gnerl Wilia R. tion of warfighting assets have become too
Richardson describes in his Kermit Roosevelt tonpofxwarfightin t have be cetocomplex to ignore the need to develop officers
Lecture the disturbing environment the Ameri- wh know how to think, rather than what to
can officer faces today: the increasing tempo in thn ho tinr te dcsn skll in

the ateof avane i weaonssysems.orgni- think, whose action-oriented decision skills in-
the rate of advance in weapons systems. organi- dude an ability to conceptualize, to innovate, to
zation, and doctrine; the increased scope and synthesize disparate information so as to assess a
complexity of operations: the accelerated tempo situation, to adapt to the unexpected, and. while
of battle; the rapid change in technology: the staing dot to t epe r this

prolfertio of uclar rms worenig wrld understanding doctrine, be able to temper this
proliferation of nuclear arms: worsening world with the willingness to take the measured risk
disorder; diffusion of terrorism: growth of techni- when necessary to wrest victory from almost cer-
cally sophisticated armies: and our increased de- tain defeat. These characteristics-what a leader
pendence on foreign markets and materials. must BE. KNOW, and DO-are ably described
General Richardson also cites the formidable by the late LTC Boyd M. Harris in FM 22-100.
military force possessed by the Soviet Union -a Leadership. To develop sufficient numbers of of-
country with idealogies and purposes imcompa- ficers who possess these characteristics will not
tible with those of the United States. be easy.

(2) Fture halleges:boloneaHub
(2) Future Challenges: Colonel Huba c. Educating and Training Officers inWass de Czege identifies in the June 1984 Mih- Schools. Recent studies suggest that Army educa-

tarj' Review the challenges that face the American tion and training instituions can and must do a
officer in the future: changing missions, changing better job in developing officers. New methods
threat, changing society, changing force structure. and a new orientation toward officer education
accelerating rates of technological change, and
changing competencies. This delta requires an in- and training are required. For example:

creased emphasis on lower-level leadership (I) The 1979 RETO Study, in particular.
caused by the requirements for both battlefield focused on the need to enhance staff training
dispersal and the need to rapidly concentrate (CAS3 is a premier legacy of this study) and de-
forces to conduct high speed attacks. velop critical-thinking skills in officers.

I-1
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(2) The 1982 Nlcloy Stud% (a report to apply schoolhouse knowledge to real world situa-
CSA General E. C. Meyer that updates 1933 criti- tions.
cisms of Leavenworth by General Marshall) finds (7) The 1984 Professional Development of
too much crammed into the one-year CGSOC Officers Studv Surve s finds that hile the school-
curriculum, a facult% inadequate in number and O S
only marginallyv qualified to teach. a student house is not perceived to be broken, and CAS3
body with diverse needs. a slack method ofetalu- receives high grades. the ad' anced and basic
ation, and a situation here the talented students courses are seen as lagging in instructor expertise

and methodology. Additionall\. officers cite the
are kept very busy. but only marginall chal- value of practical experience as kc.\ to the learn-lenged. ing process. and identify a requirement for in-

(3) The 1982 Strategic Studies Institute creased emphasis on learning operational level
report entitled "Operation Planning: An Anal\- warfighting skills within the context of a develop-
sis of the Education and Development of Effec- ment-oriented climate.
live Army Planners" recognizes serious deficien- d. A Mentor-Based Schoolhouse Strategy. All
cies in all Joint and Army planning systems. the studies above suggest that a renewed en:pha-
Specific deficiencies in identification. education. sis on warfighting is necessary in educational in-
and development of operation planners are not- stitutions. Consequently. new teaching and learn-
ed. Additionally. the inadequate teaching and use ing methods are needed (based on an updated
of planning logic and associated frameworks (i.e.. education/knowledge theory (see Annex P) to de-
decision-making process). as well as a need for a velop officers with the expertise and flexibility in
highly experienced faculty with sufficient time to thinking required to outthink a potential adver-
guide students toward meaningful alternative so- san'
lutions to problems are discussed.

(1) The following recommendation of the
(4) The 1982 LTG Trefrey Report io CSA 1983 Army Staff College Level Training Study is

on Problems of the Army School System points applicable to all Army schools with the exception
out the belief that a school assignment is no long- of CAS3 and AMSP. Specifically. the Army
er desirable. that perhaps officers should be as- School System:
signed directly to units for training rather than
attending a basic course: that 26 weeks is insuffi- ... needs a fundamental reorientation of
cient time to teach officers the principles of com- teaching philosophies and methods. The ap-
mand. leadership. and management at the ad- plication of the s.ndicate method* to the
vanced course: that OAC standards should be 'main effort* curriculum has already been
raised: that all should attend CAS3: that the win- mentioned. Concurrent with the develop-
dow of eligibility of attendance at CGSC should ment of the ne'\ curriculum, new and more
be extended to 18 YOS and class size reduced to effective teaching methodologies need to be
450 with an 18-month curriculum plus attend- adopted which feature less student/faculty
ance at AFSC so as to provide an exacting and contact in the classroom and more use of
detailed education: similar recommendations are wargaming as well as more time outside the
made for the Arm\ War College. classroom. Students should be challenged to

solve case study type problems either indi-
(5) The 1983 Army Staff College level vidually or by small groups with less "spoon

training study conducted by Colonel Huba Wass feeding" of facts in class. Students should be
de Czege analyzes CGSOC's ability to train and required to consult references to acquire
educate the officer corps, finds that an education/ those facts. Evaluation should be more in-
training gap exists and recommends: that CAS3 tense and personal."
continue and that CGSOC become more rigor-
ous. be taught with more appropriate methods. to (2) To achieve the reorientation men-
a less heterogeneous student body. b% a first-rate tioned above, a new schoolhouse strategy is
faculty in adequate numbers. needed. Specifically. the faculty must assume the

role of a mentor to the student while simultane-
(6) The 1984 ARI stud% entitled "Training ously serving as the doctrine writer and course/

Needs for OAC Curriculum" identifies: the be- courseware developer. The instructor must be the
lief that an OAC instructor assignment is not ca- subject matter expert in fact as well as name.
reer enhancing: that instructors lack the requisite Consequently. a long-term schoolhouse strategy
grade and relevant experiences to be credible to is needed that: modifies staffing guides to ac-
the students: that more experiential training is commodate the role of the faculty mentor: re-
needed with simulations that force students to views allocation of officers to service schools to

1-2
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ensure appropriate seniority and expertise for a and that mentorship is equally important for the
'mentoring" faculty: provides school comman- career success of women.
dants the flexibility to selectively extend a lmit
ed number of key. experienced staff a,,d facult t (4) The Woodlands Group (1980 reports

members to function as "mentors to the faculfy". that while the mentor relationship depends upona rich i-iterpersonal relationship. it also relies up-
and provide stability and credibilit.. Finally. cur-
rent OAC faculties must be transitioncd from the on such systems as performance appraisals. ca-reer planning. and assessment centers.
model based on current instructor staffing stan-

dards to one with a full-time faculty which teach- (5) In a military context, officers desire to
es/leads onl, one small student group at any time be on the receiving end of a mentoring style of
in addition to writing doctrine, course, and leadership. For example. PDOS survey results in-
courseware development. dicate that 88 percent agree that the officer

should first be a mentor and a role model whoinstills Army values and develops subordinates:
and Organizations. The mentor-based school-house strategy is only one part of the equatio.. 96 percent agreev Oat commanders should be

g is evaluated on the extent they develop the officers
To succeed in developing the professional. com-petent. and thinking officer a similar -mentor- serving under them. Also. general officers strong-
sp"nt andpthinking officeransimilarmn ntorna- ly state that the leader is responsible not only for
ship" approach is needed in units and organiza-simul-
tions. A review of recent studies on mentorship aneous development of subordinats. However.

and a corresponding stratwgs for unit apptication 59 percent of all officers do not perceive them-

selves as having a mentor in their current assign-
(I) Rudi Klauss (1981) describes the men- ment. and leadership related instruction in

tor relationship as one of the most complex and schools is not seen to be vc'y effective (i.e., not
developmentally important relationships an indi- sufficiently experiential nor tatught by exper-
vidual can have in early adulthood. Additionall. 'enced fac'ilty).
he provides a useful background t) the term (0) T. 0. Jacobs. .n Arm, Research lnsti-
mentor-a term that conves the image of the (seasoned. senior executive/leader who can offir lute Sciei:.test. explains hot the thinking skillsseasned senor xectiveleaer ho cn oThr required by the futur', battlefield constitute the
the wisdom of years of experience from which to
counsel and guide younger individuals during ca- !ongest growth requirement in officer develop-
reer progression. ment. To impart the requisite skills, certain

changes to the current sy.stem for educating and
(2) Kathy Kram (1983) reports that the training officers in units and arganizations are

mentor relationship can significantly enhance de- needed: leaders at all levels must become teach-
velopment in early adulthood and also in the ers (i.e. adopt a mentorship"style of leadership)
midcarcer stage of the more expericiced individ- who foster a climate of command to encourage
ual. She also identifies the four pi|ases of the young leaders to think for themselves during
mentorship relationship: initiation, cultivation. peacelime. when logic errors cart be coached
separation, and a redefinition phase during %,waV.
which time the relationship evolves into a new f. A Mentor-Based Strateg for Units/Orga-
form that is significantly different from the past - nizations. The specific mentor-based strategy for
or the relationship ends completely. Menoring educating and training officers in units requires a
functions may be either career functions (e.g.. parallel approach to thc one recommended in the
sponsorship. exposure and visibility, coaching. schoolhouse-and yet it is one which will be per-

protection, and challenging assignments) or h s he e i t io hich To b e a

psychosocial functions (e.g.. role modeling. ac- haps the more difficult 4o achieve. To ave a
cepance-and-confirmationchance for success at developing th criticalfriendship). thinking and warfighting skills required by the

challenges of :he future battlefield, the junior of-

(3) Mentorship is a critical career training fleer must have the time. opportunity, and cli-
and development tool. In a review of the litera- mate w- develop them. The experiential mentor-
ture. Hunt and Michael (1983) demonstrate that ,hip-based teaching model recommended for the
it is an important tool for upward professional school is cxactly the same model needed in the
progression in organizations: that most corporate unit or organization. Senior leaders must teach
presidents have had mentors who were vita! to and metor junior officers,. Learninp in the unit
their success: that mentors have an important must be systematic. progressive, and experien-
influence on promotion decisions: that serving as tialli hased. Trainin the officer to fight and
a mentor also may be professionally rewarding think 'nvo*,vc the na\minun use of simulations.
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realistic training- TEWT's, battle planning, and situation requires that a long-term -mentorship"
just plain old-fashioned sessions of what-iffing." strategy be adopted-both in the schoolhouse
Practice and feedback are key ingredients. ac- and in units. Specific recommendations include:
complished in an environment where an officer
is challenged to experiment without fear of fail- a. Allow Comander, TRADOC and Com-

ure.andant. AWC to create a very limited number

comandese acnwlege apnd cla responsibli- (notionally 25 total) of extended tour senior men-commanders acknowledge and claim torfcutypoitonsaisrvcescoos

ty for the mentorship role. adopt experiential tor faculty positions at service schools.

learning/teaching methodologies, and establish b. TRADOC commit to a long-term "school-
the necessary developmcrtal climate within house" strategy which:
which constructive feedback is provided to the (1) Establishes positions of faculty men-individual officer.(IEsaisepoiinofactym-

tors (teacher. advisor, guide. role model, small
g. Ke} Points to be Stressed. student group leader. doctrine writer, course de-

(I) The challenge to educating and training veloper).

the officer through the next century is to develop (2) Modifies staffing guides to accommo-
those knowledges. skills, and abilities that will date the mentor role.
provide the officer the capability to be flexible, to (3) Develops a plan to transition OAC
innovate, to be able to think and adapt to the from current model to one with full-time faculty
demands of a fast-paced rapidly changing envi- fro c odlt one wtll-tme fatyronmentmentors (teach only one small student group at a
ron ment.

time in addition to doctrine writing/course and
(2) A renewed emphasis on warfighting is courseware development responsibilities).

necessan in educational institutions: this re-quies ew smllgrop oieted eperental~ tonc. TRADOC and ODCSPER review alloca-
quires new. small group oriented. experientially tion of officers to service schools insuring appro-
based strategies with an experienced faculty ca- priate maturity and experience fora mentoring7
pable of providing a mentorship based method of famlt ue
instruction.

(3) A parallel emphasis is required in edu- d. Commanders at all levels apply a mentor-

cating and training officers in units-i.e., experi- ship based strategy i developing officers

entiallb based teaching by mentoring leaders at
all levels who provide a developmental climate in 4. CSA REMARKS: Approved in concept.
% hich the officer has the optimum opportunity to
dexclop those critical thinking and warfighting Appendices
skills needed to win on the battlefield. I Battalion Commander Distribution

3. RECOMMENDATIONS. To develop an 2 Bibliography
officer corps characterized by an ability to think 3 Action Plan
and adapt to the demands ofa fast-paced tactical 4 ,
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Appendix I to Annex I

Former Battalion Commander Distribution

!. PURPOSE. To provide recommendations 1. USAREC- 28 (1/2 of number of bat-
concerning priorities for assignment and utiliza- talions)
tion of former battalion commanders (FBC) to 2 TRADOC Leavenworth
meet Army-wide requirements.

.DISCUSSION. 3. Corps/Division Staff and other
2. DTRADOC schools

a. The Army has had an ongoing effort to
establish a formal distribution plan to capitalize c. Although the data displayed in Tab B idi-
on the unique skills and future potential exhibit- cates that 142 FBCs are assigned to TRADOC (85
ed by former battalion commanders. Since 1977 are LTC not in a promotable status). 45 are a,-
edribysformionsaer bt n compmne. ased o7 signed to Fort Leavenworth with 35 being dedi-
various options have been implemented based on cated to CAS3. A sampling by the PDOS group
guidance by the CSA or VCSA. Their policies indicated that as of the beginning of FY 85 the
have ranged from various floor-percentage con- following numbes of tC e be ing ti-
cepts to minimum numerical goals for selected following numbers of LTC FBCs were being uti-

lized in instructor-related positions at various
organizations and activities. Tab A provides an service schools:
historical synopsis of major actions taken to dis-
tribute former battalion commanders to the pres- Infantry 6 SC 0
ent. The primary issues for use of FBCs have Armor 4 QM 0
centered around the fact that these individuals FA 0 AG 0
represent a small percentage of the total licuten- ADA I FIN 0
ant colonel population and are normally avail- ENG 0 ORD 0
able for only one utilization tour as a lieutenant Chem I MP I
colonel before being selected for Senior Service d. Data developed by various studies (Meloy
College or selection for promotion to the rank of d t epo)d haou ies wo
colonel. In the case of the former, only a few
individuals are selected for Senior Service Col- are assigned as instructors in Army Service

iege who are not FBCs: in the latter case. statis- Schools have an unsatisfactory level of expertise.

tics indicate that 95 percent of FBCs will be s CAS3 is the only company grade educational ex-
ticsitefor promotion to colonel. These two perience that is perceived as being heavily staffed

by -quality- instructors. The lack of real or per-
quality indicators, plus the fact that FBCs have ceived quality on the platform in the Army's
developed extcnsive command and leadership service schools is a matter which demands fur-
skills, make them highly desirable assets for any ther attention and solution by the Army Staff and
unit or organization. Currently. the Army pro- TRADOC. Such an action should be part of a
duces an average of 425 FBCs a year. This num- total effort to redefine the assignment/distribu-
--r c.n vary significantly due to a wide range of ton priort for th aongnmetistrim--; - "tion priorities for FBCs among competing claim-

ants within the total force.
b. At Tab B is the FBC distribution as of first

qu..rter FY 85. It should be noted that the Army 3. RECOMMENDATIONS.
staff and its FOAs. TRADOC. FORSCOM. and
USAREUR. have the largest concentrations of a. The assignment/distribution of former
i3 s in terms of gross numbers. This distribu- battalion commanders should be made according
tioi is based on priority guidance which was de- to an overall Army plan based on realistic priori-

:e..~l .y MILPERCEN derived from a series ties. Since the Army has an immediate require-
, sc:.or officer decisions and guidance. This ment to deploy and fight in a span of time much
pti3trty is: shorter than any in our history. it would seem

I-1-1
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that a priorit% should go to providing FBCs to b. Assignment of FBC in the areas of priority
serve as principal stall" officers at the di' ision listed aboe would serve to enhance the readiness
and corps le'els. Second!'. the -\rmy has a re- of our Army. Additionally. it would provide a
quirement to develop and train ieaders for the leasening effect for further development and
immediate time frame and for th.: future: there- commitment b, our junior officers.
fore. another priorit, should go to the use of for-

c. The following general policy should be im-m er ba ttalhon com m anders as teachers/m en ors/ pl m n e fo aci n b th A r ys f -
coaches for the iimediate and future develop- plemented for action by the Arm,. staf
mer.t of our oficer corps. Thirdl%. we have a DCSPER review requirements for for-
requirement to dexelop doctrine and polic% to mer battalion/brigade commander expertise
maintain the *\rm% in peace and in . ,r. In the throughout the Army. Emphasis shouid be on
vast majorit% of instances. successful battalion utilization of their experience in cells of qualit.
command is a prerequisite for advancement to throughout the -Xrm> as operational staff officers.
senior leadership positions that include respon- instructors/coaches, and doctrine, combat and
siblit% for providing overall direction in terms of polic, deselopers. Determine an appropriate dis-
Arm% doctrine and polic.. -Xccordingl%. former tribution method to provide equitable distribu-
battalion commanders should be assigned to po- tion based on Arm' priorities and mission re-
sitions relating to this effort. Restated. the Arm% quirements. The ODCSPER review should
priorit% for use'assignment of FBCs should focus remain cognizant of the fact that qualit% is not
on three areas: limited to former battalion and brigade com-

manders as there are significant numbers of other
(1) Operticnal staff officers at the divi- officers who. due to sharply constrained opportu-

sion and corps levds. nities. were not selected to exercise formal com-
mand.

(2) Teachers/instruc!ors/coaches within
the education and training s'stem, Tabs

(3) Doctrine and polic deselopers for A Historical Information
maintaining and sustaining the force. B Sample Distribution Display
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Tab A to Appendix 1

Historical Information

Apr 1977 VCSA directed MILPERCEN to es- Apr 1981 VCSA established individual qualifica-
tablish a former battalion corn- tion as the primary assignment consid-
manders" distribuiion plan using the eration for matching an FBC to a par-
80% floor concept. ticularjob. Priority of FBC assignment

May 1979 VCSA abolished plan based on con- should be given to corps and division
May staffs and TRADOC schools (not nec-

clusion that the plan created false ex- saffs an tha order).

pectations for field commanders and essarii in that order).

unfixed supply of officers in the pop- Aug 1982 CSA reaffirmed policy of Apr 81 in
ulation made plan impossible to message to G. Srni.h.
meet. VCSA directed that an infor-me. dainrn - Jul 1983 CSA reduced cmd tour from 30 to 24
mal floor of 70% be used internally months.
as a guide.

Feb 1980 CSA extended command tour length Jul 1988 CSA excepted Ft Leavenworth for

to 30 months. further reducing the quality.

population. Sep 1983 MILPERCEN commitment of 45 for-
mer battalion commanders to Ft

Sep 1980 DCSPER stopped 70% -informal Lea tinitiad

floor- and directed where possible

meet following goals of: USAREC
57. ARMR 27. USMA 4. RG BN 2.
TRADOC schools 100. total of 190.

I-1-A-1
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Annex J

Warrior Spirit

1. PURPOSE. To define the Warrior Spirit and b. When officers enter the Arn they are
demonstrate that it is an essential part of every eager to do their jobs as well as possible. ,o 'cad
officer's professional development, soldiers, and to provide their part of the national

deterrence. They have accepted the characteris-essential par of being an Army officer. Every tics for the Warrior Spirit as an essential part of
ofiesenta pt of be Wanrrmy opieri . Everyt becoming an officer. As officers progress through
officer must have the Warrior Spirit, but it is not their careers, the majority of assignr - are to

necessary for every officer to be a full ti ._ warri- taffs aking themart af .inr - e
or. Understanding this difference is key to under- staffs, taking them farther and f-.,net ,m the
or.Uderstanding th it dffre ir kSoii und- field Army focus. Increased pressure in a
standing the concept of the Warrior Soirit and managemenioriented environment makes it
providing the leadership the Army needs today much more difficult to re e.ember the basic rea-
and tomorrow as it prepares for future war. son the Army exists. Devta oping a program to

a. Simply stated, the Army's mission is pro- reinforce the Warrior Spirit throughout an offi-
tecting the Nation from external aggression. The cer's career recolaizes these pressures and assists
officer corps provides leadership for the Army; so each officer in maintaining the proper focus. For
each officer must be ready, wi'ling, and if an officer loses sight of the Army mission and
able-even eager-to accept this responsibility his full role in supporting it, he can have a degen-
for protecting the Nation. eraiive effect on his subordinates. Those officers

THE STATE OF HIND AND PREPAREDNESS REOtIRED OF EACH OFFICER WHICH BLENDS ALL

THE PHYSICAL, MENTAL. 14ORAL. AND PSYCHOLOGICAL QUALITIES ESSENTIAL FOR AN

OFFICER TO SUCCESSFULLv LEAD THE ARMY IN ITS MISSION O PROTECTING THE NATION

o ACTION-ORIENTED . o IDTIVATED TO EXCEED STANDARDS

0fl SEL-CNFEN 0 PHYSICALLY AND MIENTALLY TOUGH I
o CALM AND COURAGEOUS UNDER $TRESS

O SKILLED IN THE FUNDAMENTALS OF WEAPONS. TACTICS AND DOCTP!NE

0 EAGER TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROTECTING THE NATION

Figure J-1: The Warrior Spirit and its chara( 3rnstics apply to all officers in all branches
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who are skilled in their functional areas on high e. The Warrior Spirit is a "state of mind and
level staffs, for example. may not consciously preparedness" that does not develop overnight.
'hink about the Warrior Spirit. Although it is (1) It requires steady and continuing prep-
,,ery easy to regain this focus once they return to aration to develop physical and mental tough-
"the field", while they are relearning it they may
"turn off" some of their subordinates, doing
damage over time rather than keeping all officers (2) It requires practice and dedicated ef-
and soldiers *up to speed" in understandipg the fort to handle stress calmly and courageously.
Warrior Spirit. (3) It requires vision and self-discipline to

c. Soldiers and subordinate officers look to seek to exceed standards.
their more senior officers for (he example of what f. The Warrior Spirit concept applies to com-
to do, for guidance on how to do it, and for theresorce adquae t accmplsh ssinedand bat support and combat service support officersresources adequatc to accomplish assigned and

as well as those in the combat arms; to women as
implied tasks. This requires that officers be com- well as me n th oct ars, n as

petent in their profession, as appropriate to their chalas n oer ors, th e rro Sr it ap-
branch, functional area and grade level. In addi- chaplains. In other words, the Warrior Spirit ap-
tion to branch and functional area knowledge plies to all officers, in all branches and functional
and skill, each officer must know the tools of the areas, at all grade levels, and during all assign-

andskil, achoffcermus knw te tolsof he ments worldwide. The Warrior Spirit happens
soldier's trade-weapons, tactics and doctrine. metwolid.TeWrorSrthapnsolder' trde-wapos, actcs addctrne. "'between the ears" and in the heart of each offi-
By the very nature of the military profession, *'ewnthcasadinhelarofahof-
Bvey theiver nar softer iirsta proessn,- cer. Officers in the Infantry, Armor and Artillery
every officer is a soldier first. He must under- muthvteWaroSpitnd usbew-

stand the Army and how it operates at several ros a we ladig Sirs n mbt e
levels of conflict in variouis theaters of war. He rosa el edn odesi obt h
levtnel s ta conf tev ari threats how. H Warrior Spirit does not require each officer to be
must understand contemporary threats, how to

a full-time warrior, but does require each officeraccomplish his tasks in those threat environ- tohvtosatrbequlislnwdgad

ments and how to protect himself and his soldiers attributes tlw ite a contributng

from the threat while carrying out his missions. adeo th al Arm to be a arn-

The reality of today's and tomorrow's threats to

the Army and the Nation range from terrorism or when circumstances require him to be one.

through low and high intensity conventional con- 3. Definition and Characteristics.
flict, to theater and strategic nuclear war. Officers a. Definition. The Warrior Spirit is the state
with the Warrior Spirit understand the threat and of mind and preparedness required of each offi-
are prepared to counter it. For example, they pro- cer which blends all the physical, mental, moral
tect themselves and their organizations from ter-
rorist attack: they understand the implications of cer to successfully lead the Army in its mission of
deep thrust attacks into rear echelons and how to protecting the Nation.
organize contingency defenses and plans to ad-
dress this threat: and they realize that their pro- b. Characteristics. Officers with the Warrior
fessional education requires continuing effort to Spirit are:
ensure that they remain current in their profes- (1) Physically and mentally tough.
s:on.

d. While every officer needs to be a soldier (2) Self-confident.

first, not every officer needs to have frontline (3) Motivated to exceed standards.
warfi,hting as his primary tbcus. The Army is a (4) Skilled in the fundamentals of weap-
team, and every officer must understand his role ons, tactics and doctrine.
in optimizing the overall team effort, He is an
expert in the duties of his present position and in (5) Calm and courageous under stress.
other positions appropriate to his branch, func-
tioral area and grade level. He provides the lead- (6) Eager to accept responsibility for pro-
ership needed to keep his part of the Arn y func- tecting the Nation.
tioning as an efficient part of the Total Army (7) Action-oriented.
effort. He understands and can endure the rigors 4. Warrior Spirit Aim and Major Thrusts.
of combat and approaches his duties confidently.
willing to accept the challenges they present and a. Aim. The aim of the Warrior Spirit pro-
motivated to take those actions recuired to ac- gram is to develop officers with the Warrior Spir-
complish the mission. it and its characteristics.

J-2
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b. Major Thrusts. he major thrusts to ac- readings during school experiences and for indi-complish this aim are: vidual development programs.
(I) Develop an understanding of the War- (2) The means to build confidence andrior Spirit concept at the beginning of each offi- competence in basic tactics. current doctrine andcer's career. 

weapons employment.
(2) Internalize and reinforce the Warrior (3) Challenging and stressful training ex-Spirit throughout each officer's career. periences (e.g., Air Assault. Airborne, and Rang-

er) for all officers who volunteer and quality.
(3) Provide periodic reminders of the Ar-

my mission (protecting the Nation) and how each (4) Continued emphasis on physical fit-officer's branch and functional area fit into this nessmission, using understated, subtle reminders and (5) Opportunities for annual weapons fir-reinforcements. 
Ing.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS. 
6. CSA REMARKS. Approved in concept.

a. The Army trains the Warrior Spirit and Appendicesdevelops it in each officer by: I Warrior Spirit: The Need and Character-(1) Developing and implementing a pre- isticscommissioning Warrior Spirit program. 2 Warrior Spirit: Supporting Policies
3 Warrior Spirit: Concerns With The Con-(2) Reinforcing the Warrior Spirit cept And The Policiesthroughout each officer's career. 4 Warrior Spirit: elossarv

b. This is accomplished by providing: 5 Warrior Spirit: Bibliography6 Warrior Spirit: Action Plan(1) Common blocks of instruction and 7 Warrior Spirit: Phasing Plan
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Appendix I To Annex J

Warrior Spirit: The Need And Characteristics

1. PURPOSE: To develop the rationale for the Civil War, two world wars. and the limited wars
Warrior Spirit program and to establish its defi- and conflicts of the second half of the 20th centu-
nition and enumerate its characteristics. rv:

2. DISCUSSION. (2) Ever, officer understands that the na-
a. Background. Some of our earliest colonial ture of our Army has changed from essentially a

beginnings grew from a thirst for independence, militia backing up a small regular Army, through

Many early immigrants sought religious freedom. various phases of conscription, to today's all-vol-

Others sought the profit they believed existed in unteer standing Army:
the New World. As generations took root and the (3) Every officer realizes that industrial
colonies expanded, our practice of self-govern- modernization has greatly increased the mobility
ment and our desire to rule ourselves flourished, and firepower of our modern Army compared to
We formed a confederation to stand up for our any other previous phase of our history:
rights and win our independence when our mas- (4) Every officer realizes that today's
ters attempted to continue to rule by tyranny.
When we declared our independence, we stated equipment modernization and doctrinal develop-
our right to do so by force: ments are essential to carrying out our mission ofh protecting our Nation at several levels of conflict.

"But when a long Train of Abuses and Usur-patinspuruinginvrialy he sme bjet,, c. While every officer needs to know these
pations. pursuing invariably the same object, essentials, the overriding consideration in each
evinces a Design to reduce them under abso- officer is the understanding of the Army mission
lute Despotism, it is their Right, ills their and how each officer himself fits into the total
Duty, to throw off such Government. and to Army as an aggregation of individuals, groups.provide nlew Guards for theirfhiture Secttt'- Am sa grgto fidvdas rus

p Empei Gadd and systems comprising a total team effort. Each
ty".' (Emphasis added). officer today is learning that material and doctri-

We further asserted our right "... to levy nal modernization will continue to require intel-
War, conclude Peace. contract Alliances, es- ligent, capable. committed leadership at every
tablish Commerce, and to do all other Acts echelon to make the Total Army work at its opti-
and Things which Independent States may of mum efficiency. Those officers who have already
r;ght do".- (Emphasis added). learned this lesson are teaching it to others. help-

ing all to understand the need for dedication and
dre At w earstitutone ot icnededc we selfless service to protect our Nation and its peo-

drew up a constitution that acknowledged theOfficers:
need to "Provide for the common defence [sic]..

"-3 (1) Dedicate themselves to this team ef

(2) Each officer swears allegiance to the fort in their oath of office.

Constitution in his oath of office. (2) Follow the policies of the national

(3) Thus, the principles established early leadership.
in our national history provide the basis for our (3) Accept an unlimited liability contract
Army today. with the Nation and its people for their services.

b. There is no reason to make an exhaustive (4) Dedicate themselves to the leadership
review of U.S. history here: of the Total Army team.

(1) Every officer knows the salient events d. While each officer positior requires a pri-
of our history and the Army's role in maintaining man day-to-day focus to ensnre that his or her
our freedom from the War of 1812 through the part of the A-rms is running weli and co..trbuting
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to the overall team effort. each officer must also spirit that is understood, felt. and acknowledged,
be prepared to do more than this current focus but intangible and difficult to measure.
requires:

g. This spirit that pervades the officer corps
(i) More, in terms of providing a greater is called the Warrior Spirit. While not every offi-

level of effort. a greater amount of work. and a cer leads soldiers directly in combat. each officer
greater breadth of focus: realizes that current and future doctrinal devel-

(2) And more, in terms of changing and opments. combined with recent events, require

expanding the current focus. to include providing officers to be alert, proactive, action-oriented
the leadership required to lead and support leaders who perform their duties professionally
soldiers in combat. and lead their subordinates intelligently.

e. Army officers are professionals who accept h. The Army and the Nation look to the offi-
the need for special values such as integrity. dis- cer corps for leadership and direction within the
cipline. dedication, competence. and compas- scope of the goals and policies established by our
sion. They realize the need to be proactive lead- national leaders. We must provide this leadership
ers of soldiers who are also dedicated to our at all levels of conflict, in all areas of the world,
Nation. its ideals, and its people, but who look to and in all assigned positions. Officers must be
the officer corps for guidance and competent alert to protect themselves and those they lead in
leadership. especially leadership under the stress a world in which terrorism is the weapon of
of combat. Officers who understand their posi- choice for some. We must make ourselves and
tion as officers in this light carry this understand- our soldiers physically and mentally prepared to
ing forward into action. These officers begin to perform under the stress of combat. We must
appreciate their duty not only to carry out the particularly be alert to the threat of deep thrust
Army mission of protecting the Nation but of the tactics which might find highly trained and dedi-
need to embrace the full ramifications of what cated enemy soldiers striking deep into our lines
carrying out this mission entails. These ramifica- of communication, our support units and instal-
tions include the need to be professionals with a lations, and our means of command and control -
sense of the values inherent in the profession, officers leading soldiers in these areas accept the
and a practical sense of purpose acknowledged in double challenge of performing not only their
such ways as physical readiness to perform their normal team role of providing the "muscle" be-
duties during the rigors of combat and the com- hind the mailed "fist" of our combat units, but
petence to perform the duties of at least their also of picking up the sword themselves for self-
current position if the Nation were to enter com- defense while continuing to function in their
bat. But there is something more that pervades team role.
the profession of arms and overlays itself onto
the dties of all officers. i. This Warrior Spirit that permeates the of-

ficer corps must be the state of mind and state of
f. Officers are commissioned and appointed preparedness that blends all the physical. mental,

to be leaders-leaders who know their trade, who and moral qualities essential for an officer to suc-
can perform it under stress. and who can teach cessfully lead and support the Army mission of
others to perform as well. Sol'iers and officers protecting the Nation. To require any lesser stan-
junior to them look for leadership and guidance. dard of all of our officers would not allow the
This mantle of leadership is a responsibility that Total Army team to work as efficiently as it
each of us accepts. It may weigh heavily at times. should.
but it is a requiren;ent of our calling that we
develop the moral and mental fiber needed to j. As we look to the future. the need for this
carry it and the stamina to carry it well. While Warrior Spirit w II grow. The recent OPMS
our leadership may develop and grow in peace- Study Group etimates of the effects of current
time, every officer knows the true measure of his trends in force structure, future missions, and
leadership is not in a peacetime Army. The materiel and doctr.nal development indicate that
"sound of guns" provides thL ultimate test, and it the number of soldiers in direct conflict with the
is the need to perform our duties to the utmost of enemy will decrease and the number of soldiers
our ability under the stress of leading or support- supporting him will increase.' All soldiers must
ing combat action that overlays itself onto the pull together as a team to provide the strongest
duties of each officer. Understanding and ac- combat power punch possible. sustaining it over
cepting this requirement to lead soldiers in time time. The leadership to !,ecp the Army focused
of war requires that each officer approach his or on the mission and to inspire the feats of superla-
her duties with a state of mind and preparedness tive effort required of all. regardless of physical
to provide the leadership the Army requires. This locaton on and off the battlefield, requires a con-
understanding pervades the officer corps. It is a tinuing understanding and appreciation of the
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Warrior Spirit among all members of the officer to accomplish the Army mission-protecting the
corps. Nation. They know the details of their current

jobs as well as the skills required for their branch,
k. Characteristics. There is neither the need functional area, and professional development

nor the opportunity for all officers to be "war- level. This results in not only confidence in them-
riors", that is. leaders of soldiers at the cutting selves, because thev, are as comfortable as possi-
edge of battle. There is. however, a need to pos- ble with their own responsibilities: but they are
sess the spirit of dedication to the Army mission also able to exude that confidence and inspire it
that supports the frontline. The platoon leader, in others to result in a synergism that makes the
battalion staff officer. and brigade commander of whole greater than the sum of its parts. This con-
a division in contact with the enemy obviously fidence . as well as practice and experience, helps
have The Warrior Spirit if they perform the du- to develop officers who can handle the stress and
ties of their respective positions well and to the tension of important positions during both peace
utmost of their ability. Moreover, those officers and war. As indicated in the examples above,
and soldiers supporting the combat forces must officers with the Warrior Spirit are action-orient-
possess no less a dedication to mission accom- ed and obtain results. While not as clear, howev-
plishment for the divisions in contact to carry er. these officers also understand the range of
out their tasks. The need for dedication in those contemporary threats (e.g., terrorism and deep
superv,,sing the repair and replacement of com- thrust attack forces) that require skill in the fun-
bat equipment is obvious, as is the need for med- damentals of weapons. tactics and doctrine to
ical, fcod service, pastoral and administrative protect themselves and their o:ganizations from
support of soldiers and their leaders. these threats and can plan to counter them ap-

(1) Officers who do not permit obstacles propriately. The physical and mental stress of
to block their progress possess The Warrior Spir- leadership requires officers who are physically
it. The company commander who maneuvers his and mentally tough. Officers with the Warrior
platoons under fire. integrates mortar and artil- Spirit seek to exceed established standards-they
lery fires, makes the best use of the terrain, and view the standard as the minimum acceptable
employs smoke effectively, all in a coordinated goal, the minimum qualification that they try to
effort to accomplish his mission, has the Warrior better rather than the result to be content with.
Spirit. m. Officers with the Warrior Spirit are:

(2) The maintenance shop officer who su- (1) Physically and mentally tough.
pervises the repair of the combat equipment sys-
tems, integrating repair parts with workload (2) Self-confident.
scheduing. repairman time under expert supervi- (3) Motivated to exceed standards.
sion ersuring the job is done properly the first
time. and fabricating needed parts when standard (4) Skilled in the fundamentals of weap-
ones are not available, has the Warrior Spirit. ons, tactics and doctrine.

(3) The medical doctor serving as division (5) Calm and courageous under stress.
or corps surgeon, who, before the battle is joined. (6) Eager to accept responsibility for pro-
thinks through the problems of providing medi- tecting the Nation.
cal care and evacuation services for all soldiers in
his area of responsibility and takes appropriate (7) Action-oriented.
action to optimize medical care within available 1. "The Declaration of Independence". p.1. The
resources has the Warrior Spirit. Declaration of Independence and The Constitu,

(4) The material and systems developers tion o.f The United States of Anerica. House Doc-
who dedicate their organizations to the tasks of ument No. 92-328. US Government Printing Of-
thinking through the exigencies of combat before fice. Washington. D.C., 1972.
the campaign begins, thereby providing system 2. Ibid.. p.4.
redundancy and robustness in support of soldiers
on the ground, have the Warrior Spirit. 3. "The Constitution of the United States of

America in Preamble". p. 11. The Declaration of
(5) These examples begin to characterize Independence and The Constitution of The United

the Warrior Spirit in an action-oriented frame- States ofAinerica. House Document No. 92-328.
work, and it must necessarily be so for appropri- U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington.
ate thoughts without appropriate actions do not D.C. 1972.
change the world.

4. "'OPMS Study Group After Action Report".
I. Competent, properly motivated officers Commanders Call. DA Pam 360-885. Septem-

are eager to accept the responsibility for working ber-October 1984, pp. 28-30.
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Appendix 2 To Annex J

Warrior Spirit: Supporting Policies

I. PURPOSE. To provide Warrior Spirit sup- Examine feasibility of implementing other
porting policies and rationale. challenging and stressful training exper-

2. DISCUSSION. iences (e.g., escape and evasion training.
mountaineering, rappeling, patrolling.

a. Background. The following policies are de- RECONDO, combatives, and combat
signed to maintain a proper mission focus for the sports) during precommissioning programs.
officer corps: (2) Officers with the Warrior Spirit are

(!) Develop a pre-commissioning Warrior skiied in the fundamentals of weapons, tactics,
Spirit program. and organizations, eager to accept responsibility

for protecting the Nation, motivated to exceed
(2) Reinforce the Warrior Spirit through- standards, calm and courageous under stress and

out each officer's career. action-oriented. Cadets and officer candidates

b. The pre-commissioning Warrior Spirit can learn these characteristics in appropriate
program. The intent of this policy is to introduce training environments. Therefore, the Army
the Warrior Spirit concept early in each officer's must create these environments to ensure appro-
professional development. This provides a solid, priate education and training prior to commis-
common basis for all officers and ensures each sioning. The following supporting policies do
officer has a clear understanding of the Army this:
mission and its ramifications for all branches Develop and implement a common block of
working together as a team to protect the Nation, instruction for all pre-commissioning pro-

(1) Officers with the Warrior Spirit are grams which defines and emphasizes the
physically and mentally tough. self-confident. Warrior Spirit concept (Policy J-80D).
motivated to exceed standards, calm and coura- e Ensure cadre training includes instruction
geous under stress, and action-oriented, among on Warrior Spirit.
other characteristics. Officers can learn and de-
velop these attributes if we provide the proper * Select readings which reflect the Warrior
environment and opportunity for self-motivation Spirit and ensure that they are part of profes-
so that cadets and officer candidates understand sional development readings.
the Arm' mission and embrace it. Solid pre-com- * Instruction will reference readings.
missioning training provides the basis for contin-
uing positive professional development through- 0 Ensure current service school POI includes
out his career or term of service. The following readings and instruction on the -threat."
supporting policies develop and enhance these * Examine feasibility of implementing famil-
Warrior Spirit characteristics: iarization firing program with foreign small

Continue physically challenging/training ex- arms (e.g., British Czech, Soviet, and
periences (e.g., obstacle courses, confidence CHICOM) during all pre-commissioning
courses, and leader reaction courses), programs.

Examine the feasibility of allowing airborne e Train/continue to train each cadet/candi-
and/or air assault training for all cadets who date in the fundamentals of tactics. camou-
volunteer and qualify for entry (standards flage, and the employment of individual and
for entry and graduation will remain high). crew-served weapons for the express purpose

of gaining confidence in their use and em-
ployment.
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* Train/continue to train each cadet/candi- dent portions of each school experience
date to qualify with a rifle or pistol (prefera- (OBC. OAC. CGSOC, SSC) (Policy J8 1C).
bly both) at least once prior to commission-ing. (2) It is important to remind officers of
ing. what the Warrior Spirit is, the latest information

- Review ROTC POI (including Basic and on the threat, and emerging concepts in force
Advanced Summer Camps) to ensure that modernization, doctrine, weapons employment,
training reinforces Warrior Spirit character- and wargaming. Such training and refreshers sup-
istics (Policy J8OE). port the Warrior Spirit characteristics of skill in

the fundamentals of weapons, tactics, and doc-
* Intent is to review steps of policy J80-D trine, build self-confidence, and help promote an
after changes have been in place for about action-oriented attitude.
one year to ensure the system fits together
well. (3) Keeping up to date in the military

profession should be an intellectually enjoyable,-Review USMA and OCS POls to ensure
as well as a physically challenging program.

that training reinforces Warrior Spirit char- Learning via wargaming and simulations inacteristics (PolicyvJ80F). erigvawrangndsmltosi
t (schools, units and organizations with individual

* Intent is to review steps of policy J80-D and team play during duty time is an excellent
after changes have been in place for about way to promote continuous professional develop-
one year to ensure the system fits together ment. Discussion seminars on aspects of the
well. threat (especially as appropriate for each officer's

time and place in the Army), the art and sciencec. Reinforce The Warrior Spirit During Each of war, possible wartime contingency missions

Officer's Career. It is not enough to introduce the and the ethics required of "warriors" all enhance

Warrior Spirit prior to commissioning and ex- the Warrior Spirit in a positive way. The follow-
pect it to continue through an officer's careersupporting policies focus on the intended re-
Warrior Spirit characteristics, appropriately rein- in supporing
forced, are essential to each officer regardless of minders and training:
his branch, functional area, or professional devel- Ensure the professional development read-
opment level, ing program (e.g., MQS) contains readings

on the Warrior Spirit and the "threat" (Poli-
() Officers with the Warrior Spirit areJ8 D).

physically and mentally tough, self-confident.
motivated to exceed standards, calm and coura- * Readings should be appropriate for combat
geous under stress and action-oriented. The Ar- arms, combat support and combat service
my begins developing these attributes by tough support.
training experiences during pre-commissioning * Give each officer the books and reading for
programs. It is appropriate to enhance the Warri-
or Spirit characteristics with formal school, unit
and organization programs for all officers. The Develop and implement blocks of instruc-
following supporting policies provide these for- tion and readings on the Warrior Spirit in all
mal programs: schools (OBC, OAC. CGSOC, SSC) (Policy

Continue semi-annual physical fitness test- 181 E).

ing (Policy J8 IA). e Incorporate readings and instruction on

Examine the feasibility of permitting all of- the -threat."

ficers who volunteeer and qualify for Air- * Examine the feasibility of implementing
borne, Air Assault. and/or Ranger to attend familiarization firing ;,,ith foreign small
(Policy J81 B). arms (e.g.. British. Czech. Soviet, and

e Course standards for entry and graduation CHICOM) at all service schools (OBC

will remain high. through SSC).

Se If resource constraints preclude this,
Examlin the fesltrofaimplenting pconsider selective implementation (e.g.. all
challenging and stressful training exper- infantry officers duringOBC, then QAC).

iences (e.g.. obstacle courses, confidence

courses. leader reaction courses, escape and Ensure that seminars and lectures highlight-
evasion training, mountaineering training. ing Warrior Spirit are included in school and
rappeling. combatives. combat sports, pa- unit/organizational professional develop-
trolling, and RECONDO) during the resi- ment programs (cover the ways Warrior
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Spirit is applicable to the officers of each marksmanship skill is fundamental to our profes-
particular branch and organization at their sion. As leaders, officers must set the example for
particular place and time in the Army) (Poli- their subordinates to follow and must know the
cyJ81G). basic skills he expects of his soldiers so he can

e Ensure service school instructor training properly supervise and teach. Therefore, it is es-

programs include instruction on Warrior sential for officers to maintain current weapons
Spirit. qualification.

* Begin Warrior Spirit lectures and seminars Examine feasibility of implementing annual
in all service schools. weapons qualification firing (with at least a

rifle or pistol, preferably both) for all of-

* Prepare Warrior Spirit discussion leader ficers.
packages suitable for export Army-wide for * Examine and implement in phased man-
all type units to facilitate these discussions. ner:
* Begin Warrior Spirit seminars in all unit/ o Phase 1: Provide the resources to do
organizational professional development the firing now required by regulation.
programs worldwide.

p Phase 2: Add officers during the resi-
J81G: Build and reinforce individual confi- dent portions of all school experiences
dence and competence during each school
experience through study and practical exer-
cises involving basic tactics, current doc- Phase 3: Add all officers in all forward
trine, and weapons employment. deployed organizations.

* Develop a series of -how to" books to oo Phase 4: Add all officers in CONUS
teach/refresh the basics of weapons, tactics, organizations.
doctrine, and organizations. Consider adding Reserve Component (RC) of-

* Develop wargames for individual and/or ficers in troop program units (TPUs) for familiar-
group use. ization firing.

o For use in schools and/or units/organi- RC officers in Individual Ready Reserve (IRR)
zations. will condact weapons qualification or familiari-

zation when mobilized or within one year afterooTo reinforce principles of doctrine en- asg e oaT U
courage experimentation and innovation, assigned to a TPU.
and build individual and team skills. oo Phase 5: Add all officers worldwide in

(4) If we believe current and projected all organizations not yet included in the

threat estimates concerning, for example, terror- program.

ism and deep thrust attacks into rear echelons, it 3. CSA REMARKS. Approvcd in concept.
is important to recognize that individual
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Appendix 3 To Annex J

Warrior Spirit: Concerns With The Concept And The Policies

1. PURPOSE. To address concerns with the encompasses commissioned and warrant officers
Warrior Spirit concept and the supporting poli- as well as enlisted personnel.
cies. -Only indirect reference to wartime/

2. DISCUSSION. The following issues con- warfighting skills and/or experience.
cerning the Warrior Spirit concept and support- -No direct connotation of tenacity and
ing policies arose during PDOS discussions. a
briefings and staffing of emerging study results. attle (either in definition or in nor-

They are consolidated here as a ready reference
source for the intent behind the Warrior Spirit -Normal usage infers plodding work
concept and as an aid to understanding the ratio- rather than innovation.
nale behind the recommended policies.

a. Definitions. \VhN use the word "'warrior-? (2) Alternative 2. Use the word -warrior.-

Why not -soldier-? * Advantages:

(1) Soldier: A man or woman serving in -Immediate and direct connotation of
an army: member of an arm%: an enlisted man or an it.divudal skilled and/or experienced in war-
woman: a person of military experience or mili- fare/warfighting/battle.
tar' skill: a person who works for a specified -Directly includes service as part of an
cause: a skilled warrior: a militant leader, follow- A yi ietamwork).er. r woker.Army (implies teamwork).
er. or worker.

-Specifically includes idea of women
(2) Warrior: A person engaged or exper- -sp e nclu ie women

ienced in war. warfare, or battle: a fighting man: included as fighters).
soldier, serviceman. militan man: brave fighting
man. legionar%. man-at-arms. rifleman: warri- -Context/normal usage gives direct
oress. Amazon. connotation of tenacity and audacity in battle.

b. Alternatives. -Does not specifically exclude com-

(1) Alternative I. Use the word -soldier" missioned and warrrant officers.

in lieu of warrior." e Disadvantages:

9 dvantages: -Less immediate acceptability to the

-Less threatening across entire officer officer corps than -soldier-.

corps than "warrior-. -Ma% never be acceptable to part of

-Immediate context of military service the officer (orps.

as part of an Arm% (implies team%%ork). -iome middle to senior grade officers

-Direct reference to military skills and (LTC through MG) unconafortable with this
experience. term. possibly because the% "eel it e.cludes them.

-M 'lany contexts imply skilled individ-
ual combatant rather than skilled memcber of a

-Definition specifies enlisted man or well-organized and efficient team.
woman and excludes commissioned and warrant
officers, although contemporar, normal usage (3) C( nsideration of Alternatives.
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* Both "soldier- and "warrior- refer to (b) If we reject Wairior Spirit in favor of
an individual. Soldier Spirit. we are not using a strong enough

* -Warrior" is the stronger word and phrase and are excluding such current contexts as
cde (either directly or b won and skills and knowledge required of all officers be-

inrmalsage) t mp catnan cause no area of the world or battle field is ex-
normal usage) the ideas of: cluded from the violence of terrorism (in peace-

-Skill and/or experience in warfare/ time as well as wartime) or deep thrust attacks
warfighting/ battle. (during war).

-Tenacity and audacity in battle. (2) Does the Warrior Spirit apply to wo-
men? Does it apply that the special branches

-Teamwork, as part of an Army. (Chaplain Corps. Judge Advocate General Corps,

o -Warrior" requires clear articulation Medical Corps. Medical Service Corps, Nurse
to reach a general level of understanding and ac- Corps. and other medical branches)?
ceptability among middle to senior grade of- (a) The Warrior Spirit applies to all of-ficers.()ThWaroSprtapisoalof

ficers regardless of gender or branch (whether the
e "Soldier- is the more readily accept- branch is "OPMD- or "special-).

able %%ord and includes: (b) The Warrior Spirit is a "state of mind
-Direct reference to military (but not and preparedness" rather than a state of being. It

warfighting/wartime) skills and experience, requires certain minimum common skills and
-"Soldier- lacks the connotation of au- knowledge so that officers can perform the duties
-"Soldaier lack thecnat ion of au of their branch or functional area as well as possi-

ble as a true team member and can provide the

• "Warrior" is the right word in its leadership for the enlisted soldiers and other of-
broadest context. it is what we (the members of ficers under their charge.
the officer corps) are. (c) We do not intend to lay unacceptable

* Some middle and senior grade officers burdens on any officer o- soldier. however. For
(LTC through MG) feel threaterned by the word example, some officers sincerely believe it is
"warrior.- perhaps because they: wrong to carry and/or use a weapon (rifle or pis-

-Have lost sight of the Army mission tol) even for self defense or for defense of those(protecting the Nation). around them. We do not intend to force these
pe g aoofficers (or enlisted soldiers) to carry and/or use

-Don't completely un erstand the Ar- individual weapons and/or crew-served weapons.
my mission. We must recognize the dignity and sincerity of

-Are afraid of what the Armv mission those who make such courageous and open deci-
require o fr the (e. -unlimited A ision sions (e.g.. chaplains and medical personnel) and

requires of them (e.g.. ite liability con- remain flexible in the execution of the policies we
advocate to give appropriate recognition to indi-

* The Warrior Spirit concept does not vidual concerns as well as to the needs of the
engender the same negative reaction as the word Army and the mission assigned to various Army
"warrior" itself. organizations worldwide.

-Warrior Spirit refers to a "state of d. Decision. Accept Alternative 2-use the
mind and preparedness" rather than a state of word "warrior." especially in the sense of Warri-
being and therefore is less threatening to the offi- or Spirit.
cer corps as a whole. e. Why do you advocate "Challenging and

stressful training experiences (e.g.. Air Assault,c. Discussion of alternatives:AibreRng)" Airborne. Ranger)-?

(I) Is the "Warrior Spirit- a turn-off for (1) The specific policies are as follows:
the officer corps?

The concept of Warrior Spirit does not Examine the feasibility of allowing Air-
(a) borne and/or Air Assault training for all

engender the same negative reaction as the word cadetsnwhorvountcsraand quaify for en-
"warrior" itself. Warrior Spirit differs from %%ar-

rior in that it is a "state of mind and prepared- try.
ness" rather than a state of being and therefore is -Standards for entry and graduation
less threatening to the officer corps as a whole. will remain high.
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Exarnine the feasibility of permitting all (e) In Dec 1984. HQDA approved adding
officers who volunteer and qualify for 130 military and 20 civilian spaces to the Ranger
Airborne. Air Assault. and/or Ranger to Dept in FY 86.
attend. (3) Airborne.

-Course standards for entry and gradu- (a) Currently enough course spaces to
ation will remain high. send all officers who volunteer.

(2) The rationale for these policies is that Hea,,v summer training load may pre-
they: lude some officers who are not going to an air-

(a) Extend officers beyond normal stress borne assignment from attending.
found in training. (b) Basic Airborne training conducted at

(b) Assist officers in understanding that Ft Benning.
they are capable of doing more than they may (c) Because of summer training load.
have thought possible. ROTC cadets taking basic Airborne training take

(c) Provide the opportunity to earn a it at Ft Bragg in conjunction with ROTC Ad-
.success" under recognized conditions of duress. vanced Camp.

(d) Develop the pride and self-confidence (4) Air Assault.
that accompanies the wear of a special tab or (a) Courses available at Ft Campbell. KY.
badge that not all soldiers are privileged to wear. and Schofield Barracks. HI.

f. What is the current status of Ranger. Air- Conducted as mission-oriented schools
borne. and Air Assault courses. for soldiers assigned to 101st Div and 25th Div.

(1) The total cost and affect of these respectively.
courses on the officer corps and the Army are
under review by the ARSTAF (Dcc 84). (b) TRADOC has proponency for P01.

(2) Ranger. (c) Training allocations are not centrally
managed at DA level.

(a) Course expansion from 2100 ATR to
3000 ATR by FY 87 approved by DA (Nor 84).

(b) Number of rangers to produce is un- g. We live in a real world of limited re-
clear ARSTAF is working this issue. sources. Suppose we make the realistic assump-tion that resources are not available to train all

Requirements include light infantry di- officers in Ranger. Airborne, and Air Assault
visions (LIDs). Ranger unit expansion, schools. How does this assumption affect your
and long-range surveillance units. policy?

(c) Other issues currently under review by (1) Resource constraints are understood.
the ARSTAF: (2) Training an officer early in his career

-Course length (7. 8. or 9 weeks). pays dividends to both the officer and the Army

-Desert phase. throughout his service.

(3) We do not intend to send all officers to
-Hke ot tof iurntcorate). all courses or even all officers to any one of these
take out of currnt course).courses.

-Where to conduct (Ft Bliss or (a) Ranger. Airborne. and Air Assault
Dugway). training should remain voluntary.

-Improve the instructor-to-student ra- (b) Making it mandatory for any group

tio (from 1:i5 to !:9). detracts from value gained from the course and
-Improve the Officer-to-NCO in- takes course spaces away from volunteers.

structor ratio (from 1:13 to 1:6). (4) Standards for entry and graduation

(d) All officers who volunteer as ILT-CPT remain high.
attend. (5) According to MILPERCEN. few of-

-Current MILPERCEN priority is to ficers who volunteer for these training courses as
enlisted Rangers and LID. ILT-CI'T are turned down.
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(6) Ranger course expansion from 2100 -Phase 3: Add all officers in all for-
ATR to 3000 ATR approved by DA (Nov 84). ward deployed organizations.

ia) Intended to fiil LID. Ranger battalion. -Phase 4: 4dd all officers in CONUS
and sinular needs. organizations.

(b) Today. up to 300 Ranger training -Consider adding Reserve Compo-
spaces per year are unfilled because of "no- ncni (RC) officers in troop program
shows." units (TPUs) for familiarization fir-

(7) First priority for Ranger quotas should ing.
go to Infantry officers regardless of follow-on as- -RC officers in Individual Ready
signment. However, intent is to allow officers of Reserve (IRR) will conduct weapons
all branches. including CS and CSS. to volunteer qualification or familiarization when
and have as many as possible attend and gradu- mobilized or within one year after as-
ate from at least ore of these courses. signed to a TPU.

g. Why du wc have to use the Xrmy School -Phase 5: Add al! officers woridwide
in all organizations not yet included in

System to provide challenging and stressful train- the program.
ing? Doesn't the Army train hard in units?

(I The benefits of hard, stressful training (a) Build confidence in the use. employ-(l) 'hebenfit ofhard stessul raiing ment. and maintenance of small arms.
in units are recognized. Combat sports. orienteer-
ing meets. NTC. REFORGER. EDRE. and (b) "Threat" requires improved confi-
ARTEP all build cohesion and leader confidence dence with weapons.
(See policies J80C and J81C). -Terrorism.

(2) Officers need to learn what they can - intensity conflicts with "no front
do. how far they can push themselves and others lines."
if needed.

(3) Officers need to learn skills and leader- -"Deep thrust" forces attacking rear

ship in a setting that is not threatening to their echelons.
positions in their units. Officers are human and (c) As leaders, officers must set the exam-
make mistakes. but the fewer made "in front of pie for their subordinates.
the troops" the better troops do not need to be -Similar to ph}sical fitness and weight
gyrated or experimented with unnecessarily, control.

(4) Officers need periodic reminders of -Do as I s and as I do-Follow me!
their role as leaders of an Army dedicated to
protecting the Nation. (d) Phased approach over several years

(a) Update their skills, allows logical implementation (FY 87-95).

(e) Initial phases provide greatest payoff.(b) Check their own reactions under stress If resource constraints preclude full implementa-
periodically. tion. we should still institute as many phases as

h. Why do you advocate annual weapons possible and increase out capabilities over 'that
qualification for all officers? Isn't that unrealis- they are today.
tic in view of limited resources? i. Weapons. ammunition and time may not

(I) The specific policy is as follows: be available for all siudents to familiarize with

Examine feasibility of implementing an- foreign small arms.

nual %%eapons qualification firing (with (1) The specific policies are as follows:
at least a rifle or pistol. preferably both) Examine feasibility of implementing fa-
for all officers. Examine and implement miliarization firing program with for-
in phased manner: eign small arms (e.g.. British. Czech. So-

-Phase I: Provide the resources to do viet. and CHICOM) during all
the firing now required by regulation. precommissioning programs.

-Phase 2: Add officers during the resi- Examine the feasibility of implementing
dent portions of all school experiences familiarization firing with foreign small
(OBC. OAC. CGSOC. SSC). arms (e.g.. British. Czech. Soviet. and
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CHICOM) at all service schools (OBC k. PD materials are available without a mas-
through SSC). If resource constraints sive publication/distribution effort. The specific
preclude this. consider selective imple- policy is:
mentation (e.g.. all infantry officers dur- Ensure the professional development
ing OBC. then OAC). reading program (e.g.. MQS) contains

(2) Rationale. readings on the Warrior Spirit and the

(a) Special constraints of this particular threat.

policy are recognized. -Reading should be appropriate for
combat arms. combat support, and comn-

(b) This is a goal. To the degree that avail- bat ric support.

ability of weapons or time preclude this. then

only implement for selected officers (e.g.. all in- -Give each officer the books and read-
fantr officers during OBC. then OAC). ings for his professional development

j. The Warrior Spirit is alive and well. espe- level.

cially at 0-3 and below. These initiatives (1) The policy in question is coordinated
strengthen it. But the buzz word -\Varrior Spirit- with the Self-Development system wide issue and
could embarrass us. Critics could use a Warrior is part of the overall professional development
Spirit program as proof of Army recognition that program.
we lack this qualit%. when in fact it has never (2) This is not a duplication of programs
been stronger. Recommend deleting the erm now in effect or recommended elsewhere but
eWarrior Spiri but keeping the warfighting on- rather is an acknowledgement of the program.
entation.

(3) PD materials will be provided during
c i) Agree the Warrior Spirit ives among service school experiences (OBC. OAC. CAS3.

company grade officers. CGSOC. SSC) and at other times as needed.

(2) However. some middle and senior (4) Effort will be to do away with all the
grade officers (LTC through MG) take issue with other publications or articles in them. to focus
the use of the term "warrior- and feel threatened attention on three basic documents: PD
by it. perhaps because they: roadmap. PD periodical, and PD notebook.

(a) Have lost sight of the -krmy mission i. The -.rmv already has an exc-llent family
(protecting the Nation). of HOW TO FIGHT manuals. Why does PDOS

(b) Don't completci% understand the -Xr- recommend a -series of 'how to' books?- The
my mission. specific policy is:

(c) Are afraid of uhat the -rmy mission Build and reinforce individual confi-
requires of them (e.g.. -unlimited liability cn- donce and competence during each
tractr for their seivices ith the Nation). school experience through study and

I Wpractical exercises involving basic tac-
(,) W arrior Spirit rekrs to a state of tics. current doctrine, and weapons em-

mina and preparedlncss" rather than a state ofpovnt

being and therefore is less threatening to the offi. poymen.

cer corps as a whole than the use of the term -Develop a series of how to" books to
_%arrior- by itself, teach/refresh the basics of weapons. tac-

tics. doctrine, and organizations.N4) The Warrior Spirit programn is tied to

the Common Core of knowledge. skills and -Develop wargames for individiual
attributes expected of an officer at each pr-fes- and/or group use:
sional development ic%. . -For use in schools/or units/organi-

(5) The Warrior Spirit program provides zations.
subtle. understated. but effective reminders to -To reinforce principles of doctrine.
the officer corps of each officer's commitment tofor he rmy t i no a wolenewencourage experimentation and inno-
leadership for the Arm.,y It is no, a whole newleadeshipration. and build individual and team
program to answer critics but rather an adjust- skill.

ment of what the Army is already doing. building skills.

on %%hat we're doing well. and providing fixes (i) This policy does not address HOW, ..
%,here required. FIGHT manuals.
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(2) The "how to" books are env'isived as (3) The intent is to provide succinct sum-
short (perhaps pocket-sized) summaries giving maries of specific topics in a readable, factual
the fundamentais of single, narrowly defined sub- form for review during lulls in field exercises,
eccis, such as: during professional reading periods, riding to

(a) Ml 6A I rifle-e.g., nomenclature, safety work on the bus, or enroute to a school or new

procedures, loading unloading, clearing, operator assignment.

maintenance, immediate action for misfires, how m. Why use the term "Warrior Spirit"-why
to inspect, setting battlesight zero, firing posi- not replace it with "combative", "warfighting",
tions, qualification firing on a range, use in live "warfighting orientation", or "military history
fire exercises/combat, and range cards. and warfighting" in discussing Warrior Spirit

(b) Infantry platoon-organization under policies?
various TOEs (light, mechanized, airborne, air I The use of the term "Warrior Spirit" is
assault, Ranger), organic weapons, organic com-
munications, transportation available, and mis- appropriate.
sions typically asigned at various levels of con- (2) Every officer needs the Warrrior Spirit
flict (low, mid, and high intensity; offense, even though not every officer is a full-time warr-
defense; front line, reserves, rear area protec- or. Warrior Spirit refers to a "state of mind and
tion). preparedness" rather than a state of being.

(c) Direct Support-(DS) maintenance (3) The Warrior Spirit program is tied to
company organization under various TOEs (non- the Common Core of knowledge, skills, and
divisional; light, mechanized, armored, airborne, attributes expected of an officer at each profes-
air assualt divisions), organic weapons, organic sional development level.
communications, transportation, available capa- (a) It provides subtle, understated, but
bilities, missions typically assigned at various effective reminders to the officer corps of each
levels of conflict (low, mid, high intensity), typi-
cal location on the battlefield (offense, defense) officer's commitment to leadership for the Army.
and typical contigency missions (rear area protec- (b) It builds on what we are already doing
tion, counterattack, local security), well and provides fixes where required.
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Appendix 4 To Annex J

Glossary

A TR-Annual Training Requirement Warrior Spirit-The state of mind and prepared-
IRR-Individual Ready Reserve ness required of each officer which blends all thephysical, mental, moral, and psychological quali-

PDOS-Professional Development of Officers ties essential for an officer to successfully lead the
Study Army in its mission of protecting the Nation.

RC-Reserve Components (i.e.. US Army Re- Warrior Spirit Characteristics-Officers with the
serve and National Guard) Warrior Spirit are:

Soldier-A man or woman serving in an Army; • Physically and mentally tough
member of an Army; an enlisted man or woman; * Self-confident
a person of military experience or military skill; a
person who works for a specified cause: a skilled o Motivated to exceed standards
warrior; a militant leader, follower, or worker. * Skilled in the fundamentals of weapons, tac-
TPU-Troop Program Unit tics. and doctrine

Warrior-A person engaged or experienced in * Calm and cotlageous under stress
war, warfare, or battle; a fighting man, soldier. * Eager to accept responsibiliy for protecting
serviceman, military man; brave fighting man, the Nation
legionary, man-at-arms, rifleman; warrioress.
Amazon. * Action-oriented

J4
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Annex K

Be-Know-Do Concept

1. PURPOSE. To define and discuss the de- on the qualities, knowledge and proficiencies
sired attributes for each officer at the end of each during each development period. This model rep-
development period in terms of what each officer resents a set of attributes to serve the officer
must BE, what he must KNOW, and what he corps as proper goals for each officer to strive to
must be able to DO. attain. Recording and publicizing these attributes

assists the Army in striving for the ideal.
2. DISCUSSION. (4) The specific BE-KNOW-DO attributes

a. Background. FM 22-100, Military Leader- for officers during each professional develop-
ship (October 1983), develops a philosophy of ment period are discussed briefly in Volume I
leadership and describes that philosophy in terms (Chapter V) and are listed in the spread sheets at
of the attributes desired of Army officers. These Volume 1 (Annex A).
attributes build a model of an ideal officer in b. Leader Attributes. Competent leaders ac-
terms of what he must BE (his personal attrib- complish their missions and are concerned with
utes), what he must KNOW (his perspective of the well-being of their soldiers. The leadership
the military profession) and what he must be able framework in Figure 7-1, adapted from FM 22-
to DO (the proficiencies he exhibits). 100, summarizes the general attributes for com-

(1) PDOS used this general philosophy of petent leaders in terms of what he must BE,
leadership and expanded on it to define the de- KNOW, and DO.
sired attributes for each officer at the end of each
professional development period. PDOS used the and hat a leader B l, es" B-KNW-DOfraewok beaus it ot nly and ethics are the foundations of leader compe-
BE-KNOW-DO framework because it not only tence. They guide leaders as they lead. The BE
provides an excellent analytical basis for specify- attributes enumerated by PDOS include officer
ing officer attributes, but facilitates following commitment to the high ideals and values of the
their growth through the various levels of the officer corps in serving the Nation. They also
system as officers progress in maturity, knowl- describe attributes that are sometimes taken for
edge and experience. These attributes serve as
guides for individual officers, as well as their g .ranted, such as physical fitness, mental prepara-

tion for war and plain old common sense judge-
leaders, commanders and the Army school sys- ment. It is important to acknowledge these quai-
tem in their roles in developing and improving ties to provide guidance to individual officers
officers as leaders. and to indicate possible fruitful projects for lead-

(2) The PDOS desired system acknowl- ership research organizations in the future.
edges that as officers advance in rank and respon- (2) What a leader must KNOW. Leaders
sibility, the tasks they are assigned at each level
are more complex in nature and require a differ- must understand the four factors of leadership
aet more complenc ntropean l eqirpecdife and their affect on each other, as well as know
ent frame of reference or operational perspective, himself his unit, his job and human nature. The
The expanded frame of reference for each offi- KNWariueenmatdbPDSesie

cer's next series of possible assignments in each tedp andbte bred of the deand
of the seven development periods is achieved the depth and the breadth of the knowledge and
with formal schooling t perspective an officer must possess by the end of

each development period. This knowledge is ex-

(3) The officer BE-KNOW-DO attributes tensive. It develops over the several years an offi-
help to define the required frame-of-reference cer spends in each development period, begin-
shift at each transition point and outline an offi- ning with the expansion of his frame of reference
cer's development through his career by building in a service school and continuing through his

K-1
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assignment experience, coaching from his leaders "Taken together, the definition, the factors,
and his own self-development efforts. The and the required be, know, and do leadership
breadth and depth of knowledge required of of- attributes provide a philosophy or concept of
ficers are an acknowledgement of the growing professional leadership that will help you de-
complexity of the Army as it continues to uperate velop yourself, your subordinates and your
in a complex, high-technology world. Army of- unit. It will also help you address the chal-
ficers must be experts in their branches and func- lenges that every leader faces."
tional areas to provide the informed leadership "The leadership principles were developed
the Army needs to operate successfully in this by soldiers many years ago to train and de-
environment. velop their subordinates. Those principles

(3) What a leader must DO. The leader- have withstood the test of time and the fore-
ship action skills are directing, implementing and most test-the battlefield. These principles
motivating. The DO attributes enumerated by are guideposts."
PDOS describe the action proficiencies officers 3 RECOMMENDATION. PDOS recoi-
must exhibit as leaders. Even though the knowl- mends that the Army accept and act upon the
edge expected of an officer is extensive if he is to leader attributes enumerated and discussed in
perform well in his branch and/or functional
area, an officer is a leader and leaders take ac-
tion. As experts in their branches and/or func- 4. CSA REMARKS. The Chief of Staff ap-
tional areas, officers make decisions, provide gui- proved in concept.
dance, develop individuals into teams, integrate
the work of others and take responsibility for the
performance of their part of the Army. Appendices

(4) FM 22-100, Military Leadership, sum- I - Discussion of Attributes and Growth
marizes its discussion of the BE-KNOW-DO con- 2 - Glossary
cept as follows: 3 - Bibliography
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Appendix I To Annex K

Discussion of Attributes and Growth

1. PURPOSE. To discuss the BE-KNOW-DO throughout each officer's professional develop-
attributes for each professional development pC- ment. The commitment begins with an officer
riod and to show their growth through the Officer understanding and accepting officer professional
Professional Development System. values and his role in carrying forward the Army

2. DISCUSSION. mission of protecting the Nation. The commit-
ment expands as officers exhibit appropriate be-

a. Background. PDOS developed the desired havior and seek substantive excellence rather
Officer Professional Development System in part than a superficial veneer on top of hollow capa-
by using the BE-KNOW-DO attributes. These bilities. Substance will shine through to the sur-
attributes describe the officer at the end of a par- face. The commitment develops into internalized
ticular development period in terms of his person behavior and an ever-expanding understanding
(what he must BE), his perspective (what he must and appreciation of the Army mission and its
KNOW), and his proficiencies (what he must interrelationship with other branches and func-
DO). PDOS used the BE-KNOW-DO framework tional areas, other services, and other nations.
because it provides an excellent analytical basis The specific attributes that indicate this commit-
for specifying officer attributes and follows their ment and its growth through each development
growth through the various levels of the system period are at Tab B.
as officers progress in maturity, knowledge and (2) The development of the professional
experience. These attributes also help to define officer characteristics begins early in an officer's
the required frame-of-reference shift at each tran- professional development and continues
sition point and outline an officer's development profession a eelOmers an tontie
through his career by building on these qualities, throughout his career. Officers learn these attrib-knowledge and proficiencies during each devel- utes through experience. They learn to handle
kowedgan pe rofcieniod. dur c develoe tstress well and to model this capability for their
opment period. PDOS developed this set of subordinates. They enter the Army physically fit
attributes to serve the officer corps as proper and dedicated to a philosophy of total health and
goals for each officer to strive to attain. Record-

ing and publicizing these attributes assists the fitness, and they sustain this outlook throughout
Army in striving for the ideal. their careers. They develop tenacity of purpose.focusing on assigned and implied tasks. More-

b. What a leader must BE. Beliefs, values over, because they understand their command-
and ethics are the foundations of leader compe- er's intent, they are able to retain a flexible out-
tence. They guide leaders as they lead. The BE look and are courageous enough to modify their
attributes enumerated by PDOS include officer actions and orders as required by the situation.
commitment to the high ideals and values of the As they grow in rank and responsibility, they de-
officer corps in serving the Nation. They also velop and retain the capability to exercise practi-
describe attributes that are sometimes taken for cal judgment and common sense. These attrib-
granted, such as physical fitness, mental prepara- utes develop earlier in some officers than in
tion for war and plain old common sense judg- others, but all officers need to possess them early
ment. It is important to acknowledge these quali- in their professional development and retain
ties to provide guidance to individual officers them throughout their service. The specific
and to indicate possible fruitful projects for lead- attributes that indicate these traits across the
ership research organizations in the future. Tab seven development periods are at Tab C.
A summarizes the BE attributes in general terms. c. What a leader must KNOW. A leader

(1) Commitment to the professional Army must understand the four factors of leadership
ethic begins during pre-commissioning and grows and their affect on each other, as well as know

K-1-1
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himself, his unit, his job and human nature. The (3) Officers are leaders who work with
KNOW attributes enumerated by PDOS describe and through people. It is essential for officers to
the depth and the breadth of the knowledge and understand human nature. human needs and
perspective an officer must possess by the end of emotions and the impact of actions (or lack of
each development period. This knowledge is ex- actions) on subordinates and those in other orga-
tensive. It develops over the several years an offi- nizations who are likely to be affected by actions,
cer spends in each development period, begin- orders and guidance. The specific attributes that
ning with the expansion of his frame of reference address this development are at Tab G.
in a service school and continuing through his (4) As leaders, officers must knov their
assignment experience, coaching from his leaders jobs, incldingalltasknfo their
and his own self-development efforts. The jobs, including all tasks for their branch, func-

breadth and depth of knowledge required of of- tional area and/or skill, as appropriate to their

ficers are an acknowledgement of the growing grade and organizational level. The Militaryrices ae anackowlegemnt o th groing Qualification Standards (MQS) system provides
complexity of the Army as it continues to operate
in a complex, high-technology world. Army of- an excellent guide to officers in defining many of

ficers must be experts in their branches and func- the specific job and branch/functional area im-

tional areas to provide the informed leadership material requirements by grade level. PDOS ex-

the Army needs to operate successfully in this panded the MQS system from three levels (MQS
environment. Tab D summarizes the KNOW I, II and III for pre-commissioning, lieutenants

and captains, respectively) to five levels (adding
attributes in general terms. MQS IV and V for majors and lieutenant colo-

(I) Officers learn leade'ship doctrine early nels, respectively). The MQS system is discussed
in their careers and practice it throughout their in detail in Annex H.
service because every officer is a leader as well as
an expert in his job (see paragraph c (4), below. (a) Officers expand their professional ho-

for "KNOW his job" attributes). Subordinates rizons through an aggressive professional reading

look to their officers for leadership, guidance, di- program appropriate to their grade level, branch,

rection and help. Leadership is central to the functional area and skill. They understand the
concept of the threat and know threat strengthspractice of officership. Officers lead by example, and vulnerabilities appropriate to their grade and

and that example must demonstrate sincere emu-

lation of professional values and care for subordi- organizational level. Officers develop an under-

nates. The understanding of professional values standing and appreciation of terrain early in their

becomes an integral part of all officers early in careers and expand it as they continue in the

their development. That understanding matures profession. They analyze terrain and use it well

by the colonel level in an understanding of how to protect soldiers and accomplish their missions.

various value systems develop. Care for subordi- This view and appreciation of terrain expands to
nates requires the knowledge to help them with a knowledge of the geographic variations among
their genuine concerns, therefore demanding fa- prospective theaters of war at various levels of
miliarity with both the Officer and Enlisted Per- conflict; and the capability to integrate Army or-

sonnel Management Systems (OPMS/EPMS) and ganizations with terrain to maximize its use to

both the Officer and Enlisted Professional Devel- accomplish missions appropriate to their branch,

opment Systems (OPDS/EPDS). The specific functional area, grade and organizational level.

attributes that address this development across (b) Officers of all branches and functional
the seven development periods are at Tab E. areas know the fundamentals of employing crew-

served weapons, maneuver and supporting fires(2) Leaders understand themselves. They and integrate these with terrain to execute defen-
know their own strengths and weaknesses and sive missions. Every officer must know these fun-
understand the professional development system damentals and have at least a minimum level of

well enough to use the tools provided by the Ar- cometenc n he this conienc e o

my to assess and improve their professional qual- competence in them. This confidence and com-
ifications. The self-dvelopmnt and individual petence is required by an understanding of con-
iatonses e p self-developmead iniVialu 3 temporary threats, specifically: terrorism: low in-
assessment programs are discussed in Volume 3. tensity conflicts with "no front lines" and "deep
Annexes H. These annexes provide additional thrust" forces attacking rear echelons in mid to
details on the professional development (PD) high-intensity conflicts. As leaders, officers must
roadmap and assessment program as they relate set the example of this competence in defensive
to individual self-development responsibilities, tactics for their subordinates to emulate as well
The specific attributes that address this develop- as to protect themselves and their soldiers while
ment across the seven development periods are accomplishing their missions.
at Tab F.
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(c) Officers learn specific grade level skills national goals. The specific attributes that ad-
as they progress through their careers. such as the dress this development across the seven develop-
abiiity to use application software on various ment periods are at Tab K.
electronic systems. appropriate branch and func-
tional area doctrine and combat developments, a (2) As leaders, officers implement and fol-

low through once decisions are made. They en-
working knowledge of PPBES and knowledge re- low thrgh o deir made ten-
lated to their responsibilities involving the Re- sure understanding of their commander's intent
serve Components and civilian work forces. The by integrating and coordinating staff functions
specific attributes that address this development throughout the Army and the Defense Depart-
across the seven Development Periods are at Tab ment. Officers are teachers and ensure high stan-
H. dards for the instruction in the Army service

school system. The specific attributes that ad-
(5) As leaders, officers know their units dress this and other development across the

and accept responsibility for unit and organiza- seven development periods are at Tab L.
tional success regardless of their position in the
organization. They assess and develop unit esprit (3) As leaders, officers motivate them-
and discipline as they ensure a mission-oriented selves and others to accomplish assigned tasks.
focus for their subordinates. They know the They develop a -healthy organizational climate
threats that impact on their units and how to that encourages development, initiative, innova-
develop appropriate measures to counteract the tion and mission accomplishment. The specific
threat. The specific attributes that address this attributes that address this development across
and other development across the seven develop- the seven development periods are at Tab M.
ment periods are at Tab 1. e. Conclusion: The BE-KNOW-DO attrib-

d. What a leader must DO. The leadership utes enumerated by PDOS and listed in the ta-
action skills are directing, implementing and mo- bles of this appendix provide guidance to indi-
tivating. The DO attributes enumerated by vidual officers. their commanders and leaders
PDOS describe the action proficiencies officers and the Army school system as an aid to building
must exhibit as leaders. Even though the knowl- the high quality officer corps needed to lead the
edge expected of an officer is extensive if he is to Army to meet the challenges of leadership today
perform well in his branch and/or functional and tomorrow.
area, an officer is a leader and leaders take ac-
tion. As experts in their branches and/or func- tB eMust Be
tional areas, officers make decisions, provide gui- TAB B - Be - Committed To The Professional
dance, develop individuals into teams, integrate Arm Ethic
the work of others and take responsibility for the AB Eic
performance of their part of the Army. Tab J TaBso
summarizes the DO attributes in general terms.

TAB D - Leadership Framework - What A Lead-
(1) Officers provide direction by taking er Must Know

action and making decisions. They expand their TAB E - Know - Four Factors Of Leadership And
decision-making capability from simply using How They Affect Each Other
standard techniques (such as giving a platoon op- TAB F - Know - Himself
crations order) to the synthesizing and conceptu- TAB G - Know - Human Nature
alizing processes used by senior-level decision TAB H - Know - His Job
makers and combat and materiel developers. TAB I - Know - His Unit
Their role model qualities as leaders and patriots TAB J - Leadership Framework - What A Leader
become measureable outside the Defense estab- Must Be Able To Do
lishment for senior field grade officers. They syn- TAB K - Do - Provide Direction
thesize the lessons of history and integrate na- TAB L - Do - Implement
tional political-militar., capabilities to achieve TAB M - Do - Motivate

K-1-3
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Tab A to Appendix 1

LEADERSHIP FRAMEWORK - WHAT A LEADER MUST BE

Each leader must: Examples:

1. Be committed to * Loyalty to the Nation's idealsthe professional 0 Loyalty to unit
Army ethic 0 Selfless service

* Personal responsibility
2. Possess * Courage

professional * Competence
character traits 0 Candor

* Commitment
* Integrity

(Adapted from FM 22-100, Mi!,'tary Leadership, p. 49).
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Tab B to Appendix I

BE - COMMITTED TO THE PROFESSIONAL ARMY ETHIC

As a leader at the Each officer must be committed to the professional
end of Development Army ethic:
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 1-01 Accepts officer values of integrity, selflessness, hones-
ty, special trust, loyalty and care for soldiers

1-02 Accepts responsibility for protecting the Nation

Lieutenant 1-01 Exhibits integrity, selflessness, honesty, special trust.
loyalty, care for soldiers and families

1-02 Accepts excellence in performance of all duties as his
part of executing the Army mission of protecting the
Nation

Captain 1-01 Internalizes moral, ethical, and professional standards
and care for soldiers and families

1-02 Behaves consistent with professional values
1-03 Appreciates what the Army mission of protecting the

Nation entails for his branch and/or functional area

Major- Lieutenant 1-01 Behaves consistent with high moral and ethical values
Colonel 1-02 Appreciates what the Army mission of protecting the

Nation entails for his branch and/or functional area

Colonel 1-01 Behaves consistent with high moral and ethical values
1-02 Appreciates what the Army mission of protecting the

Nation entails at the highest levels of responsibility in
the Army

Brigadier and 1-01 Epitomizes a life-long commitment to the Nation. to
Major General Army values and to soldier welfare

1-02 Appreciates what the Army mission of protecting the
Nation entails at the highest levels of responsibility in
DOD

Senior General I-0! Epitomizes a life-long commitment to the Nation, to
Officer Army values and to soldier welfare

1-02 Appreciates what the Army mission of protecting the
Nation entails at the highest levels of responsibility in
national and international affairs
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Tab C to Appendix 1

BE - POSSESS PROFESSIONAL CHARACTER TRAITS

As a leader at the Each officer must possess professional character traits:
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 2-01 Is physically fit and able to perform under stressful
conditions

Lieutenant 2-01 Is physically fit and performs well under stressful con-
ditions

2-02 Is a role model and coach for subordinates and peers
2-03 Has single-minded tenacity to accomplish the mission

and the flexibility to change when necessary

Captain 2-01 Prepares physically and psychologically for the rigors
of war

2-02 Is a role model and mentor
2-03 Has single-minded tenacity to accomplish the mission

and the flexibility to change as required by the situa-
tion

2-04 Has practical judgment and solid common sense

Major - Lieutenant 2-01 Prepares physically and psychologically for rigors of
Colonel war

2-02 Is a role model and mentor
2-03 Has single-minded tenacity to accomplish the misthe-

sion and the flexibility and courage to char:ge as re-
quired by the situation

2-04 Has practical judgment and solid common sense

Colonel 2-01 Prepares physically and psychologically for the rigors
of war

2-02 Is a role model and mentor
2-03 Has single-minded tenacity to accomplish the mission

and the flexibility and courage to change as required by
the situation

2-04 Has practical judgment and solid common sense

Brigadier and 2-01 Prepares physically and psychologically for the rigors
Major General of war

2-02 Is a role model and mentor
2-03 Has single-minded tenacity to accomplish missions

and the flexibility and courage to change as required by
the situation

2-04 Has practical judgment and solid common sense
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Senior General 2-01 Pre physically and psychologically for the rigors of war
Officer 2-02 Epitomizes the Army officer role model

2-03 Has single-minded tenacity to accomplish missions
and the flexibility and courage to chaage as required by
the situation

2-04 Has practical judgment and solid common sense

K-1-C-2
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Tab D to Appendix 1
LEADERSHIP FRAMEWORK - WHAT A LEADER MUST KNOW

Each leader must: Examples:

3. Know the four 0 Follower
factors of leadership 0 Leader
and how they 0 Communication
affect each other • Situation

4. Know himself & Strengths and weaknesses of his character, knowledge and
skills

5. Know human nature 0 Human needs and emotions
0 How people respond to stress
0 Strengths and weaknesses of the character, knowledge and

skills of his people

6. Know his job 0 Technical and tactical proficiency

7. Know his unit 0 How to develop necessary individual and team skills
* How to develop cohesion
0 How to develop discipline

(Adapted from FM 22-100. Militarv Leadership, p. 49).
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Tab E to Appendix 1

KNOW - FOUR FACTORS OF LEADERSHIP AND HOW THEY AFFECT
EACH OTHER

As a leader at the Each officer must know the four factors of leadership (follower,
end of Development leader, communication, situation) and how they affect each other.
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 3-01 Relationship of officer behavior to professional values
3-02 Limited preparedness to lead small units in combat

Lieutenant 3-01 Relationship of officer behavior to professional values
3-02 Basic leadership doctrine, reinforced by practical expe-

rience
3-03 Basic military writing and communication skills

Captain 3-01 How to plan for and manage limited change
3-02 How OPMS/OPDS and EPMS/EPt)S function
3-03 Military communication skills

Major - Lieutenant 3-01 How OPMS/OPDS and EPMS/EPDS function
Colonel

Colonel 3-01 Historical. philosophical, sociological bases for value
system development

3-02 Interrelationships among OPMS/OPDS, EPMS/EPDS
and other military systems

Brigadier and 3-01 How values and behavior in the highest echelons of the
Major General Army affect all of its elements

3-02 lntps among OPMS/OPDS, EPMS/EPDS and other
military and societal systems

Senior Geaeral 3-01 How values and behavior in the highest echelons of the
Officer Army affect all of its elements

3-02 Interrelationships among OPMS/OPDS, EPMSIEPDS
and other military and societal systems

K-1-E-1
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Tab F to Appendix I

KNOW - HIMSELF

As a leader at the Each officer must know himself:
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 4-01 Basic education skills
4-02 Principles of inoividual responsibility relating to the

requirements for officer self-development
4-03 Familiar with -professional development (PD)

roadmap _

4-04 Familiar with officer career individual assessment pro-
gram

Lieutenant 4-01 PD roadmap and its importance and role in self-devel-
opment

4-02 How to use assessment system feedback results (e.g..
PT. diagnostic. achievement. MQS) to guide self-deel-
opment

Captain 4-Oi PD roadmap and its importance and role in self-devel-
opment

4-02 How to use assessment system feedback results and
other sources to guide self-development

Major - Lieutenant 4-01 How to use PD roadmap for continued self-develop-
Colonel ment

4-02 How to use assessmen: system feedback results and
other sources to guide self-development

Colonel 4-01 How to use assessment system feedback results and
other sources to diagnose strengths and weaknesses and
guide self-development

Brigadier and 4-01 How to use assessment system feedback results and
Major General other sources to diagnose strengths and weaknesses and

guide self-development

Senior General 4-01 How to use assessment system feedback results other
Officer sources to diagnose strengths and weaknesses and

guide self-development

K-I-F-1
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Tab G to Appendix 1

KNOW - HUMAN NATURE

As a leader at the E-.ch officer must know human nature:
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 5-01 Basic military leadership and communication skills
5-02 Human needs and emotions

Lientenant 5-01 Human dimensions of units and organizations and the
impact of his own decisions on soldiers and families

Captain 5-01 Human dimensions of units and organizations and the
impact of his own decisions on soldiers. families. DOD
civilians and lower level organizations

Major - Lieutenant 5-01 Human dimensions of units and organizations the im-
Colonel pact of his own decisions on soldiers, families. DOD

civilians and organizations

Colonel 5-01 Human dimensions of units and organizations and the
impact of his own decisions on soldiers, families. DOD
civilians, organizations and systems

Brigdier aMd 5-01 Human dimensions of organizations and the his own
Major General decisions have on soldiers, families, civilians and the

Total Army

Senior General 5-01 Human dimensions of organizations and the impac his
Offrie own decisions have on soldiers, families, civilians (gov-

ernment and non-government) and the Total Army
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Tab H to Appendix 1

KNOW - HIS JOB

As a leader at the Each officer must know his job:
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Conlissionifg 6-01 MQS I tasks
6-02 Practical approaches to military problem solving
6-03 Introduction to military history
6-04 Introduction to professional military literature pertain-

ing to experiences at individual and small unit level
6-05 General concept of the -threat-
6-06 How to use a map and compass to navigate cross-

count..
6-07 Fundamentals of infantry tactics, weapons and camou-

flage at the individual, squad and platoon level
6-08 How to maintain a personal -eapon and equipment
6-09 How to fire individual wcapons (rifle or pistol. prefera-

bly both)

Ueldeamt 6-01 In-depth expert in branch skills at platoon or
equivalent level and below

6-02 Fundamentals of Army organization and doctrine ap-
propriate to his branch and level, reinforced through
practical experience

6-03 MQS II tasks
6-04 How to use application software programs on cow-

putcrs
6-05 Professional reading program that emphasizes general

military history, including readings at the platoon and
company level

6-06 Practical terrain appreciation analyzes terrain
6-07 Fundamentals of employing machine guns. anti-tank

w-apons, maneuver, and fire support and how to inte-
grate with terrain in a defensive role

Caai 6-01 In-depth expert in company and battalion or
equivalent level branch skills, procedures, doctrine and
tactics

6-02 Interrelationships among combat/combat 'uppomt!
combat service support arms in conducting combined
arms operations

6-03 MQS III tasks
6-04 How to use application software on computers
6-05 Branch qualified
6-06 Fundamental proficiencies associated with his desig-

nated functional area or skill
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6-07 Professional reading program that emphasizes general
military history to include readings at company, battal-
ion and brigadc/rcgimental levels

6-08 Threat strengths and vulnerabilities at tactical levels
6-09 How to visualize and analyze terrain and maximize its

use to accomplish missions appropriate to his branch
and/or functional area

6-10 Fundamentals of employing machine guns, anti-tank
weapon., maneuver and fire support and how to inte-
grate with terrain in a defensive role

6-11 How to work with and evaluate Reserve Components
(RC) during their annual training and inactive duty
training periods

Major - Lieutenant 6-01 "Expert" in branch and/or functional area; capab of
Colonel applying expertise on Army. joint or combined staffs

6-02 Operations and support doctrine at the corps level and
below

6-03 MQS IV and V tasks
6-04 "How the Army fights" including how other branches,

functional areas, Army as a whole and other Services
work together to multiply combat power and attain
national and operational objectives

6-05 "How the Army Runs" functions: structure, station,
man, equip, train, manage, mobilize, deploy, sustain
and manage info

6-06 Working knowledge of PPBES
6-07 How Army fits into current economic and political

environment and implications of public interest to the
Army

6-08 Professional reading program emphasizes the opera-
tional level of war and the impact of CS and CSS
integration on the total battlefield

6-09 Reading includes an overview of the subjects which
impact on the Army and potential Army missions (e.g.,
political and economic systems; human and organiza-
tional behavior)

6-10 Threat strengths and vulnerabilities at the operational
and tactical levels

6-11 How to visualize and analyze terrain and maximi its
use to accomplish missions appropriate to his branch
and/or functional area for each assignment

6-12 Fundamentals of employing machine guns, anti-tank
weapons, maneuver, fire support and air defense sup-
port and how to integrate with terrain in a defensive
role

6-13 Civilian personnel management procedures
6-14 How the Reserve Components (RC) differ from the

Active Component (AC) and appreciates the difference
between the two

Colonel 6-01 Role as an integrator and functional expert in leading
and staffing Army and Defense organizations at the
highest levels of responsibility

6-02 Interrelationships among combat arms, combat sup-
port and combat service support systems on the cur-
rent and future battlefield
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6-03 Operations and support doctrine at the theater level
and below

6-04 How Army and other Services integrate their capabili-
ties to achieve national strategic objectives

6-05 "How the Army Runs" in relation to society and the
national defense establishment

6-06 National and military (all Services) implications of the
full spectrum of conflict

6-07 Working knowledge of PPBS and PPBES
6-08 Professional reading program that emphasizes the stra-

tegic level of war and the challenges involved in mobil-
izing, training, deploying, sustaining and integrating
Army forces in joint and combined operations

6-09 Readings include political, economic. social systems
and military interrelationships with these systems
throughout the world

6-10 Threat military, political and economic strengths and
vulnerabilities at the strategic level and below

6-11 Geographic variations among prospective theaters of
war and their military, political and economic implica-
tions

6-12 Rear area defensive tactics (e.g.. integrating the em-
ployment of crew-served weapons, maneuver and sup-
porting fires with terrain)

Brigadier and 6-01 How Army and other Services integrate their capab to
Major General achieve national strategic objectives across the full

spectrum of conflict
6-02 Operations and support doctrine at the theater level

and below
6-03 How to integrate logistical constraints

and opportunities in warfare
6-04 Army/DOD organization and their relationships with

major American institutions
6-05 Implications of force modernization plans for the fu-

ture battlefield
6-06 Working knowledge of PPBS and PPBES
6-07 National defense strategies
6-08 Evolution of US and adversarial alliances
6-09 Professional reading program that emphasizes the stra-

tegic level of war and the challenges involved in mobil-
izing, training, deploying, sustaining and integrating
Army forces in joint and combined operations, particu-
larly the "nation at war"

6-10 Readings include political, economic and social sys-
tems and military interrelationships with these systems
throughout the world

6-11 Threat military, political, economic and technological
strengths and vulnerabilities at the strategic level

6-12 Geographic variations among prospective theaters of
war and their military, political, economic and techno-
logical implications

6-13 Rear area defensive tactics and how to integrate com-
bat support and combat service support organizations
with combat arms for rear area protection

Senior General 6-01 How to envision application of landpower in multiple
Officer scenarios within the context of national strategy
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6-02 Global operations and support doctrine
6-03 Army/DOD organization and their relationships with

major national and international institutions
6-04 How Army and other Services integrate their capabili-

ties to achieve national strategic objectives across the
full spectrum of conflict

6-05 Working knowledge of PPBS and PPBES
6-06 Professional reading program
6-07 Threat military, political, economic and technological

strengths and vulnerabilities at the strategic level
6-08 Geographic variations among prospective theaters of

war and their military, political, economic and techno-
logical implications
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Tab I to Appendix 1

KNOW - HIS UNIT

As a leader at the
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 7-01 Importance of discipline and esprit to unit perform-
ance

Licutenant 7-01 Need for individual and small unit physical condition-
ing

7-02 Basic teaching skills
7-03 Tactical threat strengths and vulnerabilities impacting

on his unit and how to prepare countermeasures (e.g.,
physical security, counterattack plans and exercises) to
counteract the threat

7-04 How to build discipline and esprit in small units

Captain 7-01 Role of physical fitness in the Army
7-02 Teaching and coaching skills
7-03 Threat capabilities and limitations appropriate to his

time and place (organizational level and geographic
location) in the Army and knows how to prepare coun-
termeasures (e.g., OPSEC, SIGSEC, physical security
and counterattack plans and exercises) to counteract
the threat

7-04 How to build discipline and esprit in company size
units

Major -Lieutenant 7-01 Role of physical fitness in the Army
Colonel 7-02 Expert teacher, coach and mentor

7-03 Threat capabilities and limitations appropriate to his
time and place (organizational level and geographic
location) in the Army and knows how to prepare coun-
termeasures (e.g., OPSEC, SIGSEC, physical security
and counterattack plans and exercises) to counteract
the threat

7-04 Installation (i.e., post, camp and station) and commu-
nity operations

7-05 How to assess and affect discipline and esprit in battal-
ion size organizations and on staffs

Colonel 7-01 Expert teacher, coach and mentor
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7-02 Threat capabilities and limitations appropriate to his
time and place (organizational level and geographic
location) in the Army and knows how to prepare coun-
termeasures (e.g., OPSEC. SIGSEC. physical security
and counterattack plans and exercises) to counteract
the threat

7-03 Community and installation management
7-04 How to assess and affect discipline and esprit in battal-

ion size organizations and on staffs

Brigadier and 7-01 Expert teacher, coach and mentor
Major General 7-02 Threat capabilities and limitations appropriate to his

time and place (organizational level and geographic
location) in the Army and knows how to prepare coun-
termeasures (e.g., OPSEC, SIGSEC, physical security
and counterattack plans and exercises) to counteract
the threat

7-03 Community and installation management
7-04 How to assess and affect the state of readiness, disci-

pline and esprit in large organizations

Senior General 7-01 Threat capabilities and limitations appropriate to his
Officer time and place (organizational level and geographic

location) in the Army and knows how to integrate sys-
tems and procedures to counteract the threat

7-02 How to assess and affect the state of Army-wide readi-
ness, esprit and discipline
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Tab J to Appendix 1

LEADERSHIP FRAMEWORK - WHAT A LEADER MUST BE ABLE TO DO

Each leader must: Examples:

8. Provide direction * Goal setting
* Problem solving
* Decision making
* Planning

9. Implement 0 Communicating
* Coordinating
* Supervising
0 Evaluating

10. Motivate 0 Applying principles of motivation. such as developing mo-
rale and esprit in his unit

o Teaching
* Coaching
* Counseling

(Adapted from FM 22-100..llilitar" Leadership. p. 49).
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Tab K to Appendix 1

O - PROVIDE DIRECTION

As a leader at the Each officer must provide direction:
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 8-01 Applies elementary decision making techniques

Lieutenant 8-01 Applies analytical decision making tools and tech-
niques

8-02 Leads and instructs platoons and platoon level organi-
zations

8-03 Takes bold, decisive action
8-04 Maintains personal weapon and equipment

Captain 8-01 Commands at company level (or in organizations
headed by captains)

8-02 Puts together and programs a series of direct operating
tasks at company or equivalent level

8-03 Uses military-oriented thought process: establishes
goals and objectives; identifies problems; develops,
evaluates, chooses alternatives; implements the deci-
sion; controls and evaluates the results

8-04 Takes bold. decisive action

Major - Lieutenant 8-01 Commands, leads, directs, organizes and units and or-
Colonel ganizations at the battalion or equivalent TDA level

8-02 Molds operating tasks/methods into functional systems
8-03 Adjusts systems to cope wth changes in the environ-

ment
8-04 Applies quantitative techniques and sophisticated ana-

lytical skills to military problem solving
8-05 Takes bold, decisive action
8-06 Develops doctrine and supports R&D to assist long-

term growth of the Army and to build on the synergism
of light and heavy force trains

Colonel 8-01 Commands, leads, directs, organizes and trains bri-
gades or equivalent level TDA organizations

8-02 Shapes the environment for the development of per-
sonal and unit values congruent with Army values

8-03 Models officer attributes within the Armed Forces and
in public

8-04 Deploys and modifies interrelated operating systems
8-05 Uses synthesizing and conceptualizing processes for

non-programmed decision making while improving an-
alytic skills developed earlier
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8-06 Assesses. allocates and integrates forces required to ex-
ecute tactical and operational plans

8-07 Synthesizes the lessons of history
8-08 Formulates Army positions on national policy
8-09 Develops doctrine and supports R&D to assist long-

term growth of the Army and to build on the synergism
of light and heavy forces

8-10 Takes bold, decisive action

Brigadier and 8-01 Commands. leads, directs installations and operation-
Major General al/tactical organizations

8-02 Models officer attributes not only within the Armed
Forces but with the media, other government activi-
ties. academia, industry and the public

8-03 Operates and modifies complex systems and copes
with second and third order effects

8-04 Uses cognitive synthesizing processes for decision
making

8-05 Uses conceptual skills to formulate policies in response
to and in anticipation of global political-military situa-
tions

8-06 Synthesizes the lessons of history
8-07 Supervises and directs doctrine development and R&D

to support long term growth of the Army and to build
on the synergism of light and heavy forces

8-08 Takes bold, decisive action

Senior General 8-01 Commands, leads, directs major commands, opera-
Officer tional organizations and high level staffs

8-02 Develops and deploys a multitude of large, complex
systems

8-03 Integrates national and multinational policy and diplo-
macy with military, technological and economic capa-
bilities to achieve US national policy goals and objec-
tives

8-04 Synthesizes the lessons of history
8-05 Takes bold. decisive action
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Tab L to Appendix 1

DO - IMPLEMENT

As a leader at the Each officer must implement:
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 9-01 Uses common operational language to direct actions
and conduct planning in small unit operations

Lieutenant 9-01 Works directly with soldiers
9-02 Integrates weapon systems, other equipment or infor-

mation relating to small unit activities and operations
9-03 Coordinates and supervises in a staff section
9-04 Uses judgment and common sense in practical prob-

lem solving
9-05 Inspects personnel and equipment
9-06 Conducts drills and ceremonies
9-07 Trains platoon level organizations in defensive tactics
9-08 Supervises platoon/section level maintenance
9-09 Uses common operational language to direct actions/

conduct planning in small unit operations
9-10 Uses company orders and issues patrol/platoon orders

and estimates of the situation
9-11 Drafts military correspondence
9-12 Writes information and decision papers and after-ac-

tion reports
9-13 Conducts briefings

Captain 9-01 Supervises other officers and delegates authority
9-02 Participates in combined arms and services operations
9-03 Integrates operations and activities of company-size

units and individual battalion level staff elements
9-04 Provides high quality instruction in units and within

the Army education s)stem
9-05 Uses common operational terms and graphics
9-06 Develops intent of commander in terms of estimates

and orders at company, battalion and brigade levels
9-07 Performs detailed staff operations and procedures on

combined arms and services, installation and higher
staffs

9-08 Applies functional area expertise to meet Army needs
9-09 Drafts, reviews, edits military correspondence

Major - Lieutenant 9-01 Integrates, coordinates, directs staff functions as prin-
Colonel cipal or member in a.y staff position at tactical/instal-

lation level and above, to include joint and combined
staffs
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9-02 Provides and supervises high quality instruction within
the Army education system

9-03 Uses. manages and articulates requirements for com-
puter systems applications in military organizations

9-04 Applies operational terms and graphics as appropriate
to both branch and functional area

9-05 Writes plans. orders. estimates at all levels
9-06 Articulates commander's intent
9-07 Translates commander's intent to direct functional ac-

tivitics

Colonel 9-01 Integrates. coordinates and directs staff functions as a
principal or a member in any staff position at tactical!
installation level and above, including joint and com-
bined staffs

9-02 Provides and supervises high quality instruction within
the Army education system

9-03 Integrates advances in specialized fields into Army sys-
tems and missions

9-04 Recognizes. analyzes. articulates US policy impact on
national security and other nations

9-05 Applies operational terms and graphi(
9-06 Writes plans, orders. estimates at all levels
9-07 Articulates commander's intent
9-08 Translates commander's intent to direct functional ac-

tivities
9-09 Speaks publicly on military subjects

Brigadier and 9-01 Integrates staffs and large organizations and/or com-
Major General plex systems within the combined aris. support and

staff arena at MACOM through joint/combined and
JCS levels

9-02 Supervises and directs high quality instruction within
the Army education system

9-03 Applies and enforces the use of operational terms and
graphics

9-04 Speaks publicly on military subjects

Senior General 9-01 Accepts final responsibility for the of the Army to ac-
Officer complish missicns. including specific responsibilities

for: force structure, modernization. sustainability,
readiness, personnel and integrating forces to take ad-
vantage of the synergism of light and heavy forces

9-02 Accepts final responsibility for the honor and reputa-
tion of the Army; to that end: insures self-correcting
mechanisms are present and functioning, identifies
and corrects system flaws and establishes and main-
tains relations with the meaia and public

9-03 Coordinates and integrates operations and support
functions in multiple theaters ndfficerceptsability

9-04 Acts as Army spokesman with Congress. American so-
ciety, other Services and other nations

K-1-L-2
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Tab M to Appendix 1

DO - MOTIVATE

As a leader at Each officer must motivate:
end of Development
Period:

Pre-Commissioning 10-01 Practices peer leadership

Lieutenant 10-01 Exhibits basic leadership skills
10-02 Builds and sustains teams
10-03 Develops subordinates

Captain 10-01 Establishes an organizational climate which produces
initiative, trust, coaching, self-development and physi-
cal fitness

10-02 Establishes and maintains unit discipline, health and
welfare

10-03 Motivates subordinates to set common purpose, direc-
tion and commitment to establish responsive channels
for disseminating intent

10-04 Teaches and coaches small unit leaders

Major - Lieutenant 10-01 Establishes an institutional climate which produces ini-
Colonel tiative, trust, coaching. self-development and physical

fitness
10-02 Motivates staffs and subordinate echelons to set com-

mon purpose, direction and commitment and to estab-
lish responsive channels for disseminating intent

10-03 Develops coaching skills in subordinates and students
10-04 Reinforces appropriate role model behavior in subor-

dinates

Colonel 10-01 Establishes an organizational climate which produces
initiative, trust, coaching, self-development and physi-
cal fitness

Brigadier and 10-01 Establishes an organizational climate which produces
Major General initiative, trust, coaching, self-developmen, and physi-

cal fitness
10-02 Motivates staffs and subordinate echelons to set com-

mon purpose, direction and commitment and to estab-
lish responsive channels for disseminating intent

Senior General 10-01 Establishes an institutional climate for the develop-
Officer ment of subordinates
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Appendix 2 To Annex K

Glossary

AC- Active Component. create conditions that will cause the person to

Assessment - The measure of the growth or de- improve his behavior character. or values. (FM

cline in educational or skill attainment that takes 22-100)

place over time in key learning areas. PDOS spe- CS- Combat support.
cificall) intends that assessment not be used as CSS- Combat service support.
part of the formal evaluation system (PER) nor
tied to a selection process. Its purpose is to pro- Dir cting - The thinking skills of leadership, in-
vide feedback to the individual and to the system cludng setting goals. problem solving, decision
for recalibration. (PDOS) makitg and planning. (FM 22-100)

Attribute - Any belief, value, ethic, character Discipline - The prompt and effective perform-
trait, knowledge, or skill possessed by a person. ance of duty in response to orders, or taking the
(FM 22-100) right action in the absence of orders. A disci-

Beliefs - Assumptions or convictions that a per- plined unit forces itself to do its duty in any
son holds to be true regarding people, concepts, situatian. (FM 22-100)

or things. (FM 22-100) EPDS - Enlisted Professional Development Sys-

Character - The sum total of an individual's per- tem.

sonality traits and the link between a person's EPAfS- Enlisted Personnel Management System.
values and his behavior. It allows a person to
behave consistently according to individual val- Esprit - The spirit, the soul. the state of mind of
ues, regardless of the circumstances. (FM 22-100) the unit. It is the overall consciousness of the unit

that the soldier identifies with and feels a part of.Coaching- A form of teaching that involves corn- (FM 22-100)

municating detailed instructions and on-the-spot

feedback in a way that helps one learn a skill or Ethics - Rules or standards that guide individuals
accomplish a task. (FM 22-100) or grouis to do the mora! or right thing. A code

of ethics is a set of moraz principles or values.
Cohesion - The mental, emotional, and spiritual (FM 22-100)
bonding of unit members that results from re-
spect, confidence, caring, and communication. It Evaluat on - Judging the worth, quality, or signif-
is intertwined with discipline and is necessary for icance opeople, ideas, or things. (FM 22-100)
a unit to work as a smoothly functioning team. Evaluation - A systematic process of determining
(FM 22-100) the effectiveness of educational endeavors in

Communication - The exchange or flow of infor- light of evidence. It includes appraisal of achieve-
marion and ideas from one person to another. ment, diagnosis of learning and assessment of
The process involves a sender transmitting an progress. PDOS specifically intends this term to
idea, information, or feeling to a receiver. (FM be part of the formal evaluation system (PER)
22-100) and selection processes. (PDOS)

Coordination - Bringing into a common action, Human Nature - The common qualities of all
movement, or condition; regulating and combin- human beings. (FM 22-100)
ing in harmonious action. (FM 22-100) Implementing - The action skills used to achieve

Counseling - Talking with a person in a way that goals, including communicating, coordinating,
helps that person solve a problem or helps to supervising and evaluating. (FM22- 100)
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Leadership that implements - Communicating, Professional Army Ethic - The basic professional
coordinating. supervising, and evaluating. (FM beliefs and values that should be held by all
22-100) soldiers: loyalty to the ideals of the Nation, loy-

princi- alty to the unit, personal responsibility, and self-
Leadership that motivates - Applying theprni lesevc. F2-10
ples of motivation. teaching, coaching, and coun- less service. (FM 22-100)
seling. (FM 22-100) Professional Development (PD) Roadmap - An aid

Leadership that provides direction - Goal setting: describing and providing guidance for the officer

identifying. analyzing, and solving problems: de- professional development system. (PDOS)
cision making; and planning. (FM 22-100) Quality - A trait or characteristic of a person.

Militar. ethics - Guidelines that help leaders lead (FM 22-100)

in a professional manner. (FM 22-100) RC - Reserve Components. i.e.. US Army Re-
serve and National Guard,

Military leadership - The process by which a sol-
dier influences others to accomplish the mission. R&D- Research and development.
He carries out this process by applying his leader- Self-Development - The process by which each
ship attributes (beliefs. values, ethics, character. individual officer accepts primary professional
knowledge. and skills). (FM 22-100) development responsibility to progressively grow

Morale - The mental, emotional, and spiritual in mind. body and spirit to meet his individual
state of an individual. It is how a soldier feels - potential. (PDOS)
happy, hopeful, confident, appreciated, or worth-
less, sad, unrecognized, depressed. High morale SIGSEC- Signal security.

strengthens courage. energy. and the will to fight. Stress - Pressure or tension. It is any real or per-
(FM 22-100) ceived demand on the mind. emotions. spirit, or

Motivating - The skills necessary to influence body. (FM 22-100)

human nature. and to guide motivated people to Supervision - Keeping a grasp on the situation
carry out plans and programs. including applying and ensuring that plans and policies are imple-
the principles of motivation (such as aligning mented properly. (FM 22-100)
unit and individual goals and rewarding behavior Teaching - Creating the conditions that cause
that leads to the achievement of unit standards
and goals), teaching and counseling. (FM 22-100) seling, rewarding and taking disciplinary nca-

Motivation - The combination of a person's de- sures are all part of teaching. (FM 22-100)
sire and energy directed at achieving a goal. It is - inguishing quality or characteris-
the cause of action. Influencing people's motiva-

tic of a person. A person demonstrates that hetion means getting them to want to do what you posssatriucasmalorgebyon
know must be done. (FM 22-100) possesses a trait, such as moral courage, by con-
kb Fsistently behaving in a morally courageous way.

MQS- Military Qualification Standards. regardless of the situation. For a trait to be devel-

OER - Officer evaluation report. oped in a person, the person must first believe in
and value that trait. For example, before a person

OPDS- Officer Professional Development Sys- can have moral courage. he must believe in and
tem. value moral courage. Therefore. moral courage

must be a belief and a value of a person before it
can become a trait of that person. Traits must

OPSEC- Operations security. first be believed in and valued before a person

PD - Professional development, can nossess them as traits. (FM 22-100)

Values - Ideas abou! the worth or importance ofPDOS- Professional Development of Officers things. concepts, and people. They come from a
person's beliefs. (FM 22-100)

PPBES- Planning, Programming. Budgeting and
Execution System
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Mastery Of Art And Science Of War

1. PURPOSE. To describe the art and science cer. Therefore, the term "war" can be interpreted
of war and its application to every Army officer. as:

2. DISCUSSION. (a) Organizing, equipping, supporting,

a. Background. The art and science of war is and training the force.

the body of theoretical knowledge and a set of (b) Planning its activities.
practical skills which accompany such knowledge (c) Directing its operations in and out of
as it applies to the military profession. Since pro- c ) c t i n o
fessional expertise is more elusive and expansive
than merely that of armed combat, the mastery (d) Combating terrorism.
of the art and science must include all officers
and not just those who manage violence. Every
officer has the responsibility to focus his atten- (f) Nation-building.
tion and expertise to accomplish the wartime (g) Revolutionary development.
mission of the Army. This single factor is that
which differentiates an officer from a civilian (h) Civic action or pacification.
with a similiar skill. This includes: (i) Rescuing people.

(1) The logistician who must supply, evac- 6) Overseeing the withdrawal of hostile
uate, repair, overhaul, refit, and sustain a theater forces from occupied territory.
with industrial mobilization.

(k) Training and advising the armed
(2) The transportation officer responsible forces of other countries.

for planning road movements.

(3) Civil Affairs officers responsible for (1) R & D and doctrine development for
solving problems with local governments, equipment, organization and personnel duties.

(4) Medical Corps officers responsible for (2) Flowing from the definition of war will
taking care of typical war injuries, evacuating fall the definition of "mastery of the art and sci-
wounded and getting medical support to the ence of war" and its components. Therefore,
front lines. mastery of the art and science of war is a progres-

(5) Jsive state, moving through transitions in a careerJuons rdege Aote Grliuces are-s pattern requiring mastery of required skills di-
sponsible for dealing with problems in such areas rce tta on.I stepseso f

as confiscating supplies and the law rf land war-

fare. (a) Appropriate theoretical knowledge and

b. Definitions. a set of practical skills/proficiencies at each level
of responsibility.

() Due to the broad spectrum of missions (b) Knowledge of the human dimension of
assigned the Army, it is first necessary to define combat.
the term "war" to gain a complete appreciation
of what the art and science incorporates. As you (c) A historical perspective of war.
will notice this term is defined in very broad (d) The ability to envision future war.
terms to capture all the "conflict" situations and
the preparation for conflict the Army becomes c. Theoretical knowledge and practical skills/
involved in, and includes the roles of every offi- proficiencies.

L-1
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(1) The theoretical knowledge and practi- (b) Leadership character traits, which pro-
cal skills/proficiencies vary by level, duty, and vide the guidance and support to accomplish
unit or organization. A common core exists missions under great pressure and against all
which includes a set of terms, phrases, and deci- odds, maintain unit cohesion in the process. An
sion logic which can only be at best partially un- extensive study by USMA revealed five personal
derstood by the layman. As part of the common characteristics that were present in every success-
core, all officers must know at a minimum: ful officer in combat:

(a) How to prepare for and conduct war at -Terrain sense
each level. -Single-minded tenacity

(b) The Army functions and systems at
each level, to include: -Audacity

Structure Mobilize/Deploy Communicate -Physical confidence and health
Man Station Sustain -Practiced, practical judgment
Equip Command Manage
Train Control Manage information (c) Man-machine interface is the applica-

(c) The organization, structure and peo- tion of men to equipment, to get the most of the

ple, and their interface, system. As weapons and command and control
systems become more complex, it is crucial that

(d) The interface of organizations and leaders know how to train and lead soldiers to
their respective capabilities, achieve the design specifications of this technolo-

(e) The tactics, operations and strategy gy
associated with their organization. (2) Base-value development is now ac-

(2) This common core must be supple- complished somewhat in schools, but much more
mented by branch, unit, and duty specific profi- is needed in the units similiar to that developed
ciencies. These grow over time and, where major at the Center for Army Leadership. For example,
shifts occur, tend to signal major education/train- the Center for Army Leadership has developed a
ing requirements for officers. circular on military professionalism designed for

(3) The body of knowledge and practical different levels in the Army (platoon/squad, com-

skills are not static. The responsibility for the pany/battery, battalion). The purpose is to pro-
perpetuation, dissemination and future develop- vide easy-to-use "off the shelf" instruction as part

ment of the skills and knowledge reside with the of an overall professional development program.
schools. However, it is essential that field practi- e. Historical development.
tioners provide input on new requirements, (1) Historical development helps identify
ideas, and techniques. and illuminate the character traits and leadership

dimension of combat. skills that tended to make the difference in suc-
cessful combat. It also provides an appreciation

(1) The human dimension includes base of historical development of force, use of force,
values, leadership, character traits and man-ma- lessons learned over history and theory. It is hard
chine interface. to replicate "combat" (the pressures, unexpected,

(a) Base-value development is the inculca- fears, friction); therefore, we must identify/ab-

tion of the foundation values, espoused by the sorb lessons learned and capitalize on others ex-

warrior spirit, necessary to perform in a military periences.

environment and form the fabric of the officer (2) We do some historical development in
corps e.g., loyalty to the Nation, institution, and schools, little in the field and need to do more
others; personal responsibility; selflessness; and and better in both places. Reading lists and MQS
dedication, which breeds committment, compe- are supporting, but we need an overall program
tence, courage and candor. Whi!e generally held as a part of longrange professional development
as ideals by laymen, those who make the military which is embraced in the warrior spirit program.
a profession are asked for something vastly dif- We must teacl. how to study history and how to
ferent from any other group in society. Their part use history in unit/organizational situations by
of the bargain is, quite simply, the willingness to developing a "level" oriented historical program.
forfeit life at the direction of the country. The f. Vision of future wars.
teaching ef a higher standard is essential to en-
suring that this harsh, lopsided bargain will be (1) Vision of future wars is a key compo-
kept. nent of doctrinal and combat development (only

L-2
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a few people are involved in the formal develop- (1) The core skills will include as a mini-
ment of Army doctrine; however we must im- mum:
prove the mechanism to take advantage of the (a) Appropriate theoretical knowledge and
ideas of the professional soldiers who are exper- a set of practical skills/proficiencies at each level
iencing the day-to-day needs and application of of responsibility oriented on "how the Army
our doctrine and equipment). fights" and "how the Army runs."

(a) All professionals should routinely con- (b) The knowledge of the human dimen-
sider the application of their organization in the sion of combat.
next war, identify changes needed and ensure
that all in the organization understand how they (c) A historical perspective of war.
should be employed if necessary. (d) The ability to envision future war.

(b) Permeation of the warrior ethic rein- (2) The common-core component will be
forces this vision. the basis which the primary Army schools will

(2) Within operational security con- use to support the development period experi-
straints, unit training should include exercise/re- ence. This common core will be used to support
hearsal of real contingencies at the lowest levels training and professional development at units
to reinforce the committment of the unit. and organizations.

d. The following subordinate policies imple-
3. RECOMMENDATIONS. ment the base policies by affixing responsibility

for implementation.
a. The aim of the art and science of war core

is to ensure all officers are technically competent (1) Develop exportable simulations (war-
for their grade and branch, and/or functional games) for units/organizations which can be used
area, and understand the application of their during small unit training or off duty by the offi-
skills to support the Army mission. cer.

b. The major thrusts of this program are to: (2) Commanders will have a program of
warfighting seminars at units and in organiza-

(1) Develop an art and science of war- tions focusing the officers attention on the unit/
common core component to ensure it is progres- organization's mission in a wartime situation.
sive through a career and used to support unit
training. (3) Service school commandants will have

a program of warfighting seminars focusing stu-
(2) Ensure the Army continues to focus on dent attention on the branch/functional area mis-

its wartime mission. sions in a warime situation.

(3) Provide realistic fighting simulations/ 4. CSA REMARKS: Approved in concept.
exercises designed to exercise all components.

c. The base policy was: there will be a com- Appendices
mon core component to provide officers the road
map to progressively master the art and science I Glossary
of war. The map will show transitions in a career 2 Bibliography
pattern which require mastery of common-core 3 Action Plan
skills needed in that period. 4 Phasing Plan
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Glossary

ATR: Annual Training Requirement. cause: a skilled warrior; a militant leader, follow-
Audacit': The willingness to take reasoned but er, or worker.

enormous risks. Terrain sense: The ability to quickly, almost in-

IRR: Individual Ready Reserve. tuitively, tactically judge terrain.

PDOS: Professional Development of Officers Warrior A person engaged or experienced in
Study. war, warfare, or battle; a fighting man: soldier,

Physical confidence and health: Vigorous. de- serviceman, military man: brave fighting man.

manding physical activity, physical well-being legionary, man-at-arms, rifleman; warrioress,

and the self confidence engeneredby regular Amazon.

physical activity regardless of age. Physical confi- Warrior Spirit: The state of mind and prepared-
dence also enhances the self-image. ness required of each officer which blends all the

Practiced, practical judgment: An ability to de- physical, mental, moral, and psychological quali-
termine the vital from the unimportant, the im- ties essential for an officer to successfully lead the
mediate from the casual, and truth from decep- Army in its mission of protecting the Nation.
tion, whether deliberate or accidental. It is l'arrior Spirit Characteristics Officers with the
improved by experience. Warrior Spirit are:

RC: Reserve Components (i.e.. US Army Re-
serve and National Guard). e Physically and mentally tough

R & D: Research and Development. * Self-confident
* Motivated to e'xceed standards

Single-minded tenaci': An imaginative, driving
intensity to accomplish the mission using every- * Skilled in the fundamentals of weapons.
thing that was available or could be created. tactics. a:-i doctrine

Soldier A man or woman serving in an army: e Calm and courageous under stress
member of an army; an enlisted man or womn. 9 Eager to accept responsibility for protect-
as distinguished from one holding a warrant or in the Nation
commission: a person of military experience or
military skill: a person who works for a specified * Action-oriented

L-1-1
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Expert Integrator

1. PURPOSE. To deal with the problem of complexity. Rather. they represent improper re-
developing sufficient numbers of officers with sponses by the various management systems to
the proper mix of skills and knowledge to meet meet these demands. In other words, most of the
Army requirements. distractors result either from information the sys-

2. BACKGROUND. tern needs but does not have. or from routines
established by the system whose outputs are dys-

a. All officers are expected to achieve profi- functional. A listing of some of the key dis-
ciencv in their basic branch. Subsequently the tractors illustrates the thrust of this argument:
officer prepares to become either an -expert-
whose responsibilities, duties and professional (I) The present authorization sqstem
contributions are in a single branch. functional (TAADS) does not accurately reflect require-
area or area of concentration-or an -integrator" ments (absence of information).
whose primary responsibilities, duties and pro- (2) Criteria for assigning functional areas
fessional contributions will cross branches. func- to officers is imprecise (absence of information).
tional areas or areas of concentration. The goal is (3) There is no commonly agreed upon
to develop an officer corps that is capable, corn- (3) Te isa n commonly greed upon

pctct ad comited.definition of what constitutes -branch qualifica-petent and committed. tion--particularly after the grade of captain (ab-

b. On the whole this goal has been met. In sence of information).
those instances where the Army has fallen short.
this failure has not gone unnoticed. Articles in (4) The role of proponents within OPMS
two magazines asked the question: -Where have is not clear (dsfunctional routine).
all the warriors gone.' and each received much (5) Officers do not always receive re-
attention. Both of these articles made the argu- quired training prior to an assignment (dysfunc-
mcnt that senior officers were oriented too much tional routine).
on managerial techniques and not enough on de-
velopment of warfighting skills. Another set of (6) Time limitations and competing ca-
concerns were addressed in numerous articles reer requirements often preclude officers from
critical of the miltary's ability to manage the maernget (dysfunctional routine)
procurement of weapons and spare parts. Criti-
cism from the academic community is typified (7) Branch and functional area pairings
by a remark of "dward Luttwaks that: -The vary widely in common skills and compatibility
technological managerial education given to our thus hampers effective deve;opment in both for
young officers has become less and less useful if some officers (dysfunctional routine).
not actually counter-productive." While one (8) The Army school system does not de-
may disagree with he criticisms, they challenge liberately and progressively teach the skills re-
the Army to develop an officer corps that can quird by officers(dsfunctional routine).
deal effectively with an increasingly complex cn-
vironment and a variety of missions. With that. (9) Selection for key educational exper-
we can all agree. iences (CSC and SSC) has too often been viewed

c. Several institutional distractors exist as a quality cut. rather than based on need (dys-

which affect the Army's ability to develop of- functional routine).

ficers with the needed skills. These distractors arc d. Tne particular mix of cognitive skills (ana-
not the result of the Army's failure to recognize lytical. conceptual and integrative abilities) that
the demands of increasing specialization and an individual officer w;l require varies by spe-
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cialty, assignment and by where the officer is in thau a pairing of 12/48 (Armor/Foreign Area Offi-
his career. These cognitive skills serve as a "cata- cer). The problem identified by this study and
lyst." The combination of them that an officer others is the lack of information which would
applies to a situation will impart a particular per- identify:
spective or definition of the situation-and ide- -commonality of skills required
ally lead to appropriate action. Thus it is not
enough that an officer possesses these abili- -number and complexity of unique
ties-but also that he or she is proficient in their skills required
application. A distinguished scholar. Dr Elliott -time required for trainingand educa-
Jacques, defines the application of these abilities -u t a
as cognitire power. In a recent paper he explains tion

its significance: -peacetime versus wartime require-

-Cognitive power is of course not the only ments

component of the competencies required in -ability to alternate assignments be-
work. A person must also possess the psycho- tween skills and still remain competitive in both
logical tools-the knowledge, experience. categories
skill, temperament. character and values re- f. Equally important as identifying what
quired by particular types of work. But cog- skills are needed is the issue of identifying re-
nitive power is of special importance when it quired levels of proficiency which must be main-

comes to assessing the level of work. or re- aied. Early in an officer's career he acquires a
sponsibility, that a person might be capable tie.Ervi nofcsscre eaqie
of carrying in the present or at some future set of branch skills which are almost immediately
o ing used. Afterwards. as shown in the figure below.
point," opportunities for branch assignments and utiliza-
e. There has been considerable conflict and tion of field grade officers decline sharply. This is

debate over imatching-up- the most compatible particularly true for combat arms and combat

mix of skills required between a branch and fune- support officers in the field grade ranks.

tional area. meeting individual officer desires Even so. the officer is frequently reminded of the
and satisfying Army requirements. There are in- need to maintain "branch qualification." This
formally identified branch/functional area pair- latter term is ill-defined and means different
ings which have a high level of compatibility with things to different individuals. It would seem
one another and which allow officers to acquire prudent that a requirement to maintain profi-
he skills they need. For example a pairing of 12/ cicncv should be based on a reasonable expecta-
54 (Arnior/ Operations. Plans and Training) is tion that these skills %ill be used. The thrust of
much more compatible and more easily mastered several OPMS Study Group recommendations
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and this study have been in that direction. For i. Mastery of these skills becomes critical in
example, the OPMS Study Group recognized the preparing officers for command since at battalion
key role that proponents should play in validat- leveVequivalent and higher the commander has
ing branch skiii requirements, developing a uni- as his most important role that of being an inte-
form branch qualification structure and ensuring grator. As noted elsewhere in this report concern
that the qualification structure addresses branch has been expressed regarding the professional
skill requirements. Consequently. they recom- preparation of officers for command. This is re-
mended that the branch/functional area propo- flected in the PDOS General Officer Survey.
nent concur with any changes to TAADS docu- Asked to identify the weakest area of professional
ments. The CSA approved this recommendation developmeri, for each grade level the response
and the result should be the development of ap- most typically given was that lieutenant colonels
propriate definitions of what constitutes branch and colonels lacked essential operational skills
qualification. (e.g., integration of combined arms elements.

g. While there has been an emphasis on se- management of battlefield resources)-in short, a

quential balanced skill development, priority has lack of integrative ability. An obvious and simple
eentiven tola tesil development, ofitae solution to overcoming these deficiencies is tobeen given to the development of integrative craeoeopountsfoahiig sts

skills. These skills aie essential to the Army offi- cro e oppornitis for isystems
proficiercy.- In this L.ase. -systemns proficiency-cer in his role as a decision maker. Why? Integra- m n

tive skills: means noth.ng more than identifying and provid-
ing .hose skills needed at each level and practic-

(I) Assist the decision maker in under- ing their use until they arc mastered. The mom-
standing relationships between and ameng var.- time spent in practice and repetition. th-, greater
ous operating levels, the level of proficiency. Once this is achieved an

(2) Focus the dccision-makcrss attention officer will know how to get the maximum out of
the soldiers. machines. and resources for whichon mission tccomplishment through optimum he is responsible. On the battlefield this %ill

utilization of all resources.
mean a synergistic emplo:..:nent of battle systems

(3) Provide opportunities to combine ca- and the soldiers who employ them.
pabilities to achieve synergistic results. j. The need for integrative skills is not re-

(4) Sensitize decision makers to the im- stricted to commanders. These skills are also
pact of external influences, needed in functional areas--which would first

h. Requirements for integrative skills exist appear to be the domain of the expert." This is
true only in a few cases. The majority of thesethroughout the Army at all operating levels. For treoyinafwcs. emjrtyothe
officers are really -functional generalists.- (e.g..

.he 'would-be integrator" the level of detail be- individuals whose dutis are primarily of an in-
comes progressively less as the officer progresses tegrative nature within the functional area). The
in rank. As the oficer assumes higher rank and terivnauewhntefncoalra)Thirank. Aesthonsiiltierassumes hireak an president of the 1986 Project Manager Selection
greater responsibilities, there is an incrase in Board (LTG Robert U Moor) recently noted

complexit he is called upon to manage across
the entire olganization. Thbe development of in- that. -We are looking for top notch acquisitiontegrative soills begi'is shortly after commission- managers. not just engineers..." additional recog-tegrative younlgi fficertly late mmission- nition of the need for integrative expertise. Simi-ing. The young officer quickly learns the need for larl. other field grade officer assignments in-
coon'ination and the value of team-building volve tasks and responsibilities that cross

which are the initial steps towards acquiring a oganiz a ndres.sFie gra crs
mastery of integ.ative skills. The integrator organizational boundaries. Field grade officers

e oare frequently involved in actions where success
comes to fill a contextual function: seeing the is depcnden, upon -selling- an ida/proposa! o
interrelationships between the various parts of sdeene o n "ein deat poalato

the rgaizaionandutiizin ths udertaning someone outside their immediate organization.the organization and utilizing this understanding Integrative skills help impart an understanding of

to accomplish the mission. Key issues in the de- tegot ividalls pin erthus mk
velopent o integrative skills are:ndividuals point-of-viw thus makeouccess more likely. Recognition of the impor-

(1) Identifying individuals with excep- tance of developing integrative skills is apparent
tional integrative ability to meet Army needs. in sevcral PDOS recommendations.

(2) Determining the best means of in- 3. RECOMMENDATIONS. As PDOS group
parting integrative skills, developed policies in their respective areas. they

(3) Developing assessment techniques also developed policies addressing the issue of
that will effctivelo measure integrative ability. -expert integrator.- Similarly. the OPMS Study

e i v Group researched the problem with ..nphasis on
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functional expert requirements. Their recom- d. Increase opportunities for development of
mendations, pertinent to this issue, proposed integrative skills: Policies under this heading
conducting a "scrub" of authorization documents provide increased opportunities for MEL I and
(define requirements), returning to the branch MEL 4; provide improvement to general officer
concept of management (simplify the manage- transition training and consolidate management
ment process) and identifying specific require- of General Officer Education and Training. (A
ments for single and sequential tracking of select- complete listing of OPMS and PDOS recommen-
ed officers (provide flexibility in meeting Army dations are at Appendix I and 2 respectively).
requirements). PDOS also examined this facet of These policies and recommendations seek to fos-
the issue but focused on the development of "in- ter the development of officers, in the appropri-
tegrator" skills. The PDOS recommendations fall ate numbers, with the skills and abilities needed
under four broad headings: by the Army. Several factors impact on the Ar-

a. Identify skill requirements by job: Identi- my's ability to accomplish this. Most significant
fyi a nd e TOEify itswha skillreuire ts a reuid is the absence of information which would iden-

fy in TDA and TOE units what skills are required tify officer skill icquirements, required levels of
by branch, functional area, grade tCL. expertise and development opportunities. Other

b. Emphasize sequential, progressive devel- serious deficiencies include a lack of consistency
opment: Priority is given to ensuring all officers between existing requirements, imprecise defini-
first become branch qualified and then subse- tion of key terms and a failure to clearly define
quently receive training in a functional area as responsibilities of key participants in the officer
appropriate. Efforts will be made to "pair up" professional development process. PDOS recom-
branch skills and functional areas that are most mendations, along with those of the OPMS Study
compatible with one another. Assignment of a Group, propose solutions that seek to overcome
functional area will consider the officer's branch these shortfalls and will provide the Army with
skills, complexity of the functional area, the offi- the experts and integrators it needs.
cer's preference, Army requirements and any 4. CSA REMARKS. Base policies were ap-
available assessment data. proved in concept

c. Establish standards of proficiency that can
be understood by all: Clarify for officers what
branch proficiency they are expected to maintain Appendices
when serving outside their branch, especially if 1 Supporting PDOS Policies.
for an extended period of time, i.e., in a function-
al area or as a senior officer in staff/integrator 3 Bibliography.
positions.
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PDOS Policies in Support of "Expert-Integrator" Issue

Development Period 1

Policy # SUBJECT

J-10 Officer Basic Course
J-11 Assnt of Lieutenants

Development Period 2

Policy # SUBJECT

J-20 Officer Advance Course
J-21 Officer Advance Course
J-22 Branch Qualification
J-23 Utilization of Fairmer Battalion

Commanders

101 CAS3
112 Eligibility ,"or Advanced Civil Schooling
113 Branch Qualification
114 CAS3 (Reserve Components)
115 Utilization of Former Battalion

Commander
117 CAS3 (RC Correspondence Option)

Development Period 3

Polic # SUBJECT

102 MEL 4 (Required Completion)
106 MEL 4 (Alternative Opportunities)
107 MEL 4 (Emphasis on Warfighting Skills)
116 MEL 4 (Emphasis on Warfighting Skills)
IHO MEL 4 (Advanced Military Studies Program)

Development Period 4

Policy # SUBJECT
Sol MEL. I Opportunities
S02 MEL I Opportunities
S03 MEL I Wariighting Module
S04 Curriculum Coordination (AWC/CAC)

Development Period 5

Policy # SUBJECT

S31 BG Transition Program
S32 Consolidation of GO Professional

Development
S34 GO Professional Development

Opportunities

M-1-1(
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Development Period 6
Policy # SUBJECT
S51 LTG Transition Program
Art and Science of War

Policy # SUBJECT
181 Profissional Development Roadmap
182 Use of Wargames/Simulations
183 Warfighting Seminars (units)184 Warfighting Seminars (service schools)185 Revision of Military Courses
186 Civil Schooling Opportunities
187 RC Full-time Support Officers
Mentor

Policy # SUBJECT
081 OER entry re: Potential for Instructor Duty082 Instructions to Promotion Boards
083 Progressive Training
084 Strategy for Army School System
085 Faculty Mentors
086 Senior Mentors
087 Mobile Training Teams
080 Core Military Skill and Knowledge
Self-Development

# SUBJECT
J91 Professional Development Program
J93 MQS System
Decision Making

Policy # SUBJECT
F91 Officer Distribution
F95 Emphasis on Decision Making Skills159 Army Civil Schooling Policies
Common Shared Operational Language
Polic # SUBJECT
190 Development of Standard Terms
191 Use of Technology
Control and Coherence

Policy # SUBJECT
095 Assessment Program

M-1-2
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Appendix 2 to Annex M

Summary Of OPMS Study Group Recommendations In
Support Of "Expert-Integrator" Issue

STRUCTURE: II, approved by the Chief of Staff of the Army in
That ODCSPER approve the establishment of Mar 84, will utilize branch transfers (involuntary
three immaterial psition codes to identify offi- if necessary) to assist in solving the authoriza-
cer positionst tiens inversion problem.

That ODCSPER coord'nate a one-time review by That ODCSPER direct MILPERCEN that of-
Thet proDPonEts withinute fromte reQA sy ficers selected from below a board initial "bestthe proponents, with input from the HQDA sta qualified" determination, solely to satisfy floors,and the MACOMs, to determne which battalion
staff positions should be branch coded and which ~will be thereafter single tracked in that branch/

should be functionally coded, for each type bat- functional area.

talion. That ODCSPER change policy concurrent with

That the ODCSOPS develop guidance for and the imliemntation of the OPMS Study recom-mendation to restore primacy and instruct sel.-
direct a detailed review and update of all com- tion to etors only wit e d-

missone ofice postios i TADS.tion boards to meet floors only with officers des-
ignated prime in that branch/functional area.

That a detailed review and update of all commis-
sioned officer positions in TAADS to identify
commissioned officer positions. That ODCSPER designate proponency as appro-

That ODCSOPS develop procedures to lengthen priate for each functional area and skill. Delete

the time between submission of future changes any skill for which there is no proponent avail-able o-' identifiable.
and the effective date of those changes, so that

they are submitted prior to the POM for effective That ODCSPER require the proponents to con-
dates in the first program year or later. cur/nonconcur with any changes to positions in-

volving their branch, functional area, or skill inThat ODCSOPS change AR 310-49. TAADS, TOE. MTOE, or TDA organiiations.

and establish procedures requiring the branch/

functional area proponent to concur/nonconcur That ODCSPER expand AR 600-3 to clarify the
with any changes to TAADS documents prior to relationship between M1I PERCEN and the pro-
submission to HQDA for approval. ponents for professiopal Development, strength

That once proponents are identified for each management, and assignment of officers. Pro-

skill, ODCSOPS direct a review of all skill re- posed updated AR 600-3 is attached to finditng.

quirements by the proponents, allow top loading That ODCSPER revise the definitions in the ap-
of document where necessary. and then require propriate regulations to reflect the elimination of
proponents to monitor changes to the docu- specialty codes and the estab!ishmenL of branch,
menting of skills. functional area, areas of concentration, and skill.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & That MILPERCEN develop policies which desig-
SELECTION: nate branch as "primary" for each officer initial-

That ODCSPER approve a policy change which ly, later allow some dual tracked officers to hold
will prohibit the designation of a branch-related their functional area "primary" to meet the needswillproibi th deigntionof brnchrelted of the Army and coincide with their qualifica-
initial entry specialty as an additional specialty tions and preferences.

and substitute a policy of single tracking a por-

tion of the officer corps. Force Alignment Plan That ODCSPER substitute branch, functional

M-2-1
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area, area of concentration. and skill flor specialty That MILPERCEN prohibit functionai area des-
code, specialty skill identifier. and additional ignation into another branch.
skill identifier. That MILPERCEN designate officers in func-

That MILPERCEN manage officers, to include tional areas to meet Army requirements.
identification of positions, officer skills, qualifi- That ODCSPER and MILPERCEN include in-
cations schooling, and officer assignments at the formation regarding branch and functional area

compatibility in appropriate Army Publications

That MILPERCEN develop officers in different as guidance for proponents and Army officers
career patterns to meet Army requirements (i.e., DA Pam 600-3, LOI regarding functional
through single. dual and sequential tracking. area designation process).

That ODCSPER limit each branch to only one That ODCSPER survey the proponents and of-
entry designation window for combat arms, com- ficers regarding branch and functional area com-
bat support arms, and combat service support at patibility on a periodic basis in support of recom-
different points to meet group needs and when mendation 11.
the Army requirements dictate the designation be
made. That ODCSPER approve the revised Officer

Classification System.
That MILPERCEN designate functional areas

only when the officer becomes qualified through That MILPERCEN review their internal man-
education, training, or experience, normally after agement organization to determine which
initial assignment and no later than at promotion changes should be made to adjust to the ap-
to lieutenant colonel, proved OPMS changes.
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Common Shared Operational Language

1. PURPOSE. To outline the need for in- commanders, command and control is compli-
creased emphasis on a common shared opera- cated and degraded during the heat of battle. Or-
tional language in military decision making, op- ders do not generally indicate a clear picture of
erations, and education and training, the operation.

2. DISCUSSION. (4) The speed and complexity of future
war points to a need to improve and refine the
Development and use of a common shared oper-

(1) Common shared operational language ational language. However, a caution is in order
is those doctrinal terms and processes such as the since excessive control or regimentation of com-
estimate of the situation, operations plans and mon operational terms and graphics can stifle
order format, and radio telephone procedures, imagination and innovation and make it easier
which provide a clear and rapid transmission of for enemy forces to template our expected
tne commander's intent. It is a tool of the profes- courses of action.
sion by which a commander or leader expresses (5) Common shared operational language
his intent or needs in action-oriented terms to should facilitate and support decision making at
conduct the art and science of war. In doing so he all eclsIt sod support disibt aci
relies on a broad base of proficiencies, knowledge all echelons. It should support distributed deci-
and expertise in himself and others. The ultimate sion making as outlined in Senior Leadership

(working papers) ARI. A common shared opera-
goal is to allow the commander to express his tional language should foster correct decision
intent in clear terms to achieve victory in battle. making by a large number of leaders throughout

(2) Future war will be very rapid and com- the command in consonance with the intent of
plex. requiring clear and concise identification the commander. In the context of distributed de-
and analysis of requirements, and communica- cision making, a common shared operational lan-
tion of the commander's intent. Commanders guage should directly support:
and staff must share a common understanding to
operate quickly enough to stay inside their oppo- (a) A shared sense of purpose.
nent's decision cycle. A body of doctrinal terms (b) An agreement between shared and op-
and processess currently exists in our Army to erating values.
aid this need. These terms and processes tend to
facilitate and expedite communications and ori- (c) A commonsense orientation.
entation. However. some are not always applied (d) Shared frames of reference.
universally to the same standard and some defi- (6) To continue to develop and refine a
nitions are inconsistent from one publication to
another.workable common shared operational language.

schools, units and organizations should use the
(3) Training observations from the Na- same doctrine, terms, and frames of reference.

tional Training Center have indicated that all Commanders should be taught and should b. ex-
echelons rarely understand the intent of the com- pected to establish a common understanding
mander. While some subordinates may under- within their organizations to support distributed
stand, it is rare that all subordinates will have the decision making. Commanders and staffs should
same distinct understanding of those actions nec- write and speak about all plans. orders -nd other
essary to successfully accomplish the mission. directive communications in a common format
The result can be confusion and poor execution. with a common language. Testing for proficiency
Without clear understanding by subordinate in the art and science of war at all levels should

N-1
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be done in common operational terms. Common (a) Doctrine/terms/frames of reference
shared operational language should serve as a cordinated between schools.
supporting tool for a systematic and progressive (b) Emphasize basic educational compe-
program that is appropriate for each professional tencies to achieve a firm foundation for effective
Development period, communication.

b. Findings. (c) Be consistent with Joint/Combined op-

(1) The system is not broken but does erational language.
need emphasis and continuing attention. 3. RECOMMENDATIONS. The following

(2) There is a body of doctrinal terms and base policies will be established and implement-
processes in our Army which facilitate and expe- ed in order that the aims and major thrusts listed
dite communications and orientation, above are met and continued as part of an on-

(a) Terms and processes are not always going, long-range action.

applied universally to the same standard. a. Doctrine, standardized terms and frames
of reference to support a common shared opera-
tional language will continue to be developed and

(c) Desire for results (substance over refined by TRADOC.
form, use of initiative) may inhibit a common (1) Emphasize the Development of com-
language. mon frames of reference and shared operational

(d) A rigid operational language may in- language at each level throughout formal Devel-
hibit initiative and inventiveness. opment systems.

(3) A "common language" is taught in (2) Emphasize common understanding
schools. and use of estimates of the situation, operational

(a) Based on doctrine. common thread. plans and orders, and action-oriented operational
(aeg Base on doctrine, common t terms and graphics that enable the commander to

integration in common scenario, clearly and quickly express his intent.

(b) Varied interpretations sometimes oc- (3) Common shared operational language
cur. will be integrated with the Joint Operation Plan-

(4) The aim of a common shared opera- ning and Execution System to facilitate joint op-
tional language should be to allow the command- erations.
er to: (4) Proficiency testing in the art and sci-

(a) Establish the mission context and a ence of war will be done in terms of the common
frame of reference. shared operational language.

(b) Communicate his intent in clear, con- b. New tools will be developed to exploit the
cise terms to all concerned (up. down, laterally). use of latest technology in automated systems to
Thereby units and individuals will know and un- enhance communications and decision making in
derstand the concept, be able to adjust rapidly to terms of a common shared operational language.
changes, and continue successfully in the absence 4. CSA REMARKS. The base policies were ap-
of further instructions, proved in concept.

(5) Major thrusts for the Army to follow
in the refinement of a common shared operation- Appendix
al language are: I Bibliography
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Common Core

1. PURPOSE. To describe a common core o" this common core so that it can grow as the offi-
officer attributes, skills and knowledge which can cer's career progresses.
be incorporated throughout all professional De- b. The common core should be based on the
velopment levels. PDOS developed Fundamental Principles of Of-

2. DISCUSSION. ficer Professional and Leadership Development.
This common core is best initiated and rein-

a. A common core of officer attributes, skills, T o n coreset in ein-
knowledge and prciencie extends through alldung a resident-schooling experience

knolede ad pifciecie, eteds hrogh ll and serves as the common base for further.levels of professional Development. From the pid Developet ofmof efinitionhof
time an individual makes a decision to pursue a specilized Development of officers. Definition of

career in the military, he begins to adopt certain the common core provides officers with a profes-

characteristics that exemplify the Army officer: sional Development guide for what they must be,

high professional values; a warrior spirit- a mas- should know and should be able to do.

tery of the art and science of war;, leader/mentor; c. The grouping of these attributes. skills,
an action-oriented thought process: and a broad knowledge and proficiencies into common-core
base of general knowledge. All of these character- components identifies the general areas of con-
istics are components of the common core. The centration to be further refined over time. Initial-
professional Development system must support ly. the following components and suggested sub-
the officer with training and education to nurture elements should be addressed in the Develop-

ment of the common core.
(I) Professional Values:

-Loyalty to the Nation -Character and Integrity above reproach
-Loyalty to the Army and the unit -High ethical standards
-Worthy ofspecial trust -Commitment to excellence in their profession
-Courageous
-Self-disciplined -Exhibits selfless service

(2) Warrior Spirit:

-Physically and mentally tough -Skilled in fundamentals of weapons and tac-
tics

-Self-confident
-Exceeds standards -Accepts responsibility for protecting the na-

tion
-Calm and courageous under stress

-Action-oriented

(3) Mastery of the Art and Science of War:

-Knows how the Army fights -Knows how the Army runs
-Has historical perspective -Recognizes human dimension
-Envision what war would be -Technically competent
-Skilled in tactics -Skilled in strategy
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(4) Leader/Mentor:

-Develops and cares for subordinates - reaches
-Is a Role Model -Guides
-Coaches -Advises

(5) Action-Oriented Thought Process:

-Intellectual agility -Makes timely decisions
-Expands cognitive skills -Takes bold and decisive action

(6) Broad Base of General Knowledge:

-Knows national heritage -Knows potential enemies
-Knows environment -Remains current in world events

d. These components of the common core officer - i.e.. those things he must BE-KNOW-
must bL introduced to all military courses from DO.
ROTC/USMA/OCS through OBC. OAC. CAS3, Incorporate a common-core curriculum
CSC. SAMS and SSC. The common core is the t oorte co mo
thread that ties together the things that all of- throughout the school system.
fi'ers should Be. Know and Do. Institute Self-Development/individual-as-

e. As programs recommended by this study sessment programs to support the common core.

are implemented. a relationship must be estab- 3. RECOMMIENDATION. The basic policies
lished between common-core components and developed for the common core are to:
individual assessment program categories via re- a. Develop and define the content of the
quired skills, proficiencies. knowledge and attrib- common core, identifying the attributes. skills.
utes to ensure that the school evaluation process knowledge and proficiencies which provide for
and individual assessment program are comple- what an officer must be. should know and should
mentary. In addition, the Self-Development pro- be abl: to do across all Development levels (see
gram and its relation to the common core must Appndix 1).
be addressed. Specifically, the critical common
tasks defined by the MQS system (MQS I b. Incorporate common-core curriculum in
through MQS V) must be incorporated in the all levels of schooling from pre-commissioning
common core so that MQS is coordinated within through SSC (see Appendix 1).
and between all professional Development levels. 4. CSA REMARKS. CSA approved, in con-

f. The aim for the common core is to identify cept. the base policies for the common core.
those fundamental elements common to all of-
ficers. regardless of branch or functional area. Appendices
and ensure that they serve as the common core
for the education and training system. 2 Action Plan

g. The major thrusts in this area are to: 3 Phasing Plan

Identifv for each development period the
knowledge. skills and attributes expected of an
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Common Core

1. PURPOSE. To provide supporting policies level with their peers. It also facilitates educa-
and rationale to support the recommendations of tion/training for Reserve Component officers
this annex. who take the OAC in a non-resident mode. Coin-

2. DISCUSSION. mon-core modules can be transported to the RC
officer or can become a part of the required resi-

a. At the current time. there is no common dent portion of the course.
core of instruction that is included in each course
in the officer education/training system. Prior to d. The first step in establishing a common
January. 1985. there was no requirment tor com- core is to idenify the components of the com-
monality: at any one level of military schooling mon core that extend through all professional
such as at the entry level (OBC) and definitely Development periods. Thus. the following policy:
not between CSC and SSC. As of January. 1985. Develop/delire the content of the common
the new 20 week OAC resident course is required core, identifying the attributes, skills. knowl-
to have a common core so that OAC graduates ed e ac ies ich prof
will have received comparable training in those what an offncer must be. should know and

areas initially identified as common to all officers shol be able t o acol Deopment

at the captain level. This is a positive step in the
levels.

right direction and the common-core concept is
being further reinforced by the introduction of a (1) The common core must ave a stable
common core in 013C. foundation that is constant and consistent over

b. The approach thus far has been a good time. Therefore. the common core will be de-sine Tho thatac itu inororte the fundamental
start but it does not go far enough and it does not signed so that it incorporates the fundamental
address the total education and training system. principles of officer professional and leadershipaddessthetotl ductio an tainng ystm. Development.
It also is being approached in different manners
by different proponents. e.g.. some schools are (2) Not all aspects of the common core
presenting the OAC common core in modular need to be tied to the resident school system so it
form while others have interspersed the learning musi be determined which elements will be part
objectives of the common core throughout the of the common-core curriculm at each of the
course. The best method of presenting the com- branch schools. CAS3. CSC and SSC and which
mon core must be determined and instituted in will be part of the self-Development process.
courses at the same level (e.g.. OBC or OAC)and Those critical common MQS tasks that !ink the
must be consistent with courses presented at dif- MQS system together between the various MQS
ferent levels (e.g.. OAC and CSC level). Further. levels will become pal of the common core.
the actual attributcs. skills, knowledge and profi- (3) The common core will be coordinated
ciencies that extend throughout an officer's ca- with the individual assessment program but not
reer must be identified for all levels and an over- eey aspect of the common core must be as-
all system. tied together through a common core. sessed. Therefore those elements of the common
and must be implemented.sesdThrfrtoelmnsofhec mncore that should be incorporated into the individ-

c. The common-core approach. especially in ual assessment program must be identified.
the modular format. will greatly facilitate educa-
tion and training for officers that branch transfer e. After [he contents of the common core
after attendance at their first branch OAC. They have been identified, implementation within the
need only to take those courses particular to their school system must be accomptished. Thus the
new branch to bring them up to a comparable following policy was developed:
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Incorporate common-core curriculum in all common core-modular, integrated or a combi-
levels of schooling from pre-commissioning nation of both-and ensure that the common
through SSC. core is presented :'niformly for each course level

and is coordinated between course levels.(I) Implementation of the common core

will require a coordinated effort over a period of (4) To ensure that this will be a living
about five years. In order to properly direct this system, responsive to the changing needs of the
effort, a single responsible staff agency will be officer, the responsible staff agency will develop
given the implementation mission. In this light, and publish a method by which a common-core
the following actions are felt to be necessary for a component can be added or deleted from the
successful program. common core.

(2) To ensure that the common core is (5) To provide a guide for the officer as to
introduced uniformly, the responsible staff agen- what he should be, should know and should be
cy will monitor and direct the development and able to do, the common-core concept will be in-
implementation of the common core. This will corporated in the professional development
ensure continuity between courses from pre-com- roadmap and will be periodically updated.
missioning through SSC and will ensure continui- f. The detailed implementation plan with
ty between the common core. Self-Development supporting actions, responsible agencies and re-
and individual assessment programs. quired completion times is at Appendix 2.

(3) The responsible staff agency will also
determine the best method of presenting the
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Appendix 2 to ANNEX 0
Action Plan
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Authors: COL DUNN/COL POLO/ NOTE: The reader is encourged to read Chapter 4
LTC STOUT/DR PENCE of Main Report (Vol 1) prior to reading
Team Chief: COL Dunn this Annex to obtain the background on

Adult Learning and Decision Making
Theory.

Annex P

Education and Training Methods

1. INTRODUCTION. ble. Successful methods are defined as those
w~hich:

a. The officer corps is faced with ever more

complex challenges. The trends of increasing (1) ProviJe a disciplined way to group
complexity and rate of change are not likely to knowledge and skills so they can be effectively
decrease in the foreseeable future. Today, officer learned.
professional development, and more specifically, (2) Help the officer learn the knowledge
the education and training components, are driv- and skills t h e ter and retain them lngr.
en by where one learns-at a service school,
through occasional excursions into correspon- (3) Make things simpler so officers make
dence courses, or civil schooling to obtain a de- smart decisions at the right time.
gree or added training. As the complexity of an d. The PDOS education and training meth-
officer's environment increases, so does the stress ods strategy seeks to provide the major players
of living in that environment. The pressures to the means to successfully meet today's and to-
keep-up, stay current and comprehend the proper mrws c e hese mee t h adi-" morrow's challenges. These means use both tradi-
utilization of more complex systems, all add to tional education and training technologies as well
time pressures which make it difficult to ponder, as electronic methods. The mentorship portion of
reflect and draw insights about the profession. the study (VOL III, Annex I) will deal in some
We are approaching a state of"undoability." depth with this vitally important method to aid

b. It is no longer realistic to thiik that a few in professional development. Other important
years of college or graduate school is an adequate "non-electronic" methods are addressed through-
foundation for a lifetime of service. There is too out each development period [e.g., field training,
much to learn and retain for the status quo edu- exercises at the National Training Center and
cation and training system to remain intact. A throughout the Army, professional reading. case
thoughtfully created and executed program of on- studies, face-to-face seminars, etc.]. The intent of
going, continious training and education is re- the PDOS effort is to stress both the proven con-
quired of every officer to avoid having his knowl- ventional methods and those advanced computer
edge become obsolete. A lifestyle of life-long edu- technologies which are determined to be most
cation is a must, not an option. An officer must promising in assisting officers to meet today's
be expected to study, not just allowed to. and tommarow's challenges. As advanced com-

c. The PDOS desired professional develop- puter technologies are less developed than non-

ment system seeks to meet today's education and computer techniques, the major focus of this an-
mriing clees tou ee das evutionary nex is directed toward the "tech" applications.
training challenges through an evolutionary These must be used to their full potential in mak-
movement toward an "education and training ing success achievable on the battlefield.
life-style model." The principal ways this is
achieved is through active involvement by all
major actors in the professional development
process-the individual officer, the mentor in a. To describe which computer technologies
the school and in the unit, the unit and organiza- and non-electronic methods should be empha-
tion and the school. These playeis use an array of sized during each officer development period in
methods ;o achieve the desired BE-KNOW-DO support of the professional development roles of
outcomes. Collectively, these methods must help all major participants and the varied training and
make success at education and training achieva- education needs of officers.

P-1
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b. To define what new initiatives and poli- municating information related to the learning
cies are necessary which. when implemented, will process. In one's organizational setting, it refers
enhance the efficient and effective use of corn- to using it for intelligent application and amplifi-
puter technologies in support of the overall cation of lcarned knowledge and skills.
PDOS education and training strategies. (f0 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (Al):

3. Discussion. Is the science of giving human-like learning and
thinking qualities to machines. Although there
are a number of sub-fields in Al, the major focus

(1) Definitions: of the PDOS education and training methods

(a) PDOS education and training methods: analysis is on the use of Al for knowledge acqui-

Are those which should be emphasized to sup- sition and retention and the application of Al to

port the indiidual officers. units and organiza- provide a new level of speed and simplicity to the

tions and unit and school MENTORS in per- decision-making process.

forming their professional development roles (2) Assumptions:
during each development period. (a) We are at the leading edge of the elec-

(b) TRAINING: Involves learning some tronic technology revolution. Electronic technol-
specified pattern of behavior. The result is per- ogy is not now sufficiently advanced to prolifer-
formance involving a skill. Training teaches ate its development and use in an organizational
someone how to perform a task. It transmits past environment, however. Computers have been in
experience or "known" knowledge. wide use for only about 25 years. The first decade

(c) EDUCATION: Involves how to think in which computers were used saw supplementa-
and decide. It involves new concept formula- tion of accounting and clerical functions. In thetions. The result is development and growth of 1970's, the emphasis was moved up in the organ-ization to aid first-line operational personnel.the individual. A result of education is the acqui- The earliest attempts to se computers for educa-
sition of insights-an understanding of the tiosial purposes were fledgling trials that had only
meaning of concepts: an understanding of how to limited success. In the 1980's, a third wave of
articulate one's intent and frame of reference: complex applications has begun which has assist-
and, an understanding of context. The distinc- uex applca tions uch as ar-
tion between training and education is important ing, csers inqhigelv fncns such as le-
in that it permits a comparison of present with ing. concept acquisition and development of de-

future needs for the Army and this distinction cision-making stategies.

underlies the general thrust of this annex. (1) It is appropriate, therefore, to pursue

(d) COMPUTER COMMUNICA rION- the development of computers to assist in officer

BASED INSTRUCTION (CCBI): Is the umbrel- professional development in the school environ-

la term used in the PDOS analysis for the family ment.

of electronic technologies used in training and (2) The PDOS computer development
education. The word -communication" is added stategy proposes a three-phase process for the im-
to the more common term, CBI, as communica- plementation of a typical development cycle for
tions technologies are now inseparable from advanced education computer tehnology. The
those associated with the more traditional educa- process begins in one or more schools as a pilot
tional uses of the computer. project, goes through an assessment phase and

(e) COMPUTER LITERACY: Is the then reaches a decision point where expansion(e) OMPTERLITEACY Isthe options are considered (e.g., to other schools, to
knowledge of what a computer is and the func- otosaecniee egt te colt
kinwledg o wa t arform.O computer iterc- special branches, to Reserve Components, collab-
tions it may perform. One who is computer liter- oration with civilian higher education, with other
ate has the ability to apply computer-related services, and even to individual officers' homes
terms, concepts and capabilities to one's job. for their personnal (and family use). See Figure
Computer literacy skills equate to oral and read- P-1.
ing skills. The concept of computer literacy in an
education setting is not simply learning to ma- (b) We must invest in technologies which
nipulate a word processor or spread sheet nor is increase our human capability. We are not limit-
it learning how to program a computer. Those ed to simply teaching officers how to use technol-
tasks are skills-based which are learned through ogy to learn subject material faster. Rather, we
training. Within an educational context. comput- assume that we must make technology a natural
er literacy refers to the capability to use the corn- expansion of the officer's environment in a
puter as a tool for gathering, processing and com- peacetime or wartime setting.

P-2
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(c) We must use CCIII to assist corn- and etfivient training and education assistance
manders. staffs and key decision makers in mak- using computer technologies. It is assumed that
ing sound decisions in a high-stress. fast-paced. the factors which have been determined to be
rapidly-changing. conmplex environment. With- important to economically huitifv, cornputer
oL.t. sonic aids being made available to discipline learning techniques will e met. Automated
thc officer's decision process. the officer will take training techniques have prover to be highly eco-
rnan "short euts" in that process. If cieveloped nornical wi-enr the !oo.;ing general conditions
properly. CCBI will help discipline that process are met.* Other iecent researchuis have noted
and therebv minimize an officer's imprudent additional factors as important to student effi-
short cuts while increasing the it-mpo of decision c~encN and lear-ning comprehension. however.
making in tbe combat and peacetime decision- this list appeals common to all of the reference
making cycle, sources investigated:

(d) Resource assumptions: (a) There is no significant change in the
(1) n tose ase whee i canot e obec- learning objectives to a target course for a mini-

tively shown that losses to effectiv eness will out- u'oftreyasdrngheevlp ntf
weih ginsin ffiieny, her wil b hevy the computer-based courseware and after the

DoD and Congressional pressure to consolidate edigfhtannacae
among the services those functions and tasks not (b) There is a student population base of
unique to the !and. sea or air battle. The expenses sufficient size to amortize courseware develop-
and long-term commitment associated with corn- inent and hardware acquisition costs at an at.-
puter technologies will be particularly scrutinized ceptable budget ratio.
for pooled resource opportunities. (c) 1 he automnated learning courseware is

(2) Th- various services will be expected to accessed by users without undue negative cnvi-
look to civilian instittitions of higher learning ronmental experiences (e.g.. requiring that stu-
and to their service research agencies to assist in dents time-share during oft-duty hours or other
the orderly transition from the existing "book highly inconvenient times such as early morning
and ora!-based" educational models to an educa- houi's).
tional svs eni based on the addition of conmputer
and other technologies. * mai'cicai S ,stis tEngineering Corporaiion. -Nutnaied

(3) Pressure will increase to provide Re- ISM Training'Tcchnicai Report. Contract No %IDA9(J3-83-
serve Component units and personnel with rapid C<.0474. p. 3.
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(d) Maintaining the quality of the pcrform- US Army service school commander sullinctly,
ance of Army leaders is the most important re- summed up the delemma facing the Army's pro-
sponsibility of the education and training system. fessional development system.
Although many factors affect le ,der perform- "The "System' or technology' of the battle-
ance, the emphasis on education and training
methods to obtain and retain the depth of officer field may be overtaking our hopes of pro-

knowledge. their retention of technical and tacti- gressively mastering the art and science of

cal skills and the need for an enhanced officer warfare.

decision-making capability will continue to ;be vi- -The time required for mastery of the
tal to having an officer corps capable of prepar- mechanics of our new systems, as well as that
ing Army units for war. leading and sustaining needed to effectively utilize and manage
them in combat and winning. them. is becoming unacceptable."

b. Assessment Of The Education And Train- -We have successfully used technology to in-
ing Needs Of The Officer Professional Develop- crease our capabilities-we have not yet ex-
ment System. ploi ted technolgy to simplify procedures."

(1) The officer corps is faced with ever (3) The 1982 Defense Science Board Sum-
more complex challenges ir, its peacetime and mer Study on Training and Training Technolo
battlefield environments and will experience new recommended that the Services -. . accele.a,
challenges for the future. In the face of these chal- the introduction of Computer Assisted Instruc
lenges, we must develop new methods to learn tion into the schoolhouse and transportability to
and make decisions better, faster and smarter. the field."
The education and training system must be de- The 1984 Army Science Board Summer Study on
signed to meet these new challenges: -Leading and Manning Army 2!" reflected the

(a) New Peacetime Challeng~s: There is less following in its interim out-brief. "The current
time to learn on the job. Peacetime tasks are Army informal leadership development system
more complex. There are more missions to pre- does not enhance tme qualities necessary for lead-
pare for. There is less time available to maintain er independence, creativity and flexibility in bat-
readiness. A higher level of unit training and unit tlcfleld decision making on the Army 21 battle-
readiness is required because the battlefield of field and in peacetime." Taken together these
the future will be more complex and more imme- two findings suggest a need for an increased ef-
diately demanding. Better resource management fort to be spent on using technology to assist all
is immediately required. It is hard to retain skill Army leaders in developing decision-making
competency and currency, it is continuously be- skills and solving problemalic situations. This is
ing used as part of ongoing aclivities, a need which can only be satisfied through educa-

(b) Modern Battlefield Challenges: The tion. These efforts must be undertaken in such a
modern battlefield is more complex and requires manner that they are not at the expense of themodeaer bcattlefed is mrecoe and feruirs critical need for officer to maintain their in-
a greater scope and a greater range of operations depth technical and tactical competence and

at all levels. There are more 3ophisticatea svs- depth ea l and tainipg.

tems to integrate and in greater numbers. We skills learned through training.

must be able to do more with less forces and with The annex introduces an evolving education and
less resources. It is more important to achieve training model which, when fully implemented,
excellence on the battlefield from a "standing will permit the transfer of knowledge and inquire
start." more rapidly than is experienced now under :he

(c) New Challenges for the Future: Missions present operative educ.ation model. The time it

will change at a rapid rate. Technological change takes today to learn the necessar% knowledge and

will accelerate. The Threat will continiously skills is so great that there is insufficient time
w aavilable in school or the unit for leaning how tochange. Society will be in a continous state of conduct effectice decisionmaking or learning

evolutionary change. The officer corps will face
changes in concepts, doctrines and force 5trtr¢-
tures. The competencies required of officers will Previous studies, notable RETO. estimated that
change. officers spend about 80 percent of their post-

(2) During the course of this siudy. the study commissioning Army school time in matters as-

group received a number of letters addressing the sociated widh training. Tomorrow s challenge is

high-technology environment with respect to operale under an education and training strat-

these challenges. One letter. in particular for a egy using advanced technologies which will meet

P-4
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future education needs without sacrificing to- of the general officer respondents agreed that the
day's successes in training, mode of service school instruction needs to be

(4) Findings from the PDOS-Conducted expanded to include small groups with mentor
Survey Relating to Education and Training insturctors. See Figure P-5.
Methods: Figure P-3: Percent of Surveys Respondents Indicat-

(a) numer f PDS suveyfindngs ing that the Education and T~aining Systems Prepare
(a) numer f PDS suveyfindngs Officers to Keep Pace With the Fielding of High Tech-

relate to education and training methods. Over- nology Systems.
all, 47 percent of the respondents agree (53 per- Agree Disagree
cent disagree) that the current education and 50%
training system prepares them to keep pace with 2LT 56% 44%
the fielding of high-technology operational sys- ILT 52% 48%J

CPT 51% 49%tems. The most severe problem, however, is per- MAJ 38% 62%
ceived to be at the major and lieutenant colonel LTC 41% 59%
levels, as Figure P-3 affirms: COL 54% 46%

(b) Other findings inicate that the cur- Figure P-4: Percent of Survey Respondents Indicat-
rent instructirnal methods and service school in- ing That Their Most Recent School Experience Effec-

structor experience~, quanity. and quality is not tiePpadthmoBcmeMnrs
adequate. Agree 0Y0Disagree

(c) Respondents perceive that there is a OBC 360/ 68%
OAC 34% 66%lack of adequate preparation for officer students CAS3* 67% 23%

to become mentors (a leader, teacher, coach and CGSC (A) 56% 34%
guide). See Figure P-4. This may be the result of AWC (R) 75% 25%
TRADOC service schools, with the exception of ______

CAS3 not having enough mature and exper- This is a captain school %%here there is close contact -A-th
ienced mentor role models. Fully. 73% of the mentor role models.
lieutenant through colonel respondents and 70%

7Z4IA/I&IZS EOUCAf10O4
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Figure P-5: Percentage Of Survey Respondents Who "book knowledge." "teacher knowledge" and ve.-
Agree That The Method Of Teaching Small Groups Of bal dialogue. The conceptual dimensions of these
Students Wtih A 'Mentoring" Faculty Should Be Ex-panded. sources are constrained by the limited capabili-

Agree Disagree No Opinion ties of the verbal. ser.sory' and printed media. In
50% audition. there is an inherent lack of understand-

Commissioned 731 11% :ng of the place of innovation and creativity in
Officer le.rning. As such. major new techniques are slow

General 70/6 2V% 10/to eolve and there is a stiong built in resistance
Officer to change. The "rules- portrayed are based on

experience and are pooled into principles. To a
c. Assessment of the Current Training And degree this is appropriate as new initiatives

Education Methods Found In the Officer Profes- should havt. to withstand rigid scrutiny to replace
sional Development System: existing principles. There is a tendency though

(1) Education/Knowledge Models: There for rules to become -fossilized" and unresponsive
is no readily identifiable nor commonly used the- to future needs. As the Army post-conimmssion-
oretical model for education and training upan ing school system applies the current behavior/
which the current post-commissioning profes- rule education model, the difficulties are com-
sional development system is based. pounded in that the teacher of knowledge and the

course developer are. in most cases. different in-
(a) Current Philosophy: PDOS construct- dividuads. Finail. a major challenge to the train-

ed a model to reflect the major components of iag using the current education model is the re-
the current education and training philosophy tention of knowledge and f.kills before they
which is based on study group members' exper- become obsolete. See Figure P-6. following this
iences within the existing system and their re- discussion of education and training models for
views of civilian education theories, further details on the current model used in post-

] Aim of Education: The current philoso- commissioning military schools.
phy sees the aim of education to be to: join (b) Model Based On The Acquisition Of
discrete elements under the structure provided Insight: Another model, generally not found in
by the instructor: pass on the tradition of -know" Army schools nor used widely in American; civil-
knowledge. thought and action: and. develop ian education, is based on a philosophy of the
character and critical thinking, acquisition of insights.

2 Methodologies: The methodologies used I Aim of Education: The aim of this phi-
to carry out this aim are traditionally: training. losophy is to stimulate the occurrence of insights
the use of the printed word and verbal expres- and understanding for the student.
sions. using the instructor as an "information and
feedback conduit." and using a prescribed curric- 2 Methodologies: The methodologies re-
ulum to guide the development of learning as a quire higher orders of stimulation of the stu-
"product." dent's cognitive processes.

3 Strengths: The strengths of the current 3 Strengths: Allows growth and develop-
philosophy are found in its reliance on the rich- ment of new knowledge. innovation and under-
ness and variety of experiences of the instructor standing for the student. The instructional mode
and the student as a context against which one orients on the individual student deriving his
can teach and the other learn. Insighis. however, own insights. This model enhances the prospects
tend to be mediated by the "rationality" of those for an internalization of higher frames of refer-
experiences. The linkages of what are considered ence (see Vol 1. Chap 4 for discussion of Frames
desired behavior to what are considered desired of Reference).
principles are. of necessity, traditional. The ex- 4 Difficulties: The "vision" created by the
periences are generally unde-stood by all in tae student is often too simplistic-too cogni-
system. The emphasis in the training system fo- tive-and does not deal with practical matters
cuses student attention on remaining current and such as the execution of orders, the development
developing expertise in the knowledge of narrow of attitudes. the establishment of traditions and
areas. principles, and the development of proper con-

4 Difficulties: What is a strength. also. duct. The insights described above as a strength
pr-sents difficulties-education and training is are not derived until the later practical applica-
.1,iitcd by the depth and breadth of previous cx- tion phase of the learning cycle-too late if Army
gcrience. The primary "sources" of learning are officers are to be ready to fight at the appropriate

P-6
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level of excellence from a -standing start.- In (c) Communications Education/Knowl-
short. this model promotes the development of edge Model: This model, along with the discus-
new information and profound insights but is too sion of adult learning theory in Annex F.serves as
slow. A surrogate is needed to speed the process. the theoretical foundation for the PDOS educa-
For a desuription of this model see Figure P-7 on !ion and training strategy. It seeks to add inter-
the next page. disciplinary computer dimensions to the

strengths of current models plus adds a broader

CUPE.t :5C7 ~ rE tf AS GENEPALLY P?=cX:ED :Yt rcS7 :O~RRssxONIN
P:1_7AFY SCHIOOLS

EDUCATIXAL SRESM,5 DIFFICUL:I:S

MODILEL lOlODO AI__ _

Limited by pre-

isture .f , Training jin discrete Experienced nious ?speri~nce:
IMPRESSION. element- under based: richneqs primary eeiance

BEHAVIOR and Conqtructj2n structure of and variety of i- on "book know-

PoLE f argument. teacher experience is ledge"
portent

"PIS Printed jrd Pass on tradition X, guarantee that
and verbal a- of "khn," kn.- Insight. sed- desired 'rule

pression. are ledge, h2ught and iated by ration- oll iog" will
ehice ti acctir S!ity take place

ORIGIN tran~mit in-
firnation and Develp character Link. de-ired Actual behavior
dia!ogue and cr.tical think- behavior t7 cay be individual-

External -. ing deqired prin- ly defined and not
Sensory Teacher is pri- ciples and tra- ,rI- bound"
Language marily an "in- dition
Experience formation and Conceptual dimsn-

feedback conduit" Understood by Dior, constrained by

AC'?IVI^IES O? "School" is plate all in system I capability of verbal.
THE MlqD "Shool laac a _nsery and printed $-here initial An established I m-dius

learning takes educatirnal

Prepption lace , ix" Lack of undertanding
Retention e n dReal Learningof isd ar

Recail Learning ia Training (vice tivit) in learning.
Discerning "pr:duct" obtain- Education) !ocus
CoAparing ed thru u pre- helps soudents Sow to evolve to
Abstracting scribed curric- remain current and %ncorporat. m jor new
Assessmnt ulum develop know- techniques

ledge expertise
in narrow area% Teacher and courqe

developers are dif-
ferent people

X-TE: The degree to which this model is applicable varies as one 3oves up through the Army f Id/kll
school System. Cenerally. training is emphasized at OBC level ard education takes on an retedge/kill
increased role as one attends more senior schools (see graph). retention ad

obqoleqcence are
major challenges
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long term Education
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exposure to problematic situations than can an behavior. The learner is in control--not the in-
analytical problem sol% ing approach. This model structor. Skill learning ard skill retention are en-
uses simulations and the computer as the surro- hanced when the courseware is matched to the
gate needed to speca the learning crcle process. learner's dominant modality. The model is exper-
This PDOS communications model is based on a ienced-based, yet open for growth. new knowl-
four month literature review and series of inter- edge and insights. It accounts for self-motivation.
views and field visits. It draws heavily on the self-assessment and self-regulation, with necessa-
work of Dr. Doreen Steg (Drexel University). re- ry system controls. As one of the aims of educa-
cent research by the Army Research Institute tion for this model is the transmission of values.
(ARI). publications by the Carnegie-Mellon/IBM their acquisition can be evaluated. Finally. it in-
sponsored consortium of universities, work by corporates advances in adult learning theory and
AT&T and Bell laboratories and a report by Dr. the theories associated with cognitive complexi-
Arnold G. Fisch (Center of Militar History). tv.
dated 3 November 1984 (refer to bibliography). 4 Difficulties: This model is new (only

I Aim of Education: The aim of this phi- about 35 years old) and is not yet fully devel-
iosoph% of education is to transmit values, for- oped-there is only limited use to date. Were this
mulate new concept, create for the student a con- model accepted by the Army. it would take time
tinued lifestyle of learning. cause the acquisition to transition faculty to the new role for the teach-
of skills through the use of technology, use tech- er/mentor in this learner-controlled system. It
nology for training in skills and education by in- will take several years to reestablish a new unity
creasing the student's mastery and retention of of training and education to be able to do both in
skills and knowledge while decreasing the time less time than is takes in today's Army school
required to gain that mastery: use technology to environment. The development of new course-
enhance decision making. reduce complexity in warc is a critical activity under this mod-
the mastery of the Ar, of War: and. aid in the el-service schools are not currently resourced to
management of uncertainty, do this. Once initiated, this model will see hard-

ware and software development progress at a rap-
2 Methodologies: The methodologies to id rate -much faster than can be assimilated by

carry out this aim include the addition of com- the existing organization structure. See Figure P-
puters to the dimensions of printed word and
verbal expression, the teacher with an -enriched 8
guide/mentorship role. and initial and refresher (2) Review of the current conditions:
learning in a variety of settings-not just the (a) TRADOC activities which have re-
school. sponsibilities for developing training methods

3 Strengths: The strengths of this newer and incorporating new technologies are vigorous-
model are that it accounts for traditional educa- ly carrying out those responsibilities within the
tion and training proven methods while absorb- limits of their current mission statements and
ing new concepts. The techniques proposed by resources. A review of their major projects
this cducation model permit the student to use reveals a clear emphasis on the use of technology
both adaptive (reactive) and adapting (proactive) to support immediate training and skill needs.

ChATACTiLISTICS OF ANOTHER EDUCATIO%/LK.4OULEWE K!tL CENER-LtLY PiOT USED IN POST

COKAIISSIONINC MILITARY SCHOOLS

1DOCATZONAL

IODEL METHODOLOGY AIM STRENGT"S DIFFICULTIES

lnsight Simulation Stiusnlat. oce- Allows growth/ "Vision" too aim-
Cognition urreoce of in- development of plietic; too cog-

ORIGIN Insights sights and new knowledge. nitive* does not
understanding innovation and deal vitb practical

vision understanding matters like:
AC TIVITUAS OF

Gestalt-based 3M .11) Orients on o execution

indvtidual de- o attitude.
Internal Search for riving own in- o tradition

ave in ights eights o principlerBed vision o conduct

Figure P-7: Characteristics of Another Education/Knowledge Model.
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What is sacrificed under the current system, how- agent for Automation] and the Defense Training
ever, are the longer-term education needs which Data and Analysis Center.
address how one thinks, makes decisions, con-
ceptualizes. develops new concepts and how one (c) Several ventures are underwvay which
articulates his intent and his frame of reference. focus the use of technology on specific trainingi
In other .-ords. the education component associ- skill needs. Some examples are the TI{ADOC
ated with mastering the Art of W~ar needs more -School of the Air.- the Intelligence School's
attefltiGn. computer literacy training, the Engineer School's

computer courseware packages. and ttl.e Army
Nb There are many agencies seeking to Training Support Center's and Training Technol-

gain control of the many players on the "comput- ogy AgencvC activities.
er technology bandwagon.- The principal play-
ers are the TRADOC Army Training Support ~ d) The current mission of the Army
Center. the TRADOC Training Technology Training Support Center (ATSC) is to support
Agency. the TRADOC Joint Committee on Coin- the development. conduct, evaluation, manage-
puter-Based Instruction, the Army Research ment and implementation of Army training for
Agency. the TRADOC/AMC Army Communica- ail levels of the Active and tne Reserve Compo-
tions Technology Office, the ARI for Manage- nents. This mission is carried out through direc-
ment and Computer Science, the TRADOC torotes which assure an integration of the various
Combined Arms Training Activity, the Soldiers train.ng centers. management information sys-
Support Center (lead TRADOC agent for Artifi- tems and electronic (computer-com mun icat ion)
cial Intelligence). Fort Gordon [TRADOC lead technology. A review of the major initiatives of

CHARACTERISTICS OF EMERGING PDOS COM4MUNICATIONSI

JEDUCATION/KNOWLEDGE MqDiI1
MODEL K'LTU0D0LOCY EDUJCATIONAL STRENGCTHS DIFFICULTIES

Coamunxcst~ons study sy tem with Tranmi t ValIue. 0 Accounts for ,. o ul
and Control feedback to explain t21ldilionst Ways eveloped (only

kaowledgO/skill c- me concept and new concepts 35 year old)
ORICII4 quti~o. formulations. s$bt

Adds computer .. Ptive Wil11 tase time
I nternal and dimension to Continued (reactrive) and to trnstion to
External printed work and (life-style of) slpignew role for

Expriec vezrbao learning (proactiv'e) teschctrmentor

Skill controlled
lnterdx:- Teacher has acquisition rhru aLearner in (instead of
c ipI Ana y -enriched-xuldel use of technology *ontroi teacher

mentortng role. control led)
ACTIVITIES tOF Use of 0 ysi n ten
THE ml %D Initial an d technology for learning and Ul aepr

refrsher education as retention% tol rtalishea

S-k. t. act avl, learning takes well as training enhance (when ne taunity of
tntft to-rai place in -rarty a nd skill cour.Seware new inig and

..tslios aay- of settings (not purpses- matched to edacarion to do
tical' and **concept- lotschoGl); It dominant learner bt nls

usi") 1% OT propaganda nodil in les
Individualized conditioning or t~.Cuawr
and Indoctrination nFt;erlence development is
"I ti-seosor y. based yet open critical

for growth of constraint
new knowledge/ (service schools
Insights not resourcei to

provide It)
o Accounts for

Onl abut 5 yarsol. tis heoy sekstoseif-notivation. Only limited us-
Onl aout35yers ld tis herysees oself-assesseent tO date

add Interdisciplinary and computer dimensions to and
strengthsi of current theories plus broader exposure self-regulation P.,114 %,,e of
to problematical situations than only analytical with necessary rdr'ntar
problem solving approach. system control development

faster th.an ca,
as Seeks ways to use technology to Increase student o Value baca ie
mastery and retention of skilla and knowledge while acquisition and
decreasing time required to gain tha: mastery evaluation Itna
(TRAlNIli component). Seeks to use technology to nr~tr
enhance decision making, reduce complexity of C noprt

mastery of -Art- associated with profession. aid advances in
mngetent of uncertainty and evolve new concepts adult learning

(EDUCXATION component), and cognitive

complexity theory

Figure P-8 Characteristics of Emerging POOS Communications Education/Knowledge Model
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ATSC revealed that the% are focused on tile clear ment training research and institutionalize suc-
need to reduce instruction time, save dollars as- cessful results to Improve Arrn% traininig
sociated with courseware developmer't. empha-
size simulation and hands-on training and make TTA seeks to bridge the gap between training
more simulations available to Reserve Cnnmpo- researchers (e.g.. Army Research Institute) and
nent units and organizations so as to increase the field users. Their focus is onl user problems
their level of training proficiency. It is equall% and providing test beds [currentl' Forts Knox.
apparent that the current training mnissions of the Lee and Ruckerj.
ATSC provide that agency with a full arra% of
activities and an endless list of needs in skill
training %%thich need to be enhanced through sim- (i) Whati isgenerallr ' nsikfo curr-ent
ulations and technology. Hcewe-ver. thle ees iiiairi is a kicused eftbri at usimg technology) to
lists- are based on the behavior/rule education atid in the e'ducation C'onipo tfni ol I pr9 )tevonal
model (Figure P-6) and are susceptible to deterio- dere*lolinient and an updaig oltiw niodel uscd as
ration over time. at basi. fi~r our ap~proach to edicaaion and train-

(e) The current mission of the TRADOC ng. If new technology initiatives were based on
Traini-ig Technology Activity (TTA) is to imple- tenewecoounintins s mo eFgre based. it

per discusston nith ()I)CS()PS. I)-M()-I'RS bawed on would be possible to develop computer training
1984 1)11, 3S6Q. based on indvidualized courseware with an

Cadet Use of the ISS
AY 83-84 vs AY 84-85
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Figure P-9: Increase in USMA Cadet Utilization of ISS between AY83-84 and AY84-85
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authoring package and menudrivcn system rather porting the Army in many areas (e.g..leadership
than ha% ing to use a single-sensory language. In development, military histor%. integration of wo-
addition, the coherent development of decision men officers and dual service member families
makinlg and other cognitive processes throughout into the Army. and economic and manpower
an officer's career is a long-term, continuous ef- analysis). The PDOS group strongly supports
fort. building on this Army-USMA relationship in the

exercise of the PDOS CCBI initiatives.

I ARI is conducting research on the appli- 4 Recently US News and World Report
cation el artificial intelligence (Al) and cognitive examined a sampling of the Department of Edu-
science to computer-based instruction targeted at cation's 354 "honor role" of public secondarx
making courseware more eflective in meeting the schools to determine %%hat makes great schools
more complex cognitive-skill needs of officers great. Teachers and students were surve.ed as to
(i.e..how to think and conduct decision making). where more money could best be spent in their

school. The top item on the list was buying better
instructional material (47.3 percent of the re-

2 Additionally. there are some TRADOC sponses.)*
initiatives in these areas such as the family of potiesized that this is also true in the
TRADOC wargames. NTC computer-aided sim- I i h
ulations. work being done by the Al-Robotics of- military schoo! system. Better, smarter course-

ware is clearly perceived as a high pa- -off area inice at the Soldiers Support Center. the comput-

er-based. interactive obstacle-planning practical %hich to place more resources.

exercise courseware developed for the Engineer d. Education And Training Methods Strate-
School and the SIMCAT exercise at Fort Knox. gies.
PDOS concluded that more resources must be (1) Given the identified needs and back-
allecated to TRADOC in order to add an even
stronger capability to develop courseware for ,d- ground research related to past and present eu-
ucation purposes in addition to that for training, cation theories, the PDOS group has formulated

The proposed education and 'raining policies a general statement, in diagram form. of the cur-

will enable strong. proactive links to those uni- rent Army post-commissioning education ss-
versity communities pioneering -smart" course- ter.
ware designed to enhance decision making and (2) The educational strategy proposed here
more efficient mastery of skills. to support the major PDOS initiatives sees

changes in each of the components presented
above. In general. the PDOS model places more

3 Outside the TRADOC community, the responsibility on the individual officer for initial
United States Milita Academy has also been arng and promotes a role for the schoo
involved in the application of technology for edu- faculty that extends beyond the initial phase of
cational purposes. As a post-secondary institu- the learning ccle. Recent TRADOC initiatives
tion of higher education. USMA's focus is pri- have been supportive of a mentor facult. role
marily on education and the cognitive processes. provided that the necessary quality, numbers and
It provides a unique environment for the devel- experience of anticipated mentor faculty can be
opment of -smart courseware. It is an ideal can- provided the service schools to make this a reali-
didate to serve as an -institutional mentor" for troi the erm, this reap-

CCBIeduatin iitiaive. %itha cotroleden- ty. In the long term. this mentor-faculty role ap-
CCBiI education initiatives. With a controlled en- proach will provide the kind of resident school
vironment and a faculty responsive to Army experience required at the start of each develop-
needs. they can lend stability to a dynamic pro- ment period which provides the context for the
cess. develop and test new courseware and pre- kind of leadership which an officer experiences
pare it for "organizational cloning- as appropri- in follow-on assignments.
ate in service schools. USMA has experienced a
dramatic growth in the use of its Instruction (3) The strategies for installing the PDOS-
Support System (ISS) by cadets (see Figure P-9). recommended education and training methods
It is therefore in a good position to offer service are developed with an understanding of the need
schools assistance in how to absorb rapid in- to prioritize limited resources, to more effective-
creases in the use of computers for cducation/ ly incorporate computer technology especially to
cognitive development purposes based upon enhance decision-making and cognitive develop-
their -lessons learned." Moreover. West Point
clearly enjoys a strong proactive relationship • USNc-sand VorldR-pon. Au 2'. $4: -What .aLcn
with the academic communty and is already sup- Great Schools Great.- b. Lucia Solorano. p- 51.
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114 dO CURRENT EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY
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Figure P-10: Current Education Strategy. (* Refer to Annwx F for explanation of learning cycle.)
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*// " D .I " EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY TO SUPPORT PDOS PHILOSOPHY
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ment and to support the varied roles of the stu- guidance as to which methods to emphasize and
dent, mentor, school and unit. The aims of bot', when, in order to target research, development
the education -.nd training strategies are to: and the allocation of limited resources. The rec-

ommended mix (see Figure P-13) ietains proven
(a) Make computer technologies a natural non-electronic methods such as field training,extorts~on of the officer in the peacetime and the military t.eading programs and exercises at the

wartime workplaces without sacrificing the value Natal Taiing Centr. The eecrni aeth-
of non-lectrontic methods: National Training Center. The eectronic meth-

ods which are emphasized feature:

(b) Make the transition to major new edu- I Computer-Assisted lrstruction (CAl)
cation and training methods in an evolutionary which relies on a common data base and instruc-
way over the next decade: tional packages to provide the student with in-

(c) Provide a concept that is acceptable to depth knowledge or information at a refresher or
the current Army culture and leadership-this is familiarization level via multi-sensory course-
not an overnight strategy: ware:

(d) Meet the "Army 21" challenges which 2 Computer simulations (wargames). spe-
officers face in terms of sound officer decision cifically emphasized for captains through colo-
making under the stresses of combat. nels:

The unique aims and major thrusts of each of 3 Computer teleconferencing such as the
these strategies are shown in Figure P-12 (next TRADOC "School of the Air" and the US Army
page foldout). Forum:

e. The Mix Of Non-Electronic And Electron- 4 Artificial Intelligence-Expert Systems
ic Education And Training Methods. for officers to use to acquire knowledge and use it

(1) The resident school experience at the in the decision-making process:

beginning of each development period introduces 5 Strategi,: planning/future policy impact
the student to methods which will be emphasized analysis aid for use by senior Army decision
throughout that schooling as well as in assign- makers to assist them in their own development
ments during the follow-on development period, and to with a long-range navigation tool/aid for
The methods mix is specifically designed to sup- the monitoring of PDOS major thrusts.*
port the roles of the major participants in officer (2) The overall aim of the mix of electron-
education and training: the student/officer. the ic methods, referred to throughout this study as
mentor, the unit/organilation and the school. i ehdrfre otruhu hssuya

miof thentodsaniaon and wasdtermin. CCBI is to increase the tempo of prudent officerThe mix of methods and roles was determined

with an awareness of several factors: the various decision making under battlefield and peacetime

kinds of proficiency needed (e.g.. technical, stress. The intermediate aims of CCBI policies
are to teach officers to learn smarter and faster.hum an interaction .com m unication, conceptual t o b t s il o s l sc n e m r v n w e gtcombat skill obsolescence, improve knowledge

Ptc.). changes in the importance of each type of
proficiency over time as tli12 officer progresses in adsilrtninadmk optr aua

addition to the tools used in an officer's environ-
his work or level of responsibility and the degree ment.
of responsibility the officer is expected to assume
for his own self-development. For a descripticn
of tile development roles and methods which are A. Recommendations.
to be emphasized. see Figure P-13 foldout). For
futher details as to how this analysis was con- a. Education And Training Methods Base-
ducted. refer to the work by Dunn, entitled "De- Policies. The education and training methods
tailed Analysis of Best Education and Training
Mix." October. 1984. * In the "Concept for General Officer/Scnior E-ccuttie Ser.-

ice Development- and the ArmN Research Institute I)RAFT
(a) There is no evidence that any one FM 22-Q99. Senior Army Leadership Manual. multidimen-

method of instruction is most cost effective for sional integrz-tive skills are stressed as important to ecxecutive
all types of military instruction.* Latitude must performance at the most senior leels This is realized primar-

ta through the impact senior leaders can potentiafli haehe gi, en to each school to define and refine the through proactie planning in peace or %,ar. The computer
media used for specific !essons. This study offers assisied aid developed by the PDOS team xhile conducting

its futures anal\ sis is believed to be a useful process for assist-
ing senior iwaders in performing better long range planning. It

• "'( OIt t:f'ctieeeneN of( oniputer Based Instruction in Mil:- is. also. belie\ed to be a ke, pan of the IPDOS Implementa-
tar 'raining." b\ Orlansky and String, Institute for Defense tion stracg, as it provides a continuous revie\ of the direc-
.Anal\%Is. IDA Paper 11I375. April, 1979: p 78. lion to which the major thrusts are headed.
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( SPP RiTS SIRATEGIC GDAL 4B SHT-E~i FO)

AIIS: RAl N iNG

* PO'!DE COHERENT- RATIONAL STRATEGY FOR PREPARING OFFICERS FOR EACH
ASSIGNMENT (SUSTAIII COMBAT READINESS AND TECHNICAL PROFICIENCY).

I MAXIMIZE EACH OFFICER'S CAPABILITY FOR EXCELLENCE IN SKILLS NECESSARY IN
CURRENT AND NEXT ASSIGNMENT.

* INCREASE SPEED OF LEARNING TECHNICAL SKILLS AND SK!LL RETE'JTION

* PROVIDE WOPP ALE CONCEPT TO COMBAT $<ILL OBSOLESCENCE

* GAIN FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE WITH ASSISTANCE OF LEARNER CONTPOLLED SOFT-APE

TRAINING STRATEGY MAJOR THRUSTS iEDUCATION AND TRANNGSTRATE6

; REINFOPCE EACH OFFICER'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR OBTAINING/MAINTAINING
FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED TO BE TECHNICALLY PROFICIENT (A PREREOUISITE FOR
SKILL TRAINING).

s GRADUALLY MOVE CAPTAIN LEVEL RESIDENT SCHOOL FOCUS TO INCLUDE MORE-
EXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION OF SKILL PORTION OF LEARNING CYCLE AND LESS
ACOUIRING KNOWLEDGE PORTION.

THIS PERMITS SCHOOLS TO PLACE EVEN MORE EMPHASIS ON 7)4uNC-
TRAINING SUPPORT FOR UNITS/ORGANIZATIONS

TRAINING STRATEGY MAJOR THRUSTS (CONT)

* CONDUCT ARRAY OF SHORT, FUNCTIONAL MODULES OR COURSES (BY SVC SCHOOLS

AN') CIVILIAN INSTITUTIONS) TARGETED TO SPECIFIC CURRENT OR NEXT .4 t 1O
ASSIGNMENT NEEDS.

*PROVIDE COMMON CORE CURRICULUM STRATEGY. 0 -V /0 /s A0 2s'

S PROVIDE UMBRELLA EVALUAT!ON (SELF-ASSESSMENT AND SKILL COMPETENCY) / 5,tLIIcE
STRATEGY, C

* BUILD/MAINTAIN COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE BASES (MA!NTAINED BY SERVICE

SCHOOLS) TO SUPPORT MILITARY SUBJECTS (COMMON CORE AND SPECIFIC TECHNICAL
FIELDS). - -

-- HELPS INDIVIDUAL OFF, CBT DEVELOPER, COURSE DEVELOPER, DOCTRINE \ - r
WRITER, SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT, ETC... i..

* CONTINUE EXISTING TRAINING. R & D AND INFORMATION MGT (OACSII/DCSRIM)
INITIATIVES TO DEVELOP COMPUTER SOFTWARE TUTORIALS AIMED AT INCREASING
SKIL LEVELS AND/OR SAVING TRAINING TIME OR RESOURCES.

* PROVIDE TRAINING RATIONALE NEEDED TO ARTICULATE ADVANCED CIVIL

SCHOOLING REQUIREMENTS TO DOD AND CONGRESS.

lEdu:cat i on a1nd ;"
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A IPS: EDUCAI 1o,u
0 PROVIDE COHERENT, RATIONAL STRATEGY FOR LONG-RANGE INVESTMENT lN OFclCEO SPOTENTIAL

I MAXIMIZE EACH OFFICER'S CAPABILITY FOR EXCELLENCE AND CONTRIBUTION TOPROFESSION OVER SERIES OF ASSIGNMENTS

* rRANSMIT VALUES IMPOPTANT TO SOCIETY AND ARMY

* ACQUIRE NEW LEARNING RAPIDLY W4ILE RETAINING TRAINING SKILLS
I UNDERSTAND COTExT/,;RAME OF REFERENCE ASSOCIATED WITH RANGE OF UCrm!t,-ASSIGNMENTS (w/I DEVELOPMENT PERIOD)

* INCREASE RATE/OUALiTY OF OFF!CER DECISION MAKING uNDE STRESSON AND -TRAINING STRATEGIESOO

EDUCATION STRATEGY Kt.JOR THRUSTS

a TARGET EDUCAT!ONR & D AND INFORMATION MGT COMMUNITIES OR NEED TODEVELOP CCMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES WITH AIM OF INCREASING TEMPO OF SOUNDOFFICER DECISION MAKING UNDER STRESS.

* PROVIDE MORE ASSISTANCE TOQ3 IN PERFORMING THEIR EDUCATIONDEVELOPMENT ROLES AND OPERATIONAL MISSIONS THRU USE OF COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES.

* CLEARLY DEFINE NEED FOR INSTITUTIONAL EXPERIENCE AT BEGINNING OF EACHDEVELOPMENT PERIOD IN TERMS OF ESTABLISHING FRAME OF REFERENCENECESSARY FOR EDUCATIONAL GROWTH.

I PROVIDE 1DCUATAi, RATIONAL NEEDED TO ARTICULATE ADVANCED CIVILSCHOOLING REOUIREMENTS TO DOD AND CONGRESS.
BO-sWR-)LE OF SERVICE SOXOCL INSSTRxM UtML IT aILVrS R NEXT 10 YEARS)INT PRIMARILY A MDc"," (PA, M ( N ' INi "I -FM7NATION 0 ) Z.-- sc ENL ?;IOR DINED ASS TREMNH, I= MMM, DaUM WRM AND QURSE
{acx",P;. WILL NE MV toIFY S'r"nT1 WIS O A.'XISH Ta S.G. a MDRE SPECIFICA.LY STAn I.EA R'S ROLE IN SUMMO:NATE PRSICO.i

",;:(]V ci ' r Pfixrs ./ 0"R 6 D1,ASIS N 'i w To 7Hii- 0t OF LA ? AND SmI GROUP
C 5 //tt9 OUXUERIIALL OCEICSES.

- U' 77 0et

0 5" /o /$ .To .2"

EDUCATION AND TRA4INING
0-- I MAKE COMPUTER NATUPAL EYTENSION OF OFFICER EACETI'IF A$ 7A1'F<-4 0 I ,ORKPLACE WITHOUT SACRIFICING VALUE OF NONFLECiUOnic MET.O.s

" MAKE TRANSITION TO MAJOR ED/TrG ME10,,00 IN EVOL,:IO ARY WAY ,o".
DECADE)

- PROVIDE CONCEPT THAT IS ACCEPTABLE TO C0RRENT ARMY CULTURE AND LEADERS!;IP(NOT A MAJOR REFORM "OVER NIGHT")
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I[n n L ?-l aT I P (Ip 1 LIIUIET AV F OT MENi PIRI0_ THE CAP AINO
(E I IHI l DEVELOPMENTAL ROLE

0 a ASSu {; SPCNJiI IL TfR O JN LEARNING ANDO EVFLOPIEtJI. REMAINS CURRENT 0 Fucus ON C{EfT1NG BRANCH PROF ICI(NCIES. CONTINU[S LIT ,
IN SUBJECT A.(A .IA .[A E LECTRON4IC ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE BASES MAINTAINED 13Y TRAINING AND EDUCAIION. ASSESSES OWN SHORTFALLS WHILE REMA'
THE SERVICE ScHOxLS. I" CO-MITIED TO A LIFESTYLE OF PHYSICALII/ENIAL MENTOR CRITIQUE. UsES CAT AND PROFESSIONAL READING TO REMAI

WILL-BEING AND LIFE-LONG IMPROVE(ENT OF OWN EDUCATION. PRIOACTIVEIY SEEKS BRANCH. FUNCTIONAL APIA OR AREAS OF CONCENTRATION.

INFORMATION AND IS PCEFPTIVE TO CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK.

ME N TOR

0 EXEMPLIFIES PROrESSIONAL VALUES. SHAPES AND hOLDS LIEUTENANT INTO ARMY 0 CONTINUES TO EXEMPLIFY PROFESSIONAL VALUES. IS A ROLE
CULTURE. STRESSES HANDS-ON. EXPERIENTIAL EXERCISES. HELPS LIEUTENANT KEEP FITNESS AND CONTINUED EDUCATION LIFESTYLES. ASSURES CAPTAI
CURRENT IN BRANCH SuBJECTS. ASSURES LIEUTENANTS' EXPERTISE IN CRITICAL TASKS DEMONSTRATED EXPERTISE IN CRITICAL SKILLS ASSOCIATED WITH F
ASSOCIATED WITH EMPLOYING WEAPONS (AND OTHER MOS UI REOUIREMENTS). EXPLAINS IMMEDIATE BATTLE. EXPLAINS AND REINFORCES BRIGADE LEVEL FR)

FACULTY MENTOR STRESSES COACHING AND GUIDING ASPECTS OF MEN
COMPANY AND BATTALION LEVEL FRAME OF REFERENCE. FACULTY MENTOR AT LIEUTENANT CHALLENGING SETTING. PROVIDES COURSEWARE AND DOCTRINAL INP
LEVFL IS A CAPTAIN PLATOON TACTICAL OFFICER OR TRAINER WJO STRESSES MISSION KNOWLEDGE BASE WITHIN APPROPRIATE BRANCH. FUNCTIONAL AREA UO
ACCOMPLISHMENT THRU DEVELOPMENT O SUBORDINATES. CONCENTRATION.

O PROVIDES DEVELOP(NIAL OPPORIUnIIIES TO ENHANCE COMMAND CLIMATE COTJDUCTIVE UNIT/ORG

TO LEARNING. CREATIVITY AND INITIATIVE. IN UNIT. HAS PROGRAM TO MONITOR 0 IN UNIT. PROVIDES DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES. ESPECIALL'
LIEUTENANTS' COMPETENCY IN LEARNING HOW TO LEAD AND FIGHT A PLATOON (AND OTHER FOSTER SKILLS AT FIUHTING AND SUPPORTING A COMPANY. USES CC

fUS II TASKS). STRESSES FIELD TRAINING THROUGH EXPERIENTIAL PHASE OF LEARNING SIMULATIONS. CAI AND OTHER TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES INTRODUCED

CYCLE. REVIEWS MATERIAL ON SERVICE SCHOOLS' COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE BASES FOR SUPPORT UNIT/ORGANIZATION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

RELEVANCE TO "REAL WORLD' SETTING. SUPPORTS INDIVIDUAL OFFICER'S CONTINUED MISSIONS. MONITORS CAPTAINS' COMPETENCY IN MIS III TASKS.

USE OF KNOWLEDGE BASE 1O REMAIN CURRENT AND MILITARY READING TO BROADEN THE

OFFICERS' PERSPECTIVE.

S(CmS SCHOOLS

o FACULTY MENTORS FOOEL PROFESSIONAL VALUES AND CONDUCT EXPERIENTIAL TRAINING 0 KOLE OF SCHOOL IS TO MENTOR RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT STL

DESIGNED TO PREPARE LIEUTENANT FOR ASSIGNMENTS AT THE LIEUTENANT LEVEL. TRAINING SUPPORT MATERIALS (E.G., SIMULATIONS CAI PACKAGES,
PROVIDES CONTEXT FOR LEARNING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS AND ENSURES OFFICER KNOWS INDIVIDUAL. UNIT AND ORGANIZATIONAL USE AND DEVELOP COMPUTER

FOR AC AND RC USAGE. HOLDS STUDENT RESPONSIBLE FOR FACTUALiSOU TO STUDY VARIOUS TYPE SUBJECTS. INSTRUCTS IN HOW TO USE VARIOUS REFERENCE MORE EXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION EXERCISES IN THE SrHOOL SETTIM
SOURCES IN REMAINING CURRENT IN BRANCH SUBJECTS. ITRODUCES LIEUTENANT TO SELF-ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PUq
AIDS AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE TRAINING AND EDUCATION. VALIDATES APPROXIMATELY
F0 OF IMS TASKS.

METHODS T0 EMPASIZE tETHOUS TO EMPHASIZE

CONMWNIONAL ELECTRONIC CONVENTIONAL ELECTRONI

INDIVIDUAL: INDIVIDUAL:

FIELD TRAINING COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION (CAI) PACKAGES FIELD TRAINING COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTI
PROFESSIONAL READING PROFESSIONAL READING COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (I

IENTOR: i'ENTOR:

FIELD PRACTICAL EXERCISES FIELD PRACTICAL EXERCISES
SMALL GROUPS (LESS THAN OR COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION (CAI) PACKAGES SMALL 6ROUPS COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTI
EQUAL TO PLT) CASE STUDIES COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (

HANDS-ON TRAINING PROFESSIONAL READING
PROFESSIONAL READIRG

UNIT/ORGANIZATION: UMIfi/OKGANIZATION:

FIELD TRAINING COMPUTER ASSISTED INST
EIEL TRAINING COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION (CAI) PACKAGES EXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (

tXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION EXERCISES

SCHOOLS: SCHOOLS:

HIELD TR.INING FIELD PRACTICAL EXERCISESALL 6ROUPS COMPUTER ASSISTED INS!PROFESSIONAL READING COMPUTEk ASSISTED INSTRUCTION (CAl) PACKAGES LASE STUDIES COMPUTER SIMULATIONS C
FIELD PRACTICAL EXEPCISES MAINTAINING COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE BASES PROFESSIONAL REAaING
SMALL GROUPS (LESS TiAN OR FACULTY MENTORS 9 SERVICE SChOOLS

EQUAL TO PLT)
HANDS-ON IRAINING

Figure P-13: Devel opienL Period RoI jes and MiX o

Mcelhod- to Enmlh;size.
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T~f CAPAIN 1)VEIOPiiENT P[PIOOF IN( MAJOR AND LIEUTENANTCLOE

OEVILOPtIENTAL ROLE DEVELOPMENTAt kOLE

P oo IVT DUA L

O fOCUS ON GAIN:NG IN-DEPTH TRAINING AND COMTTNu(D EDUCATION IN APPROPRIAIL
t-A..CH PROFICI(NCIES. CONTINUES LIF[SIYLE Of CONTINUED 'PACT CViU PATTERN. USES MIILITARY READING PROGRAM. CAI PACIAGEs. "CCHOOI
.. ASSESSES OWJN SHORTFALLS WHILE REMAINING RECEPTIVE TO Of THEI AIR' 11(,(CONFERENCES AND WARGAITES TO AUGMENT FIELD TRAINIkG~AI AN RFSINLREADING TO REMlAIN CURRENT IN OPPORTUNITIES. CONTINUES USE Of ASSESSMENT TECN'AOLO-ST TO IMONITOR STRENGTHS

(A OR AREAS Of CONCENTRATION. AND WEAKNESSES THEM PROGRESSES WITH HELP? OF mtINioR. EvotVE INSIGHTS FROM
EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES IN IJITIORGANIZATIONAL ASSIG~nENTS.j
SEEK To BECOME A MENTOR FOR JUNIOR OFFICERS IN UNIT AND SCHOOLHOUSE SETTINGS.

MENTOR?:

O bOTH SCHOC. AND UNIT MENTORS: EXPLAIN/REINFORCE DIVISION AMD INSTALLATION
LIFY PROFESSIONAL VALUES. IS A ROLE MODEL FOR PHYSICAL LEVEL FRAMIE OF REFERENCE. ASSURES MIAJORS AND LIEUTENANT COLONELS HAVE
EDUCATION LIFESTYLES. ASSURES CAPTAINS HAVE DEMONSTRATED EXPERTISE IN INTEGRATION OF WEAPONS SYSTEMS AND SJPPORT FUNCTIONS

f IN CRITICAL SKILLS ASSOCIATED WITH FIGHTING THE NECESSARY 1O OBTAIN AND SUSTAIN THESE SYSTEMS AND GENERATE MtAXIMUM COMBAT
PLAINS AND REINFORCES BRIGADE LEVEL FRAME OF REFERENCE. POWER (EXTENSIVE UCE OF COMPUTER SIMULATIONS, FIELD TRAINING AND VISITS TO
ES COACHING AND GUIDING ASPECTS OF MEN709SHIP IN NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER TO SUPPORT THIS TASK). SERVE AS MENTOR INSTRUCTORS
PROVIDES COURSEWARE AND DOCTRINAL INPUT TO COMPUTER IN USE OF SIMLATIONS. TELECONFERENCING AND CAI PACKAGES TO ENHANCE LEARNING
APPPOPRIATE BRANCH. FUNCTIONAL AREA DR AREAS OF AND DECISION MAKING CAPABILITIES. PROVIDE ASSESSMENT FEEDBACK ON DIOS IV AND V

TASKS.

UhI F/ORGA-i:

)EVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES, ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH 0 PROVIDE EXPERIENTIAL DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES TO RELATE SCHOOL THEORIES
INSANDSUPORTNG COPAN. UES OMPTERTO REAL WORLD. INCLUDE MTULTIPLE ELECTIZONIC TRAINING SUPPORT AIDS IN OFFICER

TIER ANIN POTECN OGIES ITOUED BYOSCOOLE T DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND CONDUCT OF OPERATIONAL MISSIONS. MONITOR MiAJOR AND

ION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND OPERATIONALLIUEATCONLVIAINOFUIVNDVAS.
PTAINS' COMPETENCY INt MS III TASKS.

SCHOOLS:

0 bCHOI. ROLE REMAINS ORIENTED ON TEACHING, PROVIDING TRAINING SUPPORT
o MENTOR RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS, PROVIDE MATERIALS FOR LNIT/ORGANIZATION AND KEEPING KNOWLEDGE BASE CURRENT FOR
IALS (E.G.. SIMULATIONS, CAI PACKAGES. ETC.) FOR MULTIPLE USERS AND FUNCTIONS. STRESS NEED FOR MORE COMPLEX INTEGRATION AND
RGANIZATIONAL USE AND DEVELOP COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE BASE SYNTHFS!S StILLS. INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO NEW TOOLS AVAILABLE To ENHANCE THEIR

HOLDS STUDENT RESPONSIBLE FOR FACTUAL CONTENT. ENABL IN- OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE AND CONTINUED EDUCATION PLUS CONCEPT OF
ICATION EXERCISES IN THE SCHOOL SETTING. PROVIDES UNIT/ORGANIZATION MENTORING OF SUBORDINATES. CONTINUE TO PROVIDE ASSESSMENT
INITiES FOR INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES. OPPORTUNITIES. WHEN DEVELOPED. ADD USE OF EDUCATIONAL ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE. EXPERT SYSTEMS AND SMART COURSEWARE TO CURRICULUM. VALIDATE MOS
TASKS AND PROVIDE FOUNDATION FOR NEXT Mb LEVEL.

METHODS TO EMPHASIZE ME THOUIS TO EMPHASIZE

ELECTRONIC CONENTIONAL ELECTRONIC

INDIVIDUAL:

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION PACKAGES FIELD TRIPS COMPUTER ASSISTED INTRUCTION PACKAGES
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (WARGAMES) CASE STUDIES 'SCHOOL OF THE AIR- COMPUTER

PROFESSIONAL READING TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO MODE)

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (WARGAMES)

ME NT Ok:
COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION PACKAGES
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (WARGAMES) FIELD TRIPS SR FACULTY MENTORS COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION PACKAGES

CASE STUDIES 2 SERVICE SCHOOLS SCHOIOL OF THE AIR' COMPUTER

FIEL ft'ACTCAL XERCSESTELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO NODE)
SMALL GROUPS COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (AGMS
PROFESSIONAL READING

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION PACKAGES
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (WARGAMES) UNI /&RbANIZATION:

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION PACKAGES

FIELD IRkININS (UN~IT) SCHOOL OF THE AIR' COMPUTER

LXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO MODE)

COM UT R A SI TED IN TR CTI N ACK GE XERCISES COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (WARGAMES) (UNIT)

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS (WARGAMES)

SCHOOLSS
SCOL IELD TRIPS NR FACULTY Tf-ENTORS COMPUTER ASSISTED INS TRUCTION PACKAGES

CASESTUIUA SEVICESCHOLS SCHIOOL OF THE AIR- COMiPUTER

F-IELD PARACTICAL IELCONFERENCING (IE/UI OE

SMALL GROUPS £ECSSARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. EXPERX

SL erodRoc' ad Ti o tOFESSIO.AAL F(EADING lysXIEli$ AND -SMART COURSCwARE-

ILPeio I,-Ie ad li o
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0fVFOPMNI PRI0 IN(CO(NQ EVELorrENI PET U' JH( *3ICADI(R AND MIAJOR GINTRA,

DEV(LOPMENIAL ROLE O(VELOPMENTAL ROLE

IhdlVIDUAL IAlIVIUU)L

O CONTINUt FOCUS ON GAINING EDUCATION AND EXPANDED FRAME OF REFERENCE THRU 0 DETERMINES OWN DEVELOPMENT NEEDS FROM KNOWLEDGE OF RESPC(SIP!

CORPS AND LAC. USES MILITARY READING PROGRAM. CAI PACKAGES. ARTIFICIAL COMMUNICATION WITH SUPERIORS AND OPPORTUNITIES MADE AVAILABLE BY

INTELLIGENCE. EXPERT SYSTEMS. -SMART COURSEWARE' (AS DEVELOPED). $ PROFESSIONAL READING pROGRAM THAT EXPANDS EXECUTIVE CAPAC:TY A

, TELEONFERENCING AND WARGAES TO AUGMENT FIELD TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES. UNDERSTANDING OF POLITICO-MILITARY AFFAIRS. LEARN TO USE NEW T,

CONTINUES USE OF ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGY TO MONITOR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES. IN THE MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION AND DECISION MAKING PROCESS. A.

EVOLVE INSIGHTS FROM EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITES IN MENTOR FOR SUBORDINATES AND LEARNi ART OF INFLUENCING COMMAND CL

UNIT/ORGANIZATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS. SERVE AS A SENIOR MENTOR 'EXPERT' IN AREA OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT ACTIONS.

CONCENTRATION. FUNCTIONAL AREA OR BRANCH. SHIFT DECISION STYLE TO HANDLE

NON-PROGRAMMED." HIGHER-LEVEL DECISION MAKING IN ADDITION TO ANALYTICAL
DECISION MAKING SKILLS USED AT LOWER LEVELS.

t NTOR .tENTOR

, 0 bOTH SCHOOL AND UNIT MENTORS: EXPLAIN/REINFORCE CORPS AND EAC FRAME OF 0 SIMILAR TO COL DEVELOPmENT PERIOD EXCEPT BROADENED FRAME OF P

REFERENCE. HAVE DEMONSTRATED EXPERTISE IN INTEGRATION OF WEAPONS SYSTEMS AND NATIONAL LEVEL. CONCENTRATE ON DISTRIBUTED DECISION MAKING BA,

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN AND SUSTAIN THESE SYSTEMS (EXTENSIVE USE COMMUNICATING INTENT AN. CREATING A COMMAND CLIMATE WHICH IS DE-

O COMPUTER SIMULATIONS, FIELD TRAINING AND VISITS TO NTC TO SUPPORT THIS SUPPORTIVE OF INDEPENDENT DECISION MAKING BY THE BG OR MG.
TASK). SERVE AS MENTOR INSTRUCTORS It, USE OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES TO ENHANCE

LEARNING AND DECISION MAKING CAPABILITIES. USE ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGY AS

OPPROPRIATE IN INTERACTION WITH COLONELS.

UNIr/ORG UNIT/ORG

PROVIDES EXPERIENTIAL DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES TO RELATE SCHOOL THEORIES 0 GIVES EMPHASIS TO AND TIME FOR GO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
TO HAVE DEPUTIES FILL PRINCIPALS' POSITIONS FOR SHORT PERI(OS G,

TO RtAL WORLD. INCLUDE MULTIPLE ELECTROfIC TRAINING SUPPORT AIDS IN OFFICER AND EDUCATION. IMCUOS HOLD PERIODIC SEMINARS AND EXERCISEa TO

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAPS AND CONDUCT OF OPERATIONAL MISSIONS. DECISION MAKING SKILLS AND ACHIEVE OTHER GO DEVELOPMENT OJECTIl

SCHOOLS ZCHOOLb

O SCHOOL ROLE REMAINS ORIENTED ON TEACHING THE FRAME OF REFERENCE FOR

ASSIGNMENTS AS COLONELS, PROVIDING TRAINING SUPPORT MATERIALS FOR FIELD AND 
0 INCLUDE SHORT POLICY IMPACT/STRATEGIC PLANNING EXERCISE DURINC

KEEPING KNOWLEDGE BASE CURRENT FOR MULTIPLE USERS AND FUNCTIONS. 
STRESS TRANSITION COURSE TO ASSIST IN DETERMINING THE LONG TERM IMPACT

OPERATION SHIFT IN USE OF MORE COMPLEX INTEGRATION AND SYNTHESIS SKILLS. INCREASE AWARENESS OF HOW FRAME OF REFERENCE SHIFTS TO NATIONAL

INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO USE OF NEW TOOLS TO ENHANCE THIS OPERATIONAL MULTIPLE SECTORS OF SOCIETY AND JOINT SERVICE. SPONSOR SHORT CO

EFFECTIVENESS AND CONTINUE EDUCATION FROM WORK AND HOME ENVIRONMENTS. 
COLLEGIUMS (AIDED BY VIDEO-AUDIO TELECONFERENCING). INCORPORATEi

CONTINUE TO PROVIDE ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES. WHEN DEVELOPED. ADD USE OF LEVEL DECISION SUPPORT AIDS AS DEVELOPED. PRODUCE SENIOR LEVEL

EDUCATIONAL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. EXPERT SYSTEMS AND 'SMART COURSEWARE" TO CAI PACKAGES. DEVELOP AND DISTRIBUTE RECOMMENDED READINGS AND S!

CURRICULUM.

MTHODS TO EMPHASIZE MiTHODS TO EMPHASIZE

COENTIONAL ELECTRONIC CONVNTIONAL ELECTRONIC

INDIVIDUAL: 
INDIVIDUAL:

FIELD tRIPC 
COLLEGIUMS TAILORED PREP" COMPUTER ASSISTED 'REFRESHE

COMPUTER ASSISTED 'REFRESHER' PACKAGES SEMINARS PERIOD BEFORE COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (

CASE STUDIZS COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO) FIELD VISITS NEW ASSIGNMENT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & E
PROFESSI3tAL READING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, EXPERT SYSTEMS PROFESSIONAL READING

AND 'SMART COURSEWARE' STRATEGIC PLANNING/POLICY IMPACT AID

PIENTOP: nENTOK:

FIELD TRIPS SR FACULTY MENTORS COMPUTER ASSISTED 'REFRESHER- PACKAGES SEMINARS COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING

CASE STUDIES AT SERVICE SCHOOLS COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO) COLLEGIUMS
FIELD PRACTICAL EXERCISES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, EXPERT SYSTEMS
SMALL GROUPS AND 'SMART COURSEWARE"
PROFESSIONAL READING UNIT/OGANIZATION:

UNIT/ORGANIZATION: 
FIELD TRAINING COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING

U IIORGAIZA[0N:EXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION

ILCTAOMMLEITAL AON PLIECATIO COMPUTER ASSISTED tXERCISE!
FIELD [RAINIt.G COMPUTER ASSISTED "REFRESHER- PACKAGESCOMNCNFRCECMPTRASTD 

XCSE

EXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, EXPERT SYSTEMS SCHOOLS:
AND "SMART COURSEWARE- SHORT COURSES COMPUTER ASSISTED "PEFRES"'!

HOT SEMINARS COmPUTER IELECONFERENCI?.G
H(OLb: COLLEGIUMS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGE'NCE

FILLDGIRIPS tXPERT SYSTEMS

FIELD IRIPS bR FACULTY (T, IORS COMPUTER ASSISTED "REFRESHER- PACKAGES STRATEGIC PLANNING/POLICY
CASE STUDIES AT SERVICE .coLS COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIOo/AdDIO)
FIELD PRACTICAL EXERCISES ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. EXPERT SYSTEMS

ALL GROUPS AND _SMART COIIRSEWAREV

PROFESSIONAL REAII,(

Figure --13 con!Ttinued:
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DEVEIOPMiEN7AI POLE I f~t1t.[ ItIJ

_:,-NT Nf;OS FROM KNOWLEOGE OF RESPONSIBILITIES. 0 SIMILAR To bG/miG DJEVELOPMIENT PERIOD. ADDJITIONALLY. LrG'S AND G7* MUST
AI!ORS AND )PPORTUNITIES MADE AVAILABLE BY DA. SUSTAINS HONE PERSONAL TALENIS OF PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION. CONCEPTUAL THINKING AND
PRAOGRAM THA~T EXPANDS EXECUTIVE CAPACITY AND AN ANTICIPATION OF EVENTS TO OPERATE EFFECTIVELY IN OVERSEEING THE ARMY AND IN
,CC-iMILITARY AFFAIRS. LEARN TO USE NEW TOOLS TO ASS!ST RELATING TO OTHER MAJOR AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS.
oORMjATION AlO DECISION MAKING PROCESS. ACTS AS A

AND LEARNS ART OF INFLUENCING COMMAND CLIMATE THROUGH
10.4S.

C~mENT PERIOD EXCEPT BROADENED FRAME OF REFERENCE TO 0 IGHLY INDIVIDUALIZED RELATIONSHIPS WITH MORE SENIOR OR RETIRED GENERALS OR
,'ATE ON DISTRIBUTED DECISION MAKING BASED ON PROMINENT CIVILIANS PROVIDING PERSPECTIVE AND GUIDANCE To LTG' AND (E'
* CREATING A COMMAND CLIMATE WHICH S5 DEMANDING YET ALSO. LFG'S AND GEN'tS USE EYES 01LY MESSAGE TRAFFIC AND TELECONFERENCING TO
N7 DECISION MAKING BY THE BG OR FIG. EXCHANGE INFORMATION AND ASSIST SUBORDINATES. WHEN DEVELOPED. TAILORED EXPERT

SYSTEMS AND -SMART COURSEWARE" WILL ENHANCk THEIR MENTORING AND CONITINUED
EDUCATICOM CAPABIL.ITIES.

D TIME FOR GO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. ACCEPTS NEED oSMLRT GM EEOMN EID
I!NCIPALS' POSITIONS FOR SHORT PERIODS OF GO TRAINING 0SMLRT G.I EEOMN EID

4ODLD PERIODIC SEMINARS AND EXERCISES TO ENHANCE WARTIME
L?.D ACHIEVE OTHER GO DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES.

SCtOOLS

IMPACT/STRATEGIC PLANNING EXERCISE DURING GO 0 SIMILAR To fiG/nG DEVELOPMENT PERIOD BUT WITH MORE RELIANCE ON CIVILIAN
1ST IN DETERMINING THE LONG TERM IMPACT OF POLICIES. UNI1VERSITIES CR INSTITUTES FOR EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS. ARmY/DOD
WFRAME OF REFERENCE SHIFTS TO NATIONAL STRATEGIES, SCHOOLS RESPONSIVE TO SENIOR GO NEEDS WITH DISTRIBUTED EDUCATION OR TRAINING
gTY AND JOINT SERVICE. SPONSOR SHORT COURSES. SEMINAR PROGRAMS.
0O-AUDIO TELECONFERENCING). INCORPORATE ADDED SENIOR

IDS AS DEVELOPED. PRODUCE SENIOR LEVEL 'REFRESHER'
OD DISTRIBUTE RECOMMENDED READINGS AND SYNOPSES.

MEHODS TO EMPHASIZE METHODS TO EMHASIZE

ELECTRONIC CONWENhIONA. ELECTRONIC

PREP' COMPUTER ASSISTED 'REFRESHER* PACKCAGES INDIVIDUAL:
ORE COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO) COLLEGIUMS INFORMATION STORAGE & DECISION AIDS
IENT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE £ EXPERT SYSTEMS SEMINARS CCOMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO)

FIELD VISITS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
IMPACT AID PROFESSIONAL READING EXPERT SYSTEMS

STRATEGIC PLANNING/POLICY IMPACT AID

COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO) M:rR
SEMINARS COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO)
COLLEGI WIS

COMPUTER IELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO) UNIT/ORGANIZATION:
LXECIESFIELD TRAINING COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO)

COMPUTER ASSISTED ERCSSEXPERIENTIAL APPLICATION
COMMAND CONFERENCES COMPUTER ASSISTED EXERCISES

COMPUTER ASSISTED -REFRESHER- PACK~AGES SCOOS:
CCMPLITER TELECONFERENCING (VIOEO/AUnIo) SHORT COURSES .INFORMATION STORAGE & DECISION AIDS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE bEMINARS COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING (VIDEO/AUDIO)
EXPERT SYSTEMS CLE~m RIIILITLIEC
STRATEGIC PLANNING/POLICY IMPACT AID COLEIUS RTCA INTELIGEC

STRATEGIC PLANNING/POLICY IMPACT AID



aim, major thrusts and policies follow. At Appen- a Senior Service College Army Research Associ-
dix 3 is a discussion of the anticipated long-range ate to monitor instutionalization of PDOS CCBI
impact on the officer and family of the education and othe major PDOS initiatives.
and training initiatives. ODCSPER/ODCSOPS incorporate a two

AIM day strategic planning/future policy impact anal-

To increase the tempo of prudent, sound officer ysis exercise for new brigadier generals with Offi-
decision making under the stresses of combat and cer Professional Development as the theme: usedheecin makng er texercise insights to assist senior Army leadership

in navigation of the desired PDOS system state.

MAJOR THRUSTS OACSIM mature PDOS process as a stra-

Use mentoring concepts and "smart- tech- tegic planning/policy impact ,nalysis model to
nology aids as major initiatives to attain aims. anticipate long-term professional development

Be proactive in incorporating evolving learn- needs and to assist in senior leader development.

ing concepts associated with computer technolo- (See Appendix i of this Ann;ex. Discussion of
gy while providing safeguards and re-assessment Policies, for a detailed discussion of all policies
checkpoints. relative to education and training methods.)

Support evolving efforts to provide a senior b. That A New CCBI Directorate Under The
leader aid in strategic planning/future policy im- Deputy Chief Of Staff. Training (DCST) At The
pact analysis using th:e PDOS product as a theme. Soldier's Support Center (SSC). Fort Benjamin
This will support the long-term navigation and Harrison (see PDOS Base Policy F70 And Policy
refinement of the professional development de- F71).
sired system. (i) Many options are available to

BASE POLICIES TRADOC as to how to undertake an expanded
computer-technology mission. The study recom-

TRADOC accelerate development of Coin- mends that strong consideration be given to an
puter Communication-Based Instruction (CCBI) action which places a CCBI Directorate under
technologies for use in schools, -inits/organiza- the TRADOC Deputy Chief of Staff, Training
tions and by individual officers so as to: (DCST). co-located at the SSC. This would set up

Capitalize on educational advantages of a relationship similar to that experienced be-
emerging technologies and the communications tween the DCS for Training and Evaluation (DC-
education model: STE) and the Combat Development Experimen-

tation Command (CDEC). Such a link would
Provide decision aids to increase the tem- place the directorate in close proximity to the

po of prudent. sound decision making under lead agent for artificial intelligence. By making
stress. these added manpower and funding resources

HQDA approve resources to accomplish ap- available. partncrships between TRADOC. uni-
proved CCBI-relatcd policies, to include: versities and ARI could function with the Army

being a strong. proactivc influence in the direc-
Task and fund the Corps of Engineers' tion courseware development takes using the

CERL laboratory to evaluate the most cost ciffec- pooled resources of large university consortiums.
tive ways to apply PDOS-recommcnded CCBI The link bttween the TRADOC Deputy Chief of
technologies and identify CCBI applications for Staff. Tr,;ing and the PDOS suggested CCBI
other populations. directorate might include the Training Technoii-

Provide one Directed Military Over- gy Agency as they currentl} perform a training
strength space for ODCSOPS -Training to coot- ro!e which parallels dihc eduation role empha-
dinate the CCBI expansion program. (Noie: Re- sized in the PDOS CCBI initiatives.
source estimates are based on the addition of a (2) Figure; P-14 and P-15 diagram the
CCBI Directoratc within existing TRADOC CCBI directorate concept and various options
structure. See b. below.) available to TRADOC. The universttv consorti-

um mentioned is just one of a number which areMILPERCEN send five majors to obtain aaabetrteAtyt onspriiatsn

pos-mawrslevel education in lntii-.ent Educa- a-ailable focr the Army to join as participants inpost-masters for edanin ItligntEc- the -smart courseware" dc~elopne.-t process. A
ti'nal s x~tems for eventual assignmnt to
TrRADOC. USMA. AR1 and the Army Staff. more complete description of the review of cur-rent iniiatives is contamed in the 3 November

DAS sontsor. for at least the next five 'cars. 1984 report by Dr. Arno!d Fisch and COL C'.H.
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Dunn entitled "Education and Training Methods tailored to meet the coursewarc development and
to Support Professional Development of Officers doctrine writing requirements of a mentor
Desired System.- faculty. HQDA and TRADOC must take action
NOTE: There are other university-private id to adjust staffing standards so enough mentor

indus faculty members are provided to the service
try consortiums worth participatiing in bytry c rm s he roupas inso schools to permit fulfilling their intended mentor
thre Ar. the pose gou was ao roles (i.e.. teach, coach, guide. advise, write doc-

velopment of AT&T and Bell Laborato- trine, develop courses and computer courseware).

ries but did not attempt to develop a (2) Establishing appropriate seniority for
complete list of candidate u.;iversities or "mentoring " faculty'. See recommended policies
private businesses. 084. 085 and 086. Annex 1.

c. Critical Education/Training Fac:ors For (3) Ex tending the tour of a selected few se-
Command Emphasis. There are seven areas niorfacult'r mentors. See rczommended policies
which this study presents as requiring intensive 084. 085 and 086, Annex I.
monitorship by senior Army leadership and the Discussion: Items (2) and (3) are major factors in
ARSTAF so the aims and major thrusts of the obtaining and maintaining sufficient experience
PDOS education and training methods strategies obtaing and m aint sufceteaperien
can be realized over the next decade. These seven
areas are identified below: tors. Practices such as substitution of lieutenants

for majors or lieutenant colonels on a service

(1) Modi/ing instructor staffing guides to school's Officer Distribution Plan allocation are
accommodate the needs offacult'" mentors. See not consistent with mentorship initiatives.
policies 084 and 085. recommended in Annex 1. (4) Establishing and long-term mnainte-
A Mentorship Strategy. nance of balanced cells of qualit'. See recom-

Discussion: At the -end of the pipeline- where imended policy F91. Annex X. Balanced Cells ofDiscssin: t th "ed o th piplin" were Quality.
the instructor student contact takes place. the
critical planning factor is how the instructors Discussion: This is a major factor in obtaining
spends their time. Existing staffing guides are not enough qualio" (nonpromotion risk officers) in

CCBI DIRECTORATE TRADOC OPTIONS
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r CCBI 
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Figure P-14: CCBI Directorate. TRADOC Options.
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service schools so real facultv mentoring can be the increasingly outmoded behavior/rule educa-
established. tion model.

(5) Reinforcing t/he development of deci- (7) hinplemzenii; I'DOS-rcompnentdcd
sion-inaking skills hr officer students. See recoin- policies and natvigating PI)OS desiret! srive'n
mended policy F95 Appendix L. thirough time.

Wa Establish a P1)05 cell in OD( SOPS.
Discussion: This policy seeks to focus emphasis See Policics P70 and 07 1: Annex W. C-ontrol and
on methods which are crucial to enhancing offi- Cordination.

cer ecison-akin skils.(b) ODCSPER over-watch and interilice
(6) Accelerating the educational uses 0/ with other studies. See recommended polices

computer teclinologr- h r.rn Ar schools and the in- 070 and 072: Annex W. Control and Coordina-
dividual o/ffleer. See recommended policies F70 tion.
and F7 1. Appendix 1. (c) Establish linkage to new information
Discussion: Major policies to assure that enough maragement regulation-AR 25-5. See policy
fiocus (1770) and enough resources (F/ 1) are pro- F773. Appendix 1.
vided to add the education oriented uses of corn- (dm J &id oflicers to post-masters level ed u-
puter technology and to provide a linkage to cation in advanrced educational tvchnologies See
higher education universities. The current Army policy F75. -!,pr. nd.x 1.
initiatives are. with a fey!- exceptions. oriented on
training and skills acquisition operating under (c) CERL study most cost effect.ve %%a% to

Enhancing Student Learning
t. WVITH

Information Technology

a THRCUGI! A
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apply PDOS CCi3I rtcommended technologies Discussion: These policies exist to implement
using the comsnunicaiors education model. See and institutionalize the education and training
policy F77. Appendix i. methods by helping to combat the natural ten-

.. dency of existing systems to resist the influences
(1) (onduct a Joint Service Investigation ochneTdIfencbtwnnarem

into use of artificial inte~tigence using the corn- ofcag.Tedfrnebtwnna-em
ntunitations education model. See policy F79. aims and long-term goals must be constantly em-

Appedix . -phasized to preclude confusion in understand-ng
Appenix 1.by the major players. Finally, a quantitative and

(g) (',)-.duct a new brigaidier general policy qualitative evaluation of the entire program
impact analysis exercise to provide ainnual feed- should be initiated once the major initiatives
back on the navigation of the professional devel- have had the opportunity to germinate.
oproent system~ o the CSA. VCSA and the AR-
STAF. See policy F80. Appendix 1. 5. CSA Remarks. The aim, major thrusts and

(h) Keep OACSIM involved in the educa- base policies in paragraph 4a. above, were ap-
tional uses of the computer. See policies F82 and proved in concept.
F83. Appendix I. Appendices

(i) Annually provide an Army Research I Discussion of Policies.
Associate to monitor the POOS major thrusts. 2 Polic% Spread Sheets - Education ant;
See policy F88. Appendix 1.- Training Policies.

6) Cndvt a Arv Scenc Fotd um- 3 Anticipated Long-Range Impact on the
0) Cndet a Arm- Siene boid um-Officer Family of Education and Train-

mer Stud% in 1935 which anal~zes PDOS use of ing Initiatives.
advanced techinologies to support education and 4 Action Plan.
liaining. See policy FS9. Appendix 5 Phasing and Resource Plan.

(.k: OIJCSOPS rewrite AR350-1 . Training 6 Information and Media Plan.
and Educatit-:- Systtns to incorporate PI)OS 7 Glossary.
major hrusts. See pCilic F00. Appendix I. 8 Bibliography.
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Appendix I to Annex P

Discussion of Policies

1. PURPOSE. To present all of the PDOS- (2) Recommend TRADOC consider ad-
recommended policies associated with education ding a new CCBI Directorate under the
and training methods. TRADOC Deputy Chief of Staff for Training and

locating it at the Soldiers' Support Center (SSC).

2. DISCUSSION. Following each policy (3) Discussion:
number is found a code which refers to the pur- (a) CCBI includes all uses of the computer
pose of the policy. The codes are: to support training and educational instruction

S-Policy intended to support an educa- in schools, units and organizations and by indi-
tion and training NEED. An area requiring ad- vidual officers. Examples are: knowledge bases.
ded emphasis. computer-assisted instruction (CAI) programs.

l-Policy intended to support INSTU- "School of the Air' video/audio teleconferencing.
AI-Poic intended toS suppadortheT interactive video disk systems. simulations, in-

TIONALIZATION of jrDO CCBI (and other formation and policy impact analysis decision-
support aids and artificial intelligence-expcrt

B-BASE policy: one which is essential systems.
for supporting the need and/or implementation. (b) The new CCBI charter would integrate

SP-SUPPORTING POLICY: one all educational CCBI technologies. Funds to pro-
which supports a Base Policy and reflects only cure systems and support training necessary for
one of many ways that the major thrusts could be their acceptance and use would be provided scpa-
supported. rately from the TRADOC budget. Acquisition

and procurement authority under the provisions
a. Polio"' F70 S/I/B of AR 25-5 would reside with the centeragency

(1) Direct TRADOC to accelerate the in- director. The CCBI Directorate will act as the
troduction and use of computer-communication service schools' agent in gaining administrative
based instruction (CCBI) technologies, as indi- approvals. It will establish bonus incentives for
cated for Development Pci iods 1-6. into military schools to create centers of quality and excellence
schools. initially, then into units/organizations in CCBI education. The CCBI Directorate will
and ultimately for use by individual officers. The develop training programs to gain acceptance of
aim is to use these technologies in the school CCBI technologies by school faculties. Their aim
setting first in order to: is to -make CCBI happen in support of the

faculty mentor" by performing a service for
(a) Capitalize on the educational advan- schools and units and organizations. The Direc-

tages of emerging technologies. torate will interface with ODCSOPS (Director of

(b) Make officers comfortable with routine Training). OCSA (US Army FORUM). OAC-
use of electronic technologies. SIM. USMA. AMC. other services. DOD. other

(c) Develop officer decision-making skills Federal agencies and civilian higher educational
institutions. Coordination with OACSIM is vital

which carry over in to operational applications, to tracking the myriad of information communi-

(d) Accelerate the introduction and the de- cation technologies that impact on CCBI. Exam-
vclh.pmcnt of decision-making aids in the Army pies of the complexity of the technology are: data
with the overall aim of increasing the tempo of bases, laser printers. Al. microchips, robotics. fi-
prudent. sound decision making under the stress- ber-optics, graphics. microwave and satellite
cs of combat. communications.
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(c) A link to Training Technology Agency (2) Discussion: The widespread use of
and/or Army Training Support Center is also ap- computers in the home is likely to alter work
propriate. From the study group's perespective. habits and schedules. A concerted effort should
the missions of the CCBI directorate and TTA be made to responsibly absorb the negative im-
are most compatible. The SSC location recom- pact of CCBI which individuals may experience
mendation is based primarily on the artificial in- in both the work and the home settings.
telligence activities there. The most potentially f. Policy F75: S/SP
useful technologies in the efforts to enbance offi-
cer decision making under stress are felt to be (1) Send five majors to obtain post-mas-
wargames, artificial intelligence and expert sys- ters level education in programs tailored to pro-
tems. vide the Army with expertise in the field of intel-

(d) Under the PDOS concept. the service ligent educational systems.

schools are the place where new learning technol- (2) Disperse these assets to OACSIM,
ogies are "pilot tested" prior to decisions to ex- TRADOC (e.g., to the CCBI Directorate); USMA
pand to other schools or other populations. US- and the Army Research Institute.
MA is an ideal partner in this development and (3) Discussion: This policy is strongly sup-
testing process as their focus is primarily on edu- ported by the
cation and the cognitive, decision-making pro-
cesses.For a number of reasons, they should be g. Policy P76: SiSP
the ~organizational mentor" for "smart course- (1) Direct DCSPER to task the Army Re-
ware" experimentation and wvork closely with the search Institute to validate the PDOS analysis
TRADOC CCBI directorate and any partner- with regards to the match of CCBI systems to
ships established for education-oriented course- varied types of knowledge/skill proficiencies.
ware development.

(2) Provide the findings to ODCSOPS,
SP 7Training; OACSIM and TRADOC (and to the

HQDA approve the resource augmentation nec- CCBI Directorate when formed).
essary to accomplish Policy F70. An estimate of h. Policy' 77: S/ISP
the resource requirements is provided with the
provisions for further analysis of cost effective- (1) Direct the Chief of Engineers to task
ness and overlap with parallel computer technol- and fund the Construction Engineers Research
ogy initiatives; see Policy F77, below. Laboratory (CERL) to evaluate the most cost ef-

e. Policy F72: liSP fective ways to apply Computer Communica-
tions Based Instruction technologies and identify

Augment ODCSOPS, Training with one officer applications of CCBI to other populations (e.g.,
space to monitor the CCBI expansion program enlisted soldiersor civilians) and mission areas
and eff'ect the necessary coordination with OAC- (e.g., Army Continued Education Program).
SIM and OCSA (US Army FORUM). (2) Provide the findings to ODCSOPS,

d. Policy F73: S/lISP Training to TRADOC Training Technology

Direct ODCSOPS to coordinate with OACSIM Agency (TTA), Army Training Support Center
to arrange the necessaryacquisition and procure- (ATSC). Combined Arms Training Activity

ment authority for the CCBI Directorate under (CATA), USMA and CCBI Directorate. when

the provisions of the new AR 25-5, which re-

places AR 18-1 on matters pertaining to informa- (3) Discussion: Work would be based on
tion management and computer acquisition and the new communications education model (Fig-
procurement; concurrently, pursue authority to ure P-8) and include, as advisors, prominent edu-
purchase "audio-visual"type items under AR cators in the theory of knowledge and adult learn-
108-2. ing. This analysis would be used by ODCSOPS

and TRADOC to help justify their CCBI require-
" oments. CERL analysis would provide the follow-

(1) Direct ODCSPER to investigate the ing deliverables:
potential impact on officers' families and the (a) Potential CCBI applications beyond
family environment of the widespread use by all
family members of computer technology in the officer population.

home setting. (b) Potential CCBI use strategies.
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(c) Potential cost savings/avoidance mea- tute at AWC as they already havea Futures
sures. Group linked to DA DCSOPS. They would be an

appropriate "home" for the exercise conducted
(d) A cross-trainingeffectiveness analysis. under the direction of the ODCSPERIODCSOPS
(e) A sample front-end procedure to use to GO/SES development team.

implement CCBI pilot projects.

i. Policy F78: S/SP I. Policy F81: S/SP
Direct ODCSPER to purchase an artificial intel-

Direct TRADOC (working with USMA) to devel- iigence-cxpert system software package for the
op mentor training programs to help gain accept- existing FORECAST system. This will assist in
ance of CCBI technologies in the schools and in making the strategic planning exercise for new
units and organizations and oversee computer brigadier generals simple and "user friendly" (see
courseware development by civilian education Policy n0. above).

specialists. Action should be initiated upon com-
pletion of the actions in Policy F77. m. Policy FO2: S/lSP

j. Policy F79: S/SP Direct OACSIM. Futures and Concepts Director-

Direct OACSIM to allocate research funds to ate to work with ODCSPER, GO/SES Develop-
pursue a Joint service initiative for the develop- ment Team to continue development of the
ment of educational uses of Artificial Intelli- PDOS futures process as a strategic planninc/pol-
gence-Expert Systems (AI-ES) and related tech- icy impact analysis model for use in senior Army
nologies. Action should be initiated upon leader development program.
completion of the actions in Polic, F77.

n. Policy F83: li/SPk.Plc-80. SIISPk. Policy F8 (I) Direct OACSIM and ARI to include

(1) Direct ODCSOPS/ODCSPER to in- the implications for officer education training in
elude the design of a two day -user friendly" their participation with the MIT Sloan School of
strategic planning/ futures policy impact analysis Management's "Management in the 90's- pro-
exercise in the evolving educational program for gram and the Harvard Center for Information
new brigadier generals. The planning exercise Policy Research's "Program on Information Re-
will use the professional development of officers source Policy."
as a theme. The output from this sub-course is a
set of recommended adjustments in the profes- (2) Discussion: These efforts are aimed at
sional development of officers strategy: it is a the development of technology scenarios based
tool/aid for senior Army leaders (CSA, VCSA on the experiences of leading-edge organizations.
and _ARSTAF) as they -navigate" the Army to- the definitions of the policies surrounding the use
wards the professional development desired sys- of computer technologies and the discussions de-
*em state. signed to explore the insights gained from re-

search. The Army (OACSIM) is one of the major
(2) Discussion: participating organizations. An active feedback

(a) LTC's Carl Stout and Carolyn Russell link between OACSIM and the TRADOC CCBi
will design the exercise by 31 Mar 85 for subse- Directorate is essential to the latter's efforts to
quent turnover to ODCSPERI-ODCSOPS responsibly manage the assimilation of CCBI in-

to all military schools plus the work and homeGO/SES development transition team and in- settings of Arnmy officers.

corporation in the overall brigadier general

course plan. o. Policy F84: SiSPDirect AMC to build
(b) Effort will be monitored by ODCSOPS computer assisted instruction (CAI) into all new

planners to assure that there is compatibility with equipment training packages for new major oper-
Army long-range planning initiatives. ational systems.

(c) Effort will be tied to the work in Expert p. Policy F86: S/B
Systems by OACSIM, Futures and Concepts Di- (1) FOR RESERVE COMPONENT-
rectorate and the participation of the Joint AC- Direct TI)DFOR REER COMPNEn

DietTRADOC, tog-ether with NOB andSIM/ARI participation in research with MIT. CHarvrdan oter pomient nivrsites.OCAR, to concentrate on the development of an1-larvardand other prominent universities, education and training methods support strategy

(d) Effort will be made- to arrange sponsor- which is aligned with the Active Component
ship of theexercise by the Strategic Studies Insti- strategy.
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(2) Discussion: The methods selected will existing systems. Continue this sponsorship for at
concentrate on assisting individual officer self- least the next five years.
development with a minimum of in-residence
schooling required. The CERL study (Policy F77) t. Policy F89: lISP
will incorporate this in its recommendations. (1) Direct the Army Science Board (ASB)

q. Policy F87: S/SP to conduct the 1985 Summer Study on education
(1) FOR RESERVE COMPONENT- and training technologies.

Direct ODCSPER, together with NGB and (2) Discussion: The study will build on
OCAR, to study the impact of PDOS policies, the 1982 DSB Summer Study on training tech-
specifically those related to resident and non-res- nology. the PDOS CCBI initiatives and the
ident school instruction, unit training require- CERL report (Policy F77). if available by the
ments and use of CCBI, on the Reserve Compo- 1985 ASB Summer Study.
nent officer. his family and civilian employer.

(2) Discussion: The study will look at offi- u. Policy FQC. l/SP

cer willingness to remain in the Reserve Compo- Direct DC'OPS to incorporate the PDOS educa-
nent as time requirements for professional devel- tion and ,raining strategies and major thrusts in
opment increase, the new AR 350-1. Army Training and Education

System.
r. Policy J26: S/SPDirect TRADOC to de-

velop in-resident and non-resident military in-
struction programs simultaneously and maintain v. Policy F95: SI/B/SP
them current, together. Direct TRADOC to support and develop officer

decision skills at all levels of school instruction
s. Policy F88: lISP and in the unit and organization through the fre-

Direct DAS to sponsor a Senior Service College quent use of simulations, experiential exercises
Army Research Associate to continue to look for and in small group settings using mentor instruc-
ways to institutionalize PDOS CCBI initiatives tors who teach, coach and guide (refer to policy
and other major PDOS thrusts within the Army's 084).
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Appendix 2 to Annex P

Policy Spread Sheets

PURPOSE: To present, in concise format, thepolicies for education and training methods.
NOTE: This Appendix does not include the

small group method policies as they
are covered in the MENTOR Spread
Sheet.
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Appendix 3

Anticipated Long-Range Impact on the Officer and Family of Education
and Training Initiatives

i. PURPOSE: To present an analysis of the velonment Periods 1-4 result from learning uses
anticipated long-range impact on the officer fam- of technology during a resident school experi-
ilv of the education and training policies recom- ence. These tools can then enhance the opera-
mended in this annex. tional missions of units and organizations.

2. DISCUSSION: (3) The long-term decreases in impact for
the officer results from the widespread uses ofa. Annex T. Impact on Families, discussesthe eneral considerations identified in this studouware at the school and thersettings

the eneal onsieraion idetifed n ths sudy as the oicer assumes more responsibility for his
as to the impact of PDOS policies on the officers ofinal develoment.homeenvionmetsprofessional development.
home environments.

b. The policies associated with education c. in general the long-term positive benefits
which accrue as a result of the establishment of

and training methods rely heavily on educational PDOS-recommended education and training
technologies to lessen the burden on officers.
families, units and the schoolhouse. A portion of proved educio n triintcnooies
Annex T is repeated here. to emphasize the role trough cuter c n ctins be n-through computer communications based in-
which technology is expected to play in decreas- struction which permits all involved to learn.
ing the demands of time on the key actors in the teach. manage andmake decisions -smarter" and
professional development process. faster."

(I) The long-term decreases in impact in d. In general, the negative detractors %hich
the school environments for Development Peri-
od are the retof all officers hcould result tom the implementation of PDOSeducation and training methods policies are in
quired a core foundation in the schoolhouse at poca,.o f"oli zation- which ac
the start of a development period. During subse- the potentI loss of socialization ic

quent assignments. officers receive shorter func- crues to offcrs during an extensive reident
tional courses which update and reinforce this school experience. This loss is not possible to
foundation measure- It is possible to conceive of a different

sort of socialization. one similar to that curremly
(2) The long-term decreases in impact in experienced by officers who utilize the US Army

the unit and organization environments for Dec- FORUM networks.

of POSPtido ieOfe-0WFrWawthe Ainy

*ear and Long-Term Im if PaOS Poces on e Office- me Fa -m -

SCHOOL UNrURG SELF

LONG NEAR LOG NEAR LONG
OP TERM TERM TERM. TERM TERM TERM

o NA NA D -
1 D 0 0 0
2 0 D 0/1
3 D D 1 0
4 D 0 I D
6 : 1 0

I -- t-nease D Decrease NA a MwAc-abe 8Ianks NoMa Ch-ar
F!xn C--,er Sae.

P-3-1
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Appendix 4 to Annex P

Action Plan

PURPOSE:

To present the action plan worksheets for the
education and training methods policies.
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Appendix 5 to Annex P

Phasing And Resource Plan

PURPOSE: To present the plan which re-
flects:

a. The phasing of each education and training
policy over the next few years.

b. The dollar and manpower requirements.
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Appendix 6

Information and Media Plan

PURPOSE: To present the information and
media plan for the education and training meth-
ods policies.
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Appendix 7 to Annex P

Glossary

1. PURPOSE: To define terms which are new, intermediate aims are to teach officers to learn
unique or critical to this study. faster and smarter, overcome combat skill obso-

2. GLOSSARY: lescence; enhance knowledge and skill retention
and make computers a natural extension of the

a. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (Al). In officer in peacetime and wartime workplaces.
general, is the science of giving human-like learn- CCBI places an emphasis on the following elec-
ing and thinking qualities to machines. Specific tronic technologies:
sub-fields are knowledge acquisition ("learning"); (1) Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)
knowledge retention ("memory"); application of and interactive video disk (IVD) systems.
knowledge ("common sense," logic, complex cog-
nitive processes); language and speech recogni- (2) Computer simulations (wargames).
tion and voice digitizing. The major focus of the
PDOS education and training methods analysis (3) Computer teleconferencing.
is on the use of Al for knowledge acquisition and (4) Artificial intelligence.
retention and the application of Al to provide a (5) Strategic planning/futures policy im-
new level of speed and simplicity to the decision pact analysis tools/aids.
making process.

b. COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION a (6) Information storage and decision tools/b. CMPUTR ASISTD INTRUCION aids.
(CA!): Any instruction which uses a computer to
manage, generate or deliver instruction. In the (7) Knowledge bases.
PDOS desired system it is intended that CAI in-
clude: d. COMMUNICATION/CONTROL MOD-

EL. A relatively new education and knowledge
(I) A data base whith is common to and model which seeks to add an interdisciplinary

accessible by doctrine developers, combat devel- and computer technology dimension to the ex-
opers, instructors, units in the field and individu- isting widely used educational theories. For fur-
als. ther details, refer to the works of Dr. Doreen Steg

(2) Instructional packages which provide referenced in the bibliography.
to the student an in-depth knowledge or may pro- e. COMPUTER LITERACY. The knowledge
vide information at a refresher or familiarization of what a computer is and the functions it may
level. perform. One who is computer literate has the

(3) Testing packages. ability to apply computer-related terms, concepts
and capabilities to one's job. Computer literacy(4) Teacigraid pskills equate to oral and reading skills. The con-opment programs. cept of computer literacy in an education setting

(5) Authoring systems. is not simply learning to manipulate a word
(6) Menu driven access to above packages. processor or spread-sheet nor is it learning how

to program a computer. Those tasks are skills-
c. COMPUTER - COMMUNICATION based which are learned through training. Within

BASED INSTRUCTION(CCBI)-The electronic an educational context, computer literacy refers
methods component of the overall PDOS educa- to the capability to use the computer as a tool for
tion and training methods strategy. The overall gathering, processing and communicating infor-
aim of CCBI is to increase the tempo of prudent, mation related to the learning process. In an or-
sound officer decision making under stress. The ganizational setting, it refers to using it for intelli-
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gent application and amplilication of learned k. INSIGH!!7, Ideas and thoughts derived in-
knowledge and skills. ternally from an ability to see and understand

1. ( RSh*R, Trhis term came into use clearly the nature of things, A necessary part of
as computer assisted instruction grew in order to making judgments, of deciding, of "putting it all
provide at distinction between the sollware pro- together." "of bcing aware," of wisdom and far-
grams that contArol the hardware devices and sightedness. Answers the question: What does
the software tailored to providing instructional in this mean? What is important in this situation?
teractions. As it has conic to be used, courseware Insight cannot be taught directly, but can be in-
refers to the mnaterials of instruction that consti- duced by well educated, experienced faculty, us-tute applications programs administered by com- ing appropriate teaching methods. Generally, aputer delivery systcms. SMART" COURSE- product ofeducation rather than of training.
WARE. Refers to computer courseware aimed at I. INSIGHT MODEL. Another education
enhancing officer decision making capabilities, and knowledge model which has been widely
Such courseware will enable students to work used in some educational situations but not in
smarter and faster by providing: general in the American education system.

(I) Good access to relevant knowledge. m. KNOWLEDGE. Information, data, facts,
(2) Ease ofcomputation. theories, concepts. The factual basis of anycourse of learning. Answers the question: What

(3) Ability to simulate situations that are should I know? May be achieved by many learn-
too expensive, dangerous or impossible to ob- ing methods. Knowledge is highly perishable if
serve directly. not used routinely.

As a result of using "smart" courseware, officers n. MENTOR. A leader involved in develop-
can focus on concepts, theories, models, problem ing (through education, socializing and training)
solving and decision making rather than on cleri- an individual by being for that individual a role
cal tasks. They can achieve mastery of the art and model, teacher, coach, advisor and guide. A
science of war rather than on just becoming fa- school faculty mentor has the additional respon-
miliar with it. sibilities of writing doctrine and developing

g. EDUCATION. This involves how to think courses.

and decide. It involves learning new concept for- o. SKILLS. Abilities which can be developed
mulation. The result is the development and and are manifested in specific levels of perform-
growth of the individual. A product of education ance. They may not be manifested in
is the acquisition of insights-an understanding the"potential" to do other or higher levels of per-
of the meaning of concepts; an understanding of formance. Are developed through learning to ma-
how to articulate one's intent and frame of refer- nipulate "known" knowledge. Answers the ques-
ence; an understanding of contexts. The distinc- tion: What should I be able to do? Categories of
tion between training and education is important skills include:
in that it permits a comparison of present with (1) Information-retrieval skills-reading,
future needs for the Army and this distinction researching, hearing.
underlies the general thrust of Annex P.

h. EDUCATION AND TRAIINING METI- (2) Communication skills-writing, speak-
DS. ThseUCtIo ANDc TR G ETpH- ing, using languagesand technology; communica-

ODS. Those methods which should be empha- tions with people and through objects.
sized to support the individual officer, units and
organizations and unit and school MENTORS in (3) Technical and tactical
performing their professional development roles skills-performance within a specific activity;
during each Development Period. e.g., map reading, marksmanship.

i. GESTALT BASED. A school of thought (4) Human relationship skills-the ability
which affirms that responses to experiences are to work effectively as a group member and to
based on an unanalyzable whole rather than on build cooperative efforts within a team; self
specific elements of a situation. awareness and interpersonal skills.

j. IMPRESSION/BEHA VIOR/RULE MOD- (5) Leadership skills (e.g., counseling).
ELS. Theoretical education and knowledge mod- (6) Analytical and conceptualization
els which form the basis for a majority of the skills-problem identification, problem solving,
Army's post-commissioning service school train- decision making, planning, estimating the situa-
ing. tion, synthesizing, inducing, structuring, cyber-
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netic systems analyzing. These skills vary at dif. such as duty, integrity, loyalty, patriotism, public
l'erent cognitive levels. service, taking care of ones subordinates, accom-

p. '/'RINING. Yields skills for performing plishing the mission. Answers the questions:
p.ties in ING.ieldkssil ,s i What do I believe? Where do I draw the line?

duties in specific work assignments. Teaches in- Values, like insights, must be derived by the indi-
dividuals how to do something. Learning some vidual if values are to have meaning. Values may
spcifed pattcern of behavior. It transmits past be derived, induced or precipitated by knowledge
experience or "known" knowledge, about values, their importance to professional-

q. VALUES. Convictions, fundamental be- ism and the statements and behaviors of others
liefs, standards governing the behavior of people. (specifically mentors) about personal commit-
Includes attitudes toward professional standards ment to values.
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Annex 0

Officer Functional Education and Training

1. PURPOSE. To provide the PDOS findings (1) Under the current dual-specialty con-
and recommendations concerning officer func- cept an officer is normally designated with an
tional education and training, additional specialty before reaching the eighth

year of commissioned service. As a general rule.

2. DISCUSSION. educ tion and training are available or being de-
veloped to prepare an officer for duty in the addi-

a. Scope. The scope of this study did not tional specialty. (NOTE: Based on OPMS Study
include the unique education and training re- Group's recommendations. "additional special-
quirements for each branch or functional area ty" is being changed to "functional area" and
nor the requirements for individual functional additional specialties that were branches are not
courses. Instead functional education and train- allowed as second specialties).
ing was examined at the macro level and broadpolicy recommendations developed. More de- (2) The proponency system is having a posi-
tailed analysis was conducted where shortfalls tive effect on officer professional development.waieeod and wsggesonsucted a here adents Previous shortfalls in the system are being ad-w ere fo u n d a n d suggestio n s are m ad e in th is an - d r s e a n co e t d b y h e r p n n s . V bl
nex that should be a starting position for propo-
nents to address the issue. career paths are being defined. Duty descriptions

are being standardized. Education and training

b. Definitions. shortfalls are being identified and courses being
developed. The overall positive effect of the pro-

(1) For the purpose of this study, function- ponency system cannot be overemphasized. (See
al education is defined as providing the broad- Appendix I for further discussion of proponency
based and technical knowledge required for a ca- system).
reer in a functional area. Examples are the Mili-
tarv Comptrollership Course at the Soldier Sup- d. Current system weaknesses.
port Center, the Comptrollership Program at (1) Overall the functional education and
Syracuse University. the Material Acquisition training is working well and is meeting the docu-
Management Course at the Army Logistics Man- mented needs. There are areas that could use im-
agement Center, and the Program Management provement, and the following discussions of
Course at the Defense Systems Management Col- these should not lead the eader to assume that
lege. the system is in need of major overhaul. Also,

(2) Functional training provides for those some of the areas discussed below were outside

skills that are atypical to a branch or not included the scope of the PDOS and covered by the OPMS

in the common core of officers' proficiencies and Study Group. They are discussed for the purpose

which are necessary for specific duty require- of showing the effect on PDOS and to provide

ments. The training may result in the award of a support to the OPMS Study Group's recommen-

skill identifier. Examples of functional training dations. Refer to the OPMS Study Group Final

are the Airborne Course at Ft Benning. the U.S. Report for detailed discussion of their findings
Army Installation Management Course at Ft Lee. and recommendations.

the Joint Command. Control, and Communica- (2) Position coding does not accurately
tions Operations and Staff Officer Course at the reflect requirements. The manning documents.
Armed Forces Staff College. and the Battalion S-I especially Table of Distribution and Allowances
Course at the Soldier Support Center. (TDA), change frequently and make it difficult

for personnel planners to develop an inventory to
c. Current system strengths. meet the Army's requirement. These manning
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documerts are the basis for modelitig to deter- mal entr%-lexel education or training available.
mine future needs This is analogous to building nor is ant planned. These are Personnel Manage-
a house on a sandbar. The education and training ment (SC 41) and Operations. Plans. and Train-
requirements are also derived from the same ing (SC 54). (See Appendix 3 for further discus-
base. Actions being taken as a result of the OPMS sion of entry level courses.)
Study Group concerning documert control will (5) Functional training time. when cou-
"firm" up the base and provide more predictable pled with "primary" courses (i.e.. OBC. OAC.
requirements. (.'AS3. and CGSOC). is extensive for some spe-

(3) Management b entire position code is cialties such as Foreign Area Officer. Research
lacking. Manning documents and requisitions are and Development. and Logisticians. which
based on a coding system that identifies a prima- makes dual tracking difficult. (See Appendix 4
ry specialt,. a second specialt%. and skills re- for further discussion.)
quired for a position. The US Army Military Per-
sonnel Center management system keys on the (6) The current education and training
primary specialty and. onl\ if possible. consider- svstem is not designed to implement the OPMS
ation is given to the second specialty and skill. Stud. Group's recommendations that there be
This causes several problems. -\n officer can be multiple career tracks (i.e.. dual. single, and/orThiscaues sverl pobles. n ofice ca be seqjential) The 20 percent of' the officers that
assigned to a position and not have received the sdetacTe 20 perc n e osh
required education and/or training. The position
will probably be recoded to meet the officer's dated since the system is oriented toward branch

specialties thus increasing the problem addressed requirements. The current system has been de-

in the previous paragraph. Also. the inventor signed for dual-tracking. therefore, no major
rithereets pare based onl s on the primary spe- changes are anticipated. The system. however.requirements aneeds adjustment to recognize the education and
cialties without consideration of the second spe- training requirements for sequentially tracked of-
cialty requirements. This leads to a continued icers. As members of the officer corps. these of-
inability to fill a requisition based on second spe- ficers will still require education and training in

cialty. For example. for SC54 (Operations. Plans. the common core and will require additional ed-

and Training) more than half the positions re-

quiring SC54 have SC54 as the second code (i.e. ucation and training to become "in-depth" ex-

2414 of 4604 posilions). The inventory (5547) perts in their fields.

was developed using on!y the number of posi- e. Desired s\stem.
tions (2190) with SC54 as first specialty code. By ) The underlying premise for functional
comparsion. SC41 (Personnel Management) has dic v
1812 positions where SC41 is indicated first, development is that every officer receives the re-

1044 positions with SC41 indicated second. sup- qued functional educat'on and training prior to

ported b% an inventory of 5210 officers with any assignment. This places greater emphasis on
SC41. The result of current inventoryvdetermina- managing by the entire position code. If an offi-
tion Tehod rslt of1 creniverto determina cer is slated for a position that requires function-tion method is 5210 SC41 officers to fill 2856 al area expertise. the officer will have completed
positions requiring SC41 and _5547 SC54 officers th enr-ee i
to fill 4604 positions requiring SC54. The the entr-level military course prior to reporting
method to determine inventor," requirements wl to that assignment. If the position requires a skill.maeh to eringed. inenctior. r remsl he the officers will have completed the requirements
have to be changed. The actions. as a result of the for designation of the skill identifier prior to the
OPMS Study Group recommendations concern-

assignment. The rationale for the preceding is
ing skill proponency. single. dual tracking and asgnent. The ratioe frth precins
branch immaterial codes. should help reduce this we a i so t f iarea or skill designator. that position requires anproblem. (For discussion of skills see \ppendix officer with proficiencies not common to all of-

ficers of the rank associated with the position.

(4) Entry-level military courses are not Otherwise the position would have been coded as
available for all functional area specialties. Func- branch immaterial. Also. for a specialt% or skill to
tional areas such as ADP S~stem Officer (SC 53) be designated as such. unique proficiencies will
and Operations. Research and Systems Anal~sis have been identified. If no such proficiencies
SC 49) can be entered through civilian graduate were identified, the specialt\ or code would not
studies. These studies provide the technical have qualified or been designated as a separate
knowledge in the functional area but do not pro- specialt, or skill. Given then that there are profi-
vide the required military perspective. (See Ap- ciencies associated with a specialt, or code. the
pendix 5 for further discussion of Advanced Civil officer needs an educational or training experi-
Schooling.) Some functional areas hay io for- ence to provide the proper frame of reference to
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develop the proficiencies. In the case of some nents to ensure the meetings/seminars/conven-
skills, the experience can be gained through civil- tions have professional development value and
ian education and/or experience. The same is are not just a social gathering.
true for areas of concentration. (See Annex G, for (4) A conclusion reached by the study
further discussion of frame of reference.) group was that every officer needs to be branch

(2) Dual-tracked officers whose functional qualified at the company level prior to entry into
area specialty holds primacy (primacy defined as a functional area. Through the branch training
that specialty under which the officer is primarily and experience an officer builds the foundation
developed and which career management divi- for application of functional areas to the Army
sion in USAMILPERCEN holds and controls the mission. A supporter needs an understanding and
officer's records) and sequentially tracked of- appreciation of the mission and tasks of the sup-

ficers may be so designated after selected for ma- ported organization: otherwise, the supporter will
jor and considered for command and staff college tend to operate in a vacuum without sufficient
attendance. However. those who have been iden- regard for the needs of the receiver of the sup-
tiffed prior to consideration for command and port.
staff college present a unique challenge. Their 3. Recommendations.
field grade intermediate-level education and
training should compliment their functional area a. Aim.
while still placing the proper emphasis on general (1) To prepare officers for duty assign-
militan skills. The Army should consider their me ) tonreare ofer fouan-ments in functional areas after company-level
unique needs and possibly expand the opportuni- branch qualification.
ties for Mel 4 education. Appendix 5 discusses
some of the alternatives that could be a starting (2) To prepare officers for duty assign-
point for functional area proponents to design or ments requiring unique skills.
select the field grade intermediate education and st
training suited for thes officers. o I -, usl1 .

(3) Officers who have a spec-Aalt% that is (I) To define education and training re-
a tquirements for areas of concentration. functional

comparable to a civilian career field, have a areas. and skills.
wealth of opportunities within the civilian sector
for professional development. Within these (2) Provide for initial and continued func-
fields, the civilian community has associations tional area development after company-level
and society that hold seminars where new ideas branch qualification.
are presented and information is exchanged. (3) Identify training needs a part of the
These associations and societies also publish pe- requisition process and assign properly trained
riodicals that are similar to branch magazines. officers.

The civilians view membership in these organiza-
tions as an essential part of professional develop- c. Base Policies.
ment. The military should share that view and
encourage membership for its officers. That en-
couragement is already present for branch associ- will precede functional area development.

ation. Association of the U.S. Arm'. and civilian (2) Develop or revise, as needed. military
legal and medical societies. Officers who 5equen- courses to support all areas of concentration and
tially track in a functional area are in essence functional areas.
divorced from branch: thus do not have an ap- (3) OPMD managed officers will be eligi-
propriate mihtar organization. The functional ble for assignment to positions coded with area of
area proponents. as well as branch proponents. concentration. functional area or. if applicable,
should inform the officers %xithin their respective skill codes after completion of the appropriate
branch or functional area of the recommended
association or societies. Once this list is establish- military course or equivalent experience.
cd. the officers who are being developed as "in- (4) Officers who are single or sequentially
depth" experts in these fields may be sent bN the tracked into a branch or functional area that has
militar) on a biannual basis to seminars. In addi- a comparable civilian profession will be afforded
tion to the professional development, this pro- the opportunity of. and funded for. biannual at-
vides recognition of the professionalism of these tendance at a civilian society or association na-
officers. This program will be controlled by tional or international seminar/meeting support-
MILPERCEN in conjunction with the propo- ing the profession.
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4. CSA Remarks. Recommendations approved
in concept.
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Appendix 1 to Annex Q

Proponency System

l.PURPOSE. To describe the impact of the i-znts of !he specialties iiiat could be designated
proponenc% s~stemi on P1)05. as addition specialties. (Note: As a result of the

2. D)ISCUSSION. OPMS Stud%. -addi tional spcciat, is being
changed to -functional area- and whereas

a. General. To gain an appreciation of the branches could have been an additional specialty.
various specialties and to determine the current an officer's second speccialt% will be from a func-
efforts of proponents in the area of professional tional area only.) Table Q-i-l indi,:ztes thosev~is-

deeopmntField trips were taken to propo- ited.

PROPONENT VISITS

BRANCHES FUNCT!ONAL AREAS

Sc(2.27 7~CM (74) SPON 1) FOR DEV (50)
W1P (31) OD0(73.75.91) PEP ;mGMT (41), NUC WPN (521
M1,135,. 3'2 OM (81. 82. 92) COMP (45? ADP (53)
AG (42) T(- (951 PA (46) OPS PLANS. TNG (541
Ft. (44 1 FAQ (481 P&P (97)

ORSA 1449)

aee011Proponert visits

b. Inipazt of Proponeci- S~slem. will be dinltnished and opportunit;, for gencral
ofificer selection %0111 he greatl% reduced when

As reul ofth fild ris, hestu:. compared oanoflicer -who elected a troop unit
group was encouraged bt the efforts, of the propo- oretdcer.FrAiml.hreaenco-
nunts and tiic iesulfing effec: on proflessiona! de- ni oiin o C3o 9ofcr
vellopmin.- in ternms 01 an Army system. flie cur- Mn o.tosfrS.3o Cqofcr
rent propporcricy s% item is relatively .oung and is (3) In addition to defining career paths.

imroin great!, over :-mfl. It became apparent the proponents are siandardiztgtedt e
-ar~ : thesuyta ~aetekypae scriptions and defining the criteria for position
In thnc definition of education and training re- coding. Mlany. of thec proponents are in the pro-
quiremcnts cess of or ha ve done document revie-is and are

(2) encona ara popoent ar dein- challenging the ficid whlen coding doesn't mnake
ing iareer pa~ths and opportunities. The propo- Sense. Unfortuniately, this is5 taktng place after the

documcnt has been approved. The OPMIS Studynent for Procureirent. for example. has taken ac- Goprcmeddtepooet eicue
zions~~~~~~ ~ to prdo aerprgeso nldn in the approval process. Implementation of this

increased command select on opportunities. reomnainwlptthproetseie

When the inoPM Studyan ofoicprs arecsingen da- in the right timreframre and prevent having to go
tion ar imlemntedandoffcer aresinle.du- back and correct erroneous]%y coded documents.

at. and sciquentiaii% tracked. career progression
and opporturtics in functional areas must 1e de- 14) The proponents are starting to inform
fined. This is needed so the Arm% can be candid the officer corps of the actions affecting the spe-
w:0i uiomes as -o %%hat are the true opportunities cialt. Newsletters are being sent and sonic pro-
associated %kith pursuing a specific career track. ponenits have gone so far as to send congratulato-
For e~aniple. if an officer elects to pursue a ca- rn letters to officers in the specialty %%ho are
reer in a t-chinical field and become an -in board selectees. This has a positive effect on the
deptht' expert. the opportunities for command attitude of the officers by providing evidence that



the offlicer's chosen field has a spokesman and oped for officers being assigned to cannon units.
someone is looking out for the health and %elfare Add-on modules were already available for mis-
of the specialty. sie officers. Other courses being developed or

recently implemented include entry-level courses(5) in defining the education and trainig fo oc" eeomn n obtDvlp
requirements, the proponents have identified for Force Development and Combat Develop-ment: and a non-resident course for Operations.
shortfalls and taken corrective action. For exam-
ple, the proponent for the Nuclear Weapons Staff Plans. and Training.

specialty recognized the need for an entry level c. Summary. The proponency system is
course and initiated actions to have one estab- working and is maturing over time. The current
lished. The pilot course will be conducted during efforts to improve the system should be contin-
FY 85. The field aniller% proponent recognized ued.
the need for a cannon officer course and subse-
quently an add-on module to OAC %,as devel- 3. CSA Remarks: None
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Appendix 2 to Annex Q

Skill Management

1. PURPOSE. To provide the study group's (3) AR 611 -101 lists 185 ASIs in Table 4-
findings and suggestions concerning skill man- I and 188 in Table 4-2 which provides the classi-
agement. fication guidance for each ASI. Table 4-1 has 10

2. DISCUSSION. ASIs not found in Table 4-2 and Table 4-2 has 13
ASIs not found in Table 4-1. Table 4-2 was used

a. General. As a part of the PDOS study, for this analysis since it is more up to date than
skills were reviewed to determine if the training Table 4-1.
requirements have been identified. Unlike spe-
cialties (branches and functional areas), skills do (4) For purposes of analysis the 188 ASIs
not have a formal proponency system in place;
therefore. AR 611-101. 30 Oct 84. effective I (a) There are 74 ASIs that are applicable
Mar 85. and an Officer Management File inven- to only Special Branches and are outside the
tory count as of 17 Aug 84 were used as the basis scope of this study.
for the review. (b) The remaining 114 ASI relate to

b. Current System. OPMD managed officers and are further broken
out as follows:

(1) Managed skills are identified by an

Additional Skill Identifier (AS!). The ASI is de- I. There are 32 aviation related ASIs. Avi-
fined by AR 611-101 as an identification of spe- ator qualifications are governed by AR 95-1 and
cific skills which are required to perform the du- are not addressed herein.
ties of a position, but are not necessarily related . There are 10 Foreign Area Officer relat-
to any one particular specialty and also as an ec
identification of the additional skill possessed by hd ASIs e Onvetd to reconmen-that these ASls be converted to areas of concen-
an officer. Language skills are identified separate- tration under Functional Area 48: therefore, they
ly with a Language Identification Code. aret der o e rr" are not adressed.

(2) For a skill to qualify for designation as
an ASI, it will be judged on its own merit: how- 3. the ani7A tsc h
ever. as a guide. the criteria for establishment of
an ASI are as follows: c. Results of analysis. due to inconsistency in

the formating and wording of the classification
(a) Qualification of the individual for the guidance, had to be general in nature and only

skill being identified must result from two or eneral observations could be drawn. The specif-more weeks of formal training or equivalent. genrlosrain ol edan h pcf
ic numbers used herein by the analyst are not to

(b) There should be a requirement for 20 be construed as exact because of interpretation in
or more positions to be identified by the pro- some cases of the wording of the classification
posed new ASI. guidance. The tables referred to below list each

(c) The tangible or intangible advantages ASI under the category in which it fell and lists
(C) he angbleor ntanibl adantges the inventory indicated in the Officer Manage-to be derived from a more precise occupational thineoridiad nheOf rMnge

toabefderivo a m or e pareiseno t il men: File. Specific results of the analysis are in-
classification must be clearly evident. dicated in paragranh below.

(d) The ASI must be applicable for both (I) There are 28 ASIs that. when specified

postions and personnel classification, on an Officer Record Brief. indicate completion
(e) "Applicable to more than one special- of a specific course of instruction (see Table Q-2-

ty.- 1).
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(2) There are fi'~e ASI's that indicate an (4) There are five ASIs that can be
officer is. or in somec cases. has been in a specific awarded onl% after serving in a position for a
development program (see Table Q-2-2). specified length of time (see Table Q-2-4).

(3) There are 17 ASI's that require a spe- (5) There are six ASI's that require "for-
cific course of instruction or equivilan! traime! mal- or -appropriat&' training or education (see
experience (see Table Q-2-3). Table Q-2-5).

.51 1X1 '1771E QUAlLIFYING; COURSE

3A 32 M60A2 Tank X160A2 (Ft Knox) (Note 1)
3B 25 MSii Armor Recon Veh M551 (Ft Knox)
3C 855 M\160A,-AS and M48 Series Tank M60&M4S (Ft Knox,
3K 377" Joint C3 Joint C3 (AFSC)
3M 4231 MI Abrams Tank M! Tank (Ft Knox)
SQ (Note 2) Strat Debriefcr& Interrogator Strat Debriefer and Interrogator

:Ft Huachuca)
AR 1250 NBC Officer 80-hour NBC
3X 176 M2IMS Fighting Veh X12/1\1 Fighting Veh (Ft Benning)
41) (Nowe 2) TACFIRE Remote Terminal Off TACFIRE Tac Opns Ctr (Ft Sill or

7th CATO
4F (Note 2) TACFIRE Direction Ops Off TACFIRE Support (Ft Sill or 7th

CATC)
4W (Note 2) Underwater Special Opns Army Underwater Opns. SCLUBA
4X (Note 2) Mil Free Fall Special Opns Special Mil Freefall
4't' (Note 2) Both 4%V & 4X

5A17 Advanced Marksman Marksman Sniper Instructor (Ft Benning)
5G 2230 Special Forces SF qualification (Ft Bragg)
5H 4502 Nuc Chem Target Analyst Nuc Chemn Target Analyst
5P 19606 Parachutist Basic Parachute Qualification
5R 1041 Rancer Ranger (Ft Benning)
5S 9428 Both 511&5R
5T 2 43 Equal Opportunit% Defense EO Managemeni Ins!::;e

(Note 3)
5V 36 Marine Diver 1AWV AR 46-501 & AR 611-75
5Z 807 OE Staff Off US Army OE Tng Center
6B 779 Bn!Bde C-E Staff Off Comm-Elect Staff off
6C 21 Economist Bach degree in specified major
6D I Metalurgist Bach degree in specified major
6G 56 Mechanical Engineer Bach degree in specified major
6L 1 7 Mdeteorolgist Bach degree in specified major
6Q I I Chemist Bach degree in specified major

Notes: (I1) When location specified in AR 611-101 it is indicated above.

(2) AS) not included in Officer Managemnrt File

(3) When institution is indicated the specific course at the institution -tas not stated in AR 611-
101.

Table Q-2-1: ASI Requiring Specific Course for Award

CODE I.VU PROGiRAM~t
3XW 33 NSA Junior Officer Cry ptologic Career
6A 138 Defenrse Sensor Interpretation and Application Training
6T 1669 Mater:al Acquisition Manaee-ment
6X 30 Arm\ Research Associates
,Z 404 Logistician

Table Q-2-2: AS! Reflecting Participation in a Program
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(6) Thcjv are four ASI's that require a indicate kno'~ldge 01 an "rea. They are *\ir Op-
specific course of instruction or scrvijce in a posi- ematiofl Ott (5U). flm'entor%'232' ): and Dog
lion for a specific length of time (see Tabie Q-2- Haridling Off (6M). ti ifleztor\ I P.
6). US) There are m'o ASI's !ziat require an

(7) There are two AkSI's that do not specify "approved" course of inztructi-m or s-cr% ice of
training or experience requiremients. the% only one %, ar in a position. Thw are Training De~el-

(CODE INI I Fl (0( R.SE
3 E !84 TV\ Esploration Space C apabilities ('ode word course
31- 169 2 Joint Pl1anne.r AFSO~or.1()PS U ser
3S 4 5 Unit Air Movenlents Oil*Xr'rn Planning. Stra: Mobliy l'3:i-ining
3T 21 IDef Traffic Manager IDef Xdanced I raffic Management

.W8 Installation Trafftic Managter lp~aialaton Yjraffic Management
3V 8 Joint Personalf Propert% Off' $aitProa Propert\
6E 3 1 I'roducticm Engineer ( oiege Ic' ci training in specific area
6F l6 Safet-. Engineer College Ic' el training sin specific area
61-1 .412 Aeronautical Engineer Bachelors deg'ee in specific major
W. 238 Electronic Engineer Bachelors dcgixc in specific mijor
6K 39 Electrical Engineer Deg-ree in spec:lie maijor
6N i1 Statistician College level training in specific aica
61' 23 13h, sicist Bachelors degree in gracuate traimm?
6R 4 Organic Chemist Bacheclors degree in specific majoi

0SII Chemical Engineer Bacheclors degree in specific rmalor
6U 2 Agricultural Off Degree in specific maJor
6V 1 Archi' ist Bachelor- degree in specific major

Table Q---: AS] Reflecting a Specific (ourse or Equivalent! 1rainjingExperience

('()D '' Ui: JiI L'OIhO kI:Ql IRE')
SE I l s~chological "mnh

5F 91 Technic Inteiligence 6mon'tis

5K 4 1 fi Instructor 6 months
5L 96-: Advisor 111 months
6Z 61.3 Strategist %ea r

Table Q-2-4: ASI Am arded bn OJT Only

C'ODE I VI- MTEi
3Z 14221 Mortar Unit Officer

B140) Audiox isual Off icer
5. 12624 Electronic Warfare
iQ166 Gjuided Missile S~stemis Officer

i W 21X Ci0: Affairs Officer
.5X 65 1N -lisiorian

Table Q-2-5: *XSI Requiring "Formial" or -Appropriaze" Training or Edueation

('O1)/ l.V lU7'LT (VI RS/f 1! M.' I \ POS2ITI70N
5C 01 Traffic Noriti'%estern U'niersit% m nonthis

Traffic Institute
Ml) 53 Radio Freq Manager lnterservice Frequency Menmt Not specified
i 3- Technical Eseort Technical Escort (Redstone 3 months

*Xrsenal)
5Y 8 CI'. d Defense Civil D~efense Preparedness Not specified

Officer Directors

Table Q-2-6: AS! Requiring Specific (Coturse or WT in a Position
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opment (7Q). (Inventory 350). and Combat De- qualificaticti criteria for ASI award. (e.g., Joint
ve;koment (7Y). (Inventory 27) (Note: Pilot Planner ASI 3H can be awarded based on corn-
courses bring de\ eloped by CAC). pletion of elective program at Command and

General Staff Officer Course and this is not re-(9) There are two ASI's that indicate that flected in the AR.)
an officer has been detailed to a position. These
are Inspector General (5N). (lnventor\ 705) and (6) OPMS Stud\ Group's recommenda-
Installation Management (6Y). (lnventor\ 217). tions concerning skills are valid and should be

(10) There is one ASL Cultural Affaiis supported.
Officer (6V). (Inventory I). tnat specifics knowl- e. Suggestions:
edge or experience in an area.

(I) ODCSPER direct a revision of AR
d. Conclusions. 600-3 to place skill proponents in the Arm\ Pro-

(i) Thcre is no uniformity in the format ponent System.
for providing positio. coding or personnel iden- (2) ODCSPER direct a revision of AR
tification guidan"e and in some cases training 611-101 to include a uniform format for specify-
requirements cannot be identified. ing classification guidance for skills. Guidance

(2) A substantial number of ASI's do not will include education and training requirements
meet the guidelines for establishment of an ASI and will not include OJT or appropriate training/
(i.e.. at least 27 of the 72 ASI have inventories experience as criteria. MILPERCEN shoald have
less than 40 and seven ha\e an in\ cntor of eight the authoritN to award a skill identifier to '.i

or less. See attached tables and discussion aboxe officer for an. skill if the officer has demonstiat-
for specific ASI). ed through previous education, training, or expe-

rience that he has the same level of expertise of
(3 preventther isisfic empasis n skls 4 the skill had he completed !he required training

to prevent the inconsste: ;cs presei~t in Table 4-

I and 4-2 and the Officer Management File. course.

(3) MILPERCEN should direct a review
(4) ASIs are an neffective management of the Officer Management File to eliminate the

tool under the current system due to the inconsis- inconsistencics between it and ,R 61I-101.
tencies

(5) AR 611-101 does not accuratelx reflect 3. CSA Remarks: Approved ii concept.
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Appendix 3 to Annex Q

Functional Area Entry Level Courses

1. PURPOSE. To provide the Stud\ Group's decision has been made that SC 53 will be both a
findings and suggestions concerning functional skill and a functional area. Prior to that decision
area entry level courses. the proponent was working on the concept of

2. DISCUSSION, having branch aieas of concentration for branch
automatois. Under this concept, functional area

a. Table Q-3-1 identifies the current entry SC 53 w.ould be for pure technicians and the
level courses Functional areas and the associ- number required in the inventory would be less
ated areas of c. entration. The table was devel- than the current 2000 SC 53's . The new AR 611-
oped based on review of AR 611-101 and DA 101 was written using that concept and indicates
Pam 600-3 and on discussions with functional that the entr\-level course is an advanced degree
area proponents, in computer science.

b. Functional areas lacking formal entr\ lev-
el education and tiaining. d. Suggestions for proponent consideration.

(I) Personnel Managemept (SC 41). AR 611- (I) Personnel Management. Develop a
101. effective I Mar 85, specifies as qualification new course using the Battalion S-I Course as the
for SC41 that the officer has "completion of a starting point. Include in the scope of the course
personnel manager staff officer's course, or the functions of personnel management officers
equixalent training or experience." DA Pamn at division and higher levels (including
600-3. 10 Jul 84. specifies as an objective "'attend- MILPERCEN and -'"DA). The course should
ance at the six-week battalion S-1 course for cap- be designed as a course to prepare an officer for a
tains and majors." The shortfall is the timing of career in personnel management.
the course. Discussions with Soldier Support
Center indicate that of the 289 FY 83 attendees, (2) Operations. Plans and Training.
onl. about 5 percent were SC 41's and last year (a) SC54 should only be usea to code field
only four majcrs attended: most were first lieu- grade positions.
tenants and junior captains. The coumse has been (b) Officers projected to be awarded SC
reduced to five ,veeks and is now designed as a 54 should attend CGSOC and be required to take
follow-on module to OAC for officers going to
battalion or brigade S-1 jobs. a package of electives designed for SC 54. Thepackage %kould include a course on corps and

(2) Operations. Plans. and Training (SC EAC operations. and a course on training man-
54). The "'official" entry requirement into SC 54 agement at division level and higher.
is branch qualification with S-3/G-3 assignments c) For officers who do not attend the
desirable. There is no entr\-Ievel course. CGSOC resident CGSOC and who are designated SC 54.
or completion of a non-resident SC54 qualifica- eent Ce S training will be a resident course
tion course for those attending other service or

at the School of Profe-ssional Develonment at thejoint staff colleges. is required for consideration a nd and Geeral taflColege the
for promotion to lieutenant colonel. The SC 54 dommand and General Staff College. The rest-
communitN has been so informed by letter from dent course should consist of Lhe -,ame subjects

b m included in the SC54 elective package for the
the proponent, resident CGSOC. An officer would attend the

c. Systems Automation Officer (SC 53). The resident SC54 qualifier coorse only after comple-
SC 53 specialt\ is in a state of flu, since the tion of the non-resident CGSOC.

Q-3-1
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FA Code Title Course Location Length

18 Special Ops (JFK Special
Warfare Center)*

A Special Ops Special Forces JFKSWC 20 wks +
Detach Officer 4 days
Qualif Course

B Psychological Psychological JFKSWC 10 wks
Ops Ops Officer

Course
C Civil Affairs Civil Affairs JFKSWC 6 wks

Ops Course

41 Personnel (Soldier Support
Mgmt Center)

A Personnel (see note 1)
Mgmt

45 Comptroller (Comptroller of
the Army)

A Comptroller Military Soldier 5 wks
Comptroller- Support
ship Course Center

B Program/ Planning. Soldier 3 wks
Budget Programming, Support

and Budgeting Center
Systems Course

46 Public Affairs (Chief of Public
Affairs)

A Public Affairs Public Affairs Defense 10 wks
Officer Course Info School

B Broadcasting Grad Degree

47 USMA (United States
Permanent Military
Professor Academy)

A USMA Doctorate Degree
Permanent
Profess.nr

48 Foreign Area (DCSOPS)* (See note 2)
Officer

A Foreign Area. For eign Area JFKSWC 24 wks
General Officer Course

B-J (Area a-Grad Degree
Specific) b-Language

c-Incountry
Orientation

49 Ops Research/ (Combined Arms
Sys Analysis Center)

A ORSA. General ORSA Mil Army Logiscs 12 wks
Applications Management
Course I Center

50 Force Develop (See note 3)
A Force Develop Force Command and 4 wks

Integration- General Staff
Developing the College
Force Course

Table Q-3-1: Entry Level Training
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FA Code Title Course Location Length

51 Research and (Army Material
Development Command)

A Research & Material Acquis ALMC 9 wks
Development Mgmt Course

B Test and Material Acquis ALMC 9 wks
Evaluation Mgmt Course (See note 4)

52 Nuclear weapons (CAC)
A Nuclear weapons Nuclear Weapons Inter-service I wk

Staff Orientation Nuclear Weapons
(see note 5) Adv Course School

B Nuc Weapons Grad Degree
Research

53 Systems (Soldier Support
Automation Officer Center)*

A Software Eng (see note 6)
B Hardware Eng (see note 6)
C Automation Mgmt (see note 6)

54 Ops. Plans. (Combined Arms
and Tng Center)

A Ops. Plans (see note 7)
and Tng

97 Procurement (Army Material
Command)

A Piocurement Mgmt of ALMC 4 wks
Mgmt Defense Acuis (see note 8)

Contracts Course
B Procurement Mgmt of Defense ALMC 4 wks

Acquis Contracts
Course

C Production Management of ALMC 4 wks
Defense Acquis
Contracts Course

99 Cbt Development (see note 9)
A Cbt Development (see note 10)

Notes:

I-No formal course exists. Based primarily on experience. A related course that is supportive is Bn S-I
cotrse at SSC for (01,02. and 03's). There is also a DPCA course for 0-5's.

2-Proponency currently resides with ODCSOPS but there is a study being conducted to determine if it
should be moved to OACSI.

3-New functional area. CAC proposed as proponent.
4-OTEA is stud, ing feasibility of providing an additional course in training and education.
5-Designation as a SC52A should be preceded by an assignment in a job that is nuclear related. CAC is

developing a new entry level course at CGSC. 3 weeks long. Pilot course projected for Aug 85. SC52B
will also attend.

6-With SC53 also becoming a skill, the proponent is studying training requirements for SC53 as a
functional area. AR 611-101. effective I Mar 85, specifies that advanced degree or TWI required.

7-No entry level course. Branch qualification required with S-3/G-3 staff experience desired.
8-Basic course followed up with a two-week advanced course after initial experience.
9-New functional area. CAC proposed as proponent.
10-Enlr level course being developed at CGSC. The 4-week pilot course is projected for Apr 85.

* Proponent sho%%n in parenthesis.

TABLE Q-3- I Continued
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(d) Officers slated for resident staff college award an automation skill identifier. A new
courses at other institutions and are designated course should be developed to provide for an
SC54 should attend the resident SC54 course af- entry level course into SC54 for those officers
ter completion of the warfighting and support enroute to Advanced Civil Schooling or those
course. who by virtue of previous civilian education are

(3) System Automation Officer. The cur- projected into SC53.

rent course should be retained and revised as
needed to provide the necessary training to 3. CSA Remarks. Approved in concept.
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Appendix 4 to Annex Q

Professional Development Time Requirement

1. PURPOSE. To illustrate the total education tablishment of positions coded as branch imma-
and training time required versus time axailable terial. With these multiple paths and branch im-
for duty assignments in functional areas. material positions, it would be very difficult to

2. DISCUSSION. define a "typical" career path as each officer's
career will be unique based on his desires and the

a. General. needs of the Army.

(1) Professional development require- b. Time required for Foreign Area Officer
ments for some functional areas are extensive
when viewed from the total picture. In addition (FAO) development. Figure Q-4- shows what isto education and training requirements for the involved in developing a FAO and the subse-
functional area, the officer must also be devel- quent utilization. The top half of the figure illus-
oped first in a branch and subsequently continue trates a career path for a dual tracked officer: the
to be developed in the common core by virtue o bottom half is for an officer sequentially tracked.
tbeg devofper. Wn the s moncoreemenrte In either case the first six years are the same since
being an officer. When these requirements are copn-elbrchqaicton rced
combined, and applied to the career tracks (sin- company-level branch qualification preceeds

gle. dual. and sequential) recommended by the functional area development. The next four years
OPMS Study Group. some conclusions can be are also the same, each receiving the FAO devel-
drawn, These are discussed below, opment education and training. It is clear that to

get the most utilization for the training, an officer
(2) The figures used herein are for illustra- should be sequentially tracked. However. there

tion purposes only. They are not intended to are some FAO postions that also require a good
show the ideal or typical career path. At one time branch grounding so it is recognized that some
DA Pam 600-3 had a figure for every branch that officers will still dual track with FAO as one of
showed a "typical- career pattern. The "typical" the specialties. The FAO proponent is currently
became the desired pattern as the officer corps studying ways to reduce the time required to de-
preceived that if one did not follow the "ideal" velop FAOs. One means being explored is reduc-
path. one's promotion potential was reduced. ing the military FAO course. The figure does not
The Army had and still has requirements such as show an assignment pattern after twenty years. If
recruiters. advisors. ROTC instructors that did it did. it would show that the officer would serve
not show up in these "ideal" paths. An officer felt additional tours as a FAO thus increasing the
cheated if assigned to one of these positions be- utilization of the training received in the first
cause the assignment officers was not keeping the twenty years.
officer in the desired path. This added credence
to "ticket punching." The Army subsequently c. Single or dual-tracked combat arms offi-
eliminated the figures from DA Pam 600-3. This cer. Figure Q-4-2 represents the other extreme of
may have been due in part to the perception that a single tracked combat arms officer or a dual
was being perpetuated within the officer corps. tracked combat arms officer with Operations.
PDOS has opted not to define the "typical". "ide- Plans, and Training (SC54) as the other specialty.
al". or even desired career path. Instead. the When compared to the FAO, there are three and
group is recommending a framework for profes- one-half years less formal training, or from the
sional development around which an officer can other view. the combat arms officer is availble
build his career. This is especially needed in light for duty three and one-half years more.
of the OPMS Study Group's recommendation
that there be multiple career opportunities such d. Generic Officer. Figure Q-4-3 represents a
as single. sequential. and dual tracks and the es- more representative time line for the officer /
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corps. The times are representative and will vary ucation and training methods to reduce the train-
depending on the specific svecialties involved. ing time required. (see Annex P. Education and

e. Conclusions. Training).

(1) Education and training requirements (3) In the generic twenty sear career. an
are specialty dependent, therefore, time spent in officer spends approximately 20 percent or one
formal education and training varies by specialty. out of five years in formal education and train-
In the case of functional areas, training time ing. This is not considered excessive when one
tends to be greater than for branches. When the consideres that an officer cannot be "hired off the
training time is extensive, the OPMS should pro- street". The Army must develop its own officers
vide more sequentially-tracked officers to reduce and then in some cases develop the funct:onal
the overall effect on the utilization rate. Incen- area officer from within the officer corps. Again.
tives must be established to increase the number functional area officers cannot be "hired off the
of officers trained in these functional areas that street".
remain on active duty after twenty years.

(2) The Army must develop improved ed- 3. CSA Remarks. Approved in concept.
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Appendix 5 to Annex Q

Field Grade Functional Area Education and Training

1. PURPOSE. 'I o provide a discussion of aler- tional area. an officer could qualif% for a MEL 4
native field grade functional area education and when the common core is completed. Each pro-
training for consideration of functional area pro- ponent will have to identify the disciplines for
ponents. %,hich this would apply. Training with Industry

2. DISCUSSION. (TWI) could also be considered if the individual
program supports the officer's functional area

a. General. The functional area proponents specialty. The decision on approval of the specif-
will be required to define the alter ni-cs a,,ti- ic TWI as a portion of MEL 4 qualification will
able for officers sequentially tracked into the consider the proponent's recommendation.
functional area and for dual-tracked officers (3) Intern Program. There is an intern
whose functional area holds primac%. program where the services assign captains o the

b. Alternatives. In addition to completing Joint Staff as interns for one year to give them
the common coie throug, a resident or non-rest- experience and insight at the national level. It is
dent course, the following alternatives should be not suggested that officers in this program qualify
considered as possible additional requirements for MEL 4. The illustration is used to suggest that
for MEL 4 designation, some proponents ma. find it desirable to estab-

lish similiar programs for field grade functional( I) -ttendance at another mi.,tarv course.
area officers in other departments within the gov-The Program Management Course at Defense-
ernment and allow participation as quahif,.ng

Systems Management College is a prime candi- criteria in addition to common core.
date for those officers holding Research and Dc-
velopment as their specialty. That course could c. Timing considerations for MEL 4 qualifi-
also appl% to other officers in the Material -\cqui- cation ai co'natiws. The educational and training

sition Management Program Other potential
sotirci's -,re the degree programs conducted at the experience used in conjunction with the comin-
souros ga te School porthAra Foce at h mon core to qualify for MEL 4 should not neces-Navy Postgraduate School or the .Air Force Insti- srl. aeI cu meitl rceigo

sarily have to occur immediately preceeding ortutc of Technolog,. Whatever course is selected. f
it should be of a length and scope that would be pollowing the common core. If an officer com-

edulatinall eqivalnt o CGOC.pl:ed an advanced degree in a discipline ap-
eduiaiionallv equivalent to CGSOC. preved for the functional area prior to comple-

(2) Completion of Advanced Civil School- tion of the common core. the officer could be
ing (ACS). The purpose of -XCS is to provide awarded MEL 4 upon completion of the common
officers technical, functional and broad-based core. If the officer completes the common core
knowledge and to expand one's cognitive skiils prior to the other qualifying course or program.
and frame of reference through a challenging ed- the MEL 4 could be awarded upon completion of
ucational e\perience within the civilian sector. the qualif-, ing course or program.
When the ACS is completion of an advanced de-
gree in a discipline that directl% supports a func- 3. CSA Remarks. Approved in concept.
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Appendix 6 to Annex Q

Glossary

ACS: Advanced Civil Schooling. OPMD MA:NAlGED OFFICERS: Officers who
are managed by the Officer Personnel Man-
agement Directorate. US Army Military

AG: Adjutant General Corps. Personnel Center.

ASI: Additional Skill Identifier. OPS. PL4NS. TNG: Operations. Plans. and

CO.fP: Comptroller. Training.

CM: Chemical Corps. ORSA: Operations Research and Systems Analy-
sis.

EAC: Echelons Above Corps. OTEA: Operational Test and Evaluation Agency.

FAO: Foreign Area Officer. PA: Public Affairs.

F/: Finance Corps. PER .G.tfT: Personnel Management.

FOR DEJ V Force Development. P & P: Procurement and Production.

IN". Inventory. Q.1: Quartermaster Corps.

MI: Military Intelligence Branch. SC: Signal Corps.

.P: Military Police Corps. SP OPNS: Special Operations.

NUC If'PV- Nuclear Weapons. TC: Transportation Corps.

OD: Ordnance Corps.
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Appendix 9 to ANNEX Q

PHASING PLAN
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Annex R

Preparation for Command

1. PURPOSE To discuss the current status of here. And finall,. because combat actions
the pre-command training program and provide are longer and less compact. he must lead
appropriate recommendations, over longer periods of time and understand

2. DISCUSSION. how to keep all of his gear operational. There
are onlN two similarities between his world

a. Introduction. Across the entire officer and the world of his forebears: he must still
corps there has been a significant increase in show and engender courage in the face of
what is expected of the individual officer ir battle: and he must still supervise the oner-
terms of his professional competencies and scope ous task of going to ground much as his
of responsibilities. One author put it thusly: predecessors did in Caesai's legions-with

"The complex nature of modern weapons pick and shovel." (Appendix 1. NOTE 1)

and upporting systems requires a vast
amount of technical knowledge of those who (I) Preparation for command is not an
lead modern armies, and as the pace of inno- eas% task. It is inherently a long-term process
vation accelerates, so does the requirement with many obstacles to acquiring essential knowl-
to understand not only the employment of edge and operational skills along the way. One of
new weapons but how to marshall the in- the purposes of the Officer Professional Develop-
creased logistics tail required to support ment System is to provide officers with this
them. For example. the infantry subaltern of knowledge. the required operational skills and
Napoleon's day needed onlN to understand experience to assume positions of leadership and
the intricacies of drill in battle formation, command. A portion of this can occur in a for-
volley musket fire, and the bayonet charge. mal educational setting but must be reinforced
His primary function was to be a courageous and "cemented" through appropriate assign-
example to his men and maintain their re- merits. For combat leaders this means "duty with
sobve in the face of bayonet. musket fire. and troops."
cannon ball. Furthermore, he did this tinder
the watchful eyes of not only his captain but. (2) Compan% command occurs at an op-
often, also his general. Today's infantry lieu- portune time for most officers. They are just
tenant must understand the intricacies of completing an intensive period of grounding in
employment of not only the rifle, grenade their branch through troop duty assignments and
launcher, machinegun. light antitank weap- appropriate schooling (basic and advanced
on, and medium antitank guided missile but courses). The challenge that officers selected for
also communications gear and four complex higher command (battalion. brigade, division.
fighting vehicles capable of engaging the ene- corps. and their equivalent in TDA organiza-
m to 3.000 meters. In addition. he must tions) face is a differeat one. Their job is one of
understand and work as a team within a tank dealing with the complex and the unexpect-
company and be able to call for and adjust ed-and "winning." The consequences of fail-
supporting mortars, artillery. Air Force ure, on the battlefield or elsewhere, are far--cach-
close-support aircraft, and attack helicop- ing. However these command oppotunities
ters. If this were not enough. he must learn frequently occur when the officer has served in
to master and train his soldiers to use night several non-branch oriented assigments. The
vision devices, chemical protective gear. skills required for command need "sharpening"
man-packed scatterable mines, and other because of a lack of ooportunit% to practice and
aids to fighting too numerous to mention appl% them.
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(3) Currentl%. attendance ait Command had ser'ed as regimental commanders and corps
and General Staff Officers (ourse and Senicr and division G-3's during the recent war.
Service Schooling provides, for selected officers. (3) The Command Class %as designed as a
a baseline educational experience. Even fbr grad- high-level course r lCutenan colonels ho
uates of these schools opportunities to practice hgee cours falr itena lonel wo
the warfighting skills acquired and then demon- wer aad familia wtgene for and
strate their master\ are limited. This is caused bv who had been specially selected for ad, anced

ofh oster copeI td.in "rir s y command and staff training. The curriculum wasthe existence of other competing oriented at a much higher level than courses con-
such as: nominative or branchi-inmaterial as-suchas fnminae orbancimmaterialhas ducted during the prewar or war period. The

course consisted of a refresher phase called a
changes in doctrine, weapons. organization etc. "general review.- followed by an analyss of se-
Each of these "requirements'" reduces the time eeral eviollod a ss of
that can be spent in practice and repetition-in lected operations during World War 11. a study of
preparing for wxar. the organization and functioning of the War De-partment. and instruction in theater planning.

b. Establishing a pre-cornmand program. In The traditional lectures and conferences were not
Januar\ 1977 these concerns and others prompt- emphasized. and the great majorit) of the in-
ed the CG. TRADOC to propose to the CSA that struction consisted of demonstrations. map/ter-
a three week pre-command Lourse be established rain exercises and maneuvers, committee work
for combat arms battalion and brigade com- and tutorials. Considering the scope of the curric-
manders. This recommendation w as approxed in ulum. the expertise and oxperience of the stu-
April 1977 and a TDY enroute pre-command dents. and the nature of the instruction, the role
course for InfantrN. Armor. and Engineer colo- of the Command Class was closer to that of the
nels and lieutenant colonels selected to command ArmN War College. which had been disbanded
TOE units "as initiated, before the war. than it vas to the traditional role

(1) Underlying this recommendation and of Command and General Staff College. (Appen-

its subsequent implementation were two fac- dix I Note 3)

tors-the excessive tme spent away from troops
by many command selectees prior to their selec- Pre-Command Course t oday. Th
tion and major changes to weapon systems and Pre-Command Course as of the publication of

tactical doctrine. The RETO study group ad- this report. consists of four separate phases which

dressed the first of these thuslv: 'The battahon are attended in sequential order before one as-

command electee has served for some 14 to 17 sumes command. These phases generally follow
years and has attended an advanced course and
other resident military schooling. The brigade are*

command selectee has served for some I8 to 24 (I) Phase 1. A self-studN packet prepared
Nears and has greater life and militarN exper- and mailed by -,e ArmN Training Support
ienies. A detailed rex ie-w of recent command se- Center. The packet is mailed to each command
lectees. however. re\eals that the% haxe bcen selectee upon oublication of the selection list.
awa from troops for a considerable period of Each packet is tu be tailored b) branch/command
time. The lieutenant colonel has been awka\ fixe using material prepared bN branch schools. Sol-
to six years on the average and the colonel four to dier Support Center (SSC). Logistics Center
five years on the average. Two things must there- (LOGCEN). and the Command and General
fore be recognized One. is that the majorit\ of Staff College (CGSC). The packet's purposes are:
near term prospective commanders last served (a) To allow command selectees to bring
with troops in Vicinam or in the sustaining base themselves up-to-date on important command is-
in the late 1960's or early 1970"s-in any event, a sues using self-studN material. regulations. and
different Army from that to hich they will now sueuinem ,directives.go to command." (Appendix I Note 2)

2 T wece- (b) To provide command selectees the op-2) There w'as at least one historical p portunity to assess their personal and profession-
dent establishing such a program of instruction.
At Fort Leavenworth from October 1945 until a] strengths and weaknesses before beginning res-

July 1946. a special. advanced course called the ident instruction. Each packet includes a self-

Command Class was conducted. The course graded diagnostic examination.
lasted sixteen weeks, with two classes exentuall\ (21 Phase II A two-veek branch refresher
completing it The special natuie of this class is taught at the appropriate bianch school except as
exi denced b% the pre'ence of student officers who noted for certain commanders listed below.
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(a) Combat Arms and Combat Support. (3) Phases IlII and IV. These phases are
The first week is a training week, covering the taught at Fort Leavenworth during a two-week
Army training system and training management. period.
including the relationship of Soldier's Manuals. (a) PHASE II1: Ho.% to Fight" stresses
Training Guides, the Integrated TraininglEvalua- combined arms doctrine. It builds on the instruc-
tion Program and the Arm% Training Evaluation tion provided during Phase 11 and includes i-
Program. Command selectees are also updated
on branch-specific tactics, equipment and NBC. struction on AirLand Battle. command guidance.
Subjects deemed appropriate b% the school corn- offensive and defensive operations. and logistics.

mandant are taught the remainder of the first (b) PHASE IV: "-low to Command" is
week. The second week consists of such subject devoted to legal aspects of command. presenta-
areas as command management of preventive tions by senior Army leaders, militar personnel
maintenancL. inspections. standards. analysis of functions and systems. financial management
maintenance retords. property acquisition. ac- and human resources developement to include
countability and adjuvtment procedures. and lo- organizational development. A program of elec-
gistics readiness. Practical exercises and hands- tives provides the opportunity for additional in-
on trair,;,g in maintenance fill the remaining struction in other related subjects. As %.hen first
time. Instruction for combat arms is directed at initiated, there are some fo!:ow-on phases which
brigade level and below. Combat support schools are attended by designated selectees-language
adjust content to support the intent of this con- training for USAREUR-bound commanders: the
cept while providing for branch-specific require- Senior Officer Legal Orientation (SOLO) course
merits. for selectees who will have special court-martial

convening authority: and a National Training
(b) Combat Service Support. Selectees Center orientation for selectees who are not going

who will command division support commands, to FORSCOM units.
forward support battalions, support groups. area
support groups, separate support battalions, and d. Purpose of the Pre-Command Course To-
corps support commands attend a two-week day. The purpose of the pre-command program
course at the Quartermaster School. Fort Lee. continues to be to assist command selectees in
VA. The content of the functional material their preparation for battalion and brigade-level
presented during this phase is determined based command by ensuring a common understanding
on the specific-command positions of the select- of current tactical doctrine and by providing both
ees attending. Training management is appropri- new and refresher training in selected functions
ately emphasized for each type command. and duties.

(I) Accomplishing these tasks has become
(c) Arm,, Training Center battalion/bri- much more difficult as the Pre-Command Pro-

gade commanders attend to weeks of training at gram has grown in size and complexty. In FY
Fogra hasson grow in size andifi compeuiy.rneFFort Jackson. SC. in '.t:hch specific required 1985 for example, 619 officers were sciected for

skills are taught. These include training, stress lieutenant colonel-level command. in 32 separate
and resource management: the IET environment: command categories and 195 officers were select-
cadre trai ng: communications skills and coun- ed for colonel-level command in 36 command
seling: and situational leadership. categories. Because of increasing specialization

(d) Selectees who '.'ill command TDA Lo- within the Army. the needs of designees ever
gistics organizations (depots, arsenals, terminals, within the same command catego are frequent-
ports. etc.) attend Phase Ili at the Army Logistics lv very dissimilar. As the program has grown it
Management Center. Fort Lee. VA. has continmed to be scrutinized and studied. As a

result, several major issues warrant discussion.
(e) Arm' Medical Department command (2) Emphasis continues to be placed on

selectees attend Phase 11 at the -kcademy of such concerns as the need for "hands-or train-
Health Sciences. Fort Sam Houston. TX. ing.' elimination of "soft" subjects. and the

(f) Adjutant General's Corps command achievement of tactical proficiency. A substantial
selectees attend Phase I1 at the US Army Soldier portion of the POI in Phase IV ("How to Com-
Support Center. Fort Benjamin Harrison. IN. mand") at Fort Leavenwortn has been criticized

as being "soft" and as less critical to preparation
(g) Chemical Corps command selectees for command than more tactically-oriented sub-

attend training at USAMPS followed by branch- jects. A similar concern is also reflected in the
specific training at the Chemical School. PDOS General Officer Survey. Asked to identify
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the weakest area of professional preparation for "Ee system has a finite amount of mana-
each grade le'el-the response most typically gerial energy. It can be expended in two
given was that colonels and lieutenant colonels ways: protective reaction or innovati'e ex-
lacked essential operational skills (e.g.. integra- cursion. If a commander is expending lots of
tion of combined arms elements and the manage- energy looking o~er his shoulder preparing
ment of battlefield resources.) defenses against inspections from above, and

(3) The concern over the lack of these building a statistical fortress, then he will

skills is valid but is not totally "on target." Com- have minimal energy left to coach and inno-

mand designees do have a responsibility to devel- "ate. Our challenge, then, is to provide nec-
op the prerequisite operational skills before they essar' guidance and quality assurance sam-op te prrequsitepiing without sucking upwards most of the
are selected. Ideally. long before this occurs these en g that s uld up end s m osteofown-

officers should have been given ample opportuni- ward direction. (If a commander is tough

ty to learn and practice these skills and demon- and confident enough. he wil not overreact
strate a mastery of them in an operational set-ancofdteouhhewlntovratting. upward.) But it is our responsibility to man-

age so intelligently and deftly that the typical

(4) What must be achieved b. all com- commander feels that he is preparing his
mand designees is "'s-stems proficiency." If an unit for its wartime role and not just protect-
officer has athie'ed this he will know how to get ing himself against some future inspection.
the maximum out of the men. machines and re- His confidence in his own programs and in
sources for which he is responsible. On the battle- his ability to influence policy matters are the
field this translates into the synergistic employ- ultimate measures of a "Po%%er Down" exer-
ment of battle systems and the men who will fight cise" (Appendix I. Note 4).
them. The ability to accomplish this represents (3) When a proper command climate ex-
technical competency for battalion and brigade is(s. Whsstems proficency becomes an opera-
commanders. This is the message that the profes- t. asust pofice ome s n oera-
sional development system must clearly send to model It ta the d ead:

the officer corps. model. It is a restatement of the idea that:

"The most productive expenditure of a com-

e. Criticality of Measurement Systems and mander's time is that devoted to explaining

the Command Climate. Measurement systems the mission, defining subordinate responsi-
bilities and clarifying standards" (Appendixare those management tools and techniques I Note 5).

whose purpose is to evaluate the efficiency and
effectiveness of an organization-and its overall (4) Commanders up and do\Nn the chain
progress tov-ards one or more organizational of command determine what 'sill be "measured."
goals. These systems should focus the attention If this is not done thoughtful!Py and systematical-
of commanders and their staffs on the highest Iy. it becomes ever more difficult for subordi-
priority tasks. Measurement systems \which as- nates to confidently carry out their responsibili-
sign a high priority to one set of concerns but ties and missions. Because "proper command
which reward attention to others. cause many climate" is such an intangible concept we tend to
problems in creating a proper command climate, describe it by its attributes. We say that when it is
Perceptions that this occurs are reflected in state- present, subordinate commanders are proactive
ments made b\ commanders in the field that: and understand %%ithout great elaboration their

11' 1 get fired. it won't be because of tactics superiors plans or intentions (Appendix 2. Note
6). The necessity and "how to" of this process

and training but rather becaus," my unit was should be emphasized as part of the Pre-Com-
screwing up in administrative, supply. per- mand Program.
sonnel, and safety matters ......

(I) During the course of this study, a visit f. Recent Changes. Efforts to improve the
was made to III Corps. In that real life leadership P're-Command Course continue. During the per-
laborator' there is a recognition. at all levels, that od December 1983 through February 1984. a
it is critical to the command climate to not only omprehenie alyi wasoundebray Fort• comprehensive analysis was undertaken by Fort
know what is being "measured" by the various Leavenworth to determine the most critical sub-
"indicators." but also why. jects an officer needs to prepare for command.

(2) The III Corps Commander's Hand- After this course list was compiled the items on
book explains the necessity of this approach: the list were sorted into three categories:
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* Those which everN commander should be commanders. This program of instruction. deve,-
familiar with (taught at Ft. Leavenworth). oped at the direction of the CSA. focuses on

* Those %ith which ever-, commander warfighting issues. the operational level of war
s hose famliarh whi 'e comnte o and topics such as: Airland Battle. the -deepshould be familiar but within thne context of atck"Am ofEelne.t.Cassies

his branch or unit (taught at branch/specialty attack." Army of Excellence. etc. Class size is

school). limited to five or six general officers enroute to
an assignment as either a division commander or

* Those subjects which are branch/specialty/ ADC. Much of the instruction and seminars are
unit peculiar (taught at branch/specialty led by senior general officers-such as the CAC
school). commander. Two pilot classes conducted in Nov-

ember and December 1984 were well received by
(I) Implementation of this new program participants. The first regular class is scheduled

of instruction began in March 1984. Each of the for late February 1985. It is expected that this
8 Army branch and specialty schools parcpat- eared in developing the POI and concurred in its corewlbeonutdsvalimsayr

cotedxin develon the 0 andfccurede nit with participants expanded to include corps artil-
context. Additionall the CGSC faculty madecommanders.
visits to commanders in the field to make sure
that the) were "'on target" with the planned in- g Phase I Package. As previously discussed
struction. As of earl.s August 1984 implementa- Phase I of the Pre-Command Course is a self-
tion at the branch schools was in various stages study packet mailed to the command designee b.
as each of those institutions made adjustments. the Army Training Support Center. The contents

(2) Most recentl., as the result of a CG. of the Phase I package orient on the needs of
TRADOC decision. Phases III and IV of the cur- TOE combined arms unit commanders. For ex-
rent course will be conducted prior to the current ample the diagnostic test quizzes the designee on
Phase II. thereb3 reordering the sequence: his knowledge of such topics as TAMMS and

BTMS. Discussions with Pre-Command Course
(a) Self-study packet before resident in- personnel at Fort Leavenworth indicated that

struction (Remains as Phase I). branch schools declined an opportunity to pro-

(b) "Ho% to fight"-conducted at CAC vide input to the Phase I package.
(Previously Phase III).

h. Need for Pre-Command Course Directive.
CA (c) ow toas comIaV) -co. a Even though the pre-command course is 'alive

and well" there is no single directive identifying

(d) Branch/proponent training-at appro- the responsibilities of ke. participants. As a min-
priate location (Previously Phase 11). imum the roles and responsibilities for DA DC-

SOPS. MILPERCEN. the various MACOMS and
The CAC phases will continue to emphasize the Combined Arms Center who are key partici-
thosc popics with which ev'er- commander should
be familar and will remain two weeks in dura- pants in the Pre-Command Program should be
tion. Branchiproponent training will concentrate
on "Hands-on" and technical subjects and will (I) Presently the Army Logistics Manage-
not exceed three weeks. The new sequence is ment Center provides pre-command instruction
scheduled to be implemented in July 1985. for officers who will command TDA logistics or-

ganizations such as depots, arsenals and termi-
(3) Thisprogram of instruction is a strong nals. Coordination with the Combined Arms

effort towards the development of a truly inte- Center on POI requirements has been excellent
grated Pre-Command Course. It is structured to and needs to be formalized. Additionall\ a polic
meet those needs of commanders that the Arm a d fpreios1%idntiie. eg. addressing exemptions and deferments from the
previousi) identified. e.g.: PCC should be incorporated into the regulation.

(a) Assist the individual officer in his (2) Likewise there is no central oversight
preparation for command. of those funds expended for the Pre-Command

(b) Provide training in selected functions Course. The RETO stud\ estimated that based
and duties. on an annual student load of 594 officers the per

(c) Inculcate a common understanding of capita costs would range between S1000-S2100
current tactical doctrine. with a total program cost of approximately

$945.000. Today per capita costs range between

(4) Another ne\% initiative is Pre-Com- $1200-$7200 \%ith a total program cost of about
mand Course for division and assistant division $2.6 Million.
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i. Reserve Components and the PCC. Ideal- attending PCC at either the branch proponent
hReqer e Component (RC) officers selected for school and/or at the Fort Leaxenworth phase of
command would receive the same pre-command the PCC.
training as -Xctive Component officers. Presently.
participation by RC officers in the Pre-Com- Co. SUMMAR The purpose of the Prc-
mand Course Program is limited. In terms of Command Course wil continue to be providing
number of command billets. NG and USAR re- assistance to command designees in their prepa-

ration for command. Recommendations, made
quirements are likely to equal or exceed that of in fhi annex, Ren orehs datan cae

in -his annex. reinforce this idea and can be
the Active Army during a given year. Setting
aside other constraints, it may be concluded that
increased RC attendance at the PCC would re- sources.

quire construction of new facilities and addition- 3. Recommendations.
al instructors at CAC and the branch proponent a. The purpose of the Pre-Command Course
schools.

should be *o continue providing assistance to
(1) The major constraint, however. is command designees in their preparation for corn-

more basic. Civilian employment makes it ex- mand.
tremelv difficult for RC officers to attend two to b. Emphasize instruction on establishing the
three weeks at the branch proponent school and command climatei the "How-to-Command"
two weeks at Fort Leavenworth. This problem is
further compounded by the command-selection portion ofthe PCC.

process used by the RC which, because assump- c. The length of the Pre-Command Course
tion of command quickly follows selection, will not exceed five weeks (two weeks at CAC
makes it difficult for PCC to realI be "pre-com- and up to three weeks at the branch proponent
mand" training. school). Any additional training should be de-

fined as functional or technical training, as ap-(2) Another problem is the appropriate- propriate. These requirements should be deter-
ness of the POI at CAC and the branch propo- mined and agreed to jointly on a case-by-case
nent school in terms of being useful to the pro- basis bv the command designee. the proponent
spective RC commander. For example. several ofthe locs ofinsrucion t CC (ainl inthe and lhe gaining command. Examples are the Se-the blocks of instruction at CAC (mainly in the nior Officer Legal Orientation (SOLO) Course.

"How to Command" phase) have only limited

applicability to NG and USAR units (e.g., Force language training. etc.
Integration. MILPERCEN. Financial Manage- d. Tailor the contents of the Phase I package
rn-nt. etc). Considering this. and the problems mailed to all command designees.
caused by time constraints, a course tailored for (I) Content ill be based on the require-
reserve components would be more useful to ments for the command as defined by the propo-
many RC officers than attending the AC Pre-
Command Course. An even more attractive alter- nent.
native, in terms of resource constraints, would be (2) Packet will include a copy of the core
the development of an exportable training pack- program of instruction and a "menu" of electi\ e
age. subjects available to the command designee

through extra instruction at the school. corre-(3) As a follow-on initiative to a RETO sodnecus.cmue-sitdepr
recommendation, a POI was developed in 1983 spondence course. computer-assisted export

to provide Pre-Command Course training to RC package, or material for self-study.

officers. Late in 1983 pilot classes were conduct- e. ODCSOPS publish a regulation which will
ed by the NG and USAR using this PO. The define policies. purposes. and responsibilities.
course was five days in length and addressed etc. for the Pre-Command Courses.
warfighting topics as well as administrative mat-
ters. This approach was well received by senior fo Deelop a Pre-Coman coue ailoredto the needs of Rd lieutenant colonel and colonel
RC officers. The instructional package is expora- commanders.
ble and could be taught offsite from CAC. It ap-
pears that CAC could provide off-site instruc- 4. CSA Remarks. Approed in concept.
tional support without significant resource Appendices
impact. Updating and using this POI wuld re- ApNes
solve many of the problems discussed above i Notes
(time constraints, appropriateness) and w'orld 2 Aciona n'
not de-emphasize the desirability of RC officers 3 Action Plan

4 Phasi6 Plan
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Notes

1. 1-uba Wass de Czcge. Preparing ibr W~ar: De- iragstaktiV Colonel Trexor LDipu% in his excel-
fin'ng' A/u lrohh'm. p. 12. lcnt book .1 (,ouus lot Wtar- The Germn Ar/ir

and General .Stal. 180 - 194 notes that *No:hing
2. RETO StudN. Final Report. 30 June 1978. eitomnized the outlook and perfomnance of the
3. Special Stud%~ Project. icu Command and German General Staff. and of the German Arm%
General Coll(llege in Transiuion. 1946-1976. which it coordinated, more than this concept of

MAJ obet A.Douht~ nd AJ Knneh v mission tactics: the responsibilitN of each Ger-
Smith, Nla 1976 man officer and non-commnissioned officer-and

even Moltlke's "youngest soldier"-to do with-
4III Corps Commander's Handbook. April out question or doubt whatexer the situation re-

1984. quired. as he sa%% it. This meant that he should

5. 111 Corps Comnmander's Handbook. April act without awaiting orders. if action seemed nec-
1984. eMarx. It also meant thiat he should act contrary

to o;ders. if these did not seen, to be consistent
6. The German Arm-, tcr:ns this concept *'u- with the situation."
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Annex S

Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS)

1. PURPOSE. To outline the policies and pro- c. Management of the current ACS system is
cedures necessary to establish an advanced civil not the issue, especially in view of recent devel-
schools (ACS) system which accurately identifies opment by MILPERCEN of the Civil Schools
current and future Army requirements; provides Manement Information System. The issue rests
officers technical, functional and broad based wit', how the Army circumscribes and meets its
knowledge; and expands one's cognitive skills requirements and the philosophical basis for why
and frame of reference through a challenging ed- the Army needs officers with advanced civil
ucational experience within the civilian sector. schooling.
The utility and benefit of such education will be
realized by the Army and the individual through- (I) Requirements.
out a career. (a) Since the first AERB in 1963, the

2. DISCUSSION. scope of validation has been restricted to individ-
ual positions. In fact, only those positions re-

a. Throughout the years, the role of the pro- quested for validation or re-validation by the
fessional Army officer has become increasingly field are even considered by the board. Such a
complex and diversified in an era of expanding process of basing requirements on individual au-
technological sophistication. As a result, the Ar- thorizations and then on only a select few cannot
my (and the other services as well) has had to establish total Army requirements. The 1983
greatly increase its reliance on civilian institu- AERB was tasked to identify total Army require-
tions to educate officers in the skills necessary to ments but at best only eight percent of OPMD
stay abreast of scientific, technological and social authorizations were validated. However, much
changes. In 1963, the Army Educational Require- evidence exists showing that many positions wor-
ments Board (AERB) was established to validate thy of validation are not-because they are never
Army graduate education requirements. This submitted for board consideration. Reasons for
board meets periodically to review individual po- this vary, but center primarily on field miscon-
sitions submitted by the field. Based on approved ceptions of validation criteria, oversight, or com-
AERB validations, fully-funded quotas are annu- mander's hesitancy to tie his authorizations to
ally established. Upon graduation, officers are re- extraordinary management constraints. On the
quired to serve three years in AERB validated other hand, some positions are submitted for the
positions. wrong reasons-quality cut aspects and an in-

b. In 1970, the General Accounting Office crease in the unit's Officer Distribution Plan

published a report critical of the services, charg- (ODP) allowance. Although the validation rate is

ing mismanagement of graduate education pro- only eight percent, the OPMD managed officer

grams. There have been several reports by othet- corps believes at a much greater rate that gradu-

agencies since which have addressed similar ate education is essential. Nearly sixty-seven per-

shortcomings. namely. the Army's validation cent of PDOS Survey respondents (see Appendix

process and utilization rates of graduate educated 6) ctaimed it is necessary for proficiency in one of

officers. These shortcomings are the result of a their specialties, e.g., performance in their jobs.

narrow definition of requirements, e.g., by indi- This fact influences officers to pursue graduate

vidual position; and defining "payback" as utili- education on their own. Nearly half (48 percent)

zation in an individual validated position. RETO of all graduate-degree holders obtained theirs this

found that because of such constraints we "have way.

defined ourselves into a position of appearing to (b) The focal point of the requirements
be poor managers." identification dilemma obviously rests with the
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scope. Pressuring the current s~stem to "work that the services eliminate the position validation
better" is not a solution. We have tried that since process and instead established graduate educa-
1963. An alternative process with broader scope tion goals.
is needed. (2) Philosophical basis for advanced civil

(c) Army Research Institute (ARI) behav- schooling.
ioral research of units and organizations estab-
lished a premise that the demand for cognitive. (a) The worth of ACS has historically
analytical and synthesization skills increase b% been measured in functional terms. That is. an
unit or organization echelon (Figure 1). Further- officer is educated in an academic discipline
more, similar increases also occur with unit mis- which supports one of his specialties and then is
sion. This phenomenon primarily emanates from "properly utilized- only when he works in a vali-
the following conditions: planning and execution dated position requiring his grade. specialty and
times: uncertainty of the future: quantity, con- functional skill obtained through graduate educa-
tent and diversity of information to be assimilat- tion. A functional,) competent officer corps is
ed: systems complexity: and perhaps most impor- essential to the Army. We need in-depth experts
tantly, the impact of work performed upon the in a variety of areas. However. the worth of a
Nation. DoD and Army as a whole. Validating challenging advanced civil schooling experience
units and organizations recognizes the corporate cannot be measured exclusively in terms of func-
nature of structures-all its individual compo- tional preparation.
nents (positions) must perform at optimum levels
to accomplish the aggregate task or mission. The 1. ACa is a broadening experience which
corporate approach allows the commander the raises one's frame of reference thereb) stimulat-
flexibility to use his officers wherever he deems ing vision. This is particularly important in a
necessary to accomplish assigned tasks and mis- closed personnel system. The officer corps. as
sions. No longer must he be forced to tie an offi- part of our society, must share its sociological
cer with ACS to a singularly validated position and political values and be exposed to current
for the duration of a tour in order to satisfy "util- academic and intellectual thinking in an atmos-
ization payback." phere of analysis, reflection and discovery. Sarke-

(d) In broadening the identification of re- sian and Taylor state that "For most officers the

quirements scope to include validating units and graduate school experience creates an awareness

organizations, we must not eliminate the need to of society and reduces mental boundaries im-
posed by the military community.- I

also review individual positions which represent
specific. unique or standardized-type require- 2. Research conducted by Raoul Alcala2

ments. This is necessary to maintain system flexi- shows that graduate education plays a dramatic
bility in meeting specific fields of study. academ- role in sharpening one's reasoning and thinking
ic discipline and doctoral level requirements (see powers: broadens the perspectives from which
Appendix I for amplification). one defines reality: encourages innovation: and

(e) In an environment of rapid technologi- discourages dogmatism (in the pejorative sense).
cal changes, we must do better at anticipating thereby expanding one's abilit) to develop and
future educational requirements. especiall) for explore alternati'e solutions and select the best
new emerging disciplines. Considering the time it one in the decision-making process.
takes to produce an officer with the appropriate 3. Those officers with graduate education
ACS. we must take a proactive approach to iden- believe it makes them btte: officers. Eighty-five
tifying future needs. percent of the PDOS SurveN responses so indicat-

(f) An accurate requirements base will ed. Less than eight percent obtained graduate de-
provide the CSA the empirical data to establish grees to get a "good civilian job." In fact, the
graduate education goals for the officer corps. retention rate of those with advanced degrees is
Goals are important. They provide impetus, in- greater than the DA average.
crease education levels and performance and the
inventory of officers available to meet validated
requirements. In 1973. based on the i973 Army Sam C Sa4kesian and Wliam J.lalor. Jr.. -The Case For
Civil Schooling Program Review recommenda- Ci ,than Graduate Education for Professional C.f1cers."

tions. the CSA established a graduate education rmedl'oi-t.andSowt. Vol. 1. No 2. Februar) 1975.p.
goal of 20 percent for the officer corps. We have
exceeded that as 28 percent of OPMD-managed Raoul -lcala. "Education and Officer Attitudes". 7li'S-s-
officers alone have graduate degrees. In 1978. the ten for ;dta attnt~,ihari Otll'erv in the US, Lamerence J.
House Appropriations Committee recommended Kolb. ed International Studies .ssociation. 1976. p 133.
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d. Not all graduate schools offer programs of ments and goals and Arm% full-time students will
equal quality and some schools are noted for par- attend only those institutions.
ticular fields of study. Accreditation is not a qual- d. ACS graduates will serve a normal tour in
ity indicator but rather attainment of minimumAdditionally. programs a unit. organization. or position requiring in-institutional standards, diinllporm creased knowledge and skills.

of study within the same academic discipline va-
rv significantly between schools. They vary by
content. subject matter, quantity of classroom 4. CSA Remarks. Conceptually approved the
hours, thesis or project requirements and stan- base policies. The CSA questioned whether the
dards. The graduate education experience must changes to the Arm) ACS system would require
be a challenge which allows reflection, research congressional approval.
and inquiry. Under current policy. officers maya
attend full-time ACS at any accredited college or a. AC i latedsbyhConres excep
university which offers study in a directed aca- Title 10. USC which limits the services to no
demic discipline. Considering the cost of full- more than eight percent of the officer corps to be
time programs. especially full% funded, we must
identify those schools which provide the best ed- reviewed by the House Appropriations Commit-
ucation for the investment. In so doing. however. tee (HAC) as part of its oversight responsibilities
we must ensure that a sufficient variety of of the Armed Forces education and training ap-
schools are identified to provide necessary diver- propriations.
sity. b. For the next HAC review, it would be

c. The manpower investment in full-time appropriate to provide them with an information
ACS programs exceeded 900 manyears in FY 84 report regarding changes to the Army ACS sys-
and b, 1988 fully-funded tuition costs will ex- tern. It should be noted that the recommended
ceed $16 million. Although ACS has valuable ACS policies contained herein have been briefed
broadening aspects, as earlier discussed, maxi- to the other Services program managers and the
mum use of these talents, especially those of a ACS program manager, Directorate of Training
functional nature, must be made. This is accom- and Education. OSD with favorable response.
plished by assigning this inventor) to validated Furthermore it should be noted that in 1978 the
units, organizations and positions for normal HAC recommended several changes contained in
tours as soon as possible subsequent to schooling this annex.
and, as appropriate, thereafter throughout a ca-
reer. Appendices

! Identification of Advanced Civil
3. Recommendations. Arm- full-time and Ar- S c on R e ard GolSchooling Requirements and Goals

my-funded advanced civil schooling (ACS) pro- 2) Establishment of Advanced Civil
grams will be designed to meet Army require- Schooling Quotas and Goalsmentsin Quota andaGoalments and goals. 3 Graduate Schooling Policies to Meet

a. The scope of ACS will be expanded be- Army Requirements and Goals
yond functional requirements to also include the 4 Selection of Officers to Attend Full-
need for officer broad-based knowledge and cog- Time Advanced Civil Schooling
nitive skills. 5 Utilization of Officers With Advanced

Civil Scl.ooling
b. Requirements and goals will be based on

current and future unit, organization. or position 6 PDOS Survey
needs. 7 Glossary

8 Bibliography
c. Criteria will be established for identifying 9 Action Plan

educational institutions which meet ACS require- 10 Phasing Plan
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Appendix 1 to Annex S

Identification of Advanced Civil
Schooling (ACS) Requirements and Goals

1. PURPOSE. To outline policies and proce- ensure that validated authorizations precisely re-
dures for the identification of ACS requirements flect correct specialties. skills and grades. Fur-
from which ACS goals for the officer corps will thermore, those unique positions which can only
be established, be satisfied b, a specific academic discipline

mus! be identified and spccially managed.
2. DISCUSSION. d. The current AERB process considers fo."

a. As previously discussed in Annex S. the validation only those positions on current au-
scope used in the identification of requirements thorization documents. At, educational require-
process must be broadened to include units and ment which is anticipated but not yet actual can
organizations. as well as individual positions (see neither be established nor an officer developed to
Tab A). To accurately establish the Army's ACS meet it until an authorization exists. As such. the
requirements. measurable definitive criteria education process (18 months of graduate school-
must be identified for use by the Army" Educa- ing alone) cannot always meet requirements in a
tional Requirements Board (AERB). The Army timely manner. Unit and organization corn-
Research Institute (ARI) has conducted researci manders must be allowed and encouraged to
in the behavioral aspects of units and organiza- projeci their future educational requirements at
tions with emphasis on associated cognitive stra- least out five years to assist Army personnel plan-
ta. echelon. mission and impact of work per- ners to develop long-range plans and programs.
formed, and is in an authoritative position to This is especially crucial to the development of
develop this criteria, experts in new emerging technologies like artifi-

cial intelligence, robotics. parapsychology, ce-b. Within the past fort% years. the Army and ramic engineering. etc: and the development ofour society, as well. has seen an evolution to
a high school education plans and programs for anticipated changing in-

ventory needs. The Army Science Board must
once represented an accepted minimum stan- also continue to assist in this arena as should also
dard. graduate education at the masters level is are

becoming the norm. When one considers that ap-

proximately 98 percent of the officer corps has a 3. Recommendations.
bachelors: 28 percent of those OPMD managed a. Army ACS requirements will be based on
have completed the roasters, and most senior of- unit, organization and position echelon, mission
ficers (for example 81 percent of OPMD-nian- and impact of work.
aged colonels) have graduate degrees. the masters
degree represents a standard goal. Considering b. The AERB will identify requirements
this fact, the norm for AERB validation should based on measurable criteria. Criteria %%ill ad-
likewise be at the masters level. Requirements for dress:
doctorate level or graduates of Training With In-dustry'(TWl) should remain individually validat- (1) Cognitive and know~'edge levels re-
ed. quired in work produced at the echelon and/or

mission of the unit, organization or position.
c. Essential to the identification of ACS re- (2) Significant impact of work. on the Na-

quirements is accuracy in position coding and tion. DoD or Army 'ith regard to unit. organiza-
grading: and the flexibility to meet specific or tion. or position mission.
unique position requirements. The AERB must
continue, as was done by the 1983 AERB. to (3) Degree levels.
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(4) Future fields or disciplines of study. with assistance from MACOMS. the Army Sci-
ence Board and ARI.

c. The AERB. composed of branch. function-
al area and skill proponent. ARI. and Army Sci- (3) Ensure all authorizations within vali-ence Board representatives. will: dated units. organizations, and separately vali-

dated positions are correctly coded and graded.(1) Identif% which units, organizationsand positions require officers with ACS by level (4) Idenif- those particular positions(mast,rs. doctorate or T.-ining With Industry). hich require a specific academic discipline.based on established criteria. 4. CSA Remarks. See Annex S.
(2) Identify fiturc ACS requirements by TAB - A Validation Of Advanced Civilfields of study. or particular academic disciplines Schooliiig Requirements.
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Tab A to Appendix 1

Validation of Advanced Civil Schooling Requirements

I. Criteria based on cogniti-e and knowledge (b) Degree producing institutions (USMA.
lev-e!s: ROTC. etc)

a. UNiT S AND ORANIZAl INS (Mas- (2) Foreign area officer positions
ters/Training With Industry): Where higher ivcl (3) Battalion and brigade level command
skills are required. positions

(1) Echelon: For example. ARSTAF: HQ.
MACOM: CORPS STAFF. certain Field Operat- (4) Poject manager positions
ing Agencies. etc. (5) Civil works engineer positions

(2) Mission and impact of work Arm- d. IND!VDUAL POSITIONS: (Masters.
wide: For example. the Center for Arm. Leader- Training With lndutr. Doctorate): Flexibility
ship (CAL): to meet non-standard reqairements.

b. "The mission of the Center for Army"
Leadership is to be the Army proponent for lead-
ership and ethics. As proponcni. the center devel- (2) Positions not in validated unit or or-
ops and disseminates leadership and ethics con- ganization (masters level).
cepts. doctrine, and training in all Army serice (3) All doctoral requirements will be indi-
schools and in the Arm% field forces, both active -idualh" validated.
duty and reserve. Further. it monitors military
and civilian leadership and ethics research activi- Position fidds of study will be identified as
ties. and it coordinates all such Arm% research." follows:

(1) Authorizations: 35 officers of all arms a. Specialty supporting: Ttue academic disci-
including three from Special Branches. pline need of the position controlling specialty is

(2) AERB validations: six positions satisfied by any of those of the specialty (control

(3) What is CAL's need? Best thinkers branch, functional area. area of concentration)

and most knowledgeable officers available, supporting set.

c. POSITION TYPES* cMastersf- ): For b. Specific: The academic discipline need is
the purpose of standardizing requirements. Ex- satisfied by only one discipline within the spe-
amples: cialty supporting set.

(I) Instructor positions c. Unique: The academic discipline need is

(a) Senior Service College. Command and satisfied by a discipline or several disciplines not
Staff College contained in tt., specialty discipline set.

*Na, or ma' not be in %ahdaicd units or organizaions
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Appendix 2 to Annex S

Establishment of Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS) Quotas and Goals

1. PURPOSE. To outline the procedures and be based on Transit. Holding. and Student (THS)
policies to establish ACS quotas and goals. account established limits and/or budget. Al-

though budgets are established for the fully-fund-
ed program. this factor has never affected the

a. There exists primarily two full-time gradu- program. However no optimum manpower limits
ate programs. They are the Fully-Funded Pro- have been determined, not withstanding the
gram and the Partially-Funded Program where greatest cost of full-time ACS is in manpower. An
officcrs attend up to 18 months at an accredited analysis of affordability must be made.
college or university in a directed discipline of d. The methodology (Future Army Require-
study which supports either or both of the indi- ments-FAR model) used by MILPERCEN to
vidual's specialties. Two major differences exist
between the two. Under the Fully-Funded Pro- generate annual ACS quotas projects future in-

ventory requirements by specialties and gradesgram, the Army pays all tuition costs and pro- by considering utilization and continuation rates.
vides monetary assistance for books and fees. In The model projections arc compared with ex-
the Partially-Funded Program. the officer is re- Tin inden ti s r of wih es

isting inventories. the result of which provides
sponsible for all schooling costs. The second dif- the basis for annual Fully-Funded Program quo-
ference is that the Fully-Funded Program is cen-
trally managed within MILPERCEN and is based tas and budget support.
on annual quotas derived from AERB valida- e. As previously discussed in this annex. offi-
tions. The Partially-Funded Program (less the cer graduate education goals need revision as the
Cooperative Degree Completion Program) is 20 percent objective established in 1973 has been
managed separateiv within the OPMD assign- exceeded. With broader and more accurate ACS
ment divisions and is not quota based. Conse- validation criteria and methodology, the AERB
quently. some over production can occur. can provide the necessary empirical data to sup-

b. The cost associated with Army full-time port realistic requirements based goals. Further-
more, these can be developed by grade. special-ACS programs is not in tuition dollars alone, but tie adee e level b gals ill

perhaps more importantly the manpower loss to ties and degree levels. Publishing goals will

the operational account. In FY 84. Army full- provide an impetus for officers.

time graduate ACS programs exceeded 900 man- 3. Recommendations.
years. This represents nearly one-third of the cur- a. Based on AERB approved results.
rent Operating Strength Deviation. Considering MILPERCEN will establish masters, doctorate.
the significant manpower drain ot the full-time and TVI quotas for all full-time programs. Chief
programs. they must be carefully managed to en- of Chaplains and The Judge Advocate General
sure an appropriate inventory is maintained, will establish quotas for their branches. Factors
Quotas must be developed for all such programs that will be considered are:
to eliminate the potential for costly over-produc-

tion. (1) Branch. functional arei and area of

c. In 1977. OSD established validation ceil- concentration requirements by grade. degree lev-

ings for all the services in order to reduce fully- ci. fields of study and where required, specific

funded budget expenditures. The Army's ceiling academic discipline.

w2s set at 4900. In 1982. General Thurman. as (2) Current inventory by branch. func-
the DCSPER. lifted the ceiling. He believed that tional area. area of concentration, grade, degree
the identification of requirements. especially f .r level, field of study and where required, specific
ACS. should not be inhibited. Constraints should academic discipline.
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(3) Future requirements by branch. func- c. Annually. MILPERCEN will publish ofli-
tional area. ar-a of concentration and fields of cer graduate education goals for officers by grade.
study using The Future Army Requirements branches. functional areas. areas of concentra-
(FAR) model. tion. and degree levels. The Chief of Chaplains.

The Judge Advocate General and the SurgeonGeneral will publish goals for their branches.
dent-THS account) and budget.

b. Annual ACS full-time quotas will not ex- 4. CSA Remarks. Approved in concept.

ceed established THS limits and budget.
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Appendix 3 to Annex S

Graduate Schooling Policies to Meet Army Requirements and Goals

1. PURPOSE. To outline policies and proce- (2) Fields of stud%. Until 1982. the AERB
dures to easure that Army sponsored graduate process had been academic discipline oriented.
education programs meet Army requirements Positions were validated by specific academic
and goals. disciplines. Based on the validations. -shortage

discipline- quotas were developed from which
fully-funded program quotas were established.

a. All Army-sponsored programs (in duty Following graduate schooling, officers were as-
time and/or funding) must be designed to itlet signed by their specific academic disciplines.
Army requirements and goals. This is true co-l- Considering the large variety of disciplines. man-
sidering the manpower costs of these programs. agemunt of validated positions and the inventory
especially those full-time. To maximize this in- of officers to fill them was difficult. This method-
vestment, officers must attend the most appro- olog also inhibited progressive utilization as the
priate colleges and universities and study must be discipline requirements for lieutenant colonel or
in a field in which a need exists or may exist in colonel may not be the same as for captain and
the future. major. To solve this dilemma. the 1983 AERB

(1) Selection of colleges and universities, board validated posi*ions by specialty and grade.
MILPERCEN and the specialty proponents thenUrder current policy. officers selected for full-tinie graduate schooling may attend any accredit- developed and published DA Circular 61-84-1dtiraduate schoongd my aten ay Dacreit containing a listing of specialty supporting disci-

of iducation wic offers the directed academic pline sets- Officers now must study in a discipline
dcionEvidencexis which s t r ted acdec which supports one of their specialties. However.

discipline. Evidence exists which shows that. de- this listing neither provides definition to the dis-
spite accreditation. not all graduate schools or i nc
programs are of equal quality or standards. ciplines nor does it identiwi courses or fields of

• study which suppor officer universal proficien-
Courses of study also vary significantly by con- s o ca i
tent. subject mailer, classroom hours, methods of
instriczion. and thesis or project requirement. (a) Defining disciplines: Definition is
For tmle educational experience to be meaningful. neces-arv to guide officers in their selection of
it must b- challenging: promote expansion of courses for a particular discipline and related
one's (ognitive and analytical skills: and demand electives. The core courses for operations re-
exploration and d-.:uvev. Concurrently. this ex- searchlsystems analysis (OR/SA). for example.
perience must provide functional knowledge with could include statistics, qualitative methods.
an applitvation to military skills and proficiencies. modeling. linear programming. computer pro-
In order te ensure Army full-time graduate stu- gramming. methods of analysis and calculus.
dents receive the greatest benefit. the Army must
be selective in the institutions used. Accomplish- (b) Officer universal proficiencies: Intui-
ing this tast: will require assistance from the aca- tively. the Army needs some officers who are ex-
demic community familiar with Army needs. perts in fields of study which are common to all
namely the US Military Academy and Naval branches and functional areas-fields that sup-
Postgraduate School (where approximately 100 port universal proficiencies (see BE-KNOW-DO
Army officers obtain graduate education annual- in Annex K). Examples of these fields or courses
ly): ARI and specialty proponents. Care must be are organizational behavior, humanities. psychol-
taken to ensure tt:at a sufficient variety of institu- ogy. interpersonal relationships, history., manage-
tions is used in order to maintain diversity. ment principles, leadership. etc.
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b. Because of significant dollar and particu- mands durirg the militar% phase. and to sonic
larl manpower costs accompanying full-time extent aiso the un' ersit, phase. do not allo%%
ACS programs. less expensive alternatives to time for refresher ceurses. Morcoxer. this condi-
meet Army requirements and goals must be en- lion does not pro'ide time or opportunity for
couraged. expanded or developed. students to do research theses or projects. As

(1) The Command and General StaflTCo- such. they are denied %aluable benefits of a grad-
uate education experience-retlect ion. inquiry

lege (CGSC) and the Army Logistics Manage-
ment Center (ALMC) participate in the Coopera- and discovery.
tive Degree Program (COOP). During the (c) These aforementioned program s!hrt-
military course. COOP participants take gradu- falls have caused recent reductions in program
ate courses for electives. CGSC students PCS to participation. Potential candidates decide not to
the university campus for six months after cotn- enroll or sonic who have are forced to % ithdra,.
pletion of the inilitar% phase to complete their This condition can be alleviated bL extending the
degree. in the ALMC COOP. students remain at university phase by about six nonths. In fact.
Ft Lee the additional six months follouing the several participating universities have so recom-
Logistics Executive Development Course mended to program managers. An extension of
(LEDCI. Florida Institute of Technolog . the par- this phase %%ould eliminate a )eccmber move for
ticipating university, maintains supporting most participants thereby reducing fanily tur-
faculty and staff on main campus. COOP repre- moil. More important!%. it ,ould allow% time for
sents an excellent opportunity for officers to ob- refresher training, supplemental courses and re-
tain graduate education in a relatively inexpen- search theses or projects. The associated cost
sive manner as the officer pays tuition and fees would be manyears only. but much fe'er than
through his own resources. Many obtain degrees that associated with l8 month full-time programs.
in difficult disciplines (Tab A). However. in re- (2) The Army Tuition Assistance Progi im
cent years the popularity of these programs has provides 50 percent funding for eligi partici-
waned. This can be attributed as folloms:

pants taking coilcge-le-'el courses during non-du-
(a) Six months university phase: The CG- ty hours. AR 621-5. Army Continuing Education

SOC students begin this phase in about June af- System (ACES). %%hich governs this program re-
ter a PCS !o the campus. Graduation occurs in quires that coursework must be "designed to pro-
December. This timing causes the officer two dif- vide vocational and education programs whikh
ficulties. First. it is very disruptive for the family, can satisfy skill development and occupational
Most officers have school age children who have needs of the Army in defense of the Nation and
their school year interrupted: and the family increase soldier career potential. job satisfaction
must travel, often great distances when the and educational growth.- in actuality. one is
weather and road conditions are at their worst, eligible to enroll in advanced degree programs
Second. there exist few assignment requisitions which have little or no utilit to :he Army and
in the system for the winter cycles. ALMC COOP neither support the officer'" spccizlties -nor umn-
has two programs per year. One has the COOP versa] proficiencies. As previously siatcd. ali Ar-
portion with a start in January and subsequent my-funded ACS programs must support both Ar-
completion in June. The other is timed with CG- my requirements and individual aspizat'enz.
SOC graduation to accommodate CGSC COOP Perhaps as importantly, this program prohibits
participants who then PCS to Ft Lee to complete some who already have graduate degrees from
their degree in the ALMC COOP program. This seeking additional degrees. As such. self-develop-
second program causes similar timing difficulties ment can be inhibited.
for both ALMC and CGSC COOP students. (3) In I983. the Combined Arms Opera-

(b) Learning compression: Although fam- tions Research Activity (CAORA). xith ODC-
ily and assignment considerations are important. SOPS approval. initiated a masters level intern
the most significant negative impacts relate to work-study program at Fort Leavenworth for
the learning process. In the COOP programs. par- permanent party officers. The program is in oper-
ticipants are required to complete intensive mili- ations researchfsystems analysis in cooperation
tarv. courses concurrently with equally intense with the University of Kansas. It provides an
university courses. Many students have been opportunity for participants to pursue graduate
away from the civilian academic arena for man% education tailored to their current duty position
years and require refresher courses. especially in requirements. Classroom work occurs both dur-
mathematical based disciplines. Hovc-ver. the ing and after duty hours. Written projects have
compression in content and heavy study de- military application and often a direct relation-
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ship with the iridividual's position. Normally, (3) The number of colleges and un',ersi-
within a three year tour, one can complete degree ties must provide sufficient diversity.
requirements. The average cost to the govern-
ment is approximately $1700 per student and lit- b. CGSC and ALMC Cooper . ve Degree
tie manyears (about three hours per week of duty Programs will be extended to a mi mun1 of one
time). Such programs could potentially be estab- yar i or to oorpadia u

lished at other installatio.is, especially those and thesis or project completir ii.

where there is a concentration of a like oranch or c. MILPERCEN, vth proponent and
functional area. i.e., Fort Gordon api the Signal MACOM assistance will expand fields of study
School or Fort Benjamin Harrison And the Coin- which support branch,:s. functional areas. areas
puter Science School. of concentration and officer universal proficien-

(4) Few situations lend themselves to ob- cies. For such field, of study. they will also iden-

taining graduation educatio. as does an ROTC tify supporting cjre courses for optimum mili-

assignment. ROTC cadre nould be strongly en- taryapplicatior.

couraged to participate v ,aether it be at the initial (1) -his information will be published
masters, multiple rr.,sters or doctorate level, and distril'uted Army-wide.
Many universitiec will provide reduced tuition (C) Officers pursuing graduate degrees
rates. The cost :o the Army is minimal, under an Army full-time program will study at

3. Recommendations. Arm' recognized colleges and universities in

a. The ODCSPER establish policies and cri- fiels of study which support Army require-

teria for the identification of colleges and univer- nents, the individal's branch, functional area.

sities which meet Army ACS requirements in area of concentration. or officer universal profi-
ciencies: and individual educational goals.

support of full-time study programs. This criteria
will include: (3) Officers pursuing graduate degrees

under the Army Tuition Assistance Program may(1) Accredited and recognized by the . attend for multiple graduate degrees at any level
Department of Education. (masters or doctorate). Study will support Army

(2) Offer specific fields of study which requirements and individual educational goals.
meet Army requirements to include: d. To supplement existing education pro-

(a) Thesis or research project require- graas. the DCSPER will investigate establishing
ment. cooperative intern work-study programs similar

Quality ofthe prograrm, to that at Ft Leavenworth: and Commander
TRADOC will establish policies and guidelines

(c) Military applicat,n of courses/pro- which allow ROTC cadre to pursue on-campus
grams. educational opportunities.

(d) Electiv-, which support universal offi- 4. CSA Remarks. Approved in concept.
cer proficienr' _.

,C) Tuition costs. TAB A - Cooperative Degree Program
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Tab A to Appendix 3

Cooperative Degree Program

CGSC, PTLEA VENAIYR TH, KS

University of Kansas
* Hlistory
* Joumnali
" Political Science

Kansas State
* ORSA

Univer~if- o1 MVissouri at Kansas City
* AccclintingI, *" Cowtptrc iersh!p

" Grganizational Behavior
0 Publi-' Administra-.ion
AL.MC (LEDO,. FT LEE, F/A

Florida Institute orTechnology, Ft Lee, VA
" Material Acquisition Management
* ADP
* Logisl :cs (MBA)
* Logis-ics Management
" Tran iportation Management
* (Car vract & Acquisition Management
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Appendix 4 to Annex S

Selection of Officers to Attend Full-time Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS)

1. PURPOSE. To outline the policies and pro- records and the greatest potential should be se-
cedures to select officers for ACS attendance at lected.
civilian institutions. b. Officers who attend full-time ACS often

2. DISCUSSION. do so in fields of study which support entry into
a. The Arm\'s objective must be to develop additional specialties or functions in which the\

an inventor\ of officers with ACS in the proper have little, if anN. experience or knowledge.
mix of fields of study to meet Arms require- Hence. they have limited knowledge of the direc-
ments. Historicall,. the Arm) has been unable to tion or emphasis their studies should take. The
meet its ACS requirements through off-dut,. co- establishment of academic discipline core
operati\e. or pre-accession programs. Conse- courses wsill help, but the individual should ha\e
quentl\, full-time programs were established to some prior familiarit\ of the militar\ application
meet this need. As previousl discussed and of his studies. Attendance at an appropriate fune-
shown in this annex. 'ull-time programs are ex- tional course prior to ACS could alleviate this.
pensive in both manpower and dollars. To maxi- 3. Recommendations. The Army's goal is to de-
mize this investment, we should send our officers velop an inventory of officers with ACS at the
to the most appropriate colleges. universities: grade of captain, prior to transition to field
and for Training With Industry, to the most ap- grade. The inventory will be developed by
propriate industries. Likewise, we should send branch, functional areas, and areas of concentra-
the right officers at the right time in their careers. tion fufcien s and f utre

tion of sufficient size to meet captain and future
(I) Timing: Generally. officers should field grade validated ACS requirements.

have completed their branch qualification (see
Annex CC). The importance of this foundation a. MILPERCEN will select officers for fuii-
cannot be over emphasized. Branch qualification time ACS to meet quotas using the following cn-
is usually accomplished by the sixth or seventh teria:
v'ear of service, consequentl,, the ideal window (1) Officer has completed captain level
of attendance is seven to nine years AFCS. Cur- branch qualification. compan level command,
rently. that window is six to eight years AFCS. as required, and OAC. Officers who will attend
However, considering the demands placed on ACS in support of their branch may. as appropri-
captains, the window should be flexible. In fact, ate. attend OAC following civil schooling.
it may be useful in select cases for officers to
attend full-time ACS during the field grade years (2) Officer has a manner of performance
when it is appropriate to do so (for example. necessary for transition to field grade (reinforce).
obtain a masters. doctorate or attend Training (3) Officer can be accepted at an Army
With Industry to support one designated to se- recognized college and university in the required
quential track). Those officers to be schooled in field of study or academic discipline.
fields of study which support a functional area
must have completed OAC as part of their (4) Upon graduation. officer will be avail-
branch qualification (CAS3 can and should fol- able to serve a normal utilization tour without
low ACS). However, those to be schooled in detriment to his career progression (reinforce).
fields supporting their branch may attend OAC (5) Officer can complete the degree re-
after ACS. This will allow them to rapidly return quirements within 18 months: or two years for
to the same level as their peers. doctorate. Selection will be weighted to those

(2) Manner of performance: Unquestiona- who can complete degree requirements in less
bly. those officers with the best performance time (reinforce).
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(6) Officer agrees in writing to a service 7-9 years AFCS; timing for doctoral attendance
obligation three times the schooling period, corn- will be established based on force structure re-
puted in days. to a maximum of six years (rein- quirements.
force). b. Officers selected for full-time ACS will

(7) Officer may attend for doctorate, mas- attend an appropriate military functional course
ters or TWI level education regardless of source in support of the designated area of concentra-
of funding for lower degree levels (publicize and tion or functional area prior to ACS should the
reinforce). officer lack sufficient knowledge or experience in

(8) The ideal window of atten.dance for the area.

masters level education will be captains between 4. CSA Remarks. Approved in concept.
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Appendix 5 to Annex S

Utilization of Officers with Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS)

1. PURPOSE. To outline policies and proce- ties. The other. an equal cells of quality ap-
dures concerning the utilization of officers with proach. would eliminate most or all priorities
ACS in order to meet Army requirements. with each validated entity receiving a pro rata

2. DISCUSSION, fair share of the ACS inventor%.
a c ith e. During the past three years. MILPERCENa. The skills and knowledge of officers wih has been developing the Civil Schools Manage-

ACS should be utilized at ever available oppor- h en nfor in te CSchoo. Manapr-

tunity. This is especially true immediately follow- vies ADPsuptor MIS).RCSN econ
ing schooling when the knowledge is fresh.

program managers. assignment officers and field
Knowledge and skills decline with time when notvadat-
exercised. with the greatest deterioration occur- ed requirements and officer personnel with ACS.

ring shortly following schoolng. On the other This system has significantl! improved the Ar-
hand, immediate utilization reinforces and ex- " m opands newly acquired skills and knowdg. Con- my s management of its ACS s~stem. Modifica-

d ntions to it should be made. as appropriate, to
sidering the investment in full-time programs accommodate the policies contained within this
and historical congressional oversight, emphasis annee.

should be on using these assets in validated units.
organizations and positions immediately. How- 3. Recommendations.
ever, to meet all requirements, all officers with a. Officers attending ACS under any Army
ACS, regardless of degree source, should be used full-time program will serve a utilization tour i a
to the maximum extent practical in validated validated unit. organization or position imnuedi-

units, organizations or positions. atelv following schooling or follow-on militarv

b. In those cases where the best interests of schooling. Initial utilization may be deferred to
the Army and the individual are not served. utili- the second operational tour or curtailed by Com-
zation right after ACS should be deferred. Defer- mander. MILPERCEN based on Army and indi-
rals should represent extreme exccptions and vidual needs.
should be for no more than one operational tour. b. Officers obtaining ACS through off-duty

c. As previously discussed in this annex. Ar- study or prior to commissioning should be uti-
my ACS requirements will be established to sup- lized to the maximum extent possible to satisfy
port units, organizations and individual posi- validated requirements (reinforce).
tions. MILPERCEN must assign officers with
ACS accordingly. Commanders of validated c. Officers must be assigned within the Offi-

cer Classificationi System:, however, fields of
units and organizations may use these officers in sdr spcificacadem dicpie neds ofany pprpriae psiton bt soul do o jdi- study or specific academic discipline needs of the
any appropriate position but should do so judi- unit, organization or position must also be con-
ciously. sidered (reinforce).

d. When ACS requirements exceed the in- d. Commanders and directors of AERB vali-
ventory, policies and procedures for distribution dated units and organizations have the authority
must be established. PDOS was unable to studv to assign their officers with ACS (regardless of
this issue in detail: however, at least two alterna- source) to any position to meet the command's
tives exist. One is a process similar to the mission.
OPMD-managed Officer Distribution Plan
(ODP) where the inventory is distributed by e. MILPERCEN will establish procedures to
grade and specialty based on established priori- ensure that officers with ACS are assigned to val-

S-5-1
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idated units, organizations or positions at appro- g. MILPERCEN is responsible for establish-
priate times throughout the individuars career ing procedures to ensure that assignment and
(reinforce). utilization policies are followed (reinforce).

f. When validated requirements exceed in- 4. CSA Remarks. None.
ventory, the DCSPER will establish a distribu-
tion plan.
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Appendix 6 to Annex S

PDOS Survey Responses

1 Graduate education is thellul mn current assignment

Extremely Somewhat TotalDoctorate 60.5% 23 6% 84 1%Masters 41.9 40.4 823All 270 49.0 76 0

2 Sources of Degrees

Doctorate & MastersFully Funded Program 30.2%Degree Completion 
5.7Program Cooperative (COOP) 65On Own Time 48.3Preaccession 
6.3

3 Primary intent in obtaining graduate degree.
ACS Respondents' All Respondents" Serve more effectively 281% 22 2%" Enhance professional intettectual growth 339 32.9" More competitive for selection boards 22.8 197" Obtain a good civiian job 7.8 12.4" Do not intend on obtaining a graduate degree 55

4. Does/dir the opportunity to acquire ACS while On active duty influence your decision to remain?

ACS Respondents' All Respondentsfiluences 
59.4%* 59.7%Would stay anyway 384 358Plan to separate 

22 4.5
5 Officers need ACS even if the Army does not fund.

ACS Respondents* All RespondentsAgree 
79.4% 70.0%

6. Satisfaction with current duty position
ACS Respondents' All RespondentsVery satisfied 

484% 423%Total satisfied 
874 85.2

7 ACS is necessary fcr proficiency in one of my specialties.
ACS Respondents' All RespondentsStrongly agree 

35.4% 300Total agree 
72 6 665

"Thosc officers respondtrg who hac graduate degrees.

S-6-1
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Appendix 7 to Annex S

Glossary

Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS): ACS includes sively graduate schooling or Training With In-
graduate education (masters and doctorate) and dustry (TWI) in excess of 20 weeks. Graduate
Training With Industry (TWI). schooling programs include the Fully-Funded

Army Educational Requirements Board (AERB): Program & Partially-Funded Programs.

A DA board composed of specialty proponent
representatives which reviews requests for ACS Training With Industry (TWI) Program: TWI is
validation submitted by the field. Generally, the a cooperative training program between the Ar-
board meets every one to two years. Board rec- my and select civilian corporations. Participating
ommendations are forwarded to the DCSPER ;or officers generally are dedicated for a one-year
approval. The approved board results currently tour. The program is not degree producing (See
provide the basis for the Fully-Funded Program. AR 621-108 & AR 621-1).
Fields of Study: A group of similar academicdiscip le etg.. b usines s misr ank- Unit/organization: For the purpose of this an-
disciplines. e.g.. business administration, bank- nex, an entity with a Unit Identification Codeing and finance, comptrollership, accounting. etc. (UIC). IUni denotes MTOE element: "organi-

Full-time ACS: The officer's duties are exclu- zation." TDA element.

S-7-1
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Annex T

Impact on Officers and Their Familic

I. PURPOSE. To discuss the impact of P1DOS Course. Command and General Staff Officer
recommendations on the individual officer and Course. functional area courses, and skill training
the family, will be completed prior to assignment to posi-

2. DISCUSSION. tions requiring the frame of reference, knowl-
edge. or skills provided by the course. Mentors

a. Background. Any requirement placed on a will provide guidance and assessment feedback
married officer affects the famil% in some way. and will direct the officer to concentrate on the
PDOS recognized that during the course of the areas of weakness. With the additional require-
study the impact of a policy on an officer's family ments for self-development, the officer should be
had to be considered. In addition, the aggrega- afforded additional time -on-dutv- to conduct

tion cf policies and the resulting impact had to be self-development.
analvzed since a system approach was used. It
also has to be recognized that when an officer (3) Factors that may absorb some addi-
chooses a career in the military, he accepts the tional time are increased use of non-resident
inherent differences from a civilian profession. courses, and the requirement to stay ahead of
One difference is twenty-four hour a day availa- and mentor subordinates. There will be an in-
bility to support the Army mission. An officer. by crease in the use of non-resident courses to pre-
virtue of beine in uniform. can expect to have pare officers for resident courses and for those
requirements placed on him such as temporary who are not selected for attendance at resident
duty. additional duty hours beyond -normal" courses. The core requirements will be met by
hours and off duty self-development. some officers in the non-resident mode. As sub-

ordinates become -smarter.- superior officers
b. Goal. One P00S goal was to develop poli- will need to keep pace with subordinates to prop-

cies tha ultimately would reduce the time of-mentor them.
icers would be away from their families. This
can be accomplished by defining the proficien- (4) In the long term. decreases in impact
cies required of an officer during each develop- will result from improved use of education and
ment period and by providing the needed tools tomaxiizetheeffciecy f tme pen onprocs- training technologies such as Computer Commu-
maximize the efficiency of time spent on profes- nications-Based Instruction to increase the ratio
sional development, of knowledge and skills gained to time spent. Al-

c. Results of Analysis. so. improved training tools such as computer
(1) In the analysis, impact vas assessed in wargames and simulations will be available tounits to increase efficiency of training time.

both the near term (5-7 years) and long term.
Judgments were made as to whether there would
be an increase, decrease, or no change in impact (5) Table T-l. Near and Long Term Time
when compared to the environment today with- Impact of POOS Policies on Officer and Family.summarizes the results of the subjc.:tive analysis.There was no attempt to measure the magnitude

(2) In the near term. the factors that will of change. Coordination was made with ODC-
cause a decrease in the impact on the officer and SPER to obtain their views on the impact of
family include schooling which precedes assign- PDOS policies on the family. The aggregate long
ment. mentor guidance and assessment feedback. and short term impacts on the family are shown
and command climate emphasizing professional with those of the individual as the two are gener-
development. The Officer Advanced Course. ally consistent. The reason for specific changes is
Combined Arms and Services Staff School provided in the notes with the table.
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Near and Long Term Time Impact of PDOS Policies on
Officer and Family

SCHOOL UNIT/ORG SELFiFAMILY
NEAR LONG NEAR LONG NJEA R "N

DP TERM TERMII TERMI TERM TERMV fRM

0 NC NC N/A N/JA 15) D-
ID1V)NC D NC DD1)0 0

2 (1) 1 DNC D: 6:i3 D
1 2) D11 D, NC Z) (T0

NC D NC 0__ (8
5 (3)3 1 NC NC 18) 1 D

6(4) 1 NC NC M8 I

I - Increase 0 - Decrease NC -No Change

NEIlR TERM~ ing to sometimes perform duties in an off
duty environment.

(i) Increase because of entry level training (8) Mentorine is ke, factior in increase. Al-
in functional areas and skills.
(2) Increase because of number of officers s.a s ftcnlE nraea ela

enroledin onrsidet CSOCandthescope of responsibility, senior officers will
tnrolwek inresident has. Deran d e be required to work ,sMarer- to prepare
the length of time some officers spend attemlesfrajb
resident CGSOC will be reduced for some LONG TERM
officers. * Functional courses to impart/update tac-
(3) Increase due to increase length and con- tua inomto r h Itrivnhaal
tent of GO orientation program. officers have acquired contextual founda-
(4) Increase due :o establishment of senior tion in school at start of development peri-
GO seminars and devclopmc!.d programn. od and Zre able to gain knowl-ee updated
(5) Decrease results from better defined remoteiv via electronic media.
and stated requirements. 13%' learning in school the use of technol-
(6. Same as (5) and increase in ACS goals ogy to enhance opcrm!ional missions. the
%%III increase the number of officers in- unit wvill benefit in~ multiple ways.
volved in night classes to obtain a Masters Individual will have more responsibili-
degree. tv for professional development but
('7) Increase time required due to involve- -smart- courseWare will be available to help
Men. in off duty studies (CGSC and ACS). the officer gain the required knowledge and
Indirect Increase from mentor role in hay- dlecision making expertise more efficientl.1%

Ta-le T_ I- Near and Long Term Timne Impact of PDOS Policies or. ot!f,-er anid =awy-

3. Recommendations. None

4. CSA Remarks. N-one
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Annex U

Implications for Women Officers

1. PURPOSE. To describe PDOS professional 3. Recommendations.
development implications for women officers. a. All proponents continue their review of

career patterns for officers. Any branches or
2. DISCUSSION functional areas which do not allow men and wo-

men to have the same career patterns must be
identified and action taken to develop viable al-

(1) All officers must know the critical ele- ternatives for women. These alternatives should
ments of professional development for their re- take the form of formal career patterns and
spective branch and/or functional area if they cx- should be published as part of the PDOS-recom-
pect to remain competitive with their peers. mended professional development roadmaps. Se-
PDOS designed an Officer Professional Develop- quential tracking should be considered as a possi-
ment System (OPDS) which stresses long-term ble solution to "'dead-ended" career paths, if
coherent development to establish foundations in appropriate training can be provided.
values distinctive to the profession of arms and
sustain current readiness. The system identifies
major transition points and dyear period, the assignments of two year groups
in an officers career and describes what the offi- of officers to determine if the areas which have

different assignment patterns have competitive
cer should BE-KNOW-DO during that period. patterns for both men and women, e.g. school

(2) All officers must be knowledgeable in selection and staff and command assignments
their branch and/or functional area. To accom- should be considered. Year groups should be
plish this they must be appropriately trained and carefully chosen and the periods monito~red
given the assignments necessarN to develop pro- should begin after 1978 when the Women's Army
fessional competence and expertise in their cho- Corps was disestablished.
sen field(s). Every officer is expected to possess a c. ODCSPER continue to review the Direct
"common core" of knowledge. In addition, each Combat Probability Coding (DCPC) to deter-
branch and functional area will also have a "coin- mine the following:
mon core" of information associated with it. Wo-
men officers will be expected to posses the same (I) To what degree does the DCPC policy
knowledge and skills as the men officers in the preclude either men or women from having via-
same branch and/or functional area. They must ble career patterns?
be given the same schooling and assignment op- (2) In light of ctirrent tactical doctrine,
portunities as the men if they are to be competi- should female assignments be made by functional
tive. If Army policy precludes this, then serious area instead of geographic location?
thought must be given to either identifying altc.-
nate, but competitive, career patterns for women d. ODCSPER develop a marketing plan
officers, or not assigning them to those fields which clearly identifies women's roles in relation
where policy restrictions do not allow them to be to "Warrior Spirit" and monitor implementation
competitivc. of this fundamental principle to ensure that it is

not misinterpreted. Current forms of conflict
b. Review of Findings. All PDOS major show that there are no clearly excepted areas of

thrusts and policies were reviewed to determine violence. Warriors are just as necessary in gather-
their implications for women officers. There is ing a group of workers. staff members and service
nothing inherent in PDOS that operates to the troops to repulse an attack on a warehouse, test-
disadvantage of women officers. ing facility, or logistical center by enemy special
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operations forces as they are in leading mecha- to quickly decide a course of action; and has the
nized forces in general war; or in adding fire from initiative to take rapid and decisive action to
their own personal weapons to those of guards accomplish the mission. All these "warrior spirit"
trying to stop an explosive-laden vehicle from characteristics apply equally to men and women
crashing into the lobby of a major administrative Army officers.
or development agency headquarters. All officers

musthav an cut awrenes o an be reprede. Army Research Institute (ARI) continuemust have an acute awareness of and be prepared to analyze PDOS survey data to assess differ-

to immediately preempt or react to violence at

any level. Some officers may never be called up- ences in perceptions of male and female officers

on to do so, but all officers must be prepared. A (control for grade and branch).

warrior accepts the responsibility of being en- 4. CSA Remarks. General Wickham asked
trusted with the protection of the Nation and its what the impact of "Warrior Spirit" was on wo-
people, is prepared physically and psychological- men. "Warrior Spirit", as defined above, should
ly to personally engagz :n and lead troops to fight not adversely affect women.
and support in combat; is skilled in the use of
weapons, organizations and tactics; is able to in- Appendices
spire confidence and an eagerness to be part of a I Glossary
team; has the intellectual capability to assess a 2 Bibliography
situation, determine what is required, consider 3 Action Plan
the means available, use innovation and boldness 4 Phasing Plan
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Appendix I To Annex U

Glossary

Section 1. PURPOSE. To define terms which sonnel, and a substantial risk of capture. Direct
are new, unique or critical to this study. combat takes place while closing with the enemy

DACOWITS: Defense Advisory Committee On by fire, maneuver, or shock effect in order to
Women In The Services. Established in 1951 by destroy or capture him, or while repelling his as-
Secretary of Defense George C. Marshall under sault by fire, close combat or counterattack.
the leadership of Ms. Anna Rosenberg Hoffman. DIRECT COMBAT PROBABILITY CODING:
The Committee was formed to assist and advise The classification of each officer, warrant officer,
the Secretary of Defense on policies and matters and enlisted job in the Army according to the
relating to women in the Military Services. probability of participating in direct combat.
DIRECT COMBAT: Engaging an enemy with Seven codes are used to classify jobs, with a code

of I representing high combat probability and aindividual or crew-served weapons while being code of 7 representing no direct combat
exposed to direct enemy fire, a high probability
of direct physical contact with the enemy's per-
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-uthor: CPT Combs

Team Chief:.LTC Kempf

Annex V

MACOM Commander Comments

I. PURPOSE. To provide comments made by emerging data and proposed recommendations.
MACOM commanders concerning PDQS find- Appendix I contains a record of their comments.
ings and recommendations.

2. DISCUSSION. Subsequent to the CSA IPR, Appendix
given 5 November 1984, PDOS teams briefed the I MACOM Commanders Gomments.
MACOM Commanders on PDOS findings,
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Appendix 1 to Annex V

MACOM Commanders Comments to PDOS Recommendations

I, USAREUR---GENERA- ,L OTIS units. General Otis concluded by relating that he
met a Russian tank division commander who

a. General Otis vanted to ensure we were d he fired better than an- other tank corn-
careful in our definition of "warrior spirit? His mander in his division. The Russian tank corn-
concern is that, Without a clear, carefully thought mander then asked General Otis what he thought
out, widey disseminated definition; warrior spir-
it could be perceived as elitst at the expense of of that. General Otis replied, i'd fire a whole

_ divisions worth of tank commanders if i were
combat support and cOmbat service support you,? All this is by way of saving t-at- while
branches. He was in full agreement with -warrior m we need to make
spirit as explained and elaborated in the brief- pet

sure we are not placing unrealistic goals or pfiori-
ties On the technical competency of our mid to

b. We need to relook "no thought of personal senior level leders. Their nature of work is dif-
gain." We desire ag-gressive, ambitious, achiev- ferent.
ing officers in the Army. What we should say is. f. General Otis asked us to look at the conse-
no thought of'unfair" ersoal gains" quences of preparing all officers for command.

c. When PDOS emphasizes a broad, general First, even in the event of full! mobilization, all
education base for the majonty of our officers- officers would not be battalion commanders. Sec-
realize that this is a shift from the technically ond in the event of attrition in war (KiA. WVIA_
orientated educational philosophy in the recent etc.). the replaement battalion commander
past. General Otis agrees that for a select num- would. in all likelihood, be the maior (ex-cutive
ber of officers (enginers etch the hard sciences offitcer, not a lieutenant colonel from some pool
are appropriate; however the- broad&based core of "trained batialion commanders" in the rear.
education should be our emphasis. Finally the Army -set up the "if you dont get

d. General Otis reminded us that we need to selected for battalion command, you're a failure"
ensure any system wee develop has the capability ndrome We train all to be battalion com-

... nmande-rS and vet provide such a small numberfor (rapid) expansion. He gave the example of the
decision to go into RVN with an expanded force
without calling up the Rerves. Becaus of that g. Instructors as mentors. General Otis said
decision. OCS went, in 90 days, fiom training the ultimate worth of a good (gret) instructor is
and turning out i!O-I20 officers per year rt his abilitv to:
10.000. We need to have that flexibility in what- i bend

ever~~~~~~ sytmwbecmede the subject expert.in his fi eld an* ~ever system we recomn-mend. --

(2) have the ability or taient to teach thatC. In our at-tempt to stre-ss tchnial prof- s b Oot es

ciency, we need to ensure that we do not go over- u t
board in what we require of our mid to senior Ifan instrutr can do the above, does he really
leaders. General Otis used the example of a lieu- need to be a mentor and'or have promotion
tenant tank commander. He has to be as profi- potential? A lieutenant leaching OAC can be
dent as any man in his platoon in the fighting of effective if he an do the atho but he wil never
his tank, because he is primarily a fighter. A cap be a mentor to those captains ti cache. Howe-

tam company commander has to be prficient er he can be a role model -l n the sense he has the
but his primary concern is to tuht the battle with technical anwor tactical mastev of an area and
-his platoons. Likewise, a battalion commander students will attempt to eulate that sube
has to orehestrate the batlie and i6ies for his master. m-V0 masery
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h. We need to look at the ratio between our perspective to his QAC. which adds to the inter-
"fighters" and "supporters.- Depending on action among his peers.
where you get the numbers and who you put in
each category, only about 30 percent of our of- e. Somewhere in our system we need to in-

ficers are lfighters.- If we are operating with still the idea of"shared authority? By tha. Gen-

DOPMA fixed end-strength restrictions why do cral Sennewald meant that. above a cerain level.
weP haved nd- testormajorictionts whn do commanders cannot directly influence the action.we have branches or major subsets within but must work througha others to control unitso

branches whose peacetime functions are little or
no different than their wartime function. i.e.. Fi- C. LTG Jenes said that when he is through
nance Corps. Adjutant General Corps. officers at with schools (Airborne, Ranger. OBC, Flight.
fixed site signal installations. etc.? As such, these etc.) a lieutenant spends far too little time apply-
functions could be civilianized and the officer ing his newly acquired skills. We ought to look
spaces gained could be redistributed accordingly. for more time as a lieutenant.

i. General Otis asked that we look into who g General Sennewald suggested we give the
goes to CGSCISSC and %%lwv. We need to careful- briefing to Martmn van Creveld (author Fighting
ly select those officers who are going to have an Power).
impact on the operational aspects of war. not h. His concluding remarks were that thisUws
merely be participants in it. i.e.. JAGC. ANC. i oathe "best and most comprehensive bifing o
etc. Can we afford to send one or two nurses to cp s
CGSC-JSSC each year.-it the expense of someone cmlxsbet n htw hudb e

S eproud of the product..if we can't afford this we
else? He added that he was shocked to learn that
the Combined Arms Center sent letters to all AD- are in trouble?

SPEC 54's (Operations and Force Development) 3. KOREA-GENER-AL LIVSEY
stating that if they had not been to CGSC (i.e.
attended AFSCJ. they were not considered quail- a. General Livsey sugested that the DA se-
fled as 54s. How could we allow this to happen lection process for battalion command beand-not involve the senior Army leadership? changed to allow division commaders to select

2O M E S Wtheir future battalion commanders. He said that" .FORCO.M-GENEIRAL SENNEWVALD
our desire for ifairnss- has screwed up the Sys-

a. General Sennewald and his staff were all tern.
in support of warrior spirit, balanced cells of b. we ned to send some of our stronger
quality, and competency testing officers to the schoolhouse to up the credibility

b. General Sennewald said that self-develop- issue of our instructors. General Livsev said that
ment and commitment should be ahead of"men- he. as a field commander would be Wiling to
tor in our strategic goals. He then went on to say -pay the price - to get quality back into the
that being a mentor should be included as a part schoolhouse.
of leadership/responsibility of the officer corps. c. General Livsev said we need to look hard

c. General Sennewald felt we needed to be at whatever self-development programs we come
practical when it came to CAS3. He was up front up with for our officers. Company commanders
that he did not support C.AS3. He felt that it took have no time do anything but command their
away the chance for repetitive command tours company. Any requirement for seif-developmenm
andlor more time away from the field. If possi- needs to take that into account.
ble, he felt two commands would be better thatone- command and CAS3. He held that CAS3 d. LTG Mectrey Said we arc mussing a k"
anmues a nainst theSwarrior spirit point if we don't ensure that our officers have

a "fun in their profession.
d. General Sennewald and LTG Jenes asked e. General Livsev initially had concerns

us to be cautious about even making a goal of all a ' o p 1 s . 1 o

captains attending OAC prior to taking corn- about our proposal to!selct Captains for promo-
tions to major and CSC at the same board (Somemand (goal April 1985). First. "goalsr have a nas-

iv habit of becoming policy and/or regulatory in teen the re ind identh T
the linkon n ev. Scond suh a oalwouh ward the end of the briefing he in~dicated that itthe blink on an eye. Second such a goal woul mg tb heb s n w r

limit the prerogative of the commander in special might be the best answer.
cases. i.e.. OCS. senior lieutenant or second tour f. General Livsev is of the belief that to fully
c aptain who has not attended OAC. Finally, a understand and integrate the operational aspects
former company commander brings a different of war, a corps commander must have been a
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division commander. and a theater commander Jan 85 and will not be completed until early FY
must have been a corps commander. etc. 86. Allowing time for pilot evaluation. CSA ap-

eproval. and manual publication, a realistic datea' General Livsey agreed that our high tech foVQ I fedn s t ure Y8.W
for MQS Ill fielding is 4th Quarter FYi 87. W

society is increasing our capabilities. but isn't
simpiifying our procedures. cannot do it right much earlier than that.

It. Our service schools send out a ple~hora of b. Reference the design and implementation

training aids. field circulars, field manuals. etc., of an RC battalion/brigade level staff develop-

and some of these are, quite frankly, shoddy in ment course. General Richardson felt that impie-
content. We should impress upon the schools menting such a course for RC officers in lieu of
cat we sattending the resident or USAR school version of
that we need to do a few things well. CAS3 implies that the course would be primarily

i General Livsev's final comments were to correspondence. This would provide the least
caution us to: -Don't fix things that aren't bro- learning potential and would degrade the CAS3
ken, and, before we brief the officer corps at staff group instructional method. In addition,
large we need to 'simple it down'.- availability of a correspondence option would re-

duce the number officers who might otherwise
attend the USAR school mode. He was opposed

a. LTG Lee was concerned with our use of to to any version of CAS3 which would be pri-
*'mentor." He felt that "mentoring" might be a marily of a correspondence mode.
trendy word. It clearly should be a subset of lad- c. Reference the regulation change to reuire
ership. Leadership should get "top billing- the ogple tion prior to reqma-menorig my nt b soethng o b "crve in the eonpletion of CAS3 prior to making RC ma-
mstoein hmay note ethi tsi jor, he felt that requiring such by all RC officers

would further erode the Reserve Component offi-
b. LTG Lee does not subscribe to -balanced cer strength. With a 60 perctni-t passover rate to

cells of quality- for it is to him. a prescription major now because of non-completion of OAC.
for mediocrity. He felt the schools deserved a establishment of another required professional
better than average officer. development course will only aggravate the situa-

c. LTG Lee made the point that --intellec- tion. He added, that when an AC officer attends

bt pTG Lee ade thn tht pro- a professional development course, he can devotebetter portrayed oar ideas than "thought pro- his full time to it. An RC officer must carefully
ce55/ balance his civilian employment, military unit,

d. As LTG Menetrey, LTG Lee thought we professional development requirements and fam-
should include in our philosophy some connota- ily considerations at the same time. CAS3 is not
tion that being an officer, along with all we ex- required for AC officers and adding another re-
pect in the sense of selfless service. etc.. should be quired professional development course for RC
the idea of having fun and leisure in our profes- officers will exacerbate an already difficult situa-
sion. tion. The PDOS policy was ultimately changed to

require completion of a staff development course
As General Otis. LTG Lee fet the require- or CAS3. any mode. within three years after pro-

ment for technical proficiency should be nar- motion to CPT.
rowed as we rise zn rank. Do we really want ever,
colonel in the Army proficient in the operation. d. General Richardson felt that making
employment- etc.. of crew served weapons? Do Ranger, Airborne. and Air Assault courses avail-
not think that is what we want, so we should able to all officers who volunteer and qualify,
word it better or delete altogether. considering the Special Operating Force and

f. LTG Lee concluded that this was a "bril- Light Infantry Division initiatives, would severe-
liat TGy. and -conlued t sustis iw.s a ly strain our facilities that teach those courses.

iantsudy.. and we need to sustain it.-He did not believe that it would be possible to

5. TRADOC-GENERAL RICHARDSON offer these courses to all officers. He recommend-

a. General Richardson was concerned with ed making Ranger, Airborne. or Air Assault

the acceleration of the implementation of MQS training mandatory for all RA officers.

III to the end of Pty 86. The CSA has not vet e. General Richardson felt that providing fa-
approved Army-wide implementation of MQS II. miliarizatior firing on foreign weapons (e.g., So-
Upon arrival, lead time for manual publication viet. Czech. British. etc.) at each service school
will be 18 months. We anticipate that MQS II for all students. while an attractive objective,
will be fully implemented by the end of 3d Qtr could not be accomplished. Availability of for-
FY 86. The pilot of MQS Ill does not begin until eign weapons. and especially ammunition, is not
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sufficient quantity Further. limited time and re- ant colonels will be much more difficult since the
sources available for resident instruction, panic- range of duties is broader and the skills are -soft-
ularly field training, demands that we place first er." Before we expend the resources required to
priority on qualification with US weapons and develop MQS IV and V. he believed that we
tactics. He felt that this policy should be scaled should implement MQS i1 and III and evaluate
down or eliminated, the results.

f. General Richardson did not agree with the j. That TRADOC designate a MQS "propo-
creation of a limiled number of permanent senior nent., General Richardson felt that the responsi-
mentor faculty positions within the TRADOC bility is already delineated and does not need to
service schools. He stated that officers in these be further specified. The Deputy Chief of Staff
positions would inevitably lose the close contact for Training (DCST) is responsible for establish-
with the Army in the field that is essential to ing MQS policy and plans and supervising devel-
being a good military instructor or mentor. Re- opment and implementation. The proponents are
quirements for faculty continuity can be met by responsible for developing MQS manuals and Ar-
civilian faculty, my Training Support Center (ATSC) is responsi-

ble for manual publication. This system is well
g. With respect to the creation of a profes- established and identical to the system used for

sional development notebook, General Richard- enlised an in furthe ctn is ed.

son felt it is not clear how, or if, this proposal is enlisted manuals. No further action is required.

related to MQS or to what extent it may be re- k. General Richardson stated that to create a
dundant. However- he felt it highlighted the lar- separate office. headed by a BG (under
er issue of responsibility for professional devel- TRADOC) with the aim of accelerating introduc-
opment. Officer professional development is a tion of computer communication base instruc-
training and education function and, as such, is tion (CCBI) into military schools (initially). then
the responsibility of the Army's G-3. DA DC- to unizsorganizations and ultimately for use by
SOPS. acting through HQ TRADOC and the individual officers was not necessary. He contin-
branch proponents. To the extent that assign- ued to state that the Army has much higher pri-
ments are related to the professional develop- 0rities for general officer positions.
ment process. the personnel community (ODC- 6. A CENERL
SPER, MILPERCEN) should interface through
the proponents who are responsible for identify- a. General Thompson was impressed that we
ing appropriate assignment patterns for their used mentoing as a basis for our philosophy. He
branches. PDOS should clearly delineate profes- added that mentoring should also imply that the
sional development relationships and recom- mentor should be able to exert some influence in
mend overall responsibility be given to ODC- a career, not nepotism, but assist in career dcci-
SOPS. sions (i.e., assignments).

h. General Richardson felt that TRADOC b. General Thompson felt we must sort out
should review officer and enlisted training publi- the branch qualification issue. The first step is
cations for standardization of tasks, format tasks force the branch chiefs to define branch qualifi-
and content, but also felt that we could not have cation. Then we need to coordinate with the oth-
identical formats for officer and enlisted publica- er branches, and finally, to see what the OPMS
tions. The Soldiers Manual of Common Tasks is structure imposes on each branch qualification
written for supervisors and provides detailed in- standard. General Thompson said that this issue
structions for setting up and conducting common has to be pulled together at a level higher than the
task testing. MQS manuals are written for the two-star branch chiefs.
officer himself, and since they cover a much larg-
er number of tasks than enlisted manuals. are Strategc Goals:

written in less detail. TRADOC has considered (I) In Strategic Goal 4. (Focus, long-ternz)
using identical formats for these publications. General Thompson felt we should say, -. exper-
and after considerable study, has decided that tisein the art and science of and support of war.-
different formats are required. (2) In PDOS Strategic Goal 5. Scope of

i. General Richardson expressed a concern Development, General Thompson said 'Army in
with the requirement for TRADOC to develop a the field gives the perception that it excludes
MQS IV and MQS V (field grade) in that MACOMs. AMC, and the wholesale side of the
TRADOC ha- significant difficulty in quanti- Army. He would prefer it to be t...to met the
fying officer task for the lieutenant and captain requirements of the Army, with emphasis on the
level. Developing MQS for majors and licuten- Army in the field.-
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d. General Thompson concured with our necessary: however, we need to be careful in our
definition of Warrior Spirit, but cautioned us application and use of such a test and its resuts.
that we need to carefully market, not only Vari- We need to ensure that we package and market
or Spirit, but our whole study. This is necessary our alternate CSC schools (ALMC. DSMC, etc.)
to ensure that the CSS side of the Army feels they carefully. We cannot afford a First Team-
art included in our definitions and are ,erceivcd CGSOC/Leavenworth and Second Team (all
as equal partners. others) syndrome to develop. Finally, he stated

e. General Thompson said he supported that general officer education should be limited.
Su sarriethatorh w s e "By the time an officer makes general, he shouldCAS3. but worried that for the next few years the

: -know how to be a general---
CAS3 graduate is going to be cognitively ahead
of, not only his peers and majors. but possibly of k. Gencral Thompson said we need to rede-
his lieutenant colonel battalion commander We fine success in terms other than promotion to
also should look at former project managers, not general officer. Each year_ AMC and the Army
solely former battalion commanders, for instruc- loses too many good lieutenant colonels because
tots at CAS3 Finally, he said we should export they feel they are not successful by the current
CAS3 to get every captain through the course as preCeived definition of success. i.e., promotion,
soon as possible. selection for program manager, battalion/brigade

f. Cor war fiin command and selection for resident schooling.r. cre wr fghting skills being taught at Oeslto:wydCGSOC and SSC is absolutely a must. Evyone One solution: why do not we publish the alter-
nate list for battalion/biede command and/ormust have a core understanding of the operation- n I -ic

al level of warfighting. As an aside, General SSC level schooling? The mere fact of seeing
ones name on the list, albeit alternate list, couldThompson said in over 40 years of service, he has

had two weeks of resident warfighting instruction satisfy the officers sense of success. We need aprofessional development eer-rroad map" o
(one week at Air Staff College and one week at p
the Armed Forces Staff College). the officer corps. This would allow for self-assess-

ment for each officer as he progresses though the
g. General Thompson questioned the need to system. General Thompson feels there is a valid

reinforce values at every level of schooling Val- place in the Army and the officer corps for a
ues are- set early. If anything, the mentor, not the limited service (limited duty) officer. Given some
school. should reinforce values, of our technical fields, an officer who knows he

awill "cap out- at major. could perform a valuablen. General Thompson said that if refresher ninfrthA y.emnngntataro
coures nr ffiersin ff-lne ssinmetsit, function for the Army,- remaining in that narrowcourses for officers in off-line assignettetpnclfed

nments Le.- technical field.recruiting etc. were to give "hands on" to new
technology, etc. that would be fine. However the 1. General Thompson is concerned with the
professional officer should not have t o be "stoon lack of officer feedback in his travels and/or
fed" his branch update. Staying current in his briefings. He feels we have lost the feedback loop
branch is implied in being a professional office. in our system.

i. General Thompson mentioned that Gener- m. MG Ross, Chief of Staf AMC. was con-
al Clark has often said that we talk about leader- cemed that the traditional socialization of our
ship, but vet the first and last leader title in the officer corps (Dining-insiouts. officers' call. etc.)
offlicer corps is the platoon leader. After thal we is fading out of our system. We need to reinforce
talk of commanders. and that our schools are this socialization in our professional system. He
orientated towards teaching "commandership?- also outlined a program instituted at AMC where
not leaderhip lieutenants are rotated in their jobs after 18

months to give depthi to their skills. Additionally,
j. General Thompson cautioned us to "not aclose the door- on our NG State OCS pro p ram w tiated to sndpror~g~ram, to Fort Dix for four weeks in the summer to serve

bricequiingBe f ort comm th is oing. ' need a as a platoon leader with basic training soldiers.
need soz.e ..exrib i .th this polic-. We need a The "Lieutenants Progrm" in AMC HQ has
commitment to communicative skills (oral and
wlPtten) at all levels. People just don't re great potential.

more. the noint is that professional reading is 7. CENTCOM-GENERAL KINGSTON
important. The AERB program is poor and "Cries
for help? We should send some of our Training a. We need to do a lot more in the units with
SWith Industr o (TWI) folks to look at Federal Ex- respect to teaching the art and science of war.
press to see how they do their job because the b. We need to changeth definition of sue-
are the best at what they do. Assessment testing is cess within the officer corn. This may mean that
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some of our officer corps would retire as majors, balanced cells of quality needs to be institutional-
but they are not necessarily failures. ized throughout the Army.

c. General Kingston stressed the need to in-
fuse the final PDOS product, especially the Phi- b. LTG Heiberg saw the PDOS system as
losophy and Goals, into the officer corps, partic- reinforcing the needs of Engineer Officers.
ularly in the pre-commissioning arena. It is most
important to get the professional development c. We need to continue the programs to ro-
picture to the younger officers. tate officers through duty positions during the

d. He said that, in his opinion, the jump same tour, for example rotating engineer officers
from BG to MG is a bigger leap than from MG to from the Divisional Engineer Battalions to the
LTG. The responsibilities are greatly increased post DEH.
for a MG however the job satisfaction is lower. In
short, do not lump BG and MG together in a d. He stressed that the Army needs to do a
development period, better job of identifying and supporting function-

e. General Kingston said that to be a mentor, al training needs of the TDA Army.
an officer has to have confidence in his abil'ties.
He felt that officers in command for the first e. He cautioned us that PDOS needs to be
time may not have that confidence, because the careful of the promises it, or the institution,
fear of failure is just too great. We need to focus makes to the officer corps. We must think out
on the commander, do not leave it up to boards. our policies and keep the promises given. He cit-
Truly good ones should be given the opportu.,;ty ed the Engineer District Advisor in the Republic
for repetitive commands. He also said that we of Viet Nam, which was at one time a battalion
need to ensure that in marketing mentor, we are command equivalent, but was changed to a non-
careful in defining it to the field. "Mentor" car- command billet. The other example he cited was
ries the connotation of godfather patronage. the CSA "Pull up your socks" letter by General

Abrahams in 1972 in which OERs were to be
HEIBERG deflated. Many officers received "honest OERs"

but the inflation crept back in the system and

a. LTG Heiberg agreed th,3t the concept of those officers were hurt by future boards.
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Annex W

Control and Coordination

1. PURPOSE. To provide for a mechanism to (b) Continue ODCSPER responsibility
overwatch, monitor, and coordinate the imple- for manning the training base, professional devel-
mentation of approved PDOS policies and en- opment, career management, civil education,
hance efforts to coordinate the professional de- and precommissioning training.
velopment of officers. (2) AR 10-5, Organization and Functions

2. DISCUSSION. (I Jan 8 1) assigns:

a. Need for Coordination. The 5 Nov 84 (a) ODCSOPS responsibility for unit and
PDOS briefing to CSA identified as a system individual training policies, Program 8 (training)
weakness that "... no one single individual is in resourcing, and supervision and control over cer-
charge of professional development" and "... tain institutional schools.
many players in the system ... are not fitted to- (b) ODCSPER responsibility for military
gether." These observations resulted from: personnel management and associated functions

(1) The self-evident need to pin down re- and management systems (OPMS), pre-commis-
sponsibility for overwatch of professional devel- sioning training, and leadership development.
opment to ensure coherencc of the system. There
are many players who currently can and do take (3) The 1984 Haldane Study noted that
unilateral actions to further their aims and goals. training responsibilities within current HQ DA
Although these actions are well intended, they regulations are unclear and fragmented, and rec-
represent suboptimizations due to the limitations ommended:
inherent in the relatively narrower perspective of (a) ODCSPER have responsibility to con-
these decision makers below HQDA level. In the duct leadership training in consonance with
aggregate, these actions amount to random per- ODCSOPS guidance.
turbations, are not coherently coordinated, and
do not constitute a "system." (b) ODCSOPS be proponent for LearningCenters and transfer ACES from ODCSPER to

(2) Survey results indicate the officer ODCSOPS.

corps is confused as to who is responsible for

professional development of officers. (c) ODCSOPS be reorganized to establish
(3) The potential exists for duplication of ADCSOPS for Training and Education.

effort, or worse yet, gaps in education and train- (d) Day-to-day responsibilities preclude
ing. the full participation in training oversight by

(4) Confusion and uncertainty on the Ar- CSA/VCSA.
my Staff as to who is or who should be in charge
of officer professional development. Action of- c. Findings.
ficers from ODCSPER and ODCSOPS both indi- (1) Necessary Steps. Retention of the cur-
cate that their agency has or should have the lead. rent status quo in professional development on

b. Roles. ODCSPER and ODCSOPS both the Army Staff will detract from the PDOS aim
have critical (and at times overlapping) roles in to provide for an agency on the Army General
the development process: Staff to function in a long-term overwatch capac-

(1) The 1978 Long Study recommended: ity so as to monitor implementation of approved
PDOS recommendations. Consequently, the fol-

(a) Consolidate responsibility for all mili- lowing steps should be taken to enhance efforts to
tary training under ODCSOPS. coordinate officer professional development:

W-1
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(a) Create a fourth objective to the Lead- to effectively lead the Army and efficiently man-
ership Goal entitled "Professional Development" age its resources.
so as to monitor professional development (3) PDOS Cell. A PDOS cell in ODC-
through the Performance Management Army SOPS would effectively be able to coordinate im-
process in consonance with DA Memo 5-10. P non fappved Peab recom nda-plementation of approved PDOS recommenda-

(b) Create a PDOS cell in ODCSOPS to tions (to include overwatch of CGSC-AWC
coordinate implementation of approved PDOS cooperation). Placement of this cell in ODC-
education and training policies/programs. SOPS is necessary because revised TRADOC

(2) Leadership Goal. The supporting policies and accompanying resource matters are
objectives of the Leadership Goal suggest a natu- central to many recommendations. Also, ODC-

objetivs o th Lederhip oalsugesta ntu- SOPS currently manages training policy and re-
ral framework to centrally monitor professional sources.
development. The three existing objectives and a
fourth proposed objective are as follows. 3. Recommendations.

(a) Systems. Align the personnel system a. ODCSPER add a fourth objective to the
and the training system to support unit perform- Leadership Goal entitled. "Professional Develop-
ance and the leader development process in ment."
units.

b. ODCSOPS create a long-term PDOS cell
(b) Doctrine and Training. Leadership to coordinate approved PDOS education/train-

doctrinal training materials to provide for a lead- ing policies related to Army schools and individ-
er development program which is comprehen- ual/unit training (initially with a minimum of
sive. sequential, progressive and integrates the three field grade officers-directed military over-
school with the field. strength).

(c) Climate. An environment in each Ar- c. ODCSPER overwatch Professional Devel-
my unit that reinforces values and empowers opment under the Leadership Goal; coordinate
leaders at all levels to seize the initiative and act approved education/training/development poli-
innovatively and creatively; in short, to be "pru- cies related to the management of officers and to
dent risk-takers." The desired concept is much other related studies(TWOS, ROTC and OPMS).
like the german "Auftragstaktic" nation which
stressed acting as the situation required (see An-
nex R. App I). Appendices

(d) Professional Development. The prepa- I Action Plan
ration of officers and noncommissioned officers 2 Phasing Plan
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Appendix 1 to ANNEX W
Action Plan
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Annex X

Creation of Balanced Cells of Quality Across the Army

1. PURPOSE. To create balanced cells of offi- (d) Thirteen percent take positions that
cer quality throughout the Army and to eliminate can only be categorized as -other- (i.e., sugges-
excepted units for quality distribution of officers. tions only made by one general officer).

(3) Sixty-four percent of lieutenant gener-
2. DISCUSSION. als concur with the recommendation, and eight

percent support minimizing excepted units with
a. Think Piece on Quality Distribution,.qa itiuin ftermidr" equal distribution of the remainder.

(1) On 20 August 1984. a memorandum (4) Of the nine Generals responding, fourprepared by PDOS and entitled --A Think Piece()OfteneGnrasepodgou
prepredby POS nd etited ~ Thnk Pece fully support the recommended strategy: three

on Quality Distribution- was sent to all serving support the pome n of miitiggeneral officers (Appendix ) with a request for support the compromise position of minimizing
geneal tt~crs AppedixI) wth reqestfor excepted units and distributing the remainder ofinput on this issue that appears to be "prickly to ecpe nt n itiuigtermidro

inlutthis issue ta cr apipartonbe ickfulling officers equally by promotion potential across the
handle but is of crucial importance in fulfilg MACOMs and activities, and one believes that
Army needs." "all should get each type of officer, but the distri-

(2) The basic thesis of the think piece is bution scheme could be weighted as appropri-
that the distribution policy of having excepted ate.-
units for quality be eliminated, and that officers
be assigned from captain through lieutenant colo-
nel based upon their qualifications, with instruc- (1) Two out of three general officers who
tions to MILPERCEN to maintain the balance by responded support the strategy to create equal
promotion potential across all MACOMs and ac- cells of quality across the Army without compro-
tivities. misc.

(2) There is three and four star support for
= ~~~b. General Officer Responses. Responses ti taey

from 205 generals was received as of 6 November
1984. (3) Of those general officers who do not

(1) A response table is provided at Appen- support the entire proposal, at least one-third of
dix 2. these would support holding designated units to aminimum, while creating equal cells of quality

(2) Sixty-four percent of all general of- across the remainder of the Army.
ficers favor implementation of the recommended (4) Systemic advantages/disadvantages
strategy without compromise. Of the remaining are S steix ad
36 percent: are discussed at Appendix 1.

(a) Twelve percent recommend some mi- 3. Recommendations. ODCSPER distribute

imum number of excepted units. with equal dis- non-promotion risk officers throughout the Army

tribution of the remainder across MACOMs and so as to provide balanced cells of quality.

activities. a. No Army activity will be designated to
receive higher percentages of non-promotion risk(b) Nine percent stated that some jobs

assignments are more important to the Army officers than any other.

than others but do not take a position on quality b. Eliminate excepted unit distribution.
distribution.dsi o c. Assign officers based upon their qualifi-

(c) Three percent nonconcur entirely. cations.
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d. Maintain balance by promotion poten- my Studies Group provide recommenda-tial from captain through lieutenant colonel tions-consider the needs of TRADOC.
across all MACOM's and activities.

Appendices
I A Think Piece on Quality Distribution4. CSA Remarks. Minimize rather than elimi- 2 Creatioin of Balanced Quality Cellsnate excepted units for quality distribution: Ar- 3 Action Plan
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Appendix I to Annex X

Text of Memorandum Entitled "A Think Piece on Quality Distribution"

1. 1 have been concerned for some time about about three years to fully implement this due to
the way we distribute officers in the Army. We normal rotation policies.
have what is known as excepted units for quality. 3. In my view. the only exception to this policy
What this means is that those units are assigned would be for command selectees.
only to non-risk officers, i.e.. officers who, in the
opinion of MILPERCEN, will be promoted to 4. Some will say that this proposal is unreason-
the next higher grade. I believe that this policy able for many reasons:
has an overall detrimental effect upon the Army a. We cannot afford to have but the very best
for many reasons. For example: assigned to the Army Staff. For example, pro-

a. We do not recognize that all jobs are im- grams at this level are too important to have any-
portant to the accomplishment of the Army mis- one but the very best working on them. I am
sion. suggesting that 70 percent of the majors will be

b. We do not have balanced cells of quality promoted and 30 percent will not. across the Ar-
b.roughout W e o my nmy. What people forget is that these majors work

throughout the Army, for lieutenant colonels, who work for colonels.

c. We encourage the officer corps to seek out who work for generals. They also forget that a
jobs for personal career purposes, rather than major who does not get promoted may be very
sending the message that all jobs are important competent and may be more competent in a cer-
and that you should do whatever job is assigned tain area than his contemporary who does get
to the best of your ability. promoted.

d. Each time a promotion or selection list is b. Some jobs are tougher than others and we
published we waste thousands of manhours writ- should assign our very best people to these tough
ing cards and letters and making phone calls to jobs. Some even assume and assert that every job
MILPERCEN and the DA Staff concerning the on the DA Staff is like this. First, there is still
results. The result of this is that the hose may be latitude within that 70 percent of promotees to
turned on a particular command or activity for a assign the very best to the toughest jobs. Second,
while to improve quality; as a result, other com- I would suggest that there are some tough jobs at
mands and activities suffer, except for excepted MACOM and installation level. What about our
units. This has an adverse impact upon continui- schools? When all majors or a significant percent
ty and stability. of them do not get promoted due to our assign-

ment policies, these jobs become even tougher.
2. Mv idea is that we should assign officers, c. Some will say that we cannot have anyone

from captain through lieutenant colonel, upon teaching or leadingour cadets at West Point that
their qualifications and that we should instruct will not be promoted. I disagree. It may be help-
MILPERCEN to maintain the balance by promo- ful for the cadets to understand the real world.
tion potential across all MACOMs and activities Also. by assigning by qualification. I do not be-
within plus or minus two percent. For example,
assuming we promote 70 percent of majors to lieve we would have a diminution in instruction.

lieutenant colonel each year, then each MACOM 5. If we don't take this recommended ap-
and activity in the Army should expect that 68 to proach, it seems to me that we will not be able to
72 percent of their majors will be promoted and get away from the "ticket punching' syndrome
that 28 to 32 percent will not be promoted. that everyone talks about. We will need to accept
MILPERCEN can do this. Obviously, it will take this fact and quit worrying about it.
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6. If we don't take this recommended approach NOTE: "Excepted units for quality- is defined
there are still some things we should do to lessen by MILPERCEN to mean "designated units."
the impact. First, we should reduce the number The intent is to maintain a balance of quality
of excepted units to the bare minimum. Second. (not necessarilh quantity) distribution of officers
we should insist that officers be dislribn'ed equi- across the Army.
tably by promotion potential throughout the re- CHARLES W. BAGNAL
mainder of the Army. Lieutenant General. USA
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Appendix 2 to Annex X

Creation of Balanced Quality Cells

205 general officers responded to a proposal to ment. minimize excepted units but distribute theeliminate designated units for quality a3id dis- remainder to maintain promotion balance, sometribute officers (03-05) so as to maintain the bal- jobs are more important than others [but with noance by promotion potential across all MACOMs position taken regarding distributionj. noncon-
and activities. Response categories are by grade cur. and other).
(BG-GEN) and by type response (complete agree-

Response BG MG L TG GEN TOTAL
Compleieiy agree 54(61-%) 57(69%) 16(64%) 4(50%) 131(64%)Minimize Destgnate'. unns" ? 3(15%) 6(7%) 2(8%) 3(38%) 24(12%)Some lobs are more ;mportant" 6(7%t 810%) 4(16%) 0 18(9%)Nonconcur 5(6%) 0 !(4%) 0 6(3%)Other" 11(12%) 12(14%) 2(8%) 1(13%) 26(13%)

89 25 8 205

-Htut dr, wi c r-mainder in mamztasirimo:Ion halance.

"Non p",oi tiAn on .ua!!1% disribuomn
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Annex Y

PDOS Computer-Based Teleconferencing Network

1. PURPOSE. To describe the use of the tives and approaches to comple\ issues facing
PDOS Computer-Based Teleconferencing Net- our Army. The FORUM operates out of the Of-
work (PDOSNET) in suoport of the Professional fice of the Chief of Staff. Army. Currently. the
Development of Officers Study. FORUM has six hundred members world-wide

operating on nineteen nets at all levels in all ma-
2. DISCUSSION. jor commands (MACOMs).

a. The PDOSNET was established to pro- c. Equipment. To use this s.stem each par-
vide a forum for substantive group discussion. ticipant must have access to a computer terminal
input to decision making and the exchange of connected to the central computer b\ telephone.

messages and information as it relates to the pro-
fessional development of officers. The study A majority of participants use portable data ter-

- minals to access FORUMNET. The two most
group sought to involve as man% participants as
were willing to contribute to the analysis of how common terminals in use are the Silent 700 (Tex-
wereswillng to sontribut devop thanys offas Instruments) and the Whisper Writer (3M). A
best to professionally develop .Army officers. salrpretg fpriiat s ir• " smaller percentage of participants use micro

b. Teieconferencing S% stem. computers or office word processors which are
equiped with a communications capability. As a

A computer-based telecnference pro- general rule. an% equipment that uses ASCII
vides a means in which group discussion. group communications protocal and functions at a
decision making and exchange of messages and baud rate of 300 or 1200 will be suitable for us.

information is accomplished without having all

r.embers physically co-located or working on d. Operating Protocol.
ioenticai time schedules. This is done using a (1) The PDOSNET sought to be a product
computer systemn which acts as the central clear- producing system. The desired environment was
ie house for information processing. The com- one which stimulated candid discussions of
puter system maintains both the group discus- PDOS issues with an attitude of confident expec-
sions and private messages for the participants at tanc% that working together. a quality product
all times- An individual participant can enter the will emerge. In so doing. discussion of the issues
conference at any time b, using a data terminal sought to be focused at all limes. Addifionali). an

soughtte to bee focused at al timmrcs. telte-a a
connected to the system by a commercial tele- effort was made to pursue suggestions to well
phone call. formed conclusions and recommendations.

(2) The particular system used by the (2) In creating and maintaining this de-
PDOS group is called CONFER. It was devel- sired PDOSNET environment, the folwing
oped by Dr. Robert Parnes and is available res o rotocol applied:

through the US Arm% FORUM under contract

with Advenel Communication S.stems. Inc. The -PDOSNET traffic was informal. unoffi-
CONFER system operates on the Michigan Ter- cial and candid.
minal System (MTS) at \Vayne State Universiti. -responsible differing o
Detroit. Michigan. The system is non-secure. and cpnnawre-
no classified material can be discussed or trans- couraged.

mitted for security reasons. -participation was recognized as the on-

(3) The US Army FORUM is a voluntar. ly mode of contribution.

group of American soldiers and citi7ens who con- -a response to every item %%as requested:
tribute useful and innovative insights. perspec- comment with concurrence or nonconcurrence.
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-public communications were en- g. Substantive Contributions.
couraged: messages were suggested for use when (!) The capabilities of the CONFER sys-
information was for only one or two participants. tern were rigorously employed in support of the

-the role of the PDOSNET organizer study (especially in the early phases) as the fol-
was explained referencing two Adveriel Commu- lowing data indicates. The PDOSNET had 47
nication Systems. Inc. publications: "The User's items on the system with 51 participants in-
Guide to CONFER II- and "The Organizer's volved in discussions and comments during the
Guide to CONFER II." course of the study. There were 1653 individual

uses of the system which lasted 14,326 aggregate
-participants were to sign on the systemio" t m twMinutes. There were 266 messages sent. 2230

items displayed. 292 responses made. 3772 sets

-recommendations for new PDOSNET of responses seen during a total of 6865 "DO
participants %%ere encouraged. NEXT?." opportunities. Appendix I contains a

list of PDOSNET participants.
-substance. not form. was recognized as

the key aspect of a successful PDOSNET Oera- (24 A major PDOSNET contribtien to
tion: spelling and grammatical errors would be the studv' was the dialogue conducted on the
tol-rated. PDOS Philosophy Statement. which is now

e. Participants. The Study Director personal- called Fundamentals of Officer Professional and
ly selected all general officer net oarticipants. Leadership Development. The evaluation, in-
Others requesting net participation were consid- sights and comments made by numerous partici-
ered on a case-by-case basis. Following a careful pants were invaluable during the very difficult
examination of their expertise and potential for initial drafting and subsc-luent revision process
contribution, access to PDOSNET %,zs granted to of this document.
selected applicants. Appendix I to this annex
lists all PDOSNET participants. (3) The lengthy debate on the content.

style and substance of the PDOS Strategic Goals
f. Training. made a significant contribution to the study. This

(1) The IPDOSNET Organizer received subject, received the most attention on the net.
prcparatorv, traning for one, week in two phases: The process of operationalizating the guiding
initial indoctrination and self-study. The Army principals contained in the philosophy statement
FORUM Organizer presented a detailed briefing was a challenging endeavor which benefited from
on -he FORUMNET followed by a discussion of the thoughtful comments of nearly all net part-ci-
desired PDOSNET characteristics which served pants.
as the initial indoctrination. The remainder of
the week was devoted to self-study based on two (4) The dialogue on the quality distribu-
ke% references: -The User's Guide to CONFER lion issue provided, in part. the impetus to an
If and "The Organizer's Guide to CONFERII." Army-wide survey of all serving general officers

by way of written correspondence. The debates
(2) PDOSNET participants in several on this subject was lively, substantive and highly

cases were familiar with the CONFER system opinionated.
thus requiring no further training. New CON-
FER users were provided the references men- (5) Much of the study's hard work was in
tioned above as well as easy to use summary the area of CAS3 and CGSC-level schooling. The
sheets provided by the FORUMNET Organizer items dealing with this subject provided very
which provided cookbook instructions on per- timely information and comment which assisted
forming basic-user functions. Participants were the analysis of various mid-level military school-
encouraged to contact the PDOSNET Organizer ing options.
with problems and questions. In many cases pre-
vious CONFER users were on the installation (6) A key system-wide issue under study
with new PDOSNET users and provided assis- was the concept of the "warrior ethos.- Some
tance as required. The ideal training program for vcrv lucid comments were made on this subject
new CONFER users is to co-locate all users by several PDOSNET contributors as were some
under the supervision of the net organizer for a excellent suggestions for reference materials. The
two day training exercise focusing on hands-on comments and suggestions made by participants
training using the system. This was not practical in this area served as a primary source of data for
for PDOSNET users, the "warrior spirit" system-wide issue.
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3. Recommendations. some ma' wish to have all those expressing an

a. A1200bau dat te~ina wit catode interest in the subject under study on the sLStein.
ivtube (CR1) word prcssn and fullsre Some may direct a rigid issue cycle for itemn dis-

iay . poctsin ~ u-sceen play %%ith response suspenses: others may wish io
editing cap::biiity is recommended for use by the have an unrestricted open format for acet dia-
net organ~izer for any high volum. FORUM Sub- logue.
Net. The increased speed. efficiency and quality
print capabilities ..rastically reduces the amount d. Adequate time mnust be av~.ilable to the
of file maintence time required by less capable net organizer and participants to bccome profi-
svstems. c~ent in their responsibilities, especially the use

b. Prtiipats soul benotfiedas arl as of the equipment. be.ore quality products can be
possible about the equipment requirements for epctdfothsyem
using the system. A limited number of Texas In- c. Documentat ion oni the use and veiue of
struments Silent 700s or 3M\ Whisper Writers the systemn must be provided to the USA FO-
should be obtained by. the net organizer for tr- RUM director to enable the -,,tem to justify
porary issue to ke,- net participants who have no continued operations and growth. Tht- primary-
terminal capability. %-,ay .o -sell- the value of the technology is

c. Net Organizers should coordinate directly through documented operat'oral case studies.
with the Study Director ard the FORUMNET 4. CSA Remarks. None.
Organizer on the system design of theii net.
Some decision !.iakers may w-.ish to have access to Appepdix,
their net limnited to only a few selected members: I List of Participants
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Appendix 1 to Annex Y

List of Participants

Jim Baker Mike McGee
Robert Bergquist John Moellering
Peter Boylan John Myers
Jack Bradshaw Roger Nye
Rick Brown Dave Palmer
Ed Burba Bob Parnes
Tom Carney Ross Pickus
John Crosby Don Pihl
Stretch Dunn Bill Potts
Maury Edmonds Robert Riscassi
Fred Elam Don Rodgers
Robert Elton Mike Rodier
Sam Endicott Vincent Russo
Bob Forman Crosbie Saint
Lee Gragg Fred Sanborn
Ralph Hallada Dick Trefry
Vald Heiberg Walt Ulmer
Billy Holland Carl Vuono
Johnny Johnston Huba Wass De CzegeSam Kem H. Norman Schwarzkopf
Ward LeHardy Ronald Watts
Aaron Lilley Steve Whitworth
Mike Ma!one Jack Woodmansee
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Annex Z

OPMS Crosswalk

1. PURPOSE. To ensure continuity and pre- made in this area. PDOS supported 15 while
elude conflicts between PDOS and the Officer slightly modifying seven others (Appendix I).
Personnel Management Study (OPMS). c. Additionallv. PDOS recommended several

2. DISCUSSION. modifications of OPMS recommendations in

a. Background. The OPMS Study Group Fi- other areas. These are incorporated throughout
the report and in the recommendations that werenal Report contained numerous recommenda- provided to the Chief of Staff.

tions within the broad categories of Force Struc-
ture, V gement, Accessions and Separations. 3. Recommendations. As per Appendix I and
Educatio md Training, Distribution. Deploy- incorporated in other areas of the PDOS Final
ment. Professional Development and Selection. Report.
Proponcnc, Women in the Army. Warrant Of- 4. CSA Remarks. None.
ficers. Special Branches. Army National Guard,
Philosophy of Officer Corps. and Ethics. Appendix

b. The Education and Training recommen- I PDOS Modifications ofOPMS Recom-
dations were forwarded in their entirety to PDOS mendations
for consideration. Of the 21 recommendations
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Appendix I to Annex Z
PDOS Modification of OPMS Recommended Policies onOfficer Education and Training

OPMS 
PDOS

1. Complete CAS3 Phase I in OAC I. CAS3 Phase I will be OAC
follow-on module for OCONUS!
Bde staff- "on own" in 18 mos for all others.2. Delay OAC to 5-6 YOS due to 2. GAC at Promotion to CPT,Regimental System.

4. Defer CAS3 until promotion to 4. CAS3 during TP 2 (5-8 YOS).MAJ.

5. CGSC faculty criteria consider 
5. Distribute officers su isqualifications, not promotion risk. to provide balanced cells f
quality.8. Adjust CSC window from 11-15 8. CSCat TP 3; ASAP afterYOS to 12-7yo Ypromotion to MAJ.

15. ACS policy should require troop 15. Utilization tour willassignment after education, then follow ACS.utilization tour.
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